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Introduction

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned 
to repeat it.

—George santayana, The Life of Reason

Blind-sided by the devastating terrorist attack of september 11, 2001, 
George W. Bush administration officials endorsed what they con-
tended were unprecedented changes in federal surveillance policy. 

such changes, they claimed, were essential to anticipating and preventing 
future terrorist attacks. First, administration officials drafted and success-
fully lobbied the Congress to enact the usA pAtriOt Act, a far-reaching 
law that legalized Federal Bureau of investigation (FBi) interception of 
the communications and records of suspected terrorists without having 
to obtain a prior court warrant. second, seven months later, in may 2002, 
at a joint press conference with FBi Director robert mueller iii, Attorney 
General John Ashcroft issued new FBi investigative guidelines to change 
the “culture” of the FBi from that of a “reactive” law enforcement agency to 
one that was “proactive,” put “prevention above all else,” and would antici-
pate and prevent crime.

the administration’s contentions, however, were misleading and, in 
fact, misrepresented the more complex history of long-term FBi opera-
tions and authority. For the FBi did not first abandon a law-enforcement 
approach in may 2002, having sixty-six years earlier (under a secret 
August 1936 oral directive of president Franklin roosevelt) conducted 
investigations having as their objective to anticipate and prevent crime 
(in this case, espionage or sabotage orchestrated by nazi Germany, the 
soviet union, and their American recruits). thereafter, FBi intelligence 
operations exceeded those based on a criminal standard.1 in Chapter 1, 
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i chronicle the evolution of the FBi’s intelligence operations, the attendant 
changes in tactics and priorities instituted during the World War ii and cold 
war eras, and the ways these changes transformed the FBi’s culture, conduct, 
and approach.

nor was it the case that FBi agents had been hamstrung in the months 
and years preceding the 9/11 attack because they were denied the authority  
essential to uncovering potential terrorist operations. in fact, FBi agents already 
commanded broad legal authority—under the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control 
and safe streets Act and the 1978 Foreign intelligence surveillance Act—to 
intercept domestic and international communications when conducting intel-
ligence and counterintelligence operations. in addition, under a key provision 
of the 1996 Antiterrorism and effective Death penalty Act, investigations could 
be launched based on the nebulous standard that a suspected individual or 
organization provided “material support” to terrorism. Furthermore, dating 
from the 1980s and intensifying in the 1990s, counterterrorism became an FBi 
priority. under new “domestic security/terrorism” guidelines that Attorney 
General William French smith issued in march 1983, FBi agents were autho-
rized to “anticipate or prevent crime” and “initiate investigations in advance 
of criminal conduct.” moreover, in the 1990s, FBi officials established special 
units to coordinate such investigations—a radical Fundamentalist unit in 1994 
and an usama2 Bin laden unit in 1999.

significantly, during the World War ii and cold war years, even though 
the 1934 Communications Act banned wiretapping and the supreme Court in 
1937 and 1939 ruled that this ban applied to federal agents, FBi agents (under 
a secret presidential directive) employed wiretaps during national-defense 
investigations. FBi officials on their own authorized FBi agents to conduct 
break-ins, mail openings, and bugs when investigating suspected subver-
sives. FBi officials privately conceded that such techniques were illegal or 
contravened the Fourth Amendment ban against unreasonable searches and 
seizures. in Chapter 2, i survey the history of FBi wiretapping authority; in 
Chapter 3, i identify the targets of such interceptions, some of which extended 
well beyond legitimate national-security threats.

resisting public and congressional requests for access to records docu-
menting FBi surveillance operations, Bush administration (and, subsequently, 
Barack Obama administration) officials claimed that disclosure would imperil 
the nation’s security interests. their claims reiterated the justifications of FBi 
and White House officials during the World War ii and cold war years. in 
Chapter 4, i describe the various programs and procedures that were adopted 
during this earlier era to preclude discovery of the scope and targets of FBi 
surveillance operations.

Because of their ability to conduct policy in secret, FBi officials were able 
to preclude an independent assessment of the effectiveness of the FBi’s coun-
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terintelligence operations, a history discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Chapter 
6, in turn, discusses how FBi counterintelligence investigations moved far 
beyond legitimate security concerns to monitor the personal and political 
activities of prominent, as well as radical, Americans and then to act covertly 
to promote what has been inaptly described as “mcCarthyism.”

in contrast to other books and commentary on u.s. counterterrorist 
operations instituted in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, some of which 
criticized their violations of civil liberties, this book uses the lens of the World 
War ii and cold war eras to examine current counterterrorism policy and does 
so for two reasons. First, a survey of World War ii and cold war surveillance 
operations places those of the post-9/11 era in a needed historical context, 
highlighting the striking similarities of the response and the consequences of 
this expansion beyond the issue of the potential threat to civil liberties. this 
history moves the criticism of civil libertarians from the abstract and theoreti-
cal (potential for abuse) to the realm of predictable reality. second, current 
stringent restrictions denying access to relevant records of 9/11 surveillance 
operations have inevitably precluded a fuller understanding of their scope and 
consequences and, in this respect, highlight the need to learn from the recently 
uncovered reality of the World War ii and cold war eras.

there is a further dimension in light of the fact that the FBi’s World War 
ii and cold war surveillance programs became known only when the wall of 
secrecy that had theretofore shrouded FBi (but also national security Agency 
[nsA] and Central intelligence Agency [CiA]) operations was first breached 
by the so-called Church and pike Committee hearings and reports of 1975–
1976. the enactment of a series of amendments to the Freedom of informa-
tion Act (FOiA) in 1974 concurrently made possible an informed assessment 
of these operations for the first time. By exploiting the mandatory review and 
disclosure provisions of the amended FOiA, researchers were able to obtain 
some of the formerly secret FBi records.

research in these released records documents that the FBi’s intrusive inves-
tigations had not simply targeted suspected criminals and the nation’s enemies 
(foreign spies and their recruits) but had extended, for example, to monitoring 
the political and personal activities of prominent Americans (First lady elea-
nor roosevelt, illinois governor and Democratic presidential nominee Adlai 
stevenson, ensign/president John F. Kennedy, the reverend martin luther 
King, Jr.), an author of a critical history of the FBi (max lowenthal), and even 
an infamous influence-peddler (John monroe) after senior FBi officials learned 
that he had privately bragged to being immune from prosecution because he 
could prove that J. edgar Hoover was a homosexual. the released records 
further document that FBi officials, despite commanding broad powers, had 
in many instances neither anticipated nor apprehended those individuals who 
actually engaged in espionage. Having ensured their operations would remain 
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secret through special records procedures to preclude the discovery of their 
abusive practices and the ineffectiveness of their counterintelligence programs, 
FBi officials purposefully used the acquired information (and misinforma-
tion). this acquired information did not molder in the FBi’s massive records 
system, either because it was unusable for prosecution purposes (having been 
obtained illegally) or because an illegal activity was not confirmed. instead, and 
on their own, FBi officials regularly and surreptitiously leaked this information 
to favored reporters and members of Congress with the objective either to dis-
credit critics and/or to promote militantly anti-Communist politics.

significantly, these revelations of widespread abuses and of the limitations 
of FBi counterintelligence capabilities had not been uncovered through the 
findings of the Church and pike Committees or through the records released 
under the disclosure provisions of the amended FOiA. the FOiA might have 
provided the opportunity to obtain FBi records. nonetheless, such access 
required, at minimum, that the requestor be able to identify the FBi’s most-
sensitive records and be willing to wait decades to obtain them. Diligence, 
creativity, and steadfastness have underpinned my most significant findings, 
detailed in the following chapters.

For, in contrast to other journalists, historians, and political activists, i 
have not simply requested FBi files on named individuals, cases, or organi-
zations. instead, i have sought to understand how FBi officials created and 
maintained sensitive records. Based on a careful reading of congressional 
hearings and reports; of court cases involving senior FBi officials; of released 
FBi files, some of which were declassified at presidential libraries; and of 
references in released CiA records, i have successfully identified and thereby 
obtained through the FOiA some of the FBi’s most sensitive records: extant 
secret office files of senior FBi officials (Hoover, Clyde tolson, louis nichols), 
code-named programs (COmrAp, CinrAD, COmpiC, American legion 
Contact), and special policy files (sAC letters, FBi manual of rules and regu-
lations, June mail, surreptitious entries, symbol number sensitive source 
index [the last renamed the national security electronic surveillance index 
Card File]).

this successful identification strategy, however, did not ensure that the 
requested records were immediately released. i then encountered the reluc-
tance of FBi officials to make public these records by adopting broad, at times 
capricious, interpretations of the FOiA’s exemptive provisions (claiming 
“national security,” “sources and methods,” or “personal privacy” grounds 
and sometimes asserting two different grounds when withholding the same 
information on different occasions). my challenges to these withholding 
claims led to long delays in processing my ultimately successful appeals. For 
example, one of my requests, submitted in 1982, for former FBi Director 
Hoover’s extant Official and Confidential File led to an appeal that continued 
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for more than twenty years before the totality of this sensitive file was even-
tually released. When originally processing my request for this massive file 
(numbering 17,700 pages), the FBi released slightly more than 6,000 heavily 
redacted pages. Because of the publicity that my acquisition of this file trig-
gered (which became the subject of U.S. News and World Report’s special 
“1984” edition of December 18, 1983), Justice Department officials granted 
me multiple appeals, eventually totaling five. i was able to successfully chal-
lenge the FBi’s claimed withholdings. i could do so because of my acquired 
knowledge of the general contents of the withheld records, based on a review 
of the memoranda prepared for Attorney General edward levi in February 
1975 that outlined the contents of each of the 164 folders composing the FBi 
director’s secret office file and my evolving research in FBi records released 
in response to other FOiA requests or deposited in presidential libraries. the 
fact remains and bears emphasis: Bureau officials were committed to a stance 
of secrecy well after programs were no longer operational—and long after the 
end of the cold war.

this time-consuming and, at times, frustrating experience has direct rel-
evance for an informed assessment of the post-9/11 history. it underscores the 
commitment of intelligence bureaucrats (and, as well, senior administration 
officials) to secrecy—highlighted by their resistance to releasing dated FBi 
records, some created eighty years ago. And although we currently know more 
about the FBi’s World War ii and cold war operations than contemporaries 
did during those eras, and also following the initial releases of FBi records 
during the 1970s and ensuing decades, the ability of intelligence bureaucrats 
to delay releasing these records does suggest that our evolving knowledge of 
dated policies and practices might not reflect the full reality. this experience 
has particular relevance for our understanding of current counterterrorist 
policy and practices.

seemingly contradicting this latter contention, some of the surveillance 
programs and policies of the post-9/11 era became known within five years 
after the 9/11 attacks (not, as in the case of the World War ii era, forty years 
later). these discoveries, it should be emphasized, were inadvertent. Fur-
thermore, the basis for these discoveries indirectly confirms the limits of our 
current knowledge, for these discoveries were the results either of a series of 
isolated leaks of highly classified information to reporters of the New York 
Times and the Washington Post or the release by inspectors general (of the Jus-
tice Department and the intelligence agencies) of unclassified sections of re-
ports on some of the post-9/11 surveillance operations. in the latter case, when 
enacting legislation rescinding the sunset provisions of the usA pAtriOt 
Act pertaining to the use of national security letters (nsl) or when legal-
izing the nsA’s surveillance program and immunizing telecommunication 
companies from criminal prosecution, Congress had concurrently required 
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that the inspectors general (of the Justice Department or the intelligence 
agencies) review and report on the FBi’s uses of nsls or the operation of the 
nsA surveillance program. neither the leaked information nor the reports of 
the inspectors general constitute a comprehensive (let alone independently 
verifiable) account of post-9/11 surveillance operations. the releases do not, 
for example, describe the scope and the targets of these surveillance opera-
tions (and whether the interceptions as a whole advanced legitimate national-
security interests) or how the acquired information was used and continues 
to be used (whether, as in the cold war era, to advance the policy and political 
interests of presidents and senior intelligence agency officials). there is no 
reason to believe that the politics of secrecy does not continue to undermine 
accountability and invite abuses of power.



Abuse of Power





1
A New Intelligence Paradigm

Surveillance and Preventive Detention

The crisis of the Great Depression transformed American politics. 
Capitalizing on the severe economic downturn and the seeming 
ineptitude of Herbert Hoover, the incumbent republican presi-

dent, Democratic presidential nominee Franklin roosevelt easily cap-
tured the presidency in the 1932 election. Candidate roosevelt, however, 
had offered no specific blueprint for the new Deal he pledged to enact 
if elected beyond promising bold new initiatives and a willingness to 
experiment. His commitment to change course and commanding person-
ality, nonetheless, captured the public’s mood, enabling the new president 
to steer through Congress in the ensuing years a far-reaching legislative 
agenda that radically expanded the federal government’s regulatory and 
spending roles while at the same time focusing public attention on his 
leadership as president. in the process, roosevelt undercut the checks on 
executive power that Congress and the media traditionally exercised.

roosevelt’s success in enacting the so-called new Deal for that very 
reason precipitated criticisms from many American conservatives and 
progressives. roosevelt’s conservative critics decried the undermining 
of limited government and the emergent more powerful presidency. For 
fundamentally different reasons, progressives also criticized roosevelt’s 
presidency, dismissing new Deal legislative reforms as half-hearted and 
as co-opting needed fundamental change. Conservatives and progressives, 
moreover, extended their divergent criticisms to the president’s foreign-
policy initiatives.
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their criticisms of roosevelt’s attempts to extend u.s. international 
commitments struck a responsive chord in the mid- to late 1930s, given the 
public’s principal concerns, in the depths of the Great Depression, center-
ing on the domestic economy and viewing with great skepticism an activist 
international role. Disillusioned over u.s. involvement in World War i, the 
public had come to perceive international involvement as unnecessary and 
counterproductive. this antipathy was greatly influenced by the highly pub-
licized hearings conducted by the so-called nye Committee during the years 
1934–1937 that triggered enactment of the so-called neutrality Acts of 1935, 
1936, and 1937. intended to avert u.s. involvement in foreign wars, these acts 
limited the nation’s financial and commercial relations with belligerent pow-
ers and the president’s discretion to counter nazi Germany’s expansionism. 
moreover, by the mid-1930s, progressives and conservatives directly con-
nected an interventionist foreign policy with the shaping of domestic reform. 
For many conservatives, president roosevelt’s justification for the expanded 
federal regulatory and spending policies under the new Deal as having pre-
cedence in the nation’s emergency responses during World War i confirmed 
this connection, while for many progressives the consequences of president 
Woodrow Wilson’s unneutral policies that resulted in u.s. intervention in 
World War i had created the repressive political climate that not only led to 
the red scare of 1920 but also underpinned the conservative politics of the 
1920s.

these convictions shaped the political context that president roosevelt 
felt compelled to address in the mid- to late 1930s through a series of tactical 
decisions to counter a perceived internal security threat that a resurgent nazi 
Germany and soviet union posed. these governments, as “subversive” pow-
ers, roosevelt feared, could influence the actions of the American Fascist and 
Communist movements. to contain this perceived subversive threat, roosevelt 
concluded, required a fundamental shift in the role of the Federal Bureau of 
investigation (FBi)—from a law enforcement agency that sought to develop 
evidence to prosecute violators of federal laws to an intelligence agency that 
would seek to acquire advance information about the plans and capabilities of 
suspected spies and saboteurs. under this scenario, the FBi should anticipate 
and thereby frustrate potential acts of espionage and sabotage and furthermore 
contain “subversive” activists and movements from being able to influence the 
public debate about the president’s interventionist initiatives. these goals, 
the president further concluded, could not be achieved through new legisla-
tion authorizing FBi intelligence investigations, given prevailing suspicions 
about executive and presidential powers. president roosevelt, his attorneys 
general, and the FBi director instead opted for secret executive directives, a 
method that had as a central purpose the foreclosure of a potentially divisive 
and contentious debate. the FBi’s new proactive approach meant that agents 
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would seek to identify potential spies and saboteurs by adopting ideological 
and associational criteria.

moreover, as in the case of the evolution of the domestic new Deal, this 
profound shift was effected not through a well-defined blueprint but through 
a series of ad hoc responses. president roosevelt (abetted by the ambitious 
FBi director, J. edgar Hoover) at first intended only to address a specific and 
immediate problem; the secrecy of his and Hoover’s initiatives and the resul-
tant undermining of accountability cumulatively and over time culminated 
in a vastly expanded and politicized FBi. With the onset of the cold war, 
roosevelt’s temporary, ad hoc initiatives gave rise to a permanent FBi intel-
ligence role and, given the resultant obsession over the gravity of the Com-
munist threat, a new conception of the nation’s institutional relationships and 
priorities.

this new intelligence paradigm had its inception in a one-time initiative. 
Concerned over nazi Germany’s domestic propaganda activities, in may 1934, 
president roosevelt convened a conference of representatives from the secret 
service, the immigration Bureau, the FBi, and the Department of Justice. 
Following this meeting, roosevelt ordered FBi Director Hoover to conduct 
“a very careful and searching investigation” into whether German embassy 
and consular officials “may have” a connection with American Fascist move-
ments. roosevelt’s request had no law-enforcement purpose in that he sought 
to document the ideological orientation of American citizens and organiza-
tions. indeed, Hoover’s follow-up response reflected this reality, as FBi agents 
were ordered to investigate the “activities of the nazi groups with particular 
reference to the anti-racial and any anti-American activities having any pos-
sible connection with official representatives of the German government in 
the united states.” the resultant twenty-eight-month FBi investigation, not 
surprisingly then, uncovered no evidence of illegal conduct, as FBi agents 
monitored the political activities of various Fascist groups (notably, the Ger-
man American Bund headed by Fritz Kuhn and the silver shirts headed by 
William pelley) with Hoover submitting the resultant reports periodically to 
Attorney General Homer Cummings for transmittal to the president.1

roosevelt’s 1934 request had a limited one-time purpose. the reports that 
Hoover submitted, however, combined with an upsurge in Fascist and Com-
munist activities heightened the president’s concerns and led him in August 
1936 to convene a meeting with Hoover at the White House. roosevelt had a 
broader objective than in 1934, as he solicited the FBi director’s input about 
“the question of subversive activities in the united states, particularly Fascism 
and Communism,” the immediate catalyst being the various reports from 
Hoover, specifically one recounting that Catholic priest Charles Coughlin had 
asked retired general smedley Butler to head a military expedition to mexico.

At this meeting, however, Hoover focused not only on American Fascists 
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but also on the Communist threat, citing Communist plans to “get control” 
of the international longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s union, the united 
mine Workers, and the newspaper Guild. should the Communists succeed in 
gaining control of these labor unions, Hoover explained, they could “paralyze 
the country in that they could stop all shipping in and out . . . stop the opera-
tion of industry . . . and stop publication of any newspaper in the country.” 
Communists, he continued, had also infiltrated the national labor relations 
Board and had been instructed to vote for roosevelt in the 1936 election.

Disturbed by this report, roosevelt expressed an interest in “obtaining a 
broader picture of the general movement and its activities as may affect the 
economic and political life of the country as a whole” and asked how this could 
be achieved. no agency currently addressed that interest, Hoover reported, 
given the lack of authority to investigate such matters, but under a 1916 appro-
priation statute, the FBi was authorized to investigate “any matters referred to 
it by the Department of state.” roosevelt agreed to this proposed strategy but 
on the condition that it be accomplished without any leaks, and he proposed 
that the two of them meet with secretary of state Cordell Hull.

the three men met the next day at the White House. roosevelt began this 
meeting by citing the activities of soviet consular official Constantine Ouman-
sky, whom he described as “a leading figure in some of these activities in this 
country, so consequently, it was a matter which fell within the scope of for-
eign affairs over which the state Department would have a right to request an 
investigation to be made.” When Hull then asked if such a request should be 
made in writing, roosevelt demurred, preferring that this matter “be handled 
quite confidentially, and it will be sufficient that the president, the secretary 
of state and [FBi director] should be the ones aware of this request.” Only one 
written report about this decision remains extant, which Hoover had main-
tained in his secret office file.2

When meeting Hoover and then authorizing FBi noncriminal intelligence 
investigations, president roosevelt had bypassed his attorney general, Cum-
mings. Cummings first learned of roosevelt’s decision at a september 10 
meeting with Hoover (with the FBi director misleadingly informing him that 
his meeting with the president had been held on september 1). roosevelt’s 
interest in secrecy had additional consequences beyond undermining the 
attorney general’s supervisory authority, in that it enabled the ambitious 
and politically conservative FBi director to institute a broader surveillance 
initiative that extended beyond monitoring nazi and soviet agents and their 
American recruits. Hoover’s August 25 order to his key aides outlining the 
“general classifications” that were to govern this new initiative captures this 
broader political surveillance purpose. the intended targets were “maritime 
industry, Government affairs, steel industry, general strike activities, Armed 
Forces, educational institutions, general activities—Communist and affiliated 
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Organizations, Fascisti, anti-Fascisti movements, and adherents of organized 
labor organizations.” FBi agents were specifically directed to obtain informa-
tion from “all possible sources” but not to initiate any investigation without 
“specific authorization” from FBi headquarters, a requirement intended to 
preclude the discovery of this broad-ranging intelligence operation.3

expanding the FBi’s authority to conduct intelligence investigations did 
not ensure that foreign-directed espionage or sabotage operations would be 
uncovered. this was particularly highlighted by the FBi’s concurrent and 
inefficient handling of an investigation that had fortuitously uncovered a 
wide-ranging German espionage operation that the so-called rumrich spy 
ring orchestrated.

Born in Chicago in 1911, Guenther Gustave rumrich emigrated to Ger-
many with his family in 1915, returning to the united states in 1929, where-
upon he joined the u.s. Army in 1930 and then went AWOl in 1936. that 
year in may, rumrich signed up as an agent of Abwehr, the German espionage 
service, in new york. Working closely the next two years with other recruited 
German agents (some of whom had begun spying for Abwehr as early as 
1927), rumrich helped steal and then transmit to Germany sensitive military 
data (including military technology and information about ship movements in 
the port of new york). His carelessness, however, led to his apprehension by 
state Department and new york City police investigators in February 1938. 
rumrich’s espionage activities were discovered as the result of an inquiry 
into his receipt of thirty-five blank passports. rumrich eventually identified 
to state Department, new york police, and FBi investigators eighteen other 
participants in this spy operation. Only three of those whom he identified, 
however, were tried, as the other fourteen fled the country before they could be 
apprehended. the resultant adverse publicity about the long-term operation 
of this ring and the escape of the fourteen tarnished more than it enhanced the 
FBi’s public reputation.4

seeking to dispel public doubts and to address the seeming weakness of the 
federal government’s counterespionage capabilities, president roosevelt con-
vened a cabinet meeting on October 14, 1938, at which he pointedly questioned 
Attorney General Cummings about the federal government’s overall counter-
espionage operations. His department, Cummings responded, had a “well-
defined system” in place, and no changes were needed. roosevelt, however, was 
unconvinced and ordered his attorney general to chair a committee composed 
of representatives from the FBi, the military intelligence Division (miD), and 
the Office of naval intelligence (Oni) “to inquire into the so-called espionage 
situation” and to report back to him whatever additional appropriations would 
be needed to ensure an effective “domestic intelligence” program.

Cummings thereupon solicited Hoover’s counsel. On October 20, 1938, 
the FBi director submitted a detailed plan that would require a significant 
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increase in appropriations to “expand” the FBi’s, the miD’s, and the Oni’s 
counterespionage operations. the FBi, Hoover reported, currently collected 
information “dealing with various forms of activities of either a subversive or 
so-called intelligence type” and had “a close and coordinated plan of coopera-
tion” with the miD and the Oni. Hoover nonetheless emphasized that future 
operations should focus on “matters which do not themselves constitute a 
violation of a Federal Criminal statute, such as subversive activities.” this 
needed expansion, Hoover continued, could be best achieved “under present 
provisions” in the FBi’s annual appropriations, much as roosevelt himself 
had ordered at the earlier 1936 meeting with Hoover and Hull by honoring 
requests under the 1916 appropriations statute from the state Department. 
the language of the 1916 statute was “sufficiently broad to cover an expan-
sion,” which in turn would require an increase in FBi appropriations of 
$300,000. the proposed expanded FBi surveillance operations, the FBi direc-
tor counseled Cummings, should be “proceeded with the utmost degree of 
secrecy in order to avoid criticism or objections which may be raised to such 
an expansion by either ill-informed persons or individuals having some ulte-
rior motive.” the “word ‘espionage,’” Hoover pointedly observed, “has long 
been a word that has been repugnant to the American people and it is believed 
that the structure which is already in existence is much broader than espionage 
or counter-espionage but covers in a true sense real intelligence value” for the 
FBi, the miD, and the Oni. the FBi director explicitly advised against seeking 
“special legislation,” as this “would draw attention to the fact that it was pro-
posed to develop a special counter-espionage drive of any great magnitude.” 
immediately forwarded to president roosevelt, Hoover’s report was approved 
on november 1, although the president limited the proposed increase in FBi 
appropriations to $150,000.5

the onset of World War ii, with the German invasion of poland in sep-
tember 1939 and u.s. military involvement in that ongoing conflict follow-
ing the Japanese attack on pearl Harbor in December 1941, emboldened the 
roosevelt administration to seek further increases in FBi appropriations and 
personnel. thus, during the years 1936–1945, and particularly in the years 
after 1939, FBi appropriations and personnel increased from $5,000,000 and 
1,690 in 1936, to $6,578,076 and 1,912 in 1939, to $14,743,300 and 4,273 in 
1941, to $44,197,146 and 11,792 in 1945. (the post-1940 figures, however, 
also included funding for the FBi’s foreign-intelligence operations in latin 
America, secretly authorized by president roosevelt in June 1940. the FBi’s 
foreign intelligence role, however, was terminated with the creation of the CiA 
in 1947.)6

Despite the 600 percent increase in personnel during the years 1936 
through 1945 (and a 1,300 percent increase dating from 1932), FBi officials 
were not content to rely solely on an agent force to conduct secret intelligence 
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operations. paid informants (disgruntled former adherents and “patriotic” 
volunteers) were also recruited to infiltrate targeted organizations (such as 
the u.s. Communist party). more ominously, dating from 1940, FBi officials 
also tapped into the ranks of conservative organizations, such as the American 
legion, the post–World War i veterans’ organization. their institution of the 
formally code-named American legion Contact program in 1940 enabled FBi 
officials to monitor closely and intensively suspect “subversive” labor union 
and political activities.

ironically, this program’s inception contravened the original intention of 
senior Justice Department officials. in June 1940, American legion officials 
had contacted Attorney General robert Jackson and offered to monitor “sub-
versive activities” and report their “findings to local law enforcement agencies.” 
rebuffing this offer, the attorney general urged the legion to refrain from such 
investigations and instead act to reduce “mob violence and hysteria.”7

subsequently learning of legion officials’ adverse reaction to this rebuff 
(and the potential consequences for the FBi’s intelligence activities), the head 
of the FBi’s new york office, special Agent in Charge (sAC) B. edwin sackett, 
contacted FBi Director Hoover and urged him to endorse a proposal to coun-
ter a legion surveillance plan. Doing nothing, sackett warned, could deny the 
FBi the legion’s support insofar as legion officers intended to institute their 
own surveillance program, whether in cooperation with local and state police 
or with military intelligence. sackett recommended that his FBi superiors 
allow him to attend a forthcoming conference of American legion officials, 
having the purpose to “develop reliable [legion] informants, outline the type 
of information the Bureau desires, and also tell the [legion] Commanders 
when possible that we need them as confidential informants in . . . [defense] 
plants.”8

Hoover endorsed sackett’s plan but demanded further refinement, adding 
that any plan would first have to be cleared with the attorney general. the FBi 
director promised to seek Jackson’s approval by november 19, the date when 
legion officers were scheduled to meet to approve their own surveillance pro-
gram and which meeting sackett would attend to brief legion officers on the 
FBi’s counterproposal.

the FBi director thereupon advised the attorney general of the legion-
naires’ resentment over his earlier dismissal of their offer and their inten-
tion to approve a “broad program” to investigate “all information received 
concerning espionage, sabotage, subversive activities, un-American activities 
and other matters related in any manner to the national defense.” the legion 
intended to report the acquired information, Hoover added, to “local and 
state police agencies, ignoring the Federal Bureau of investigation entirely.” 
Because they would be conducted by “inexperienced men,” he continued, 
the legion’s surveillance operations could adversely affect the FBi’s carefully 
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planned “national defense programs.” But under an alternative FBi plan, the 
FBi could obtain the legion’s support and “keep the membership of that 
organization so occupied that there will be no attempt . . . to carry on actual 
investigative activity.”9

Attorney General Jackson reluctantly approved Hoover’s proposal but 
admitted that he “would much rather not do this but apparently something 
must be done.” He did so on the understanding that legionnaires would not 
conduct investigations but would only report to the FBi what they learned 
through everyday activities—that legionnaires of German, italian, French, 
and russian nationality would keep the FBi apprised of the activities of their 
nationality groups and that legionnaires employed in defense industries 
would become plant informants. Hoover did not disabuse Jackson of this 
belief or reveal his more ambitious intention to recruit legionnaires as Confi-
dential national Defense informants.10

Briefed by sackett on the FBi’s counterproposal, American legion officers 
wholeheartedly agreed to cooperate with the FBi. the arrangement finally 
agreed upon involved each sAC maintaining close contact with the legion’s 
regional officers, who would have been identified by the head of the legion’s 
national Americanism Commission, Homer Chaillaux. the sACs would then 
solicit from their region’s state legion officers the names of reliable legion 
members in their area who could be “safely contacted” for recruitment. the 
net result would be the creation of a nationwide pool of informers who would 
be encouraged to provide information on a regular basis. Hoover, moreover, 
spelled out the criteria for selecting legion recruits: “Good judgment, employ-
ment in important industrial or public utility plants and facilities or who have 
contacts with conditions in their communities relating to groups of foreign 
extraction or un-American sympathies.” the program, the FBi director fur-
ther emphasized, must “be kept strictly confidential and that no publicity 
whatsoever result.”11

Hoover thereafter personally monitored the sACs’ contacts with legion 
officers and FBi agents’ recruitment of legion informers to ensure “intensive 
coverage.” And, whenever learning that a field office had either delayed ini-
tiating this program or had not contacted members of the legion’s national 
Americanism Commission to serve as informers, he demanded that sACs 
immediately contact their state’s legion officers to ascertain which legion-
naires would be sufficiently reliable for recruitment as “confidential infor-
mants.” Agents who were found to be derelict in making these contacts were 
either threatened with or given administrative sanctions. Hoover explicitly 
extolled the benefits of this recruitment program as enhancing the FBi’s sur-
veillance capabilities without having to seek additional appropriations from 
Congress to hire more agents. it might be “undesirable as a general rule to 
rely upon outside groups to render assistance to the FBi,” he conceded but 
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then added that legion members were “substantial, patriotic citizens, whose 
assistance should be used to the utmost” and that sACs should thus “explore 
the possibility of utilizing the services of the American legion to greater 
advantage.”12

sACs and agents responded enthusiastically to Hoover’s orders. By August 
20, 1941, 813 American legion department and division officers had been 
contacted and 46,864 potential informers identified, of whom 32,918 were 
contacted by FBi agents. the FBi supervisor responsible for administering the 
program at the time estimated that when the planning phase was completed, 
43,000 informers would have been recruited from the legion’s 1,700 nation-
wide posts.13

the FBi director, however, was not satisfied with these sizable numbers. 
When subsequently learning that many legion post commanders had still 
not been identified as “reliable” legionnaires and, further, that owing to their 
ignorance of the FBi’s program some of them had offered to cooperate with 
the miD, Hoover ordered all sACs to secure immediately from their region’s 
legion department commanders a list of all posts that had already been con-
tacted and then ask those who had not been whether they would cooperate 
with the FBi. His pressure brought about a further increase in the number of 
potential legion informers to sixty thousand by October 1943.

the radical expansion in the FBi’s ability to conduct intelligence investiga-
tions, because of the resultant focus on labor unions and political activities, did 
not lead to an increase in prosecutions during the World War ii era, let alone 
the uncovering of planned espionage or sabotage operations. these paltry 
results did not dissuade FBi officials. their concern in any event had never 
been simply to prosecute spies or saboteurs but to contain “subversive” influ-
ence. And thus, to achieve this preventative objective, FBi Director Hoover 
concurrently, in september 1939, instituted a formal emergency detention 
program code-named Custodial Detention.

unilaterally instituted by the FBi director, this program was intended to 
identify “persons of German, italian, and Communist sympathies” and those 
“whose interest may be directed primarily to the interest of some other nation 
than the united states” by having FBi agents review the subscription lists of 
German, italian, and Communist newspapers; membership lists of Fascist 
and Communist organizations; agent and informer reports on meetings; and 
demonstrations of such organizations and, further, by developing confidential 
sources or conducting new investigations in “a discreet manner.” the names 
of those so-identified aliens and citizens were then listed in a special Custodial 
Detention index, “on whom there is information available that their pres-
ence at liberty in this country in time of war or national emergency would be 
dangerous to the public peace and safety of the united states Government.” 
Hoover recognized that the proposed investigations and listings lacked statu-
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tory authority and further focused on protected First Amendment speech and 
associations. Accordingly, he sought to limit the political fallout should the 
FBi’s actions be discovered, admonishing sACs that “the purpose should 
be entirely confidential and it should be handled in the same manner as any 
investigation for the purpose of determining if the individual involved has vio-
lated the [Foreign Agent] registration Act or is engaged in subversive activi-
ties. . . . [i]nquiries as to the reason for the investigation should be answered 
by reference to the registration Act.”14

this unilaterally instituted Custodial Detention program could not 
become operational, however, insofar as it lacked statutory authority. Belat-
edly, then, Hoover briefed Attorney General Jackson about this program nine 
months later, in June 1940. At this time, the FBi director solicited Jackson’s 
guidance relative to the compilation of “a suspect list of individuals whose 
arrest might be considered necessary in the event the united states becomes 
involved in war” (masking the fact that he had already had agents compile 
such a list).15

Jackson concurred that such an index should be prepared and immediate-
ly directed the head of the Justice Department’s newly created neutrality laws 
unit to review the names of those whom the FBi listed. Hoover, however, 
had not anticipated that department officials would insist upon a supervisory 
role and objected to this requirement. the FBi’s confidential sources could 
be compromised by such reviews, he protested, and the bureau’s “counter-
espionage activities” could be adversely affected. He then demanded that the 
department personnel conducting such reviews should “be selected with a 
great deal of care” to preclude any leaks.

Department officials ultimately agreed to two modifications in Jackson’s 
proposed review system. First, the department agreed not to indict a listed 
individual if this “might interfere with sound investigative techniques” (i.e., 
reveal the FBi’s use of wiretaps, bugs, or break-ins). second, no FBi recruited 
informer would be disclosed “without the prior approval of the Bureau.” 
Assistant Attorney General m. F. mcGuire then outlined for Hoover how 
the department planned to implement this program: Following a presidential 
proclamation, the attorney general would issue warrants for the arrest of alien 
enemies (based on the 1798 alien enemies statute), and a special department 
committee would decide whether listed American citizens “not subject to 
internment” should be prosecuted under the 1940 smith Act (which made it 
a crime to advocate or belong to an organization that advocated the violent 
overthrow of the government) “or some other appropriate statute.”16

Hoover also concurrently briefed president roosevelt in October 1940 
about this FBi program of “preparing and maintaining” a list of “several 
thousand individuals” whose activities “are considered potentially inimical 
to the welfare of the united states.” those listed, Hoover explained, would 
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be detained in “the event of a declared emergency or the enactment of addi-
tional legislation.” He identified those whom the FBi planned to list as “Ger-
man groups and sympathizers, Communist groups and sympathizers, Fascist 
groups and sympathizers, Japanese and others.”

neither president roosevelt nor Attorney General Francis Biddle (Jack-
son’s successor) subsequently decided to implement a detention program 
based on the FBi’s Custodial Detention listings. instead, following the Japa-
nese attack on pearl Harbor, Biddle, on December 12, 1941, authorized the 
detention under the 1798 Alien enemies Act of those German, italian, and 
Japanese alien residents who were listed in this special index (totaling 2,541). 
Citizens listed in this index (as well as suspected Communists) were not sub-
ject to this order. in addition, president roosevelt in February 1942 authorized 
the now-infamous Japanese internment program, the vast majority of whom 
had not been identified under the FBi’s relatively circumscribed listing of 
“dangerous” Japanese aliens and citizens.17

FBi officials nonetheless continued to compile and maintain a Custodial 
Detention index that included the names of citizens and aliens who were 
not identified with the Axis powers but were listed because of their suspect 
Communist party membership or sympathies. Attorney General Biddle soon 
questioned the value of maintaining such an index, having concluded that 
“these dangerous classifications . . . serve no useful purpose.” the Justice 
Department’s Alien Control unit, the attorney general informed FBi Direc-
tor Hoover in July 1943, had found the FBi’s Custodial Detention classifica-
tions to be useless.18 “there is no statutory authorization or other present 
justification,” Biddle continued, “for keeping a ‘custodial detention’ list of 
citizens. the Department fulfills its proper functions by investigating the 
activities of persons who may have violated the law. it is not aided in this 
work by classifying persons as to dangerousness.” Accordingly, the attorney 
general barred the future use of this classification and demanded the inser-
tion of a card in the files of those persons who were listed in the Custodial 
Detention index stipulating that “this classification is unreliable, it is hereby 
cancelled, and [it] should not be used as a determination of dangerousness or 
of any other fact.”19

the FBi director, however, did not comply with the intent of the attorney 
general’s order. instead, all sACs were ordered in August 1943 that henceforth 
the “character of investigations of individuals (other than alien enemies) who 
may be dangerous or potentially dangerous to the public safety or internal 
security of the united states shall be ‘security matter’ and not ‘Custodial 
Detention.’ the phraseology, ‘Custodial Detention,’ shall no longer be used to 
designate the character of the investigation, nor shall it be used for any pur-
pose in reports or other communications.” Almost in passing, the FBi director 
alluded to the attorney general’s order that “the dangerousness classification 
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previously made by the special Defense unit and its successor, the special War 
policies unit, be not used in the future for any purpose whatsoever.”

Hoover had technically complied with Biddle’s requirement in that the 
attorney general had not specifically banned the compilation of listings of 
“dangerous” individuals under a different name. “Henceforth,” the FBi direc-
tor thus stipulated, “the cards known as Custodial Detention Cards will be 
known and referred to as security index Cards, and the list composed of such 
cards will be known as the security index.” And, to foreclose the possibility 
that his insubordination could be discovered, sACs were directed that “the 
fact that the security index and security index Cards are prepared and main-
tained should be considered as strictly confidential, and should at no time be 
mentioned and alluded to in investigative reports, or discussed with agencies 
or individuals outside the Bureau other than duly qualified field representa-
tives of the Office of naval intelligence and the military intelligence service, 
and then only on a strictly confidential basis.”20

the principal catalyst to president roosevelt’s secret authorization of 
FBi intelligence investigations might have stemmed primarily from his con-
cerns about German espionage and sabotage activities and secondarily the 
“subversive” threat that the soviet union and American Communists posed. 
nonetheless, FBi intelligence investigations during World War ii had focused 
intensively on what the FBi director and his senior aides perceived to be the 
Communist threat. FBi officials could not at the time act on the information 
contained in the FBi’s burgeoning files. their concern, however, soon led 
them to continue and, after 1945, to intensify surveillance of Communists and 
those whom they believed to be Communist sympathizers. they were embold-
ened to do so owing to the radically altered political climate of the cold war 
years. the deterioration in u.s.-soviet relations after 1945 combined with the 
discovery in late 1945 of wartime soviet espionage operations (in the united 
states and Canada) led to White House endorsement of continued FBi intel-
ligence investigations. As one result, with the exception of the formal termina-
tion in 1947 of the FBi’s foreign intelligence role in south America (thereby 
temporarily reducing FBi appropriations and personnel), FBi appropriations 
and personnel never returned to their pre-1936 levels and instead increased 
steadily thereafter from $43,900,000 and 9,300 in 1948 to $256,857,000 and 
18,028 by 1970.21

nonetheless, in their efforts to contain the Communist “subversive” threat, 
FBi officials once again sought to enhance their monitoring capabilities by 
continuing the wartime liaison relationship with the American legion. legion 
recruits, FBi Director Hoover advised his key aides, were a “valuable pool of 
information which should be used to the fullest extent by the Bureau, both 
in security matters and other matters coming within the jurisdiction of the 
Bureau.”22 sACs were accordingly ordered in February 1945 to review their 
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American legion files “with the thought of having as much coverage as possible 
in the postwar period . . . in general investigative as well as in national Defense 
matters.”23

under this revised program, however, sACs were directed to discontinue 
“developing” new legion contacts and to instead retain already recruited 
legionnaires as potentially valuable informers who were to be “appropriately 
indexed as Confidential informants, sources of information, or Contacts.” “A 
close relationship with the American legion” must be maintained, Hoover 
emphasized, as “it is more vital than ever at this time to retain the continued 
support and active cooperation of this ever-increasingly important organiza-
tion.”24

thus, FBi agents continued to solicit information from their established 
legion informers. the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950, however, 
led to a reassessment, as Hoover decided to reactivate the wartime American 
legion Contact program in light of the FBi’s “most cordial” relationship with 
the legion (a “powerful, numerically large group of citizens in active partici-
pation in the affairs of this country”). But rather than recruiting legionnaire 
informers solely on the basis of their usefulness, sACs were to contact “all 
reliable post Commanders and Adjutants” to “prevent their offering their ser-
vices to other agencies” and were to focus on selective-service matters. While 
imposing a heavy burden on the FBi’s resources, senior FBi officials conceded, 
this reactivated program would nonetheless provide FBi agents “entree to 
persons and organizations in all walks of life” and at the same time dissuade 
legionnaires from instituting their own internal security program.25

FBi officials, however, decided that “it was not necessary to contact the 
[Justice] Department prior to starting this program.” the FBi executives 
Conference, composed of senior FBi officials at FBi headquarters, instead “felt 
that the initial step should be personal contact by [FBi inspector and liaison 
to the American legion] lee pennington with the national Commander of 
the American legion.”26 this reactivated program greatly expanded the FBi’s 
surveillance capabilities. By June 20, 1953, 100,880 informers were recruited 
from the legion’s active posts. nonetheless, by then FBi agents in the field had 
come to question the value of the program, given the amount of time required 
to contact and recontact legion officers and the limited quality of the acquired 
information. their complaints, however, were summarily dismissed by senior 
FBi officials, who extolled the program’s “good public relations.”27

then, in 1954, FBi inspector C. W. stein, the official having administrative 
responsibility over the program, recommended its discontinuance. Based on 
his survey of all FBi personnel who supervised the program, stein concluded 
that the program “contributed no information of value” and constituted a 
costly use of limited FBi manpower. He proposed instead to limit FBi con-
tacts to the legion’s national officers, with agents only honoring any and all 
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speaking requests from legion posts. stein’s recommendation was summarily 
rebuffed, although Hoover agreed to limit the required sAC contacts on the 
condition that agents would not overlook “the possibility that some of these 
legion contacts may be developed as security and criminal informants or 
sources of information.”28

the legion program as such limped along mindlessly until the 1960s, 
when FBi supervisor Fred Baumgardner, citing the upsurge of racial unrest, 
proposed to senior FBi officials in 1964 and again in 1965 the reactivation 
of the FBi’s liaison relationship with the legion to “increase the quality and 
quantity of coverage of racial matters.” such reactivation, Baumgardner 
argued, could provide “a limited and selective means of obtaining resources 
at the community level.” legion informers, Baumgardner continued, “should 
be made aware of the Bureau’s interest in racial activities,” as the FBi must 
“consider every possible step toward a position in which we will be aware of 
all racial activities.” Baumgardner cited as the proposal’s added benefit “the 
public relations gained and education of such [legion] officials and workers” 
regarding the FBi’s “responsibilities and jurisdiction.”29

the FBi executives Conference, however, never formally considered 
Baumgardner’s recommendation. to the contrary, on march 7, 1966, FBi 
Director Hoover approved Baumgardner’s quite different recommendation 
to terminate the American legion Contact program on the grounds that “the 
expenditure of time and money in making yearly contacts” with legion com-
manders and adjutants was no longer warranted.30

Despite its long tenure, the FBi’s American legion Contact program 
furthered no legitimate security interest. its sole value was to increase the 
accumulation of information about liberal and radical political activities and 
to enhance the FBi’s reputation with this conservative veterans’ organization. 
indeed, senior FBi officials, when endorsing its continuance, cited only that 
it cemented a favorable relationship with this powerful veterans’ organiza-
tion and at the same time enhanced the monitoring of suspect radical activi-
ties. indeed, this had been the program’s underlying objective all along, with 
Hoover, in 1940 with the inception of the program, explicitly affirming its 
value in addressing “the vital need of the Bureau to know conditions in vari-
ous localities throughout the country.” He particularly specified the political 
intelligence value of the Bureau’s recruitment of legion contacts:

in communities where groups or settlements of persons of foreign 
extraction or possible un-American sympathies are located, it is impor-
tant that the Bureau know the identity of leaders of these groups, the 
location of their meeting places, the identity and scope of operation 
of their social clubs, societies, language schools, etc.; whether persons 
are sent into the communities to spread propaganda; to raise funds for 
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various purposes or for the purpose of agitating such foreign extraction 
groups.31

FBi supervisor Baumgardner’s 1965 review of the program’s history 
confirmed Hoover’s original assessment that this program helped promote 
FBi officials’ ideological and bureaucratic interests. Citing the “considerable 
value [to the FBi] in the public relations field and . . . in deterring the Ameri-
can legion from embarking on security-type investigations,” Baumgardner 
emphasized that “it is extremely desirable” that the FBi maintain “our excellent 
relations” with the legion, “a numerically strong and powerful militant group.” 
the legion’s vast membership, he continued, “has in the past given the Bureau 
entree to organizations and persons in all walks of life. the limited program 
now in effect permits the Bureau to maintain its relations with the leading offi-
cials in the legion without undue burden on investigative personnel.”32

FBi officials, at the same time, remained committed after 1945 to a 
preventive-detention program, even though the Custodial Detention program 
had never become operational and Attorney General Biddle had, in 1943, 
ordered that such listings were to be terminated. Hoover’s secret renaming 
of this list as a security index might have ensured the continued collection 
of information about suspect individuals. nonetheless, given Biddle’s order, 
those listed could not be detained. the opportunity to resolve this dilemma 
presented itself with tom Clark’s replacement of Biddle as attorney general in 
september 1945. Clark held a more expansive conception of internal security 
threats than had Biddle and was less concerned that listing individuals because 
of their beliefs or associations could threaten civil liberties and amount to a 
repudiation of congressional authority.

seeking to exploit the opportunity, given the changed political climate 
with the deterioration of u.s.-soviet relations, FBi Assistant Director D. 
milton ladd in February 1946 urged Hoover to secure Clark’s support for a 
“study as to the action which could be taken in the event of an emergency.” 
As justification, ladd cited the serious domestic threat that American Com-
munists posed owing to their allegiance to the soviet union and control of key 
labor unions. Only a preventive-detention program could address this threat, 
a program that would not “only” apprehend Communist party leaders or 
“more important figures” but would also investigate and identify “all known 
members of the Communist party.” such a security index program could be 
instituted, ladd continued, only by “finding legal authority,” since under cur-
rent law enemy aliens alone could be interned.33

Hoover briefed the attorney general the next month but did not at the time 
inform Clark that the FBi had already instituted a security index program 
in technical violation of Biddle’s 1943 order. He misleadingly urged Clark 
to approve a new program to address an imminent espionage and sabotage 
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threat. FBi officials, Hoover advised Clark, had “found it necessary to intensify 
[the FBi’s] investigation of Communist party activities and soviet espionage 
cases” and had also taken steps to “list all members of the Communist party 
and others who would be dangerous in the event of war” or of a break in u.s. 
diplomatic relations with the soviet union. American citizens might also 
have to be detained in a future crisis, Hoover emphasized and accordingly 
urged Clark to conduct a study to “determine what legislation is available 
or should be sought to authorize effective action . . . in the event of a serious 
emergency.”34

Clark agreed to the proposed study. Department officials, however, even-
tually concluded that, rather than seeking legislation authorizing a detention 
program, the government should during an emergency either declare martial 
law or suspend the writ of habeas corpus. FBi officials dissented from this plan 
of action, emphasizing that “statutory backing for detention” was needed and 
that the detention standards should be broadened to include persons “hold-
ing important positions who have shown sympathy for Communist objectives 
and policy.” investigations for such listings should extend to fields where 
Communists were “promoting Communist party objectives and principles,” 
citing as examples organized labor; civil-rights, nationality, and youth groups; 
elementary and secondary schools and colleges and universities; and “inform-
ers in the major political parties or in other political bodies.”35

Justice Department officials agreed to the bureau’s broad standards but 
not the recommendation to seek legislative authorization. “the present is no 
time to seek legislation,” they contended: “to ask for it would only bring on a 
loud and acrimonious discussion.” they instead opted for a strategy whereby 
the president would proclaim an emergency, at which time legislation would 
be introduced to authorize a detention program. in addition, they proposed 
launching a campaign that year to educate the public to the seriousness of the 
Communist threat, to be achieved by seeking the indictment and prosecution 
under the 1940 smith Act of the national leadership of the u.s. Communist 
party. Department officials nonetheless feared that this prosecution strat-
egy would fail, as the courts might reject the indictments, which would then 
require “sufficient courage to withstand the courts . . . if they should act.”36

Hoover again dissented from this assessment of the congressional mood, 
arguing that needed legislation would “be adopted readily by Congress.” 
On August 3, 1948, ignoring Hoover’s advice, Clark secretly instituted the 
proposed detention program (formally named the Department’s portfolio). 
under this program, FBi officials were empowered to compile a security index 
listing dangerous individuals who would be apprehended at a time of “threat-
ened invasion” under a master warrant issued by the attorney general and by 
suspending the writ of habeas corpus. FBi agents could conduct searches at the 
time of an arrest and confiscate contraband, while specially established courts 
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would review within forty-five days the appeals of those apprehended. these 
hearings, however, would not be bound by rules of evidence, and their adverse 
rulings could be appealed only to the president. Finally, to address the statu-
tory problem, Clark proposed a strategy based on ex post facto congressional 
approval. under this plan, the Department’s portfolio contained two drafts: 
the first of a presidential proclamation to be issued during the anticipated 
crisis and the second of a joint resolution to be submitted for congressional 
approval following the issuance of the president’s proclamation.37

Attorney General Clark briefed the national security Council (nsC) in 
late 1948 about his decision to establish the security index program and also 
“cleared” the plan “on Cabinet level.” thereafter, FBi Director Hoover regu-
larly reported to the nsC on the program’s “progress,” citing the numbers of 
individuals listed for possible detention. By October 1952, the numbers totaled 
19,436 and reached 26,174 by December 1954.38

the intensification of the cold war and the resultant obsession over the 
Communist internal security threat, however, had by 1950 led the conserva-
tive congressional leadership, in the midst of the Korean War, to introduce 
legislation to strengthen internal security safeguards, including authorization 
of a preventive-detention program. Congressional proponents, however, were 
unaware that the Harry truman administration had already secretly instituted 
a preventive-detention program. their proposed standards as a result differed 
substantially from those of the secret Department’s portfolio. Congress even-
tually approved such legislation, the internal security (or mcCarran) Act in 
september 1950, overriding president truman’s veto.

the disparity between the congressionally mandated standards and those 
of the security index, as a result, posed serious problems for the FBi and the 
Justice Department. the internal security Act did not authorize the suspen-
sion of the writ of habeas corpus; limited detentions only to those individuals 
who were active members of subversive organizations since January 1, 1949; 
and permitted apprehensions only in the event of an actual invasion, insurrec-
tion, or declaration of war. Federal officials were further required under the 
act to obtain individual warrants before apprehending an individual and had 
to convene detention hearings within forty-eight hours after the apprehen-
sion, which hearings had to be conducted on the basis of rules of evidence with 
an adverse rulings appealable to any u.s. Court of Appeals.39

Given these vastly different standards, FBi Director Hoover immedi-
ately asked Attorney General mcGrath whether the act’s emergency detention 
requirements superseded those currently in force under the Department’s 
portfolio.40 mcGrath responded by directing Hoover to disregard the act and 
to “proceed with the program as previously outlined.”41

mcGrath’s order had been conveyed orally during a meeting with the FBi 
director but was subsequently reaffirmed in writing by Assistant Attorney  
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General James mcinerney. Addressing the evident conflict between title ii of 
the internal security Act and the Department’s portfolio, mcinerney wrote that 
in the event a detention program would have to be implemented, the depart-
ment would introduce legislation to amend the 1950 act. Department officials, 
mcinerney added, considered many of the act’s provisions “unworkable.”42

mcGrath and mcinerney, however, had counseled Hoover only about the 
department’s future legislative strategy. the FBi director, accordingly, asked 
the attorney general to specify which standards the department proposed to 
follow in the interim when conducting reviews of the FBi’s detention listings. 
the department, Deputy Attorney General peyton Ford replied, currently 
lacked the personnel to review all the FBi’s listings. in the “event of an emer-
gency” requiring that a detention program be instituted, Ford continued, “all 
of the persons now or hereafter included by the Bureau on the security index 
should be considered subjects for immediate apprehension thus resolving any 
possible doubtful cases in favor of the Government.”43

Ford, however, had not offered a legal rationale for a decision to essentially 
not comply with the legislated standards, a failure that was clearly important, 
since many of the 19,577 individuals listed in the FBi’s security index did not 
meet the act’s more restrictive standard (active involvement in subversive 
activities after January 1, 1949, in contrast to the portfolio standard of indi-
viduals “who had at any time been actively engaged in subversive activity”). 
the act also limited detentions to situations of “actual” invasion (whereas the 
department’s standard was of “threatened” invasion), required the issuance 
of individual warrants based on probable cause, did not suspend the writ 
of habeas corpus, and did not authorize FBi agents to search and confiscate 
contraband when apprehending suspect detainees. Accordingly, FBi officials 
once again requested a departmental review of their security index listings to 
ensure that “the Bureau would not be open to an allegation of using police 
state tactics.” How would the detention program be handled, they inquired, 
pointing out that “prominent persons” were listed in the security index whose 
apprehension “might cause the Bureau some embarrassment.” responding for 
the department, Assistant Attorney General raymond Whearty, the head of 
the Criminal Division, assured FBi officials that the department considered 
the provisions of the 1950 act unworkable and that the FBi should operate 
under the 1948 standards. Apprised further of Justice Department attorneys’ 
intention to review the FBi’s security index listings, the FBi director demand-
ed that his aides search FBi files for any background information about the 
department attorneys who would conduct the proposed reviews—in the pro-
cess highlighting FBi officials’ expansive conception of security risks.44

the FBi director’s underlying concern in any event was that the department 
would not remain committed to the 1948 standards, a concern that proved to 
be well founded. in June 1951, Deputy Attorney General Ford instructed 
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Hoover that the security index standards should be revised “to conform more 
closely” with the provisions of the 1950 act. interested less in clarification 
than in ensuring that department officials remained committed to the 1948 
program, Hoover immediately contacted Ford to emphasize the “wide dispar-
ity” between these standards, pointing out that individuals could not be listed 
under the 1950 act if they were not proven members of a revolutionary group, 
were no longer involved in “current activity of a subversive nature,” or were not 
people “whose association and activities are closely affiliated with individuals 
or organizations having a definite foreign interest or connection contrary and 
detrimental to the interests of the united states.” the FBi director demanded 
“a prompt resolution” of this disparity in standards.45

When departmental officials did not respond promptly, FBi Assistant 
Director Alan Belmont and FBi supervisor Baumgardner raised the standards 
issue directly during a meeting with Whearty, protesting that the department 
was apparently “interpreting” the 1950 act and “hedging” its previous stand of 
adherence to the 1948 standards. there should be no doubt, they insisted, that 
the FBi was operating under standards “specifically authorized” by the attor-
ney general. Furthermore, they observed, in the event a preventive-detention 
program was implemented, the department’s “broad interpretation” of the 
1950 act might not stand up. reiterating that the department intended to pro-
ceed under the 1948 plan and not the unworkable 1950 act, Whearty advised 
that the already drafted presidential proclamation would be issued in an emer-
gency and that the department would seek the repeal of title ii by bringing to 
Congress’s attention the “unworkability” of the act.46

Justice Department officials might have consistently dismissed the 1950 
act as unworkable; they never explicitly ordered FBi officials to ignore its 
provisions. this ambivalence haunted FBi officials, as at times it appeared 
that department officials had decided to ignore the act and, at other times, 
had seemingly concluded that the act could not be ignored. this question was 
seemingly resolved in October 1952, when Attorney General James mcGra-
nery informed FBi Director Hoover that the department intended to seek new 
preventive-detention legislation. until then, mcGranery wrote, when review-
ing the files of individuals subject to apprehension and detention, department 
officials would be guided by title ii of the 1950 act.47

Hoover, however, refused to accept this decision as final. He immediately 
informed mcGranery that this decision posed serious problems for the bureau, 
FBi planning having always been based on the 1948 standards. the FBi direc-
tor then specifically queried: Did mcGranery agree with the FBi’s conceptions 
of this program and the security index standards as outlined in his June 1951 
memorandum to Deputy Attorney General Ford?

senior FBi and Justice Department officials met to address the FBi direc-
tor’s demands. no definitive solution was reached, as the participants agreed 
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only to study the matter further. Hoover thereupon ordered FBi Assistant 
Director ladd to draft specific recommendations for appropriate action. 
When reporting back later that month, ladd emphasized that the FBi could 
operate “more effectively” under the 1948 plan than the 1950 act. “many” of 
the 19,577 individuals listed in the FBi’s security index “do not fall within 
the provisions” of the 1950 act, he observed, and thus should the department 
proceed under this act, “many people who are now included in our security 
index” would be excluded. the FBi, ladd continued, could not wait until an 
emergency to discover which standards would apply. Accordingly, he recom-
mended:

While . . . i firmly believe that the internal security of the country could 
best be protected in the time of an emergency if we proceed under the 
plans set forth in the Department’s portfolio, i do not believe that it 
is desirable that the Bureau go on record with recommendations to 
the Department concerning this matter. the Department’s portfolio 
contains a plan for the suspension of the Writ of Habeas Corpus 
which without question will be a highly controversial subject and will 
undoubtedly cause considerable debate in the event it is ever openly 
proposed. Other questions will be raised as to why it is necessary to 
proceed under a plan devised by the Department of Justice when there 
is a law on the statute books which ostensibly covers the purpose for 
which the Department’s plan was set up to handle. . . . Obviously the 
Department does not want to be placed in a position of having stated 
that it is not going to pay attention to the internal security Act of 1950. 
they have hedged in this matter in the past and it is to our interest that 
we receive from them a positive expression of approval for our con-
cepts of the emergency Detention program and our concepts of the 
standards for including individuals in the security index which is tan-
tamount to scheduling these persons for apprehension. i believe that 
we should continue to call for a positive statement from the Depart-
ment and that we should under no circumstances make any commit-
ments regarding the desirability of proceeding under the emergency 
Detention program or under the internal security Act of 1950.

ladd urged Hoover to send the enclosed draft memorandum to mcGra-
nery detailing the FBi’s position and requesting “a definite and clear cut 
answer.” the FBi director agreed to send the memorandum, adding, however, 
that “i do think we are hedging in not at least being on record as to what is 
best for the internal security of the country + then leaving it to Dept to decide 
whether to adopt it.”48

FBi officials had never been willing to defer to the attorney general and 
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to senior departmental officials. their consistent objective had always been to 
force their ostensible superiors to direct the FBi to ignore the will of Congress. 
this strategy failed as, when finally replying, mcGranery did not explicitly 
direct the FBi to flaunt Congress’s legislated standards. the attorney general, 
however, was unwilling to defy Hoover’s demand that he explicitly endorse the 
standards of the 1948 Department’s portfolio. in his “top secret” response to 
“the questions” raised in Hoover’s October 15, 1952, memorandum, mcGra-
nery merely affirmed “the Department’s intention in the event of an emergen-
cy to proceed under the program as outlined in the Department’s portfolio.” 
in effect representing this as the FBi’s position, mcGranery simply wrote that 
his “approval, of course, indicates agreement with your Bureau’s concepts of 
the Detention program and the security index standards as outlined in your 
memorandum of June 28, 1951.”49

in this attempt to avoid having to direct the FBi explicitly to ignore an 
act of Congress, mcGranery had purposefully responded not to Hoover’s 
november 14 memorandum; instead, he only acknowledged the FBi direc-
tor’s earlier memorandum of October 1952. the attorney general thereby 
avoided going on record directing the FBi not to comply with the legislatively 
mandated standards. He had decided to resolve an administrative problem 
alone—advising FBi officials which criteria should govern the FBi’s listing of 
individuals. mcGranery at the same time purposefully sidestepped the broader 
issues that Hoover had raised in his november memorandum—whether 
to suspend the writ of habeas corpus, base apprehensions on individual or 
general warrants showing probable cause, base detention hearings on rules of 
evidence, grant detainees the right of appeal to the courts, and allow agents to 
conduct searches and confiscate contraband when apprehending individuals. 
Having simply affirmed the department’s “intention,” the attorney general 
represented this decision as concurrence with the “Bureau’s concepts” of the 
emergency detention program and security index standards.

mcGranery’s willingness to ignore the legislatively mandated detention 
standards was not binding on his successors. thus, following Dwight eisen-
hower’s election to the presidency, FBi Director Hoover solicited the views of 
the new attorney general, Herbert Brownell, about the detention program’s 
standards and apprehension procedures. Brownell thereupon authorized 
Hoover to “implement the apprehension and search and seizure provisions of 
the program immediately upon ascertaining that a major surprise attack upon 
Washington, D.C., has occurred,” specifying that all those listed in the FBi’s 
security index were to be apprehended.50

Although never formally implemented,51 the FBi’s security index program 
continued through the John Kennedy, lyndon Johnson, and richard nixon 
administrations. During the 1960s, however, the listing standards were broad-
ened to include individuals involved in civil-rights, youth, and anti–vietnam 
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War activities. After reviewing the program in 1968, however, Justice Depart-
ment officials amended the listing standards to ensure that they conformed 
to the 1950 act’s authorization requirements, modified to include individu-
als who were members of violent revolutionary organizations that were first 
established during the 1960s, such as the new left and black nationalist 
organizations.52

Although never implemented, the revised detention program became the 
subject of quite different interest in the wake of the charged political atmo-
sphere provoked by u.s. involvement in the vietnam War. in contrast to the 
Korean War era, this military conflict provoked widespread public dissent and 
gave rise to public skepticism about the actions of presidents and intelligence 
bureaucrats. this skepticism extended to the preventive-detention program 
following the disclosure that the Justice Department had established facilities 
to detain individuals scheduled for detention at Avon park, Florida; Allen-
wood, pennsylvania; el reno, Oklahoma; Wickenburg, Arizona; Florence, 
Arizona; and tule lake, California. Already suspicious about FBi surveillance, 
many activists and influential liberals depicted these as concentration camps 
and pressured Congress in september 1971 to rescind the detention section of 
the 1950 act.

rather than complying with this legislative rescission, however, FBi offi-
cials instead urged Attorney General John mitchell to continue a preventive-
detention program as a necessary component of the FBi’s “basic responsibility 
for protecting the nation’s internal security.” such a program should be main-
tained, FBi supervisor richard Cotter argued, given that “the potential dan-
gerousness of subversives is probably even greater now than before the repeal 
of the Act, since they no doubt feel safer now to conspire in the destruction of 
this country.” Congress’s rescission of title ii, Hoover further advised mitch-
ell, “does not limit the FBi’s authority and responsibility to keep and maintain 
administrative records, including various indices, which may be necessary 
to” fulfilling the FBi’s “responsibility and authority” to investigate subversive 
activities. Hoover asked whether mitchell concurred with his “opinion that 
the repeal of the emergency Detention Act does not prohibit or limit the FBi’s 
authority to keep and maintain . . . an administrative index.” mitchell con-
curred, authorizing the FBi to compile and maintain an Administrative index 
to make “readily retrievable and available the results of its investigations into 
subversive activities and related matters.”53

Attorney General mitchell’s authorization of an Administrative index 
might have violated the spirit and intent of Congress’s action when rescinding 
title ii of the internal security Act in 1971 (and, in effect, repeated Hoover’s 
1943 renaming of the Custodial Detention index as the security index). 
mitchell’s secret decision soon proved to be vulnerable in the changed political 
climate that emerged in response to president nixon’s controversial “national 
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security” and “executive privilege” claims when seeking to contain the impact 
of the so-called ervin Committee’s investigation of the Watergate break-in and 
cover-up. thereupon, FBi Director Clarence Kelley, recognizing the political 
risk inherent in Hoover’s 1971 decision to flaunt Congress’s intent, on June 
7, 1973, decided that the Administrative index should be considered “strictly 
an administrative device” that henceforth would play no part “in investigative 
decisions or policies.”54 termination of the FBi’s detention program, however, 
did not mean that FBi agents ceased monitoring suspected “subversive” activ-
ists and organizations. the establishment of the so-called Church and pike 
Committees in 1975, however, led to a new assessment of FBi policies and 
procedures and, as a byproduct, the cost of unquestioned deference to the 
national-security claims of presidents and national-security bureaucrats.



2
A History of FBI  
Wiretapping Authority

President Franklin roosevelt’s unprecedented authorization of Federal 
Bureau of intelligence (FBi) “intelligence” investigations, combined 
with the similarly secret authorization (whether by presidents, attor-

neys general, or the FBi director) of other preventive detention and 
informer programs, had shifted the focus of FBi investigations from law 
enforcement to monitoring the political and personal activities of sus-
pected “subversives.” And yet, despite commanding this increased author-
ity, appropriations, and their successful recruitment of paid and volunteer 
informers (as, for example, under the American legion Contact program), 
FBi officials could not achieve their objective of learning in advance about 
the plans and capabilities of suspect individuals and organizations through 
legal means. physical surveillance (whether by FBi agents or recruited 
informers) produced only limited and not always reliable information. FBi 
officials accordingly sought alternative means to acquire such information. 
And, because their objective was not to obtain evidence to prosecute but to 
advance intelligence, they were willing to employ intrusive, if illegal, inves-
tigative techniques—break-ins, mail opening, bugs, and wiretaps. the most 
controversial of them, because it was the subject of public debate, involved 
wiretapping. 

Coincidentally, at the very time when FBi officials obtained presi-
dential authorization to conduct intelligence investigations, Congress 
had recently banned wiretapping. in 1934, when enacting the Commu-
nications Act to regulate the communications industry (radio, telephone, 
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telegraph), Congress adopted section 605, which barred any “person not 
authorized by the sender [to] intercept any [wire or radio] communication or 
divulge or publish the existence, contents, substance, purport, effect or mean-
ing of such intercepted communication to any person.”1

Claiming privately that this legislative ban applied only to private indi-
viduals and corporations and not to federal agents, Justice Department 
officials continued to authorize the FBi to employ wiretaps during criminal 
investigations.2 the supreme Court, however, struck down this interpretation 
of the statute in 1937 in Nardone v. U.S. in his majority opinion, Justice Owen 
roberts held that, “taken at face value,” the 1934 act’s ban applied to federal 
agents. roberts rejected the government’s argument that the “construction” 
of the statute did not apply to federal agents and thus that Congress had not 
intended to “hamper and impede” investigations to detect and prosecute fed-
eral crimes. As a matter of “policy,” roberts countered, Congress “may have 
thought it less important that some offender should go unwhipped than that 
officers should resort to methods deemed inconsistent with ethical standards 
and destructive of personal liberty.”3

in light of this ruling, FBi Director J. edgar Hoover solicited Assistant 
Attorney General Alexander Holtzoff’s guidance over “the significance to the 
Bureau of the supreme Court decision,” fearing that bureau agents could be 
“prosecuted for violating the [1934 act’s] penal provisions.” Holtzoff, how-
ever, opined that the Court’s decision had been “misinterpreted” by the press, 
as wiretaps per se had not been prohibited but rather the “intercepting and 
divulging” of communications. the Justice Department, Holtzoff assured 
Hoover, would “not authorize any prosecution against its own employees in 
those cases where the employees were proceeding in a course of official con-
duct authorized” by the FBi director. the prohibition, he further pointed out, 
applied to interstate and not “local calls” and that although any information 
obtained through the interception of an interstate call could not be introduced 
in evidence, FBi officials could act “in an investigative capacity” upon infor-
mation developed through the tap. Based on Holtzoff’s assurance, Hoover 
instructed FBi personnel to continue installing wiretaps. He nonetheless 
conditioned his approval, emphasizing “as previously we will not authorize 
any except in extraordinary cases & then not to obtain evidence but only for 
collateral leads.”

Concurrently, Holtzoff urged Attorney General Homer Cummings not 
to make a public statement about the department’s intention to continue 
authorizing wiretaps, as this could “evoke hostile comments from the papers 
and periodicals” and could “lead some members of Congress who believe in 
sedulously conserving individual rights to introduce a bill that would expand 
the scope of the Nardone decision, which would be an undesirable consum-
mation.” instead, Cummings instructed his key aides to consider “the question 
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[of] whether an amendment to the [1934] law should be suggested.” no con-
sensus on a preferred bill was reached, however, with Hoover objecting to one 
proposal that would have required that the FBi secure the advance approval of 
an assistant attorney general. Justice Department officials ultimately recom-
mended that the attorney general consider banning wiretapping “at least until 
Congress or the courts carve out an exception.”4

in a follow-up ruling of 1939, again Nardone v. U.S., the supreme Court 
explicitly repudiated Holtzoff’s private assessment. the Court at this time 
extended its earlier ruling holding that the divulgence of “the exact words” had 
not simply been banned but the “derivative use” of such illegally intercepted 
communications, and thus any indictment or conviction based on informa-
tion obtained through a wiretap would require the dismissal of the case. Writ-
ing for the majority, Justice Felix Frankfurter held that the ban intended that 
“not merely evidence so acquired shall not be used before the court, but that 
it shall not be used at all.”5

Hoover once again sought Assistant Attorney General Holtzoff’s guidance. 
the assistant attorney general reaffirmed the department’s earlier position 
that only “intercepting and divulging” wiretap information had been banned 
and that “consequently the Bureau was under no legal or implied prohibition 
from utilizing telephone taps for investigative purposes only in cases of major 
importance.” the FBi director, however, had serious reservations about con-
tinued usage of wiretaps and urged department officials to seek legislation to 
amend the 1934 act. unwilling personally to publicly endorse such a legisla-
tive change, Hoover proposed that should the department “see fit to indorse 
[sic] some type of wiretapping it should only be done after some outstanding 
lawyers, with liberal reputations [citing, for example, AClu Counsel morris 
ernst], were consulted as to the type of legislation to be drafted.” in the wake 
of the Court’s Nardone ruling, Attorney General robert Jackson was unwill-
ing at this time to press for such legislation and, instead, in march 1940 issued 
an executive order barring “wire tapping, entrapment, or the use of any other 
improper, illegal, or unethical tactics.”6

Jackson’s prohibition, however, was secretly repudiated six weeks later. 
FBi Director Hoover had in the interim privately advised the attorney general 
that the wiretapping ban could render “impossible” FBi investigations of kid-
napping and espionage. such disasters as a 1915 bombing incident, the FBi 
director then argued, “must be anticipated,” but the FBi “cannot cope without 
wiretaps.” A future national catastrophe, Hoover warned, could “focus the 
spotlight of public indignation upon the Department because of the failure 
to prevent some serious occurrence.” Hoover on his own broached this mat-
ter with secretary of the treasury Henry morgenthau, who endorsed the FBi 
director’s dire assessment of such threats and the government’s responsibil-
ity to anticipate and prevent them; accordingly, he urged White House aide 
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edwin Watson to have president roosevelt authorize FBi wiretapping of Axis 
embassies and suspected nazi agents. When Watson observed that such an 
action would be “illegal,” morgenthau blithely replied, “What if it is illegal?”7

president roosevelt, already concerned about German and soviet involve-
ment in “the organization of so-called ‘fifth columns’ and in the preparation 
for sabotage, as well as actual sabotage” in spain, France, and the Western 
Hemisphere, on may 21, 1940, secretly authorized FBi wiretapping during 
“national defense” investigations. in its recent rulings, roosevelt contended, 
the supreme Court “never intended any dictum . . . to apply to grave matters 
involving the defense of the nation.” FBi agents should employ wiretaps in 
such situations, roosevelt ordered, but conditioned such uses on the prior 
review and approval, on a case-by-case basis, of the attorney general. such 
uses, the president stipulated, were to be confined to investigations “of per-
sons suspected of subversive activities against the united states, including 
suspected spies” and were to be “conducted to a minimum and to limit them 
insofar as possible to aliens.”8

roosevelt’s secret directive did not legalize FBi wiretapping. the presi-
dent’s circumvention of the Court’s ruling was based on the premise that 
the objective was not to prosecute suspected spies or saboteurs but rather to 
enable FBi agents to anticipate and thereby prevent the commission of acts 
of espionage or sabotage. this decision nonetheless was risky politically and 
created a serious dilemma for the attorney general. Committed to averting 
the discovery of FBi wiretapping practices and his own required authoriza-
tion, Jackson instructed Hoover on may 28 of his intention not to maintain 
a “detailed record” of approved wiretaps. the only record of FBi requests 
and his approval, the attorney general continued, would be maintained in “a 
memorandum book” in the FBi director’s office that would list “the times, 
places, and cases in which this procedure is utilized.”9

Jackson’s decision to minimize the discovery of this secret wiretapping 
policy had far-reaching consequences and in effect subverted roosevelt’s com-
plementary requirement that the Justice Department exercise tight oversight 
over such FBi uses. succeeding attorneys general could learn of an ongoing 
wiretap only if briefed by the FBi director. Jackson’s further failure to limit 
the duration of approved wiretaps and to require that continuance demand 
his reauthorization ensured that FBi wiretaps could be extended indefinitely 
and without FBi officials having to prove that the originally stated claim of a 
security threat existed and had been addressed.

A genius at bureaucratic politics, Hoover readily exploited this wide 
latitude. thus, an FBi wiretap of a branch of the national Association for the 
Advancement of Colored people installed in the 1940s extended for decades 
until Attorney General edward levi inadvertently discovered it in the 1970s. 
Attorneys general until the mid-1960s, furthermore, rarely evaluated whether 
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the originally stated purpose for an FBi wiretap request had been met. last, 
FBi officials did not in all cases honor the requirement that they obtain the 
attorney general’s advance review and approval and in some cases authorized 
particularly sensitive wiretaps on their own—a practice confirmed by the hap-
penstance preservation of seventeen wiretap authorization cards relating to 
wiretaps installed during World War ii that FBi Assistant Director D. milton 
ladd had originally maintained in his secret office file.

these seventeen cases do not necessarily constitute the totality of all uni-
laterally instituted FBi wiretaps. in this instance, when ladd retired from the 
FBi in 1954, these authorization cards were transferred to FBi Assistant Direc-
tor louis nichols, where they were maintained in his secret office file until his 
retirement. Alone among the secret office files of FBi assistant directors, which 
pursuant to Hoover’s march 1953 directive were to be regularly purged every 
six months, nichols’s office file remains extant. the cards confirm that some 
of the taps had been authorized by Hoover alone and others by FBi Assistant 
Directors ladd, edward tamm, or Clyde tolson. Of these taps, six had been 
installed during criminal investigations (involving bribery, extortion, stolen 
property, or treason) and seven (in the FBi’s terminology) involved “special 
inquiry” or “speCiAl sur[veillance].” investigations. the authorization cards 
list the dates when these taps were installed and discontinued and bear the 
notation “not included in running memo”—that is, they were not included in 
the “memorandum book” of approved FBi wiretaps that Hoover maintained 
in his office.10

One of Hoover’s top aides and the FBi director’s liaison to Congress and 
the media, nichols began to maintain (on Hoover’s explicit order) his own 
secret Official and Confidential File in October 1941. FBi Director Hoover 
had specifically authorized the creation of this secret office file to supplement 
his own “confidential” office file “in which are kept various and sundry items 
believed inadvisable to be included in the general files of the Bureau.”11

ladd had originally been instructed that “no one can look” at these wiretap 
records without the FBi director’s approval. Furthermore, a memo recording 
nichols’s receipt of these cards from ladd confirms that ladd had also main-
tained five other categories of wiretap records: a wiretap of a [name withheld] 
individual; wiretaps installed on the authority of the FBi director for which the 
attorney general’s subsequent approval was obtained and “if approved put in 
active drawer”; “active” wiretaps identified by FBi field office; “Disapproved 
requests + 20 or so never used”; and one “top secret” wiretap installed by 
the Washington field office. nichols’s memo, however, does not describe the 
disposition of these other wiretap records.

Jackson’s recognition of the political risks attendant to roosevelt’s secret 
directive led him to seek to redress this problem by coordinating with liberal 
Democratic Congressman emanuel Celler, who on may 27, 1940, introduced 
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a joint resolution to amend section 605 of the 1934 Communications Act. the 
proposed bill would permit FBi wiretapping “during security investigations, 
subject to the direction of the Attorney General, to ascertain, prevent, and 
frustrate any interference with the national defense by sabotage, treason, sedi-
tious conspiracy, espionage, violations of neutrality laws, or any other matter.” 
this bill, Celler contended, would promote the prosecution of so-called “fifth 
column activities” that threatened the nation’s security, stressing that “spies 
are in great numbers in the united states at this very moment” and that the 
FBi could not “apprehend them and cannot get the proper evidence to con-
vict them without wire tapping.” Attorney General Jackson publicly endorsed 
Celler’s bill as essential to permit wiretapping “under some appropriate 
safeguard” in “a limited number of cases, such as kidnapping, extortion, and 
racketeering.” this “cannot be done,” Jackson emphasized, under the “existing 
state of the law and [Court] decisions” unless Congress “sees fit to modify the 
existing statute.” the attorney general further claimed that the 1934 act only 
prohibited the interception and divulgence of “any communication” and that 
any person “with no risk of penalty may tap . . . and act upon what he hears or 
make any use of it that does not involve divulging or publication.” in Febru-
ary 1941, moreover, president roosevelt endorsed the proposed bill, writing 
Congressman Hatton summers that wiretapping “should be used against 
those persons, not citizens of the united states, and those few citizens who are 
traitors to their country, who today are engaged in espionage or sabotage.”12

Congress, however, ignored Jackson’s endorsement and did not approve 
Celler’s bill. (Celler’s resolution passed the House but was never considered 
by the senate.) Conservatives, on the one hand, feared that passage of Cel-
ler’s resolution would lead to a “new Deal wiretapping Gestapo or Ogpu [the 
soviet spy agency and predecessor to the KGB],” creating a dictatorship in the 
united states. liberals, in contrast, doubted that wiretapping uses would be 
confined to legitimate security threats and instead would adversely affect civil 
liberties, the organized labor movement, and political activists. Federal, state, 
or local authorities, they contended, would wiretap to further either partisan 
or antiunion objectives. indeed, senators cited these concerns as their reason 
for conducting radically different hearings to investigate wiretapping prac-
tices.13

in articulating their reason for convening hearings to investigate past 
wiretapping practices, which hearings extended from may 21, 1940, through 
February 15, 1941, members of a subcommittee of the senate Committee 
on interstate Commerce stressed that such hearings could help determine 
whether further legislative safeguards were needed to deter the use of wire-
taps. senators expressed a quite different concern from that articulated by 
roosevelt, Jackson, and Celler—that government agencies had used and 
would continue to use wiretaps to investigate the political activities and beliefs 
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of public employees and private citizens despite the ban of section 605. the 
abuses that had been publicized through these hearings, the senate report on 
this investigation warned, would be repeated; police agencies would not likely 
abide by antiwiretapping prohibitions.14

u.s. military involvement in World War ii following the Japanese attack 
on pearl Harbor in December 1941 only slightly altered this hostile political 
climate. in a renewed attempt to exploit this new political setting, on April 23, 
1942, Congressman Celler introduced another bill to legalize wiretapping. His 
proposal, however, differed from that of 1940 in that it would waive section 
605 only in the “interest of prosecution of the war.” the report accompanying 
his proposed bill extolled the importance of wiretaps as a counterespionage 
tool and dismissed as unwarranted criticisms that individual rights would be 
affected. Wiretapping would be permitted only for the duration of the war 
and then only for counterespionage cases.15 Celler’s 1942 initiative once again 
failed. Despite this rejection, the FBi continued to wiretap for the duration 
of the war, based solely on president roosevelt’s secret directive and with the 
realization that any information so obtained could not be used as evidence.

the roosevelt administration might have failed to convince Congress to 
legalize FBi “national-defense” wiretapping. FBi officials’ actions were not 
that risky, given the crisis atmosphere of World War ii and the broad con-
sensus over the need to defeat the Axis powers. the end of the war, however, 
removed this potential cover, all the more so since the FBi’s actual wiretapping 
practices had exceeded the president’s “national-defense” rationale and had 
extended to monitoring a host of political activists involved in radical labor-
union and civil-rights activities (including the national maritime union, the 
national union of marine Cooks and stewards, the march on Washington 
movement, and the Communist party’s headquarters and branch offices, 
prominent Communist party members, and radical German émigrés Bertolt 
Brecht and thomas mann). tom Clark’s appointment as president Harry 
truman’s attorney general in 1945, given his broader conceptions of national 
security threats combined with the sharp deterioration in u.s.-soviet rela-
tions after 1945, encouraged FBi Director Hoover to devise a crafty strategy 
to resolve this FBi dilemma, in this case by seeking Clark’s (and truman’s) 
authorization for the FBi’s broader wiretapping operations. Hoover did not do 
so directly and instead, in July 1946, drafted a letter that he urged Clark to send 
to the president, purportedly to seek truman’s “reaffirmation” of FBi wire-
tapping as had been authorized under president roosevelt’s secret may 1940 
directive. Clark signed and sent this letter to president truman—requesting 
that he indicate his approval by signing the bottom of the letter and not by 
issuing his own directive.

Hoover’s letter, however, distorted the scope and intent of roosevelt’s 
secret directive. it began by quoting from the final authorization paragraph of 
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roosevelt’s may 21, 1940, directive but purposefully dropped the last qualify-
ing sentence “to limit [the use of wiretaps in] these investigations so conducted 
to a minimum and to limit them insofar as possible to aliens.” Approving this 
request, Hoover’s drafted letter continued, president truman would simply 
reaffirm existing policy (further claiming that this policy had been approved 
by Clark’s predecessors as attorneys general, Jackson and Francis Biddle) given 
“the present troubled period in international affairs, accompanied as it is by an 
increase in subversive activity here at home.” Citing further the recent “very 
substantial increase in crime,” the letter acknowledged the attorney general’s 
reluctance to employ “these special investigative measures in domestic cases” 
but added that “it seems to me imperative to use them in cases vitally affecting 
the domestic security, or where human life is in jeopardy” (emphasis added).16

in reality, by approving the Hoover-drafted letter, president truman 
extended FBi wiretapping authority to a broad range of undefined “subversive” 
activists and in the process formally abandoned roosevelt’s “national-defense” 
rationale. the unqualified phrase “vitally affecting the domestic security, or 
when human life is in jeopardy” would encompass such uses during kidnap-
ping investigations and the targeting of radical and left-liberal political activists. 
in effect, by signing this letter, truman had inadvertently unleashed the FBi 
and had done so without the White House staff’s conducting an indepen-
dent review of this proposal (as would have been the case had he issued his 
own directive rather than simply sign the Hoover-drafted letter). indeed, the 
subjects of FBi wiretaps after 1946 included not only Communist leaders and 
Communist party offices but also a host of radical and liberal activists, orga-
nizations, and even reporters, including muhammad Ali; martin luther King, 
Jr.; stokely Carmichael; elijah muhammad; malcolm X; H. rap Brown; roy 
Cohn; Benjamin spock; the national lawyers Guild; the southern Christian 
leadership Conference; the student non-violent Coordinating Committee; 
the socialist Workers party; the Black panthers; the nation of islam; thomas 
Corcoran; Bartley Crum; William Beecher; lloyd norman; Hanson Baldwin; 
marvin Kalb; Hedrick smith; i. F. stone; edward prichard; William safire; 
morton Halperin; and Anthony lake.

Because truman’s wiretapping directive, much like that of roosevelt, 
did not legalize FBi wiretapping, Justice Department officials concurrently 
lobbied Congress to legalize this practice. they originally included a sec-
tion in a comprehensive internal security bill introduced in 1949. two and 
a half months later, however, department officials abandoned this legislative 
initiative, in this case owing to the controversy that the Judith Coplon case 
precipitated.17

An employee of the Justice Department’s alien registration section, Cop-
lon was arrested by FBi agents on march 4, 1949, as she was about to deliver 
twenty-eight FBi reports to valentin Gubitchev, a soviet agent employed by the 
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united nations. Coplon was eventually indicted and tried in Washington, D.C., 
and new york City—the Washington indictment for unauthorized possession 
of classified documents and the new york indictment for the further crime of 
attempting to deliver the FBi reports to an agent of a foreign government.

At the onset of her Washington trial, Coplon’s attorney convinced the 
presiding judge, Albert reeves, to order the submission as evidence of the 
twenty-eight FBi documents so the defense could evaluate the legitimacy 
of the national-security classified claim. FBi officials pressured the Justice 
Department to oppose this request, on claimed “national-security” grounds, 
and then preferred that the case be dropped rather than honor Judge reeves’s 
subsequent disclosure order. Attorney General Clark, however, overruled 
their objection. the FBi reports, when released, did not reveal any national 
secrets but did prove to be deeply embarrassing for FBi officials, as they docu-
mented first that the subjects of FBi investigations included political activists 
and further that some of the information reported in fifteen of the twenty-
eight reports had been obtained from wiretaps. seeking to quell the resultant 
furor over the seeming confirmation of extensive FBi wiretapping, Justice 
Department officials claimed in a march 31, 1949, press release that the FBi 
had wiretapped “in limited cases with the express approval in each instance of 
the Attorney General. there has been no new policy or procedure since the 
initial policy was stated by president roosevelt and this has continued to be 
the Department’s policy when the security of the nation is involved.”

Coplon’s attorneys at the time sought to exploit this confirmation of exten-
sive FBi wiretapping and requested that the judge approve a pretrial hearing 
to ascertain whether Coplon had been wiretapped. Objecting to this motion 
as a “fishing expedition,” u.s. Attorney John Kelley, Jr., succeeded in averting 
discovery. this, however, proved to be a temporary victory. in Coplon’s new 
york trial, the presiding judge honored a similar request. the result of these 
discovery proceedings proved to be further embarrassment for FBi officials. 
For one, the released records confirmed that FBi agents had wiretapped Cop-
lon before and after her arrest (raising the further question of the interception 
of her privileged conversations with her attorney) and, more embarrassingly, 
that the FBi agent who originally testified to not knowing whether Coplon 
had been wiretapped had been the recipient of Coplon’s wiretap logs and that 
FBi officials had ordered the destruction of the wiretap logs in view of the 
“imminence of her trial.” seeking once again to quell this heightened furor, 
Justice Department officials issued another press release on January 8, 1950, 
that reiterated, “there has been no new policy or procedure since . . . president 
roosevelt.” Attorney General J. Howard mcGrath alarmingly added that “in 
view of the emergency which still prevails and the necessity of protecting the 
national security, i see no reason at the present time for any change.”

mcGrath, however, was not content to rely simply on the department’s 
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claim that there had been “no new policy or procedure” since roosevelt’s 
presidency and accordingly urged president truman to release the text of 
roosevelt’s may 21, 1940, directive to establish that the FBi had been acting 
under proper authorization. president truman need not, mcGrath added, 
release his 1946 order, claiming that the president would “protect” himself by 
doing so. rather than blindly acquiesce as he had when signing the Hoover-
drafted letter in July 1946, truman had the White House staff review his own 
1946 and president roosevelt’s 1940 directives. White House aide George 
elsey subsequently informed truman that Clark’s (Hoover-drafted) letter had 
dropped the final qualifying sentence of roosevelt’s directive. truman imme-
diately responded by endorsing elsey’s further recommendation to rescind his 
1946 directive and issue a more restrictive wiretapping authorization limiting 
such uses to “cases where the national security requires it” and further requir-
ing the attorney general to “establish appropriate means of control to assure 
this result.”18

president truman, however, never issued this revised directive. Given the 
heightened anti-Communist climate of the time, captured in the meteoric rise 
to national prominence that spring of the junior senator from Wisconsin, 
Joseph mcCarthy, the White House eventually decided that it would be too 
costly politically to in effect restrict the FBi’s wiretapping authority. instead, in 
1951, the truman administration urged Congress to legalize FBi wiretapping 
subject only to the review and approval of the attorney general. republican 
Congressman Kenneth Keating, however, introduced an alternative bill that 
would legalize wiretapping but only if based on a prior court order.

FBi officials closely monitored the ensuing congressional debate, prefer-
ring the administration’s proposed bill. Congress ultimately declined to enact 
either bill—a development privately welcomed by the FBi director, who pre-
ferred “no legislation at all” rather than have FBi wiretapping requests subject 
to court approval.19

the Coplon case, moreover, precipitated a further internal review of FBi 
wiretapping practices, triggered by the reversal of Coplon’s conviction by the 
court of appeals, in part on grounds of illegal FBi wiretapping. the court’s 
ruling placed FBi officials in a difficult position, raising as it did the possibility 
of further exposés of FBi wiretapping practices. Accordingly, in October 1951, 
FBi Director Hoover solicited Attorney General mcGrath’s guidance about 
the FBi’s current wiretapping practices. Citing the 1934 act’s prohibition and 
the supreme Court’s rulings in the Nardone cases, Hoover observed that “alle-
gations will be made that this Bureau is engaging in illegal practices” and that 
FBi agents “may incur citations for contempt of court by declining to produce 
wire tap information and prosecutions may be dismissed if such information 
is not produced.” Wiretaps, Hoover emphasized, enabled the FBi to protect 
the national security, and “the use of wire tapping is a valuable and highly 
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productive technique in intelligence coverage of matters relating to espionage, 
sabotage and related security fields.” He then asked mcGrath to “consider” 
whether the FBi “should continue to employ this technique as at present, or 
discontinue it entirely.” the FBi director furthermore, in a seemingly unre-
lated matter, blindsided the attorney general by soliciting his guidance about 
the FBi’s current uses of bugs, including bugs installed by means of trespass. 
Conceding the illegality of this practice, Hoover defended such uses as “of 
an intelligence nature only” and thereby “highly pertinent to the defense and 
welfare of this nation.” the FBi director inquired whether the bureau should 
“continue to utilize this technique on the present highly restrictive basis, or 
whether we should cease the use of microphone coverage entirely in view of 
the issues currently being raised.”

responding on February 26, 1952, mcGrath did not “alter the [depart-
ment’s] existing” wiretap policy “under the present highly restricted basis and 
when specifically authorized by me.” the attorney general then addressed 
Hoover’s bugging request, asserting that installing microphones without 
trespass “would seem to be permissible under the present state of the law.” 
installations involving trespass, he continued, would violate the Fourth 
Amendment, “and evidence so obtained and from leads so obtained is inad-
missible.” Observing that the issue of FBi microphone surveillance had not 
been “presented before,” mcGrath concluded that “i cannot authorize the 
installation of a microphone involving a trespass under existing law.”20 

mcGrath might have been unwilling to authorize such bugging installa-
tions. nonetheless, he had not explicitly banned this practice. As a result, FBi 
officials continued to authorize bugs, but on a more restricted basis owing 
to their “importance and value.” FBi Director Hoover, nonetheless, imposed 
strict conditions on such uses and explicitly required his own “specific autho-
rization in each and every instance.”

then, with mcGrath’s forced resignation as attorney general in early 1952, 
FBi officials lobbied his successor, James mcGranery, to permit such instal-
lations, which the FBi director claimed had been installed “on a very limited 
basis” and “only in cases which directly affect the internal security of the 
united states.” unwilling to issue a formal directive authorizing this practice, 
mcGranery agreed to “leave it to” FBi Director Hoover’s judgment “as to the 
steps to take.” Hoover assured mcGranery that this “authority would only be 
used in extreme cases and only in cases involving the internal security of the 
united states.”21

the election of Dwight eisenhower in 1952 potentially could have led to 
major changes in FBi wiretapping and bugging policy insofar as the authority 
for the use of these techniques had derived from secret executive directives 
(whether issued by the president or the FBi director) and not law. no change 
in policy ensued, however. to the contrary, the eisenhower administration 
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(which had won office on a militant anti-Communist platform of decrying 
the truman administration’s “softness toward communism”) unsuccess-
fully lobbied Congress—in 1953, 1954, 1955, 1958, and 1959—to legalize FBi 
wiretapping practices during national-security investigations subject only to 
the prior approval of the attorney general. Fearful that “any legislation on 
this subject would open up discussion which might lead to requiring court 
permission,” Attorney General Herbert Brownell asserted that “the Justice 
Department would prefer no legislation at all rather than such a change.” As in 
1951, however, alternative bills were introduced conditioning FBi wiretapping 
on court-ordered warrants. Once again, FBi officials privately lobbied against 
these measures. indeed, in 1953, FBi officials prepared a memo containing 
“derogatory data” on eight federal judges for possible off-the-record use “in 
connection with proposed wire-tapping legislation.” the memo questioned 
whether certain judges could be trusted to handle “confidential information 
from our files in security matters.”22

either when proposing or testifying before Congress on bills to legalize 
wiretapping, eisenhower administration officials extolled the necessity of 
wiretapping, reiterated Attorney General Jackson’s 1941 claim that the 1934 
act had only prohibited the divulgence of information secured through wire-
taps, and warned that vesting oversight in the courts would ensure delay and 
“leaks.”23 Attorney General Brownell, however, in effect rejected his predeces-
sors’ apologetic stance about FBi wiretapping when forthrightly admitting that 
the number of FBi wiretaps in operation reached as high as two hundred at any 
one time. He cited these figures as evidence of the department’s vigilance.24

the proposed bills and the resultant hearings, moreover, highlighted how 
the congressional debate had shifted from the earlier questioning of the effect 
of FBi wiretapping on privacy rights. the central issues that members of Con-
gress raised instead became: What procedures or guidelines should be estab-
lished to govern such uses; what specific uses should be legalized; and should 
the final authority for approving the use of wiretaps be vested in the attorney 
general or in federal judges? indeed, in 1953, Congressman Celler described 
the purpose of the congressional hearings as not to investigate incidents of 
wiretapping but to spell out the appropriate provisions that should govern the 
legal use of evidence obtained through wiretaps. the resultant congressional 
report, reflecting this new stance, criticized the ban of section 605 of the 1934 
Communications Act as harming “national security” and endorsed the legal-
ization of wiretapping in those cases where the attorney general determined 
that “national security” would be adversely affected.25

no member of the Judiciary Committee, moreover, even attempted dur-
ing the 1953 hearings to define precisely the meaning of the term “national 
security.” Congressman Celler’s bill, for example, delineated national security 
as encompassing “treason, sabotage, espionage, sedition, sedition conspiracy, 
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violation of the neutrality laws, violation of the Act requiring the registration 
of agents of foreign principals . . . violation of the Act requiring the registra-
tion of organizations carrying on certain activities within the united states . . . 
[and] violation of the Atomic energy Act of 1946.”26 Furthermore, none of 
the bills that the administration endorsed defined what constituted subversive 
or “certain” activities but simply granted Justice Department officials broad 
authority to employ wiretaps during investigations of those who affected 
“national security.”

One such bill introduced in 1953 repeated this deference to the attorney 
general. “national security” was defined as “treason, sabotage, espionage, se-
dition, conspiracy, violation of Chapter 115 of title 18 of the united states 
Code, violation of the internal security Act of 1950, violation of the Atomic 
energy Act of 1946 . . . and conspiracies involving any of the foregoing.” this 
same language was repeated in the other bills to legalize wiretapping that were 
introduced throughout the 1950s, with the exception of one introduced by 
Congressman Keating in 1958.27 Congress enacted none of the proposed bills, 
however, remaining unwilling to grant to the attorney general the sole author-
ity to determine whether a tap should be installed, although the momentum for 
passage had increased and members of Congress were no longer reluctant to 
legalize wiretapping during claimed “national-security” investigations.

A significant change in emphasis, nonetheless, surfaced in the 1960s, 
captured in a clause in a bill that had been introduced by Congressman Celler 
in 1959 that would have authorized wiretapping during kidnapping cases.28 
the Kefauver and mcClellan Committees’ disclosures of 1950 and 1957 of 
the insidious influence of organized crime introduced a new rationale beyond 
“national security”—the value of wiretaps in combating organized crime. the 
“national-security” rationale nonetheless was repeated in proposed bills of 
1961 and 1962 to legalize wiretapping—defined as “any offense punishable 
by death or imprisonment for more than one year under Chapter 37, 105, 
or 115 of title 18 of united states Code, sections 224–227 inclusive of the 
Atomic energy Act of 1954 . . . , as amended, or conspiracy to commit any 
such offense.” But now proponents offered an additional rationale for legal-
izing wiretapping to counter “any offense involving murder, kidnapping or 
extortion under title 18 of the united states Code, any offense under sections 
201, 202, 1084, or 1952 of the united states Code, any offense under any law 
of the united states involving the manufacture of, importation, receiving, con-
cealment, buying, selling or otherwise dealing in narcotic drugs, marihuana 
or any conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing offenses.”29 the continued 
antipathy toward what was still perceived to be a Big Brother tactic, however, 
once again led Congress to stymie the proponents of legalization.

throughout the 1950s and 1960s, despite the failure of these legislative 
initiatives, FBi agents continued to employ wiretaps, and, when their uses 
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were publicized in isolated cases, Justice Department officials defended the 
practice. For example, in 1959, Attorney General William rogers informed 
a senate committee investigating the use of wiretaps that the FBi currently 
employed seventy-four wiretaps, all of which were used in “national-security” 
investigations, while in 1961 Assistant Attorney General Jack miller during 
senate testimony similarly admitted that the FBi had eighty-five wiretaps at 
that time, all authorized on “national-security” grounds.30 Justice Department 
officials even admitted in 1968 that some of the evidence in more than thirty 
cases was possibly tainted, because it was obtained from illegal wiretaps or 
bugs.31

FBi bugging operations, in any event, posed quite a different political prob-
lem for FBi officials, all the more so because of Attorney General mcGrath’s 
written conclusion that he could not approve bugs installed through trespass, 
as this practice was illegal. mcGranery’s willingness to grant FBi officials a 
green light to continue to employ bugs during “national-security” investiga-
tions did not resolve this dilemma insofar as the attorney general had simply 
deferred to the FBi director. the opportunity to resolve this problem first 
surfaced with the election of the eisenhower administration in 1952, given 
the militant anti-Communist stance it had adopted during the presidential 
campaign. Accordingly, FBi Director Hoover solicited the endorsement of 
the new attorney general, Brownell, of a “less restrictive interpretation of the 
law pertaining to microphone surveillances.” Brownell concurred, advising 
Hoover that he agreed “upon a new legal approach under which microphones 
installed through trespass would not be seen as the result of an illegal entry 
because the entry was not for the purpose of a search and seizure and thus not 
within the proscription of the Fourth Amendment.”

unwilling to rely on this tortuous interpretation, FBi officials pressed 
the department again, proposing that the same process be applied for bugs 
as wiretaps—the prior approval in each case by the attorney general. FBi 
Assistant Director nichols pointed out that the FBi required the department’s 
“backing” in the event that an FBi microphone installation was discovered, as 
this “would precipitate considerable adverse publicity in the press and result 
in embarrassment” for the FBi and the Justice Department. Brownell again 
demurred, claiming that the department would be “in a much better position 
to defend the Bureau in the event there should be technical trespass if he had 
not heretofore approved it.”

FBi officials were not dissuaded and soon exploited a subsequent supreme 
Court ruling in Irvine v. California32 to propose again the adoption of the 
prior-review-and-approval procedure. instead, on may 20, 1954, Attorney 
General Brownell issued a broadly worded secret directive authorizing FBi 
microphone installations, including by means of trespass, “in connection 
with matters relating to internal security” (a broader standard than “national 
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defense” or “national security”). stressing the need for and value of such uses 
in “uncovering the activities of espionage agents, possible saboteurs, and 
subversive persons,” Brownell stipulated that “the Department approves” FBi 
microphone installations, including by “means of trespass to fulfill its intel-
ligence function in connection with internal security matters.” “in resolving 
the problems which may arise in connection with the use of microphone sur-
veillances,” Brownell added, the department “will review the circumstances 
in each case in the light of the practical necessities of investigation and of the 
national interest which must be protected . . . [and would thus] adopt that 
interpretation which will permit microphone coverage by the FBi in a manner 
most conducive to our national interest.” Brownell concluded by commenting 
that for the FBi to “fulfill its intelligence function, considerations of internal 
security and the national safety are paramount and, therefore, may compel the 
unrestricted use of this technique in the national interest.”33

Brownell’s unwillingness to exercise strict oversight over FBi bugging 
operations (by creating records of his authorization, thereby repeating Attor-
ney General Jackson’s similar unwillingness of 1940) once again invited 
senior FBi officials to expand their uses of microphones even beyond the 
broader “internal security” standard. embarrassed by the highly publicized 
so-called Apalachin incident of 195834 that contradicted his public denial that 
an organized nationwide crime syndicate, or mafia, existed and to counter 
this adverse publicity and criticisms of the FBi, Hoover that year instituted a 
code-named top Hoodlum program to enhance FBi investigations of orga-
nized crime bosses. As part of this intensified monitoring effort, FBi officials 
on their own in July 1959 decided to employ microphones “against top hood-
lums on the basis of the threat to society from organized crime.” they did so 
without consulting the attorney general and by interpreting the “terminology 
‘national safety’” of Brownell’s 1954 directive as authority for their decision to 
install bugs during FBi criminal investigations. FBi officials explicitly decided 
not even to brief attorney general William rogers about their interpretation 
of Brownell’s directive.35

Attorneys General Brownell’s and rogers’s deference continued during 
robert Kennedy’s attorney generalship. the new attorney general, moreover, 
personally was convinced about the value of wiretaps to advance an effec-
tive anticrime agenda, the central plank of his administration. Frustrated by 
the restrictions on the use of evidence obtained from wiretaps, in 1961 and 
1962, he pressured Congress to legalize wiretapping and privately reaffirmed 
what he understood Brownell’s policy to be concerning FBi microphone 
installations—that Brownell had permitted the FBi to install bugs without 
having to obtain the advance approval of the attorney general. Kennedy’s 
successors, nicholas Katzenbach and ramsey Clark, however, rejected this 
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policy of abject deference and instead instituted stricter rules to enhance 
their ability to monitor FBi wiretapping and bugging practices.36 thus, on 
march 30, 1965, Attorney General Katzenbach issued a new order requiring 
the attorney general’s advance approval for wiretaps and bugs and limiting 
the duration of approved wiretaps and bugs to six months, after which FBi 
officials would have to secure the attorney general’s reauthorization. each 
request to install a tap or bug, moreover, had to be justified in writing. in 
september 1966, Katzenbach furthermore ordered FBi officials to create 
a special elsur (electronic surveillance) index that listed all individuals 
whose conversations had been intercepted, whether directly targeted or 
intercepted through a tap or bug of a specified target. Clark, who succeeded 
Katzenbach as attorney general in 1966, tightened these reporting procedures 
in June 1967. All FBi wiretaps and bugs would be subject to “tight adminis-
trative control” to ensure that they “will not be used in a manner in which it 
is illegal and that even legal use will be strictly controlled.” Clark required his 
advance approval for wiretaps and bugs, adding that “special problems with 
respect to the use of [bugs and wiretaps] in national security investigations 
shall continue to be taken up directly with the Attorney General in light of 
existing stringent restrictions.”37 As one direct consequence of Katzenbach’s 
and Clark’s administrative rules, the number of FBi wiretaps and bugs 
declined substantially between 1965 and 1968: from 233 wiretaps in 1965, to 
174 in 1966, to 113 in 1967, and to 82 in 1968; and from 67 bugs in 1965, to 
10 in 1966, to 0 in 1967, and 9 in 1968.38

reflecting the changed political climate shaped by the waning of the cold 
war and the resurgence of a renewed concern about the threat such intrusive 
techniques posed to civil liberties, in 1967, a senate subcommittee conducted 
hearings on a proposed bill, s. 928, to prohibit the interception or divulgence 
of any wire communication or use of electronic eavesdropping devices sold 
in interstate commerce. this bill nonetheless contained a new “national-
security” exception: “nothing contained in this chapter or in section 605 of 
the Communications Act of 1954 . . . shall limit the constitutional power of the 
president to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect the nation 
against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power or any 
serious threat to the security of the united states or to protect national security 
information against foreign intelligence activity.”39

During the resultant hearings, Attorney General Clark admitted that the 
FBi had presently installed thirty-eight wiretaps “in cases directly affecting the 
national security.” Clark added that the FBi engaged in “no [other] wiretap-
ping or other electronic surveillance.” Questioned by senator edward long 
regarding whether the language “any serious threat to the security of the 
united states” included organized crime or other criminal cases, Clark replied, 
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“We are speaking only of matters that directly affect the national security and 
are a threat to the nation. this bill would, therefore, prohibit use of wiretap-
ping for investigation of gambling, numbers, prostitution and such things as 
that.”40 this proposed bill was again not enacted in 1967.

in 1968, however, proponents of legalization encountered a more recep-
tive political climate, triggered by that decade’s sharp increase in urban crime 
and the frequency of militant anti–vietnam War and civil-rights demonstra-
tions. A new politics of “law and order” had emerged that served as an addi-
tional rationale for proposed initiatives to legalize wiretapping and bugging. 
the appeal of “law and order” culminated with the enactment of the Omnibus 
Crime Control and safe streets Act of 1968.

When debating this bill, a majority of the members of Congress rejected 
what heretofore had been the guiding premise that law enforcement was pri-
marily a local and state responsibility. they were now willing to expand the 
federal government’s role. As originally drafted and enacted by the House, the 
proposed law, however, did not legalize wiretapping. such a section was added 
during senate deliberations. ironically, in this case (in contrast to legaliza-
tion initiatives dating from 1940), representatives from the lyndon Johnson 
administration did not actively lobby in support of the legalization of wiretap-
ping. instead, two constituencies that had traditionally opposed it, whether on 
states-rights grounds or opposition to centralized executive powers, provided 
the crucial support to expand federal law-enforcement authority—southern 
Democrats and conservative republicans. As drafted during deliberations by 
the senate Judiciary Committee, the proposed bill legalized wiretapping and 
bugging during criminal investigations subject to a court-ordered warrant 
requirement. proponents of this section, however, endorsed a broad exception 
to the court-review requirement, stipulating:

nothing contained in this statute or in section 605 of the Commu-
nications Act of 1934 . . . shall limit the constitutional powers of the 
president to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect 
the nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a 
foreign power, to obtain foreign intelligence deemed essential to the 
security of the united states, or to protect the united states against the 
overthrow of the Government by force or other unlawful means, or 
against any other clear and present danger to the structure or existence 
of the Government. the contents of any wire or oral communication 
intercepted by the authority of the president in the exercise of the fore-
going powers may be received in evidence . . . only where such inter-
ception was reasonable, and shall not be otherwise used or disclosed 
except as is necessary to implement that power.41 
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the majority report of the senate Judiciary Committee wholeheartedly 
endorsed this exception. never defining the limits to executive “national-
security” wiretapping, although professing their commitment to prohibit 
abuses of unauthorized wiretaps, proponents argued that “whatever means are 
necessary should and must be taken to protect the national security interest.” 
Describing wiretaps and bugs as “proper means” to acquire “counterintel-
ligence against hostile actions of foreign powers,” the writers of the report 
denied that the proposed legislation would “disturb the power of the president 
in this area,” adding that limitations that “might be deemed proper in the field 
of domestic affairs become artificial when international relations and internal 
security are at stake.” proponents elaborated:

nothing in the proposed chapter or other act amended by the pro-
posed legislation is intended to limit the power of the president to 
obtain information by whatever means to protect the united states 
from the acts of foreign powers including actual or potential attack, 
of foreign intelligence activities, or any other danger to the structure 
or existence of the Government. When foreign affairs and internal 
security are involved, the proposed system of court ordered electronic 
surveillance envisioned for the administration of domestic criminal 
legislation is not intended to be applicable. . . . the only limitation 
recognized in this use is that the interception be deemed reasonable 
based on an ad hoc judgment taking into consideration all of the facts 
and circumstances of the individual case.42

this broad language, proponents of this section maintained, would not 
lead presidents to authorize FBi wiretapping of political activists or to vio-
late constitutional rights.43 in fact, senator John mcClellan, the bill’s floor 
manager, during floor debate contended that the “first major purpose” of the 
bill’s wiretapping section “is to protect privacy of communication.” the bill, 
mcClellan continued, “has been carefully drafted to meet both the letter and 
spirit” of the supreme Court’s rulings in the recent Berger and Katz cases. 
He emphasized that “electronic surveillance is authorized but only under 
strict controls. Broadly, title iii creates a court order system of electronic 
surveillance,” limits approval to “certain carefully detailed conditions,” and 
“narrowly assures that electronic surveillance is intended to be the exception, 
rather than the rule.” the act, mcClellan continued, “envisaged that these 
techniques will be employed in only limited numbers and kinds of criminal 
investigations. On the federal level, the two chief areas are national security 
matters and organized crime.”

senators edward long and philip Hart pointedly challenged mcClellan’s 
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benign characterization. in their minority report, long and Hart contended 
that the proposed title iii was “unconstitutional, as it provides for unreason-
able searches and seizures.” Hart specifically condemned the bill’s reference 
“against any clear and present danger to the structure or existence of the 
Government.” “On his own motion,” Hart argued, a president “could declare a 
militant right-wing group (i.e., the minutemen) or left-wing group (i.e., black 
nationalists), a national labor dispute, a concerted tax avoidance campaign, 
draft protesters, the mafia, civil rights demonstrators, a ‘clear and present 
danger to the structure of the Government.’ such a declaration would allow 
unlimited unsupervised bugging and tapping . . . [and give] the president a 
blank check to tap or bug without judicial supervision when he finds, on his 
own motion, that an activity poses a ‘clear and present danger to the Govern-
ment.’”

Hart repeated these objections during the ensuing floor debate, specifically 
pinpointing the bill’s failure to define the limits to executive authority or a 
national-security exception. Future presidents, Hart presciently warned, could 
interpret the vague language of the section as authorizing wiretapping radical 
groups, such as the Black muslims, the Ku Klux Klan, draft dodgers, and civil-
rights advocates. Were his reading correct, Hart averred, this section “grants 
unlimited tapping and bugging authority to the president. And that means 
there will be bugging in areas that do not come within our traditional notion 
of national security.” Hart then inquired whether mcClellan agreed that this 
was a fair reading of the wiretapping section.

replying evasively, mcClellan defended this language as having been 
“drafted by the Administration, the Justice Department. i was perfectly will-
ing to recognize the power of the president in this area. if he felt there was an 
organization that was plotting to overthrow the government, i would think 
we would want him to have the right.” the president’s powers, mcClellan 
continued, need not be defined; the language merely reflected the “spirit of 
permitting the president to take such action as he deems necessary when the 
government is threatened.”

mcClellan implied that only groups or individuals planning overt revo-
lutionary acts but not those involved in radical politics could be monitored. 
yet, because this distinction had not been made explicit in the majority 
report or in the language of the bill, Hart demanded that mcClellan clarify 
what he understood to be a president’s constitutional powers and the limits 
to a president’s actions in the national-security area. if we are saying, Hart 
said, that “so long as the president thinks it is an activity that constitutes a 
clear and present danger to the structure and existence of the government, he 
can put a bug on without restraint, then clearly i think we are going too far.” 
responding, senator spessard Holland claimed that Hart was “unduly con-
cerned about this matter.” this section, he contended, did not “affirmatively” 
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give any power to a president but simply stated that presidential power was 
not restricted. mcClellan concurred that “there is nothing affirmative in the 
statement.”

Agreeing that Congress could not expand presidential powers, Hart none-
theless maintained that the section’s language did not define the limits to a 
president’s national-security powers. “As a result of this exchange,” he added, 
“i am now sure no president thinking that just because some political move-
ment in this country is giving him fits, he could read this as an agreement from 
us that, by his own motion, he could put a tap on.” there was not “a single 
indication that anything affirmative is being done,” Holland reiterated and 
then added that Congress was not foolishly seeking to “negate” a president’s 
constitutional powers.

the question of the scope of presidential powers permitted by this loop-
hole was not clarified during the following House debate over this legislative 
initiative. Because the bill that the House had approved earlier did not include 
a wiretapping section, Congressman Celler, the chair of the House Judiciary 
Committee, requested House approval to refer the bill to conference. House 
conservatives submarined this initiative and instead demanded that the House 
approve the senate bill, an action that captured the current fearful “law and 
order” mood, heightened by the recent assassinations of civil-rights leader 
King and Democratic presidential candidate Kennedy. under stringent time 
restrictions governing floor debate, opponents had great difficulty in rallying 
opposition to or raising probing questions about the meaning of the bill’s 
wiretapping provisions.

At best, the analysis of the bill’s provisions by members of the House dur-
ing floor debate was perfunctory and ill-informed. no member singled out 
for criticism the section granting the president broad authority in national-
security cases or seemingly permitting the targeting of political activists. 
indeed, the sole direct comments on the wiretapping section by two of the 
bill’s proponents, Congressmen William randall and Howard pollock, con-
veyed their own misunderstanding of what exactly was being approved. For 
example, randall claimed that title ii limited any possibility of abuses by 
requiring court approval. “Only in the case of national security,” the missouri 
Congressman argued, “can wire taps be made without a court order. And even 
these are invalid if application for such order is not made within forty-eight 
hours after such surveillance is undertaken.” pollock repeated this error when 
affirming that law-enforcement officers had to secure court approval except in 
certain “limited” cases where wiretapping would be permitted for forty-eight 
hours “if it concerns national security or organized crime” that were of an 
“emergency” nature.44

randall’s and pollock’s comments indicate how far the public and Con-
gress had departed from what had been a traditional antipathy toward secret, 
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centralized executive power. the dramatic revelations of presidential and 
intelligence agency abuses, publicized first during the highly publicized senate 
Watergate hearings of 1973 and then the Church and pike Committees hear-
ings of 1975, rekindled these concerns. nonetheless, these concerns proved to 
be temporary, as members of Congress were unwilling to abandon the belief 
that presidents and intelligence agency bureaucrats should be accorded lim-
ited latitude in their efforts to safeguard the nation’s internal security from 
suspected threats.



3
The Politics of Wiretapping

The rationale for president Franklin roosevelt’s secret wiretapping 
directive was that this technique would enable the FBi to anticipate 
threats to the “national defense”—that is, planned acts of espionage 

or sabotage. president Harry truman’s unknowing broader authoriza-
tion of Federal Bureau of investigation (FBi) wiretapping of “subversive 
activities” and Attorney General Herbert Brownell’s authorization of FBi 
bugging during “internal security” investigations were also intended to 
anticipate foreign-directed operations that could threaten the nation’s secu-
rity. indeed, some FBi wiretapping and bugging operations did address 
legitimate security threats. Beginning in 1940, for example, the FBi wire-
tapped the German, Japanese, italian, and soviet embassies. thereafter, 
and in succeeding years, the FBi wiretapped and/or bugged the offices of 
the soviet Government purchasing Commission (stationed in the united 
states during World War ii to expedite the lend-lease program), the resi-
dence of soviet consular official peter ivanov, the headquarters of the u.s. 
Communist party and various Communist party branch offices, promi-
nent Communist party members (earl Browder, steve nelson, Alexander 
Bittelman, William Dieterle, James miller, John lawson, Waldo scott, 
Herbert Biberman), six pro-Fascist and pro-nazi organizations (including 
the pro-German peace now movement), and suspected soviet spies (includ-
ing Alger Hiss, Judith Coplon, victor Kravchenko, Boris morros, Jean 
tatlock, Haakon Chevalier, J. robert Oppenheimer, emmanuel larsen, 
Andrew roth, Bernard redmont, William remington, Felix inslerman, 
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George silverman, Harry Dexter White, nathan Gregory silvermaster, Alfred 
stein, elizabeth sasuly, irving Kaplan, victor perlo, Donald Wheeler, michael 
Greenberg, Joseph Gregg, maurice Halperin, peter rhodes, James Harper, 
ronald Humphrey, ronald pelton, John Walker, Aldrich Ames, Brian Kelley, 
and robert Hannsen).

FBi wiretapping and bugging operations, moreover, extended beyond 
legitimate security threats to encompass a disparate group of radical and  
left-liberal activists and organizations whose political activities senior FBi 
officials believed were potentially treasonous. those tapped and/or bugged 
included radical activists (David Dallin, Charles malamuth, C. B. Baldwin, 
Frank Oppenheimer, Bertolt Brecht, thomas mann, Heinrich mann, Helene 
Weigel, Berthold viertel, Anna seghers, Bodo uhse, richard Criley, Frank 
Wilkinson), prominent liberal and radical attorneys (Bartley Crum, martin 
popper, thomas Corcoran, David Wahl, Benjamin margolis, Carol King, 
robert silberstein, national lawyers Guild, Fred Black), radical labor leaders 
and unions (Harry Bridges; united Auto Workers; national maritime union; 
national union of marine Cooks and stewards; united public Workers; unit-
ed electrical radio and machine Workers; Food, tobacco, Agricultural and 
Allied Workers; international longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s union; 
CiO maritime Committee; Congress of industrial Organizations Council), 
journalists (i. F. stone, philip Jaffe, Kate mitchell, mark Gayn, leonard lyons, 
William Beecher, marvin Kalb, Henry Brandon, Hedrick smith, lloyd nor-
man, Hanson Baldwin, inga Arvad), civil-rights activists and organizations 
(martin luther King, Jr.; malcolm X; southern Christian leadership Confer-
ence; national Association for the Advancement of Colored people; march on 
Washington movement; Gandhi society for Human rights; elijah muham-
mad; nation of islam; stokely Carmichael; H. rap Brown; student non-
violent Coordinating Committee; Alabama peoples education Association; 
Committee to Aid the monroe Defendants; southern Conference for Human 
Welfare; Black panther party; universal negro improvement Association; 
African liberation Day Committee), the students for a Democratic society, 
Ku Klux Klan, national Committee to Abolish HuAC, socialist Workers 
party, Washington Bookstore Association, northern California Association 
of scientists, Federation of American scientists, American Association of 
scientific Workers, pre–World War ii isolationists (Henry Grunewald, ethel 
Brigham, John O’Brien, lillian moorehead, laura ingalls, America First, Jeho-
vah’s Witnesses, los Angeles Chamber of Commerce), and even prominent 
personalities (Joe namath, Harlow shapley, edward Condon, edward prich-
ard, muhammad Ali, Benjamin spock).1

the shift in FBi wiretapping from national defense to political surveillance 
began within a year after president roosevelt issued his secret wiretapping 
directive in may 1940. in June 1940, FBi officials, at the request of the White 
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House, initiated an investigation of Henry Grunewald based on uncorrobo-
rated allegations that Grunewald headed a German espionage ring. resuming 
this investigation of Grunewald in may 1941, FBi agents this time tapped him, 
the resumption having been triggered by a report from military intelligence 
(the military’s source, however, was the same individual who had triggered the 
FBi’s 1940 investigation). installed on June 4, 1941, this tap continued until 
september 13, 1941. the resultant investigation uncovered no information 
that Grunewald was a spy but did record his political and shady business con-
tacts. FBi agents, moreover, tapped Grunewald again on June 22, 1945, owing 
to his close relationship (as a private detective) with prominent Washington 
attorney thomas Corcoran. FBi officials discontinued this tap a year later on 
september 10, 1946.2

these two separate taps of Grunewald reflected different political consid-
erations and were determined by the political interests of the two incumbent 
Democratic presidents, roosevelt and truman. A self-employed private 
detective, Grunewald had moved to Washington, D.C., in the mid-1930s and 
thereafter maintained close ties with conservative businessman Henry marsh 
(to whom he reported regularly on developments in new Deal Washington), 
isolationist republicans (notably senators Gerald nye and styles Bridges) 
and former roosevelt White House aide and Washington attorney Corcoran 
(for whom he served as an investigator). Given these associations, the 1941 
Grunewald tap and other FBi surveillance inevitably uncovered, among other 
matters, crucial information about the plans and political tactics of president 
roosevelt’s isolationist critics in Congress. FBi Director J. edgar Hoover 
shared the acquired information about the president’s isolationist critics with 
the roosevelt White House, although without disclosing how it had been 
obtained. the FBi’s 1945 tap, in contrast, was installed for a quite different 
purpose and was intended to complement the FBi’s investigation of Corcoran, 
whom Grunewald assisted as an investigator. this tap was installed at the 
specific request of the truman White House, eager to learn about Corcoran’s 
contacts (and influence)3 with the president’s liberal critics in Congress, the 
media, and throughout the federal bureaucracy.4

the roosevelt White House’s interest in obtaining advance intelligence 
about the plans of the president’s isolationist critics also underpinned its 
approval of two other FBi wiretaps on John G. O’Brien and lillian moorehead. 
An officer in the army reserve, O’Brien was activated in 1942 and assigned 
to the provost marshal’s office in Washington. His principal associates were 
prominent anti–new Deal conservatives in the business, military, and social 
or societal communities (notably, provost marshal General Allen W. Guillon 
and wealthy socialite moorehead).

prior to entering military service, O’Brien had, since 1923, served as an 
aide to Hearst columnist Cornelius vanderbilt. Although he was the heir to a 
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sizable fortune, vanderbilt was politically liberal and, in his gossipy column 
for the Hearst newspaper chain, commented on the foibles of the wealthy from 
a new Deal perspective. His contacts in the military (where he served in the 
army reserve and during World War ii held a wartime assignment in new 
york) and in high society made him a valued recruit for the White House and 
the FBi, as he willingly alerted them to the plans and activities of conservative 
activists. indeed, dating from at least 1941, vanderbilt “served in a confiden-
tial capacity in the Federal Bureau of investigation by order of the president.” 
“From time to time,” vanderbilt briefed FBi Director Hoover about “matters 
which he believed should be brought to the attention of the president and 
which he is reluctant for personal or official reasons to forward through offi-
cial channels in the War Department.”5

One of vanderbilt’s reports cited O’Brien’s relationships with General 
Guillon, moorehead, and a number of other individuals whose names the 
FBi has redacted but which included a wealthy businessman whom vander-
bilt claimed was “willing to finance” a conspiracy “centered around” Guillon 
to overthrow the roosevelt administration. vanderbilt’s reports described 
Guillon as heading a “constantly growing group who contemplate a military 
dictatorship in the united states and whose objective is ‘to put Jews in their 
place’ and to remove the ‘left-wing friends of mrs. roosevelt’ from public 
affairs.” these “anti-administration” conspirators had allegedly boasted that 
“the Army will be in complete control of the Government prior to the next 
elections, which move is contemplated to save the Government ‘from the 
revolutionary group of mrs. roosevelt’s friends.’” Briefing Attorney General 
Francis Biddle on these unsupported allegations, Hoover secured his “oral” 
approval to wiretap O’Brien. Based on information obtained through this tap 
and from FBi agents’ surveillance of O’Brien, Hoover the next month solicited 
and obtained Biddle’s approval to wiretap moorehead.6

stressing the “extremely delicate” nature of this matter in view of O’Brien’s 
and moorehead’s prominence, Hoover directed FBi agents to install these 
wiretaps “without the assistance of the telephone company and without the 
knowledge of any person in a way that it could not under any circumstance be 
traced back to the Bureau.” the taps and FBi agents’ physical monitoring of 
O’Brien and moorehead, however, uncovered no evidence of a “conspiracy to 
overthrow” the government. Agents learned only that both commented criti-
cally about the roosevelt administration and the FBi.7

the FBi’s wiretaps and surveillance might have failed to uncover infor-
mation of a military conspiracy. they did provide advance intelligence about 
the political activities of the president’s conservative critics and enhanced FBi 
Director Hoover’s standing with the White House. this, however, was not the 
sole FBi wiretapping operation installed for the purpose of abetting president 
roosevelt’s political interest in obtaining advance intelligence about the plans 
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and associations of his administration’s conservative critics. An even more 
sensitive operation involved inga Arvad, a gossip columnist whom the bitterly 
anti–new Deal Washington Times-Herald employed.

FBi officials’ interest in Arvad was first kindled in november 1940 with the 
receipt of an unsolicited report from one of Arvad’s classmates in a Columbia 
university journalism class. Arvad’s classmate claimed only that Arvad was 
pro-German and anti-semitic. Her report did not at this time trigger an inten-
sive FBi investigation. the repetition of this rumor in December 1941 and a 
further uncorroborated allegation that Arvad, by then employed by the Times-
Herald, had been a publicity agent for nazi leader Adolf Hitler during the mid-
1930s and was possibly a German spy elicited intense interest among senior 
FBi officials, all the more so because the allegation was made in the immediate 
aftermath of the Japanese attack on pearl Harbor and the German declaration 
of war against the united states. this source had offered no hard evidence to 
support these sweeping allegations; nonetheless Arvad’s employment with the 
isolationist, anti–new Deal Times-Herald led FBi Director Hoover to order the 
FBi’s Washington field office to launch a “discreet” investigation of Arvad, with 
the results to be submitted “in the near future.”8

As a columnist who wrote about the social activities of prominent Wash-
ingtonians, Arvad regularly contacted private citizens and federal employees. 
these frequent contacts were uncovered during the ensuing investigation 
and the Washington special Agent in Charge (sAC) s. K. mcKee immedi-
ately alerted Hoover to the possibility that Arvad and her associates “may be 
engaged in any subversive or un-American activity.” sharing this suspicion, 
the FBi director promptly sought Attorney General Biddle’s approval to wire-
tap Arvad. As justification, Hoover claimed that the FBi’s “current investiga-
tion of this woman as an espionage subject” had “determined that in the short 
period she has been in Washington she has established close personal and 
professional contacts with persons holding important positions in the Govern-
ment departments and bureaus vitally concerned with the national defense.” 
these “facts,” Hoover emphasized, “indicate a definite possibility that she 
may be engaged in a most subtle type of espionage activity against the united 
states.” uncritically accepting this contention at face value, in part because of 
his own suspicions about the motivations of the roosevelt administration’s 
conservative media critics, Biddle approved the Arvad wiretap.9

Almost from its inception, the Arvad investigation acquired a further 
dimension, triggered by the FBi’s discovery of Arvad’s association with an 
unnamed naval ensign (soon to be confirmed as John F. Kennedy) and a 
report from the Office of naval intelligence (Oni) concerning this relation-
ship. Briefing the FBi director about this development, mcKee portrayed the 
Arvad case as having “more possibilities than anything i have seen in a long 
time.” He specifically cited Arvad’s sexual affairs (with another ensign as well 
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as Kennedy), particularly with naval ensign Kennedy. in response, Hoover 
ordered the FBi’s Washington field office to give the Arvad investigation 
“close supervision” and to “be fully cognizant of the potentialities.” the FBi 
director concurrently ordered all other FBi field offices to forward their own 
investigative findings relative to Arvad and her associations to the Washington 
field office “not less frequently than weekly.”10

From their Oni counterparts, FBi agents soon learned that Kennedy, 
during his temporary assignment in Washington, D.C., and prior to being 
transferred to Charleston, south Carolina, had “spent the night with [Arvad] 
on several occasions.” FBi officials briefed Hoover about this discovery and 
their further discovery, through the tap on Arvad, that she planned to visit 
Kennedy in Charleston during the weekends of February 6–9 and then Febru-
ary 20–23, 1942. Hoover thereupon ordered the savannah, Georgia, sAC to 
bug Arvad’s hotel room during these weekends but—pointing out that should 
the FBi’s monitoring of Arvad become known to the Times-Herald, that news-
paper “would be quick to expose any investigation by the FBi”—he demanded 
that the sAC exercise great caution. the sAC did, the bug was installed, and 
the sAC duly reported that Arvad and Kennedy had “engaged in sexual inter-
course on numerous occasions” during these two weekend visits.11

in addition to tapping Arvad and physically monitoring her activities and 
contacts in Washington, FBi agents broke into her Washington apartment to 
photocopy her papers and closely reviewed her published columns. no evi-
dence of her “most subtle type of espionage activity” was uncovered then or 
in the ensuing months, however. Furthermore, when Kennedy learned from 
contacts in naval intelligence that his activities were under surveillance and 
relayed this discovery to Arvad, the FBi wiretap intercepted this briefing and 
Arvad’s intention to confront the FBi director. Alerted to this potential prob-
lem, Hoover ordered agents to discontinue the wiretap and the Arvad inves-
tigation. the FBi director’s termination order, however, was countermanded 
within the month when president roosevelt, on may 4, demanded that Arvad 
be “specially watched,” having found suspicious Hoover’s reports about her 
associations. FBi officials thereupon resumed the wiretap and investigation 
for another two months.12

neither Biddle nor roosevelt ever inquired whether FBi agents had 
uncovered any evidence of espionage activities from the wiretap or agent 
investigations—and never learned that the FBi had only discovered Arvad’s 
affair with Kennedy. their indifference, particularly that of the attorney gen-
eral, allowed Hoover to retain the discretion to exploit as he saw fit this sensi-
tive personal information about the Kennedy-Arvad affair.

From its inception, FBi officials handled this investigation of Arvad 
differently from other FBi investigations, even those purportedly seeking 
information about subversive activities. the distinctiveness of the Arvad 
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investigation in 1942 stemmed from the fact that its subject was an employee 
of the arch-conservative Washington Times-Herald. Fully aware of the possible 
adverse ramifications should their targeting of a media critic of the president 
be discovered, FBi officials adopted a series of safeguards. First, the reports 
on the Kennedy-Arvad affair were submitted under one of the FBi director’s 
special procedures: “personal and Confidential letters.” upon receipt at FBi 
headquarters, these communications were routed to FBi Assistant Direc-
tor louis nichols’s office rather than being filed in the FBi’s central records 
system. this handling would enable FBi officials to truthfully deny that FBi 
agents were investigating a Times-Herald employee. maintaining such records 
in nichols’s office file would allow them to affirm that the FBi’s central records 
system contained no records that FBi agents had investigated Arvad (includ-
ing her sexual affair with Kennedy), nor did it retain any records of an Arvad 
investigation.

this system proved to be of crucial importance in the long run in that 
it provided FBi director Hoover with potential leverage vis-à-vis the liberal 
Democratic politician. indeed, on July 13, 1960, the date Kennedy won the 
Democratic presidential nomination, Hoover’s aides compiled a memoran-
dum summarizing whatever derogatory information the FBi had accumulated 
about Kennedy’s personal and political activities over the years—a seemingly 
normal practice, as senior FBi officials had also, in 1952 and again in 1956, 
compiled similar memoranda summarizing whatever derogatory information 
the FBi had accumulated about another liberal Democratic presidential nomi-
nee, Adlai stevenson.

the summary memorandum on Kennedy reminded Hoover, among other 
matters, about Kennedy’s 1942 affair with Arvad. thereupon, on July 14, the 
massive file on the Kennedy-Arvad affair that since 1942 had been maintained 
by nichols’s secret office file was immediately transferred to the FBi director’s 
secret office file.13

in the Arvad case (but as well when wiretapping Grunewald, O’Brien, 
and moorehead), Hoover had been more than willing to advance the political 
interest of the roosevelt White House and in the process confirm the FBi’s 
value as the political intelligence arm of the president. this questionable 
practice contravened the FBi’s legal responsibilities and would not necessarily 
continue. to forestall a possible loss of influence, FBi Director Hoover sought 
to sustain this support in April 1945, following truman’s unanticipated eleva-
tion to the presidency with roosevelt’s death that month. in this case, the FBi 
director willingly exploited the new president’s insecurity and doubts about 
the personal loyalty of those holdovers from roosevelt’s presidency he had 
inherited and who remained on the staffs of the White House and execu-
tive agencies. in no position to clean house and at first dependent on these 
appointees for background information about roosevelt’s decisions, truman 
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nonetheless was committed to firing those who secretly plotted to undermine 
his major domestic- and foreign-policy initiatives.

Having served in the senate since 1934, truman had joined the roosevelt 
administration belatedly with his inauguration as vice president in January 
1945—three months before roosevelt’s sudden death. in the interim between 
his selection as roosevelt’s running mate at the Democratic national Conven-
tion in the summer of 1944 and roosevelt’s death in April 1945, truman had 
not been fully briefed about roosevelt’s major domestic- and foreign-policy 
plans and past decisions and furthermore did not command the unquestioned 
loyalty of his predecessor’s aides—many of whom had at the past summer’s 
Democratic national Convention supported the retention of Henry Wallace 
as roosevelt’s running mate. Committed to continuing roosevelt’s policies, 
the new president nonetheless intended to exercise power in his own right and 
almost immediately replaced many of the current high-level White House and 
Cabinet appointees. His replacements, because they were more conservative 
than their predecessors, troubled many of the remaining roosevelt holdovers 
as well as liberal activists in Congress and on the staff of the Democratic 
national Committee, as well as liberal columnists. to prevent what these loyal 
new Dealers feared amounted to a betrayal of the roosevelt agenda, some 
of these holdovers sought to undercut the new president by leaking inside 
information about truman’s plans and decisions to their allies in the media 
and Congress. their most troubling action for truman involved a leak to 
syndicated columnist Drew pearson about the recent discussions of White 
House emissary Harry Hopkins with soviet premier Joseph stalin. An already 
insecure truman became infuriated by this insubordination and its effect on 
his exercise of power.

president truman acted quickly to curb future leaks, an objective that 
required the identification of the disloyal advisers. With this objective in mind, 
he purposely solicited Hoover’s assistance.14 Contacting the FBi director on 
behalf of the president, White House aides edward mcKim and James varda-
man specifically requested that the FBi “investigate suspected White House 
aides, wiretap edward prichard [an aide to the director of the Office of War 
mobilization and reconversion and truman’s appointee as treasury secretary 
Fred vinson] and study the operations of the White House with the objective 
of offering recommendations to improve its efficiency.” (the troublesome leak 
to syndicated columnist pearson had triggered the latter request.) vardaman 
asked that the FBi director “secure all information possible on White House 
employees and . . . intercepts of their phone conversations would be of extreme 
value.” He imposed one condition, however: should these investigations 
become known, “it would be incumbent upon both the president and him 
[vardaman] to deny any such investigation had been ordered.” more than 
willing to further the president’s political objectives, Hoover authorized the 
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prichard wiretap and concurrently launched a top-secret code-named White 
House security survey program to identify the source of the leak to pearson 
and “secure all information possible on White House employees.”15

independent of this initiative, president truman soon learned about 
another current FBi investigation, in this case involving the leak of classified 
documents to the radical journal of Far eastern affairs, Amerasia. truman 
urged the FBi to conduct a vigorous investigation of this leak, perceiving 
this as setting “an example to other persons in the Government who may be 
divulging confidential information.”

the Amerasia case had its origins in the discovery by agents of the Office 
of strategic services (Oss), through a march 11, 1945, break-in of the office of 
Amerasia, of thousands of pages of classified Oss, state Department, and navy 
Department documents. Oss officials had thereupon reported this discovery 
to the FBi, and FBi officials launched an intensive investigation to identify 
the federal employees who had leaked these documents. During the ensuing 
investigation, FBi agents monitored and wiretapped the Amerasia office and 
in addition broke into the journal’s office and the residence of Amerasia editor 
philip Jaffe. Agents also broke into the residences of a suspected state Depart-
ment source (emmanuel larsen) and of a freelance reporter (mark Gayn) 
affiliated with the journal. their investigation led to the discovery of the sus-
pected involvement of another Amerasia editor, Kate mitchell; Oni employee 
Andrew roth; and another state Department employee, John stewart service. 
this investigation culminated with the arrest of the six suspects, only three 
of whom were indicted (Jaffe, larsen, and roth) for either having possessed 
or having transmitted without authorization classified records. the timing of 
the arrests, however, provoked senior navy and state Department officials to 
oppose prosecuting these suspects, fearing the adverse effect of any trial on 
the already-deteriorating u.s.-soviet relations. president truman rejected 
this counsel, obsessed as he was to stop leaks, and indeed instructed the FBi’s 
liaison to the White House, myron Gurnea, to notify him directly should any 
federal-agency official refuse to cooperate with the FBi investigation.16

the Amerasia and White House security survey investigations inadver-
tently became intertwined as the indirect by-product of the FBi wiretap of 
prichard (the only known White House employee tapped under the White 
House security survey program). prior to tapping prichard, FBi agents had 
uncovered his derogatory comments about truman’s abilities and the qual-
ity of the president’s major administrative appointments. Hoover immedi-
ately reported this information to the White House. White House aide Harry 
vaughan subsequently personally informed the FBi director that the president 
had read the FBi’s report about prichard’s comments “with great interest.” 
the president, vaughan advised Hoover, believed that “future communica-
tions along that line would be of considerable interest whenever, in your opin-
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ion, they are necessary.”17 Hoover accordingly on may 8, without seeking the 
attorney general’s approval, authorized the prichard wiretap. this tap in time 
precipitated two additional truman White House wiretap requests.

On may 29, Hoover forwarded to White House aide mcKim the tran-
scripts of prichard’s intercepted conversations with supreme Court Justice 
Felix Frankfurter and subsequently forwarded transcripts of prichard’s con-
versations with syndicated columnist pearson and former roosevelt aide 
and prominent Washington attorney Corcoran. prichard had earlier clerked 
for Frankfurter and continued a close friendship with the justice and, as a 
new Deal liberal, remained close to Corcoran. the intercepted conversations 
recorded Frankfurter’s and prichard’s critical comments about the abilities 
of truman’s appointees, prichard’s agreement with Frankfurter’s suggestion 
to leak information about the president’s policy decisions to pearson, and 
also confirmation that prichard had shared inside information directly with 
pearson and Corcoran. mcKim subsequently thanked Gurnea for the FBi’s 
“hell-of-a-swell job,” asked him to relay the president’s “personal gratitude” to 
the FBi director, and reported that “we are taking corrective action.” mcKim 
then asked to be “currently” advised of “any” similar conversations, adding 
that we “want to keep that tap on.” the White House aide conveyed the White 
House’s particular interest in learning about pearson’s and Corcoran’s con-
tacts within the administration, their apparent influence, and, further, whether 
the FBi could identify “any other” of pearson’s sources in the administration. 
the president had been particularly incensed over a June 12, 1945, pearson 
column that was based on a leak concerning White House emissary Hopkins’s 
conversations with soviet premier stalin in moscow.18 the White House aide 
thereupon asked on behalf of the president that the FBi wiretap pearson and 
Corcoran.

Hoover agreed to tap Corcoran but not pearson (given the syndicated col-
umnist’s prominence and disturbing ability to learn about closely held secrets 
from his extensive contacts in the federal bureaucracy and in Congress). the 
FBi director fully understood the political risks that the Corcoran wiretap 
posed (given the Washington attorney’s prominence as a new Deal Democrat 
and extensive contacts in the Washington political and journalist communi-
ties). Gurnea did create a written record of this discussion with mcKim. tru-
man, however, could claim deniability, not having been a direct party to this 
request. Hoover’s decision to tap Corcoran and prichard, moreover, made him 
particularly vulnerable, since these taps had been instituted on his own, with-
out even seeking the approval of Attorney General tom Clark, thereby con-
travening the requirement of roosevelt’s may 1940 directive. Furthermore, 
the FBi director had done so, as recorded in Gurnea’s memo on this meeting, 
despite mcKim’s having explicitly told Gurnea that “nothing was said in any 
way, shape or form as to the consequences should this [wiretap on Corcoran] 
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ever become known. it was highly confidential.” White House aide vaughan 
more fully spelled out the meaning of this conversation—if the Corcoran tap 
“should ever become known it would be our [the FBi’s] baby,” as he “would 
deny any knowledge.”19

the FBi’s taps of Corcoran and prichard and intensive investigation under 
the White House security survey program failed to uncover the source of the 
troublesome Hopkins leak.20 the Corcoran tap, nonetheless, proved to be 
extremely valuable as a source of political intelligence, given the Washington 
attorney’s extensive contacts throughout the federal bureaucracy, Congress, 
the supreme Court, and the Democratic party. through this wiretap, the 
White House was soon alerted to the plans of the president’s critics, whether 
in Congress, the Democratic party, and on the supreme Court, as well as the 
prospective commentary of liberal columnists pearson, irving Brant, and 
ernest Cuneo.21

the Corcoran tap consolidated Hoover’s position as FBi director, beyond 
winning favor with the truman White House. the tap, in addition, also unex-
pectedly provided a further benefit for Hoover, which the politically astute FBi 
director later exploited as political leverage in 1950 and 1953, ironically against 
the truman White House.

the FBi director’s first-known exploitation of this leverage occurred in 
July 1950. the specific occasion involved hearings conducted by the so-called 
tydings Committee into senator Joseph mcCarthy’s claim to have evidence 
that 81 “known” Communists were employed in the state Department. in the 
course of these hearings, the committee examined the Justice Department’s 
actions in the disposition of the Amerasia case in 1945 and specifically focused 
on the department’s failure to have indicted two of those who had been origi-
nally arrested (mitchell and service) and agreement to a lenient plea bargain 
with the three indictees (Jaffe, larsen, and roth).

subpoenaed by the tydings Committee, senior Justice Department offi-
cials planned to testify that the FBi’s illegal conduct during its investigation 
in this case had forced the department to abort prosecution of the defendants. 
Apprised of this planned testimony, an angry FBi Assistant Director nichols 
warned Deputy Attorney General peyton Ford that, unless the department 
defended the FBi’s conduct before the committee, FBi officials would be forced 
to release information obtained from the Corcoran wiretap that recorded Cor-
coran’s behind-the-scenes intercession with senior Justice Department officials 
(Attorney General Clark and Assistant Attorney General James mcGranery) 
in the summer of 1945. the intercepted conversations recorded Corcoran’s 
purposeful effort to avert the indictment of state Department officer John 
stewart service and his intercession at the request of state Department Counsel 
Benjamin Cohen. When Ford admitted to knowing about the Corcoran tap, 
adding that “of course, we would never admit this,” nichols responded, “We 
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wouldn’t want to admit it, but if we were ever forced into a position the only 
thing we could do would be to tell the truth and point out we were ordered to 
do this.”22 the threat succeeded, in the process undercutting the administra-
tion’s efforts to subvert republican efforts to exploit how the Amerasia case had 
been handled as a further indication of the administration’s “softness toward 
communism.”

FBi officials upped the ante in 1953, on this occasion in a crassly partisan 
action to promote the political objectives of the recently elected Dwight eisen-
hower administration. Having orchestrated a successful strategy, as eisenhow-
er’s campaign manager during the 1952 presidential election, that criticized 
the roosevelt and truman administrations for failing to address the Commu-
nist threat, Attorney General Brownell, speaking to a Chicago businessmen’s 
group in early november 1953, charged that in 1946 president truman had 
ignored FBi reports that questioned the loyalty of his proposed appointee to 
head the international monetary Fund, Harry Dexter White. the White case, 
Brownell contended, captured the contrasting relationships of truman and 
eisenhower with the FBi and underpinned the republican administration’s 
successful purge of suspected subversive employees. infuriated by this asper-
sion on his loyalty, truman responded by accusing Brownell of mcCarthyism. 
to rebut the former president, Brownell arranged a joint appearance of FBi 
director Hoover and himself before the senate internal security subcommit-
tee later that month. then, when preparing for his public testimony about this 
matter, with the central question being how truman had handled FBi reports, 
the FBi director considered publicizing Corcoran’s intercepted initiatives in 
the Amerasia case, fully cognizant that the attorney general and the repub-
lican leadership of the internal security subcommittee would welcome any 
additional information that might tarnish the truman administration and the 
Democrats. Hoover, however, was reluctant to publicize this discovery of Cor-
coran’s actions, which had been obtained through a wiretap, unless he could 
document that president truman had known of and had authorized this tap. 
releasing the reports of the meetings of FBi Assistant Director Gordon nease 
and FBi inspector Gurnea with mcKim, vardaman, and vaughan in 1945 
could backfire on the FBi. For one, these reports documented that Hoover 
had been willing to act as the political agent of the White House. the reports, 
moreover, did not confirm that president truman had personally requested 
the Corcoran tap or had read the transcripts of the Corcoran wiretap sent to 
the White House. seeking such confirmation, Hoover ordered FBi Assistant 
Director nichols to search FBi files for any records that would at a minimum 
confirm president truman’s receipt of the Corcoran wiretap transcripts and 
thus his knowledge of Corcoran’s actions involving service. After reviewing 
the wiretap summaries and the cover letters that had been submitted with 
these transcripts, nichols reported back, “there are no such letters which i 
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can recall or find” covering the 1945 period. Owing to nichols’s failure to 
produce the desired documentation, Hoover decided to abandon a strategy of 
disclosing the Corcoran wiretap information during his testimony before the 
subcommittee.23  

this was not the sole instance where senior FBi officials exploited the 
fruits of FBi wiretaps to further their own personal agendas. Another instance 
involved a Washington-based businessman and influence peddler, John mon-
roe. FBi officials were first alerted to monroe’s illicit activities in 1943, trig-
gered by disclosures in the news media of a seemingly major scandal. these 
press reports described monroe as the host of the “big red house on r street” 
(reviving images of Warren Harding–era scandals) who had, through his 
contacts with federal officials and members of Congress, secured the favorable 
disposition of wartime contracts.24

A congressional hearing was convened to corroborate the sensational 
press reports, but no evidence of monroe’s involvement in criminal conduct 
was uncovered beyond his entertaining prominent Washingtonians. monroe, 
however, remained a subject of FBi interest and the next year became the 
target of an FBi bribery investigation into whether he had arranged to secure 
the dismissal of an Office of price Administration (OpA) suit against a Brook-
lyn cake company through his “connections in government circles” and his 
“alleged friend, Congressman [name withheld].”25

this investigation, however, produced another discovery, one that was of 
particular interest to senior FBi officials—the claim of an FBi informer that 
monroe had bragged that “he had no fear of the FBi inasmuch as he ‘was 
the only one who had positive proof that J. edgar Hoover is a fairy.’” this 
informer further charged that monroe was confident of being immune from 
any criminal inquiry, attributing this to having “slept with” Gladys Drexel, 
reportedly the niece of Attorney General Biddle.26 Briefed on these allegations, 
Hoover’s interest in this relatively unimportant case changed dramatically.

When briefing the FBi director about the homosexual allegation, new 
york sAC e. e. Conroy sought to explain why he had delayed reporting this 
information. Conroy’s dilemma stemmed from the fact that an FBi agent had 
learned of the homosexual allegation on December 17, 1943, but that the sAC 
did not report it to Hoover until January 18, 1944. rightly anticipating the FBi 
director’s ire, Conroy assured Hoover that “the series of situations of this type 
are being called to the attention of the [FBi] supervisors [in the new york 
office] at the meeting today and to the Agents at the next Agents’ conference, 
with the warning that information of this nature should be conveyed to the 
special Agent in Charge of the office immediately upon its receipt.”27

Conroy was nonetheless chastised for having “grossly mishandled” this 
matter, as Hoover demanded to know “why the matter was not reported from 
Dec 17 to Jan 18.” “vigorous action” must be made to address this “failure to 
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promptly or properly report this,” and monroe should “‘put up or shut up’ 
both as to this statements re A. G. [Attorney General] & myself.”28 the FBi 
director also instructed FBi Assistant Director nichols to meet monroe to 
“dress down” the businessman on both alleged defamatory statements and to 
threaten him with “crim[inal] slander unless [he] can prove [them].” During 
this meeting, monroe denied having made either allegation and agreed to sign 
a statement to that effect.29

the FBi’s investigations, whether in 1943 or 1944, uncovered no evidence 
justifying an indictment of monroe. FBi officials, nonetheless, continued to 
monitor monroe’s activities and initiated another investigation in march 
1945 of his possible involvement in a conspiracy to violate OpA price ceilings. 
this investigation led to monroe’s arrest, indictment, and eventual convic-
tion. monroe received a sentence of two years imprisonment and a fine of 
$100,000.30

yet, even though monroe was the subject of an FBi criminal investigation, 
the FBi wiretapped him, although the precise date when this tap was installed 
cannot be pinpointed. incomplete FBi records document that the tap began 
at least in August 1945 (the month before monroe’s arrest), was resumed on 
september 5 (two weeks before his arrest), and continued until December 22, 
1945 (two months after his indictment). An October 17, 1946, routing slip, 
accompanying an attached October 16, 1946, wiretap summary, suggests that 
the FBi wiretap was installed in August 1945, three months after the FBi’s 
investigation of the OpA violation had been concluded (in may), was termi-
nated in December (three months before the start of his trial), and resumed for 
a day in October 1946. At minimum, then, monroe’s conversations with his 
attorneys, business associates, members of Congress, and federal bureaucrats 
were intercepted and provided FBi officials with valuable intelligence about 
his pretrial and trial strategy.

the undeniably incomplete wiretap summaries raise an additional ques-
tion beyond whether FBi officials had exploited this tap to ensure monroe’s 
conviction. For one, these summaries suggest that one purpose of the FBi’s 
investigation had been to harass monroe because of his alleged homosexual 
remark. A secondary benefit of the tap was that it accorded FBi officials 
advance intelligence about a bureaucratic nemesis, Harry Cooper.

An investigator who had been assigned to the Commerce Department’s 
surplus property section during World War ii, Cooper had developed excel-
lent contacts with high-level Commerce and treasury Department and Oss 
officials as well as a close personal relationship with monroe. upon leaving 
government service, Cooper roomed with monroe and later became his busi-
ness partner. if not the direct target, the monroe wiretap’s interception of his 
and Cooper’s conversations with a variety of federal agency officials provided 
FBi officials with invaluable intelligence that advanced their own bureaucratic 
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interests.31 At minimum, Hoover learned that Bernard Gladieux (secretary of 
Commerce Wallace’s executive assistant) intended to recruit army and navy 
investigators to improve the Commerce Department’s investigative capabili-
ties and thereby forestall FBi investigations of Commerce Department cases; 
newly appointed treasury secretary vinson intended to ensure that the FBi 
would not displace other departmental investigative units to “find work” for 
the FBi’s wartime expanded agent force (which had increased from 7,441 
in 1940 to 11,792 in 1945), because “if they can they’re going to take every 
damned job any other investigative agency’s got in the government service”; 
Commerce Department officials did not intend “to turn anything which has a 
relation to the Department of Commerce over to the FBi to investigate at any 
step of the game”; other government officials distrusted Hoover’s megaloma-
nia and manipulation of Attorney General Clark; monroe and Cooper planned 
to counteract Hoover’s attempt to sustain the FBi’s postwar status by bringing 
together key leaders of Congress (senator Francis myer and Congressman 
Kenneth Keating) and prominent officials (Oni Director ernest King and 
James King, an assistant to Oss Director William Donovan); the surplus 
property agency intended to phase out its investigative division by transferring 
civil service personnel to the reconstruction Finance Corporation.32

this same interest in furthering their own personal agendas underpinned 
a november 1945 debate among senior FBi officials over how to handle 
wiretaps of three Congress of industrial Organizations (CiO) unions. these 
taps, FBi Assistant Director edward tamm informed Hoover on november 
5, 1945, “from time to time” had uncovered significant information that 
“has constituted an ‘item of interest’ in connection with memoranda which 
we have prepared, either upon our own initiative or upon the request of an 
outside agency, for transmittal to the White House, the Attorney General, 
the secretary of the navy, and others.” unfortunately, tamm continued, “in 
spite of our information about these Communist activities in these units, in 
strikes, and in various every-day occurrences, nothing whatsoever is done by 
the policy-making agencies of the Government about this Communist activ-
ity.” lamenting this failure to take “affirmative” action “upon the information 
which we furnish,” tamm recommended that “we might as well face the fact 
that our effort is practically wasted.” Hoover rejected tamm’s recommenda-
tion to terminate these three taps, contending that “i do think there have been 
too many unproductive technicals [wiretaps] installed but in these 3 cases they 
are highly informative on an aspect of Communist activities of considerable 
importance.”33

FBi wiretapping and bugging activities captured the changed political real-
ity that the political crisis of the cold war triggered. potential security threats 
had become a major priority, and, as a result, FBi officials commanded greater 
latitude to exploit public concerns, in the process undermining meaningful 
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congressional and media oversight over FBi operations. And, much as in 1945 
president truman had become obsessed over leaks to the media, embolden-
ing him to solicit the FBi’s monitoring of administration personnel whom he 
suspected had leaked classified information to the media, so, too, did president 
Kennedy respond to what he concluded were leaks in 1961 and 1962. indeed, 
Kennedy’s dissatisfaction over the FBi’s inability to identify the source(s) of 
these leaks ironically led him to turn to the Central intelligence Agency (CiA) 
under a code-named project mockingbird program.

in June 1961, president Kennedy concluded that a recent Newsweek article 
about u.s. plans concerning Germany had been based on classified informa-
tion and thereupon requested an FBi investigation to identify the source of 
this leak. After first ascertaining that lloyd norman had written the offending 
article, FBi agents wiretapped the reporter’s residence (the tap was installed on 
June 28 and discontinued on July 3). FBi agents were unable, however, to iden-
tify the source of this leak and indeed concluded that an intelligent reporter 
could have written the offending article without access to classified records.

this same scenario was repeated in 1962, triggered this time by a July 
1962 article by the eminent New York Times military correspondent Hansen 
Baldwin about soviet missile systems. An FBi investigation was once again 
requested to uncover the source of this leak. And the FBi wiretapped reporter 
Baldwin, but also his secretary, beginning on June 27 and continuing until 
mid-August. Once again, FBi agents could not positively identify the source 
of the suspected leak. A suspected individual, however, was identified whom 
president Kennedy concurred might have been the source.34

Kennedy’s concern over leaks stemmed from his conviction, expressed 
in an April 1961 address to the American newspaper publishers Associa-
tion, that press stories had alerted Cuban premier Fidel Castro to the CiA’s 
orchestration of the Bay of pigs invasion earlier that month. Denying that he 
intended to impose any form of press censorship, the president claimed that 
his sole purpose was to encourage the publishers in attendance to consider 
not only whether to publish an article but also whether doing so would be “in 
the interest of national security.” in a companion initiative, in October 1962, 
Kennedy barred state and Defense Department personnel from holding one-
on-one meetings with reporters. should they do so, they had to report such 
contacts “promptly and in writing.”

Kennedy’s interest in safeguarding classified information underpinned his 
frustration over the FBi’s failure to identify Baldwin’s source. the president in 
fact raised this matter during an August 1, 1962, meeting with members of the 
Foreign intelligence Advisory Board. Board member and mit president James 
Killian, after characterizing the Baldwin leak as “one of the most dangerous in 
recent history and a tragically serious breach of security,” contended that the 
“F.B.i. may not be the best agency to follow up on security leaks.” Another 
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board member, prominent Washington attorney and former truman White 
House aide Clark Clifford, concurred and recommended the creation of a “full 
time small group devoting themselves to this all the time” but then added that 
the FBi “has never been effective” in uncovering the source of leaks. “nobody 
knows now. the FBi doesn’t know,” Clark continued; presumably, an expert 
group would be better able to “follow the press to identify a troublesome 
reporter’s” contacts and thereby secure evidence of “trends.” the president 
endorsed this proposal and concluded the meeting by asking CiA Director 
John mcCone to “develop an expert [CiA] group that would be available at all 
times to follow up on security leaks . . . a team available to [mcCone] operating 
under his direction.”

At a follow-up meeting with the CiA director on August 22, Kennedy 
inquired about the “set up in the Baldwin leak.” Assuring the president that 
the CiA had developed a “plan” to address the leak problem, mcCone con-
fided that he had established a “task force” that would be “a continuing group 
reporting to me.”

eventually, in 1963, this task force wiretapped, at a minimum, two syn-
dicated columnists, robert Allen and paul scott. the columnists had been 
targeted, because administration officials suspected that one of their recent 
columns had been based on classified “national-security information.” the 
installed wiretaps lasted from march 12 through June 15, 1963; at the same 
time, task-force members set up an observation post across the street from 
the columnists’ offices to track their movements and their contacts. As their 
FBi counterparts, however, CiA operatives could not identify the source of 
the suspected leak. their monitoring activities nonetheless were considered to 
have been “very productive,” as the wiretaps intercepted the columnists’ tele-
phone conversations with twelve senators and six Congressmen. Continuing 
in operation for two years, the task force was abandoned in 1965.35

president Kennedy might have been dissatisfied by the FBi’s failure to 
uncover the source of the Baldwin leak. nonetheless, he had not abandoned 
reliance on the FBi’s resources and secret wiretapping capabilities to advance 
his administration’s policy objectives. One such occasion involved his response 
to the CiA’s discovery in February 1961 that officials of the Dominican repub-
lic “intensely desired passage of a sugar bill” pending before Congress and 
were lobbying key members of Congress to secure a quota “favorable” to their 
country. As the Kennedy administration was at the time exerting economic 
pressure on the Dominican government to institute economic and political 
reforms, congressional approval of the quota would undermine this initiative. 
Attorney General robert Kennedy accordingly requested an FBi investiga-
tion to “develop intelligence data” that would provide president Kennedy “a 
picture of what was behind pressures exerted on behalf of the Dominican 
republic regarding sugar quota deliberations in Congress.” FBi officials in 
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response briefed administration officials that representatives of the Domini-
can government may have bribed (either monetarily or through other gifts) 
influential Congressmen and Agriculture Department officials to sustain their 
nation’s sugar quota. Attorney General Kennedy thereupon authorized FBi 
wiretaps of the residences of three suspected Agriculture Department officials, 
the residence of the secretary to the chairman of the House Agriculture Com-
mittee (Harold Cooley), and the residence and office of a Washington lobby-
ist registered as a foreign agent of the Dominican government. On his own 
authority, FBi Director Hoover authorized FBi agents to bug Congressman 
Cooley’s new york hotel room to intercept his conversations during a sched-
uled meeting in new york with representatives of the Dominican government 
in mid-February 1961.

no evidence of payoffs was uncovered, but the taps did obtain valuable 
political intelligence—that the lobbyist for the Dominican government was 
“working on the senate and has the republicans all lined up”; that he had 
seen two “additional” members of the House Agriculture Committee and had 
concluded that one was opposed and the other was neutral and possibly sup-
portive; and that Congressman Cooley had been unable to exercise his influ-
ence on this matter, as he “had been fighting over the rules Committee and 
this had interfered with his attempt to ‘organize.’”

the acquired intelligence abetted the administration’s successful congres-
sional lobbying effort regarding the sugar-quota legislation. the resultant 
bill, in fact, granted the president discretionary authority to deny quotas to 
countries for foreign-policy reasons. Attorney General Kennedy thereupon 
alerted Courtney evans, the FBi’s liaison to the administration, that “now that 
the law was passed he did not feel there was justification for continuing this 
extensive investigation.” (interestingly, an internal FBi report concluded that 
the FBi’s wiretaps had “undoubtedly . . . contributed heavily to the Admin-
istration’s success” in securing passage of desired legislation. White House 
officials concurred in this assessment, with CiA analyst William Brubeck writ-
ing national security Council aide mcGeorge Bundy that “the action taken 
by the House of representatives” in passing the sugar-quota bill “has created 
a furor in the Dominican republic,” with that country’s officials complaining 
that Congress’s action “would be disastrous” to the republic’s “economy.”) 
then, when alerted by the FBi in 1962 that officials of the Dominican republic 
might again seek to influence congressional deliberations over sugar-quota 
legislation, Attorney General Kennedy once again authorized FBi wiretaps of 
five foreign establishments, the office phone of the Washington attorney rep-
resenting the republic, and the residence of the clerk of the House Agriculture 
Committee.36

the Kennedy (and truman) administrations were not alone in solicit-
ing FBi investigations to identify the source of leaks, requests shaped less by 
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legitimate “national-security” concerns than by their desires to control the 
public debate over their secret foreign-policy initiatives. this objective also led 
president richard nixon to solicit an FBi investigation in 1969 to identify the 
source(s) of an apparent leak to New York Times pentagon correspondent Wil-
liam Beecher. in a may 9, 1969, article, Beecher had reported that u.s. bombing 
operations in vietnam had extended to north vietnamese supply dumps in 
Cambodia. As this was a highly secret bombing operation—with administra-
tion officials purposefully misleading Congress and the press about the targets 
of u.s. bombing raids—president nixon and nsC aide Henry Kissinger imme-
diately demanded that the FBi identify the source of this leak. in response, FBi 
Director Hoover (based on a list of possible suspects that Kissinger provided) 
authorized FBi wiretaps of Beecher (and three other Washington-based report-
ers); nsC staff members morton Halperin, Anthony lake, Winston lord, 
Helmut sonnenfeld, Daniel Davidson, richard moose, and richard sneider; 
White House aides William safire, John sears, and James mclane; and three 
low-level state and Defense Department employees. the political sensitivity of 
this wiretap operation—targeting prominent reporters as well as members of 
the president’s own White House and nsC staffs—led FBi officials to adopt 
special procedures to minimize discovery of this operation.

the wiretapping program lasted for almost two years. Once again, FBi 
agents could not identify the source(s) of the leak. Furthermore, Halperin and 
lake continued to be tapped after they left the nsC and joined the campaign 
staff of senator edmund muskie, at the time the acknowledged front-runner 
for the 1972 Democratic presidential nomination. By then, the wiretaps had 
acquired a far different purpose: providing valuable advance intelligence to 
the nixon White House about the plans of the president’s partisan adversar-
ies. indeed, one such FBi report elicited White House aide John ehrlichman’s 
enthusiastic assessment: “this is the kind of early warning we need more 
of—your [White House aide H. r. Haldeman] game planners are now in an 
excellent position to map anticipatory action.”

this FBi wiretapping operation, for this reason, posed potentially serious 
problems for the nixon administration. FBi Assistant Director William sul-
livan recognized these consequences when alerting the White House to his 
possession of copies of the intercepted conversations following a falling out in 
October 1971 with FBi Director Hoover that led to his forced dismissal. Before 
leaving office, he alerted Assistant Attorney General robert mardian about 
these transcripts’ “blackmail potential,” adding that he currently maintained 
the copies in his office separately from other FBi wiretap records. mardian 
thereupon briefed the White House about sullivan’s warning and shortly 
thereafter ordered sullivan to deliver the logs to the White House for safekeep-
ing in what was a purposeful attempt to stymie any possibility that the FBi 
director might attempt to exploit them as leverage against the president.37
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the nixon administration might have contained this potential threat to 
expose its exploitation of FBi wiretapping capabilities to further its political 
agenda. the same interest in foreclosing discovery of his administration’s 
secret abuses of power underpinned a quite different response to the possible 
disclosure of the national security Agency’s (nsA’s) sensitive wiretapping 
operation, an operation that had been initiated in 1967 two years before nixon 
assumed office.

Because he was convinced that the demonstrations and protest activities 
of militant civil-rights and anti–vietnam War activists were conducted under 
the direction of international Communism, president lyndon Johnson sought 
confirmation of such a link and accordingly first pressured the FBi and the 
CiA to conduct investigations with the hope that they could document it. As 
their agencies were unable to develop the desired hard information, FBi and 
CiA officials turned to the nsA in 1967, intending to exploit that agency’s 
capability to intercept international communications.38 nsA officials agreed, 
and CiA and FBi officials submitted lists of specific individuals whose interna-
tional communications should be intercepted. Cognizant that this cooperation 
violated domestic law and transcended the nsA’s authorized counterintel-
ligence responsibilities, nsA officials instituted special records procedures to 
preclude discovery of their participation in an illegal program. this “watch 
list” program was subsequently refined and expanded following nixon’s 
accession to the presidency in 1969 and was formally code-named Operation 
minAret.

the special procedures that had been instituted to avert the discovery of 
this highly sensitive program, however, proved to be inadequate, as Operation 
minAret’s existence could have been compromised in June 1973 owing to 
the inadvertent and simultaneous timing of two separate developments that 
month. the first involved the disclosures by the special senate Committee 
investigating the so-called Watergate Affair (chaired by senator sam ervin) 
of the nixon administration’s authorization of a series of “clearly illegal” pro-
grams (specifically, the so-called Huston plan). the second occurred in the 
course of a trial held in a federal district court in Detroit that was presided 
over by Judge Damon Keith and involved fifteen members of the radical 
Weatherman faction of the students for a Democratic society. Keith’s role as 
the presiding judge proved to be especially important, since his earlier ruling 
rejecting president nixon’s claimed absolute right to authorize warrantless 
wiretaps in another case had been upheld by the supreme Court in June 1972 
in U.S. v. U.S. District Court.

During pretrial proceedings in the 1973 trial of members of this radical 
group, Judge Keith on June 5 honored a request from the defendants’ attorneys 
and ordered government attorneys to inform the court and defense counsel by 
June 18 of any illegal activity (specifically, wiretaps, bugs, mail opening, break-
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ins, sabotage, espionage, provocateurism) that had been employed against the 
defendants or their counsel by representatives of the White House staff, the 
FBi, the CiA, the nsA, or the Defense intelligence Agency (DiA). the defense 
attorneys had based their broad discovery motion on the ervin Committee’s 
revelation earlier that summer of the so-called Huston plan that the nixon 
White House instituted in June 1970. under this highly secret plan, the nixon 
White House had lifted restrictions on FBi, CiA, and nsA operations to per-
mit the employment of recognizably illegal techniques (wiretaps, bugs, mail 
opening, break-ins, and the interception of international communications) 
during investigations of radical activists.

Assistant u.s. Attorney Will ibershof immediately questioned Judge 
Keith’s order, specifically whether the government had to comply fully with 
the required disclosures involving the various intelligence agencies. ibershof 
instead submitted an affidavit on June 25 stipulating only that the FBi had 
not engaged in illegal wiretapping, break-ins, sabotage, provocateurism, or 
any other “unauthorized” activities during the bureau’s investigation of the 
Weatherman defendants. no FBi records relating to the case had been lost or 
destroyed, he added. His submission was confined to the FBi and purposely 
avoided having to disclose the nsA’s highly secret Operation minAret 
interception program. unknown at the time, his denial of illegality was 
solely based on the premise that the FBi’s actual receipt of the nsA’s intercept 
records under Operation minAret was not unauthorized. since the FBi was 
the chief investigative agency in the Weatherman case, ibershof contended, 
it was sufficient to inquire only into the bureau’s activities. the assistant u.s. 
attorney added tersely: “the government doesn’t believe this is a proper forum 
for a trial of government misconduct.”39

Judge Keith, however, rejected the prosecution’s response as “perfunctory” 
and stipulated in detail the information that the prosecution had to provide 
by september 4—“by filing sworn statements from a person or persons with 
full knowledge of each specified group or agency” (the FBi, the CiA, the nsA, 
the DiA, the White House plumbers, the treasury Department’s investigative 
division). evidentiary hearings on this matter were to be held on september 
24, at which time “the defense and prosecution shall be permitted to call all 
witnesses deemed appropriate by them to further this inquiry into govern-
mental illegality.”

unable to comply with Judge Keith’s order by the september 4 deadline, 
the prosecution sought a thirty-day extension. As justification, government 
attorneys emphasized that, for the first time, they had been required to seek 
affidavits from sensitive intelligence agencies that were not subject to Justice 
Department jurisdiction. At the hearing on this motion on september 12, u.s. 
Attorney ralph B. Guy, Jr., advised the court that he would present, as an in 
camera submission to Judge Keith alone, an affidavit from an unspecified 
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federal agency (actually, the nsA). the interception cited therein, Guy main-
tained, did not affect the prosecution of this case but did involve a sensitive 
national-security matter. should Keith rule that this affidavit must be turned 
over to the defense, Guy added, “the government requests that the exhibit be 
returned to them and that they be given the liberty of exercising their option 
to dismiss the proceedings.”

Defense attorney William Goodman immediately attempted to learn the 
specific nature of the material to be submitted for in camera examination. Guy 
replied elliptically that “the in camera exhibit contains information involv-
ing the interception of communications of individuals, none of whom are 
defendants presently before the court, by an agency of the federal government 
to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security of 
the united states.” Goodman thereupon posed a series of pointed questions: 
Was this interception a break-in, mail cover, wiretap, or bug? Which agency 
was involved? When did this occur? Guy refused to provide any additional 
information at the time except that the interception involved an individual in 
fugitive status.

Judge Keith granted Goodman a week to prepare for arguments on the in 
camera submission issue and agreed to the thirty-day extension. “this will be 
the last continuance of this matter,” the judge asserted. “if there is a further 
request for continuance someone from Washington would have to come 
[before his court] to explain why this extension was requested and to submit 
to questioning from defense counsel.” (Goodman had previously demanded 
the appearance of Guy Goodwin, the head of the Justice Department’s internal 
security section, arguing that Goodwin, unlike Guy or ibershof, had first-
hand knowledge regarding why the affidavits had not been produced. Keith’s 
warning meant that, in the event of further delays, defense attorneys would 
be allowed to inquire whether the delays were the result of political pressure 
from the White House or from senior officials in the u.s. intelligence com-
munity.)

On October 4, government attorneys informed the court that all the 
required affidavits had been received. they requested that none of the affida-
vits be turned over to the defense until the in camera ruling was made. Other-
wise, they argued, by process of elimination, the identity of the federal agency 
under question would have been revealed. Keith agreed to this request and set 
October 15 for oral arguments on the in camera submission matter. then, in a 
surprise action and without waiting for Judge Keith’s ruling on the in camera 
matter, the government on October 15 moved to dismiss the case.40

unknown to Judge Keith or to defense attorneys at the time, Keith’s orders 
had posed a serious risk for the nixon administration and the nsA—the expo-
sure of the Operation minAret program. At first, nsA Director lewis Allen 
was undaunted by the problems posed by Judge Keith’s disclosure order and 
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assured FBi Director Clarence Kelley that the nsA would continue to inter-
cept the communications of targeted individuals. He nonetheless conditioned 
this continued assistance on assurances that such intercepts would be “prop-
erly handled” in light of the “ever increasing pressures for disclosure of sources 
by Congress, the courts, and the press.” Allen, however, soon abandoned his 
willingness to continue this assistance, a decision that the actions of Attorney 
General elliott richardson triggered.

richardson first became aware of the FBi’s participation in the Opera-
tion minAret program when briefed about the problems the prosecuting 
attorneys confronted in responding to Judge Keith’s disclosure orders. the 
attorney general had thereupon concluded that this program was illegal in 
light of the supreme Court’s ruling in U.S. v. U.S. District Court and ordered 
the FBi to “cease and desist” submitting names to the nsA. He then advised 
nsA Director Allen to “immediately curtail the further dissemination” of 
intercepted communications to the FBi. Operation minAret, richardson 
wrote Allen, “raises a number of serious legal questions,” and he specifically 
cited the U.S. v. U.S. District Court ruling concerning “domestic-security” 
investigations. He nonetheless added that the nsA could continue to forward 
to “appropriate” agencies (i.e., not the FBi) “relevant information acquired by 
[the nsA] in the routine pursuit of foreign intelligence information.” richard-
son’s holding put Allen in a bind. unwilling to continue this secret program in 
this altered setting, Allen informed the attorney general that he had “directed 
[that] no further information” be disseminated to the FBi. the nsA director 
in addition formally terminated Operation minAret and issued a directive 
to “preclude the resumption of such activity.”41

Operation minAret was terminated not because of its illegality but 
because of the risk of public disclosure in the more skeptical political climate 
of the early 1970s. senior FBi, CiA, and nsA officials had long been aware 
that their interception activities were illegal; they nonetheless had conducted 
them because of their confidence that their actions would be immune from 
public scrutiny. Congressional deference, combined with the prevailing con-
sensus that secrecy was essential for national-security reasons, had until the 
mid-1970s encouraged intelligence agency officials to risk the possibility that 
their illegal actions could not be discovered—a possibility that they had sought 
to avert by their decisions over the years to devise special record and record-
destruction procedures.



4
A Commitment to Secrecy

Senior Federal Bureau of investigation (FBi) officials’ authorization 
of illegal investigative techniques (wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, mail 
openings), willingness to service the political and policy interests 

of the White House, and, conversely, willingness to subvert the political 
interests of liberal presidents by covertly assisting their conservative crit-
ics in Congress and the media posed serious political risks. the discovery 
of their actions could provoke demands for the dismissal of FBi Director 
J. edgar Hoover, a thorough housecleaning of the senior ranks of the FBi, 
the institution of more-stringent congressional oversight, and the enact-
ment (at a minimum) of an FBi legislative charter to define by statute the 
parameters of FBi investigative authority. the exposure of the wide-rang-
ing abuses of power that were characteristic of FBi surveillance operations 
throughout the cold war years would inevitably raise serious questions 
about the commitment of presidents, their attorneys general, and the FBi 
director to meeting their supervisory responsibility while further con-
firming that Congress, the media, and the general public should abandon 
their uncritical acceptance of “national-security” claims.

When addressing these potentially disabling exposes, FBi officials 
confronted a seemingly insurmountable institutional reality. As the inves-
tigative division of the Department of Justice, the FBi was theoretically 
subject to the close supervision of senior Justice Department officials and 
would have to comply with their record requests. And, given their role 
as the appointee of the president (with attorneys general from J. Howard 
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mcGrath in 1949 through John mitchell in 1972 having served as the presi-
dents’ campaign managers and close political advisers), theoretically FBi offi-
cials could not risk the attorney general’s discovery of their covert assistance to 
the president’s congressional and media adversaries. As a federal agency whose 
appropriations were set by Congress and whose operations were subject to 
congressional inquiry, FBi officials would have to comply with congressional 
subpoenas and be subject to critical examination during scheduled congres-
sional hearings. As a federal law-enforcement agency whose investigations and 
personnel provided the evidence for criminal indictments, FBi actions were 
potentially vulnerable to court-ordered discovery motions and questioning by 
defense attorneys that could establish whether evidence leading to an indict-
ment or supporting a conviction had been illegally obtained. last, as a federal 
agency subject to the record-retention requirements of the Federal records Act 
of 1950, FBi officials’ record-disposition decisions should have been reviewed 
and approved by the national Archives to ensure the preservation of records 
of “historical value” that would adequately and properly document the FBi’s 
“organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures and essential transac-
tions” or would be essential to protect the “legal” rights of “persons affected 
by the Government’s actions.” in sum, on a government organizational chart, 
FBi actions as recorded in created records would theoretically be subject to a 
number of different reviews. in theory, at least, the threat of such discoveries 
should have deterred FBi officials from resorting either to illegal or to politi-
cally motivated (even partisan) abusive practices.

yet what in theory should have been major constraints in practice proved 
not to be. FBi officials instead successfully shrouded their operations from 
and ensured that their most problematic decisions could not become subject 
to critical outside scrutiny. their commitment to secrecy, indeed, underlay 
the various decisions adopted over time by senior FBi officials regarding the 
maintenance and accessibility of especially sensitive records.

Dating from his appointment as director of the Bureau of investigation1 
in may 1924 and refined in succeeding decades, Hoover proactively and, 
on occasion, retroactively instituted a series of special records and record-
destruction procedures to preclude the discovery of his own and senior FBi 
officials’ authorization of sensitive or illegal operations.

Almost immediately upon assuming the directorship of the bureau in 
1924, Hoover maintained a secret office file (soon expanded to two such 
files—an Official and Confidential File and a personal and Confidential File)2 
to which were assigned “various and sundry items believed inadvisable to be 
included in the general files of the Bureau.” in a 1941 memorandum, Hoover 
explicitly described the kind of information maintained in this file as includ-
ing “confidential information on [phrase redacted],” information relating 
to “Communist infiltration of the Department of Justice,” and “confidential 
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items of a more or less personal nature of the Director’s and items which i 
might have occasion to call from time to time, such as memoranda to the 
Department on the Dies Committee, etc.” Creating a secret office file was not 
a simple administrative action; the underlying purpose was to enable the FBi 
director to deny, truthfully, that the FBi’s central records system contained 
any records documenting that prominent Americans were investigated or ille-
gal investigative techniques authorized. then, in October 1941, in a decision 
to advance his recent designation of FBi Assistant Director louis nichols as 
FBi liaison to Congress and the media, Hoover authorized nichols to maintain 
a similar “confidential” office file.3

Concurrently, Hoover circumvented an order that Attorney General Har-
lan Fiske stone instituted in 1924 to confine bureau investigations to violations 
of federal statutes and to cease bureau monitoring of political activities, He did 
so first by encouraging interested conservative activists to continue submitting 
reports on “subversive” activities, then by having agents monitor press reports 
about the activities of radical activists and organizations, and finally by having 
agents disguise their sources in their reports on political activities as not from 
their own investigations but from “confidential informants,” a “very reliable 
source,” a “delicate and confidential source,” or a “very confidential source.”4

Hoover further refined the FBi’s unauthorized political-surveillance prac-
tices of the 1930s, directing the heads of FBi field offices (special Agent in 
Charge [sAC]) to employ “personal and confidential letters” whenever report-
ing “some matter that you wish be brought to my personal attention before 
correspondence is opened and indexed in the file room” at FBi headquarters—
a procedure that ensured that these communications would not be serialized 
and indexed in the FBi’s central records system. He specified that sACs should 
employ this procedure particularly when reporting about “subversive activi-
ties.” this reporting system should also be used, Hoover continued, “if the 
communication pertains to official matters of a highly confidential nature 
which are deemed of sufficient importance to be brought to the Director’s 
personal attention.”5

Hoover’s willingness in essence to flaunt stone’s prohibition and then to 
have agents continue to monitor political activities on its face would seem 
to have been risky, if not suicidal. His decision, after all, had been made in 
the immediate aftermath of the highly publicized series of scandals involving 
FBi abuses of the civil rights of American citizens and alien residents during 
World War i and the immediate postwar years. the publicity surrounding the 
revelations of 1917–1920 culminated with the discoveries of 1923–1924 of FBi 
monitoring of labor-union activities and of members of Congress demanding 
an inquiry into the teapot Dome affair,6 leading Attorney General stone to 
dismiss Bureau Director William Burns and to appoint Hoover as his tem-
porary replacement in may 1924. Hoover’s creation of a secret office file and 
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special record–submission procedures minimized the risk that his insubordi-
nation could be uncovered at the very time of his preliminary appointment as 
bureau director in may (made permanent in December 1924). And although 
his decision to create a secret office file to house particularly sensitive records 
was not known, his authorization of continued monitoring of radical activities 
was not unduly risky, at least in the conservative political climate of the 1920s, 
given the prevailing nativist hostility toward recent immigrants and antipathy 
toward the conventional trade unionism of the American Federation of labor. 
A cautious bureaucrat, Hoover nonetheless recognized that the prevailing 
strong commitment of conservative activists to states’ rights combined with 
their antipathy toward a strong federal government and liberal fears that the 
FBi might again monitor labor-union and political activists required admin-
istrative procedures that would minimize the discovery of his authorization of 
recognizably illegal activities and agents’ monitoring of personal and political 
conduct.

the FBi director’s companion strategy to achieve his ambitious agenda by 
creating a highly centralized and disciplined agency with rules set at the top, 
however, required, at a minimum, that records would be created to define 
permissible methods and would subject the actions of agents and sACs to the 
oversight review of officials from FBi headquarters. the inevitable creation 
of written records to achieve this administrative purpose could have been 
counterproductive—particularly in the decades after the early 1940s, when the 
FBi director purposefully authorized FBi personnel to employ “clearly illegal” 
techniques or “sources illegal in nature” or to report “facts and information 
which are considered of a nature not expedient to disseminate, or which would 
cause embarrassment to the Bureau, if distributed” outside the FBi.

Hoover presciently addressed this administrative problem in the early 
1940s, necessitated by the FBi’s secret evolution into a political-surveillance 
agency. Committed to enhancing the FBi’s monitoring capabilities, the FBi 
director as such recognized the value of break-ins as an essential tool for 
installing bugs and photocopying the records of targeted individuals or orga-
nizations. privately conceding that such actions were “clearly illegal,” the FBi 
director also recognized that, for that reason, he could not seek authoriza-
tion from the attorney general. to minimize the discovery of this practice, 
he instituted a special Do not File procedure in 1942, which sACs were to 
employ whenever seeking his advance authorization to conduct a break-in. 
Break-ins, he had then emphasized, were an “invaluable technique in combat-
ing subversive activities of a clandestine nature aimed at undermining and 
destroying our nation.” yet to ensure that this illegal practice was neither 
done mindlessly nor without adopting safeguards to avert discovery, sACs 
were required to seek Hoover’s approval before break-ins were conducted. 
Written requests for approval would have to “completely justify the need for 
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the use of this technique and at the same time assure that it can be safely used 
without any danger of embarrassment to the Bureau.” normally, communi-
cations seeking approval of (or reporting results to) FBi headquarters would 
have been serialized and indexed in the FBi’s central records system, thereby 
creating a retrievable record of this communication. As such, the serialization 
of all field office (and headquarters) communications would have made it 
impossible for FBi officials to withhold a specific record (whether responsive 
to a court-ordered discovery motion or congressional subpoena) without its 
absence becoming known (as the records in FBi files relating to a specific 
organization would have been numbered consecutively). the Do not File pro-
cedure finessed this problem, as this caption ensured that all communications 
requesting his authorization of a proposed break-in would not be serialized or 
indexed in the FBi’s central records system but immediately routed either to 
Hoover’s office or the office of a designated FBi assistant director. in addition, 
sACs were required to file “an informal memorandum” relating to this request 
in their office “safe” and to retain these memoranda “until the next inspection 
by Bureau inspectors, at which time [they are] destroyed.” Hoover’s ingenious 
order accordingly ensured that he and his key aides could tightly monitor 
break-in practices in the field (to ensure that appropriate safeguards were 
adopted and that the value of the to-be-acquired information justified the risk) 
and yet prevent the created written record from being discovered. in the event 
of an independent inquiry about a target of a break-in, FBi officials could 
truthfully respond that a search of the FBi’s central records system uncovered 
no record of illegal conduct.7

the Do not File and “informal memorandum” procedures were spin-offs 
of an earlier 1940 order of Hoover’s (refined in 1941–1943) governing the cre-
ation and maintenance of especially sensitive communications among senior 
FBi officials at FBi headquarters. memoranda “written merely for information 
purposes, which need not be retained for permanent filing,” Hoover stipulated 
in April 1940, should be “prepared without abstracts and without carbon 
copies” on special blue paper bearing the notation on the bottom “informa-
tive memorandum—not to Be sent to Files section.” He added that should 
such memoranda “reach the Files section,” they would be returned “to the 
Director’s Office for appropriate disposition.” However, in 1942, when Justice 
Department officials unknowingly required that all intradepartmental corre-
spondence be prepared on blue paper, Hoover changed the color of paper to 
pink, bearing the notation on the bottom “this memorandum is for Admin-
istrative purposes—to Be Destroyed After Action is taken and not sent to 
Files.” pink paper, he emphasized, should be used when preparing memo-
randa “solely for the benefit of the Director which will possibly be seen by 
the Director and other officials and eventually be returned to the dictator [of 
the memorandum] to be destroyed or retained in the Director’s office.” then, 
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when the pink-memorandum procedure was unexpectedly compromised in 
December 1949, with the public release of one such memorandum during 
pretrial discovery proceedings in the Judith Coplon case, Hoover terminated 
this procedure and, instead, orally directed senior FBi officials that henceforth 
such communications should be submitted as “informal memoranda.” in 
contrast to blue and pink memoranda, informal memoranda were prepared 
on plain white, nonletterhead stationery that carried no printed notation but 
nonetheless were not indexed or filed in the FBi’s central records system; 
instead, they were maintained in either the office files of the writers of the 
memoranda or sent to the FBi director’s office.8

Do not File and blue/pink/informal memoranda were intended to fore-
close serialization and indexing and were routed to and maintained in the 
office files of senior FBi officials. And although they could be (and, indeed, 
were to be) safely destroyed, these records were not always destroyed once 
they had outlived their usefulness. Accordingly, in march 1953, Hoover issued 
new rules to limit the time period for retention of such records. FBi assistant 
directors and supervisors were to “periodically” review the contents of their 
office files and “destroy them as promptly as possible”—supervisors every 90 
days and assistant directors every six months.9

Hoover himself did not honor his 1953 order to destroy the contents of 
his two office files. He did order his administrative assistant, Helen Gandy, to 
destroy one of his secret office files, his personal and Confidential File, in the 
event of his death. Gandy did so in the month after his death in may 1972; 
the second, the Official and Confidential File, remained extant and was subse-
quently incorporated into the FBi’s central records system.

During congressional testimony in 1975, Gandy claimed that Hoover’s 
personal and Confidential File contained only personal records—Hoover’s 
personal correspondence and tax returns. there are good reasons to doubt 
her account, however, based on an examination of the contents of six folders 
that had originally been filed in his personal and Confidential File but were 
transferred to his Official and Confidential File in 1971.10 internal references 
in other documents in the extant Official and Confidential File also describe, 
if elliptically, the character of records in Hoover’s personal File—in one, the 
FBi director advised Attorney General mitchell how he safeguarded sensitive 
records from being publicly compromised by maintaining them in “a personal 
and Confidential file in my office and not in the main Bureau [files].” One of 
the six folders that Hoover transferred from his personal and Confidential File 
in 1971 in point of fact described the Do not File procedure governing break-
in records, another Hoover’s planned but controversial testimony before the 
senate internal security subcommittee in november 1953, and a third the 
controversial 1966 case of lobbyist Fred Black. these clearly were not personal 
but official business.
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the contents of the 164 folders composing Hoover’s Official and Confi-
dential File, although undeniably very sensitive in that they record his inter-
est in derogatory information about prominent Americans and FBi policy 
governing illegal investigative techniques, suggest that even more explosive 
records had been assigned to the personal and Confidential File. this is indi-
rectly confirmed by the fact that the six transferred folders—relating whether 
to the Do not File procedure, Hoover’s willing assistance to a republican-
orchestrated attack on president Harry truman’s handling of FBi reports, or 
to Hoover’s attempt to subvert the authority of Attorney General nicholas 
Katzenbach—had originally been filed in his personal and Confidential File. 
Furthermore, the timing of his decision to transfer these six folders, particu-
larly the folders pertaining to the Do not File procedure and the Black case, 
is significant in that he did so at the time when his continued tenure as FBi 
director was in doubt. Hoover had reached the mandatory retirement age of 
seventy for federal officials in 1965, but president lyndon Johnson had waived 
this requirement by a special order. Given the changed political climate of the 
late 1960s, particularly captured in hearings conducted by the so-called long 
subcommittee over abusive investigative practices (wiretaps, break-ins, bugs, 
mail opening) and the supreme Court’s ruling in the Black case, Hoover had 
an interest in preserving records confirming his decisions to terminate break-
ins or that the attorney general had authorized FBi wiretapping and bugging 
practices. preservation of the Do not File and Black folders, via transferring 
them from his personal and Confidential File, would advance these objectives, 
given that Hoover’s order “no more such techniques be used” was recorded on 
the bottom of a 1966 memorandum describing in detail the Do not File pro-
cedure. ironically, in preserving a record of his order terminating this practice, 
Hoover preserved a record that described an intended fail-safe system to avert 
discovery of FBi break-in policy. Gandy’s destruction of the contents of the 
personal and Confidential File foreclosed an assessment of its contents, soon 
the subject of conflicting characterizations of the size of this destroyed file, as 
alleged by Gandy and Justice Department officials and by the truck driver who 
had physically transported this file to Hoover’s home (where Gandy reviewed 
and destroyed the contents).11

A second office file, this one maintained by former FBi Assistant Direc-
tor nichols, also escaped destruction, as did portions (significantly covering 
the years 1965–1972) of FBi Associate Director Clyde tolson’s personal File. 
nichols’s and tolson’s extant office files contained documents as sensitive 
as those in Hoover’s Official and Confidential File. their contents included 
records of FBi wiretapping policy, monitoring of the personal and political 
activities of prominent Americans (notably Dwight eisenhower), and the will-
ing promotion of the political interests of the White House.12

nichols’s office file apparently was not subject to Hoover’s 1953 regular 
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destruction order and was inherited by his successor, Cartha Deloach, fol-
lowing his retirement in 1957. like nichols, Deloach also maintained his 
own “Confidential File,” confirmed by a reference in one of the records in the 
nichols File. Deloach’s separate file, however, is not extant.

in 1975, senior FBi officials unexpectedly discovered the continued exis-
tence of the incompletely preserved tolson File. tolson had abruptly resigned 
as FBi associate director following Hoover’s death and had made no plans for 
the disposition of his office records. His extant file was first discovered by FBi 
officials in the course of their having to honor senate majority leader mike 
mansfield’s 1975 request that the FBi (as well as the other intelligence agen-
cies whose activities were being reviewed by the so-called Church Committee) 
cease any regular-record destruction during the duration of the Church Com-
mittee’s investigation. A surprised FBi Assistant Director John mcDermott 
observed that the tolson File records “should have been destroyed” pursuant 
to Hoover’s march 1953 order, “since they were never intended for inclusion 
in the Bureau’s permanent records collection.” the tolson File records were 
unintentionally revealing about some of the FBi’s more abusive practices—
confirmed by a preserved november 1970 memorandum that recorded 
Hoover’s willingness to service a particularly sensitive request of the nixon 
White House for a list of “homosexuals” and “any other stuff” about members 
of the Washington press corps. recognizing the political repercussions should 
FBi officials then destroy this file, mcDermott recommended its retention “in 
the [FBi’s] special File room . . . until at least the senate hearings are con-
cluded.” the changed political climate effected by these hearings precluded 
FBi officials thereafter from destroying this file after the Committee was dis-
solved in 1976.13

the ability to maintain (and destroy) sensitive records emboldened senior 
FBi officials (at least nichols and FBi Acting Associate Director W. mark Felt) 
to retain possession of created records after leaving the bureau. their actions 
were only inadvertently discovered. nichols’s action was discovered when his 
son granted popular writer Anthony summers access to his father’s papers, 
which included numerous sensitive FBi records. in Felt’s case, the former FBi 
official confirmed that he had taken FBi files with him when reprinting a par-
ticularly sensitive FBi memorandum in his published memoir.14

Hoover, however, had not always anticipated that certain records main-
tained in the FBi’s central records system could prove to be politically embar-
rassing—and thus in 1949 he was embarrassed by the public disclosure of FBi 
records during the trial of Coplon that confirmed that the FBi wiretapped 
extensively and monitored the personal and political activities of prominent 
Americans. the wily FBi director thereupon responded proactively by insti-
tuting two relatively sophisticated special records procedures to address this 
unanticipated problem: administrative pages and June mail.
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An employee of the Justice Department’s alien-registration section, Cop-
lon was apprehended in march 1949 as she was planning to deliver twenty-
eight FBi reports to a soviet agent employed by the united nations, valentin 
Gubitchev. Coplon was indicted in Washington, D.C., on the charge of unau-
thorized possession of classified government records and in new york for 
intent to deliver classified records to a foreign agent. For FBi officials, her 
Washington and new york trials posed serious problems by highlighting their 
inability to maintain control over potentially explosive records. the specific 
threat involved a successful motion by Coplon’s attorney to require submis-
sion as evidence of the twenty-eight FBi reports, the defense having success-
fully argued that they should have the right to review them to challenge the 
national-security classified claim. FBi officials had privately opposed honoring 
this ruling, preferring that the case be dropped rather than having to release 
these reports. the released reports did not reveal sensitive secrets (as FBi offi-
cials had claimed when opposing their release) but proved to be deeply embar-
rassing, confirming that FBi agents had monitored the political activities of 
American citizens (actors edward G. robinson and Fredric march, the author 
of a master’s thesis on the new Deal in new Zealand, and a supporter of former 
vice president Henry Wallace’s 1948 presidential campaign) and that fifteen 
of the twenty-eight reports contained information obtained through wiretaps. 
the presiding judge, Albert reeves, however, rebuffed Coplon’s attorney’s 
follow-up request for a pretrial hearing to ascertain whether Coplon had been 
tapped, agreeing with the u.s. attorney prosecuting the case that this request 
was an unwarranted “fishing expedition.” the presiding judge in Coplon’s 
new york trial, however, honored the defense motion, and the released reports 
confirmed that Coplon had been tapped before and after her arrest (in the latter 
case possibly intercepting her privileged conversations with her attorney), that 
the FBi agent who originally denied knowing whether Coplon had been tapped 
had regularly received the logs of the Coplon taps, and that FBi officials had 
ordered the destruction of these logs in view of the “imminence” of her trial.

Combined, the revelations suggested extensive FBi monitoring of politi-
cal activities, extensive FBi wiretapping, and, further, that FBi officials (and 
agents) had purposely misled the Justice Department and the court about FBi 
wiretapping and then attempted to cover up this deception by false testimony 
and record destruction.15

FBi Director Hoover quickly acted to preclude the recurrence of this unex-
pected series of embarrassments. On July 8, 1949, within weeks after the furor 
precipitated by the public release of the twenty-eight FBi reports, Hoover 
instituted a new administrative-pages procedure. Henceforth, whenever 
agents reported “gossip, rumors or any information that could unjustifiably 
embarrass” a person or organization, any “verified or unverified” information 
that was not pertinent to the investigation, any “unconfirmed or uncorrobo-
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rated” information about the associations of a targeted subject, or “facts and 
information which are considered of a nature not expedient to disseminate, 
or which would cause embarrassment to the Bureau, if distributed,” they were 
not to include this information in the text but in separate “administrative 
pages” appended to the back of their reports. thus, should FBi officials have 
to submit agents’ reports (whether in response to a congressional subpoena 
or court-ordered discovery motion), the administrative pages could be with-
held (without disclosing that information was being withheld). Hoover listed 
a series of examples of the type of information that should be reported on 
administrative pages. His first example: “An anonymous complaint alleges 
A . . . is a member of the Communist party, and further that A is a man of 
loose morals, a heavy drinker living with a known prostitute. . . . the allega-
tion of Communist party membership should be included in the investigative 
section while the allegation concerning loose morals should be included in the 
administrative section.” Hoover’s seventh example: “During the legal search of 
a white slave traffic act [prostitution] investigation there is found an address 
book containing data identifying prominent public officials. unless the names 
appearing therein are material to the investigation, this information should be 
placed in the administrative section.”

this special records procedure was reassessed in march 1951, senior FBi 
officials having concluded that the requirement was time consuming and 
could adversely affect future investigations in cases where the segregated 
information might be pertinent. more important, they questioned the under-
lying premise of this special procedure: to confine production to “only the 
investigative section.” A court order “for the entire file,” they now concluded, 
would “of course” require the FBi to “make available both the investigative 
and administrative sections.” Accordingly, the administrative-pages proposal 
was rescinded but on the “understanding that should it be necessary in any 
case [for an agent] to advise [FBi headquarters] of any information which 
should not be included in the regular investigative report, that such informa-
tion should be submitted by letter,” particularly “if placed in a report [it] might 
cause embarrassment.”16

the Coplon case, moreover, posed a further problem—that government 
officials having access to FBi records (whether employees of the FBi, the Jus-
tice Department, or the White House) could leak damaging information to the 
media or Congress. Accordingly, on June 29, 1949, Hoover instituted a second 
special records procedure, June mail. Agents and sACs were to employ the 
caption “June” whenever reporting information obtained through “highly 
confidential sources” (i.e., wiretaps, bugs, mail opening, break-ins) or from 
“most secretive sources, such as Governors, secretaries to high officials who 
may be discussing such officials and their attitude.” such reports were to be 
sent by “letter, which will be forwarded to the Director under personal and 
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confidential cover . . . sealed in an envelope bearing the code word ‘June.’” On 
receipt at FBi headquarters, June mail would be kept “in a special confidential 
file under lock and key” in the FBi’s special File room, with access limited to 
a “need to know” basis.

the June mail procedure was further refined in December 1949, this time 
triggered by an embarrassing series of revelations in Coplon’s new york trial: 
first when an agent originally denied any knowledge of the FBi’s wiretap of 
Coplon and then that FBi officials had ordered the destruction of the wiretap 
logs in view of the imminence of her trial. Henceforth, Hoover ordered, every 
agent, supervisor, or sAC should not “engage in any searches, physical surveil-
lances or other types of work which may make him a competent witness in 
the event . . . it should be decided to prosecute. thus, the Agents who might 
in these instances be competent witnesses would have no specific testifiable 
knowledge of the existence of a technical surveillance [wiretap] in that par-
ticular case.” sACs were further ordered telephonically (and not in writing) 
that all “microphone surveillance[s] [bugs] which involved trespass were to 
be considered June mail” and that all future instructions regarding June mail 
would be “transmitted orally.”17

Because FBi officials not only wanted to avoid disclosing that FBi agents 
were employing illegal investigative techniques and were monitoring promi-
nent Americans but also had then sought to exploit the acquired information 
by leaking it to favored reporters and members of Congress, in 1955 Hoover 
devised yet another special records procedure, “blind” memoranda. Blind 
memoranda were to be “used in those instances where the Bureau’s identity 
must not be revealed as the source.” Blind memoranda would disguise the FBi 
as the source of the reported information, as they would be typed on “plain 
white bond unwatermarked paper” containing no identification of the writer 
or the recipient.18

the FBi director, moreover, developed another ingenious system to disguise 
the FBi’s politically inspired leaking activities, a practice that was inadvertently 
discovered. Kenneth O’reilly, during a research trip to the mundt library in 
madison, south Dakota, came across a trove of letters from Congressman (and 
subsequently senator) Karl mundt to Hoover in each of which mundt had 
requested FBi files on named individuals. mundt’s letters were accompanied 
by Hoover’s replies, in which he denied the requests on the grounds of the con-
fidentiality of FBi files. puzzled by mundt’s persistence, O’reilly, in an inter-
view with robert mcCaughey (at the time the director of the mundt library 
and formerly mundt’s administrative assistant from 1945–1974), asked about 
mundt’s apparent obtuseness. mundt had persisted, mcCaughey responded, 
because Hoover’s letter of denial was hand-delivered by an FBi agent who had 
brought with him the requested file (or files) and was fully prepared to answer 
any question about the contents. mundt’s creation of an official record of his 
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requests impelled Hoover to create a written record of his denials, in the pro-
cess disguising the contrary reality of the FBi’s covert assistance.19

FBi Director Hoover’s sophisticated records procedures succeeded in 
immunizing the bureau’s abusive practices from critical scrutiny. this success 
was abetted as well by the national-security consensus of the cold war era and 
Congress’s and the media’s willingness to forego oversight. the latter situa-
tion, however, changed in 1974–1975: first as the consequence of Congress’s 
enactment of a series of amendments to the 1966 Freedom of information 
Act (FOiA; which made it possible for journalists, academics, and interested 
citizens to obtain FBi records) and then with the establishment of special 
House and senate committees (the so-called pike and Church Committees) 
empowered to investigate (and obtain access to the records of) the u.s. intel-
ligence agencies.

Confronted for the first time by their loss of complete control over access 
to FBi records, senior FBi officials then sought to purge the contents of the 
FBi’s massive field office and headquarters files. under the Federal records 
Act of 1950, all federal agencies and departments were required to obtain the 
approval of the national Archives before disposing of their records in the 
course of depositing them in the national Archives. in contrast to other fed-
eral agencies and departments, until 1975, FBi officials had not turned over 
a single page of the bureau’s massive files to the national Archives, dating 
from the bureau’s creation in 1908. indeed, at one time, in 1944, FBi officials 
had sought Archives approval to destroy “superfluous” records relating to the 
bureau’s White slave traffic Act (prostitution) investigations of 1912–1919. 
the massive increase in FBi records over the years had by then created a major 
housekeeping problem. Archives officials, however, rejected this request, citing 
the rich research value of such records for historians and sociologists. instead, 
they proposed that the FBi turn these records over to the Archives to be avail-
able for research, subject to the FBi director’s “explicit” approval. rather than 
deliver the records to Archives, decrying that to do so “could be suicidal,” FBi 
officials withdrew this request. FBi supervisor richard Cartwright articulated 
the rationale for this decision: “there is, undoubtedly, considerable informa-
tion [in these files] of a very personal nature and potentially derogatory to 
the character of persons still living.” Continuing, Cartwright observed that, 
because the vast majority of the FBi’s White slave traffic Act investigations 
had not resulted in prosecution, public access to these case files would put the 
FBi “in an embarrassing position without even the defense of an indictment or 
authorized complaint.” then, in 1950, Hoover explicitly banned the transfer of 
any FBi records to the national Archives or to any other agency.20

the FBi’s 1944 proposal, moreover, was unique in that FBi officials did 
not always seek Archives approval before destroying records that had been 
serialized and indexed in the FBi’s central records system (apart from their 
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regular destruction of Do not File memoranda and the contents of office 
files). instead, on their own (and without seeking Archives clearance), they 
periodically reviewed and approved requests from sACs and officials at FBi 
headquarters to destroy specific files, a practice recorded in the FBi’s massive 
record Destruction File 66-3286. ironically, the FBi’s record Destruction 
File does not contain all records of approved record destruction, a practice 
inadvertently confirmed by two known instances of proposed and approved 
record destruction.

During the early 1960s, FBi agents had intensively investigated Black, a 
Washington, D.C.–based lobbyist and influence peddler. their investigation 
eventually led to Black’s indictment and conviction for income-tax evasion. 
Black, however, appealed this verdict, and the supreme Court eventually 
considered this case, at which time solicitor General thurgood marshall (at 
the direction of senior Justice Department officials) disclosed to the Court 
that FBi agents had bugged Black’s residence and office during the course of 
this investigation. the justices thereupon demanded that the solicitor general 
submit a brief outlining the legal authority for these installations. During the 
internal deliberations in drafting this brief, Attorney General Katzenbach 
became embroiled in a bitter conflict with FBi Director Hoover over Katzen-
bach’s refusal to stipulate that Justice Department officials had explicitly 
authorized this and other FBi microphone installations. the frustrated FBi 
director immediately ordered a cutback in FBi microphone and wiretap instal-
lations. At the same time, lower-level FBi officials initiated a review of past 
wiretapping and bugging activities to determine whether to destroy any of the 
records of these practices.21

As part of this records review, the Washington, D.C., sAC in August 
1966 requested Hoover’s authorization to destroy “the tesurs [technical sur-
veillances—i.e., wiretaps] logs more than 20 years old in designated cases.” 
included among these records were the logs of twenty wiretaps installed dur-
ing an FBi investigation of the allegations of elizabeth Bentley. Bentley had 
served as a courier for two soviet espionage rings during World War ii and in 
november 1945 had defected, at which time she identified to FBi agents more 
than 150 federal employees in various wartime agencies and departments as 
her sources. A massive FBi investigation, which included wiretapping twenty 
of the individuals whom she had named, was then launched to corroborate 
her allegations.

Hoover rejected the sAC’s record destruction request in 1966 “due to the 
unsettled positions the courts were taking on information emanating from, 
or connected with, technical surveillances.” “if, at a later date, you feel the 
original information in the logs . . . will not be the subject of court inquiry in 
the future,” the FBi director advised the Washington sAC, “you should resub-
mit your recommendation for destruction of such records.” this request was 
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resubmitted in march 1970. the Washington sAC then asserted that, despite 
having intensively investigated Bentley’s allegations “over and over again” 
since 1945, FBi agents had been unable to “substantiate and corroborate” 
them. this “case has now disintegrated to such an extent,” he argued, “that 
there appears to be no possibility of any prosecution or court inquiry at any 
time.”

Hoover commended the sAC’s record-destruction request as “well re-
searched.” nonetheless, he pointed out, one of the twenty, Alger Hiss, had a 
pending court case challenging a statute denying him a federal pension. it was 
not, Hoover pointed out, “an opportune time to destroy the technical surveil-
lance logs and others listed in” the sAC’s letter. should this matter be finally 
resolved, the sAC could “resubmit [this] request.” the FBi director might have 
denied this request, but had he approved it, as recorded in the memorandum 
relating to these deliberations, not only would the wiretap logs of the twenty 
targets have been destroyed but so too would have been the sAC’s memoran-
dum requesting Hoover’s approval to destroy these logs. the happenstance 
preservation of this correspondence thus indirectly confirms that the extant 
contents of the FBi’s records Destruction File do not comprehensively record 
all approved record destructions.22

A court suit that stephen salant initiated in 1978 further confirms this 
reality. in his suit, salant argued that the FBi had not fully complied with his 
FOiA request for all FBi records pertaining to the Hiss case. salant based his 
challenge on depositions of FBi agent martin Wood and Justice Department 
attorney e. ross Buckley, who, when responding to his attorney’s queries 
during discovery proceedings, admitted that the FBi’s Baltimore field office 
had destroyed a letter and accompanying check from Whittaker Chambers to 
Henry Julian Wadleigh. (Wadleigh more than likely had been the target of this 
FBi mail-intercept operation.)23 A December 1950 memorandum of the Bal-
timore sAC and an inventory of the contents of the Baltimore office’s “Bulky 
matter File” on the Chambers investigation recorded that Chambers’s letter 
and check had been destroyed. According to the inventory, FBi agent Bernard 
norton had destroyed on June 4, 1958, “two photostatic copies of a letter 
dated 12-5-50 to Julian Wadleigh from Whitaker [sic] Chambers, 2 photostatic 
copies of check payable to Henry Julian Wadleigh signed by Whitaker [sic] 
Chambers and film.”24 the FBi’s records Destruction File, however, contains 
no record of the Baltimore sAC’s request and FBi headquarters approval to 
destroy these records.

salant’s suit, moreover, highlights what FBi officials came to perceive in 
the 1970s as a serious problem—the ability of outsiders to obtain FBi records 
by filing FOiA requests. in response to the explosion in the number of such 
requests, in 1975 FBi officials reassessed Hoover’s 1950 order and sought 
Archives approval of a record-disposition plan, in this case to destroy all closed 
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FBi field-office files. As justification, they claimed that the contents of field-
office files were duplicated in FBi headquarters files. submitted at the time of 
senate majority leader mansfield’s request that all the u.s. intelligence agen-
cies subject to the proposed review of the so-called Church Committee cease 
all record destruction, this record-disposition plan was temporarily held in 
abeyance. Following the termination of the Church Committee’s investiga-
tion, in 1976 FBi officials resubmitted this plan to the national Archives. 
Archives officials approved the proposed destruction without independently 
ascertaining whether the contents were duplicated. then, in 1978, FBi officials 
submitted for Archives approval a second record-disposition plan, in this case 
to purge closed FBi headquarters files and retain only “thick” case files—that 
is, retention would be based on the size of the file. Archives officials, however, 
deferred acting on this proposal.

in the interim, during a meeting with the counsel of the House subcom-
mittee on Government Operations, i had learned of Archives approval of the 
field-office destruction plan. i cited this discovery in an October 22, 1977, 
Nation article in which i reviewed FBi record-destruction practices. this 
disclosure eventually triggered a court case brought by the American Friends 
service Committee and other public-interest organizations against the FBi 
and national Archives for violating the record-retention requirements of 
the Federal records Act of 1950. the plaintiffs eventually prevailed, as Judge 
Harold Greene, in a January 1980 ruling on this case, American Friends Service 
Committee et al. v. William Webster et al., ordered FBi and Archives officials 
to develop a plan, subject to his approval, to ensure the preservation of FBi 
records of “historical value.” Judge Greene approved the resultant revised plan 
in 1985, but by the time of his 1980 ruling, FBi field-office files had already 
been massively purged.25

in the interim, in 1977, FBi officials had obtained Archives approval 
to destroy three specified FBi headquarters files: 105-34074 (sex Offenders 
Foreign intelligence), 105-12198 (sex perverts in Government service), and 
94-4-980 (sex Degenerates and sex Offenders). this request, and Archives 
approval, was inadvertently discovered in 1991.

in 1990, seth rosenfeld, a reporter for the San Francisco Examiner, solic-
ited my assistance for an article he was researching on FBi surveillance of 
homosexuals. i alerted rosenfeld to a code-named FBi sex Deviate program, 
having learned of this program from a brief reference in the minutes of an 
October 1953 FBi executives Conference. (these were regular meetings of 
senior FBi officials at FBi headquarters at which important policy matters 
were discussed and proposed actions recommended for the approval of the 
FBi director.) the minutes in this instance recorded the conferees’ review of 
various FBi programs (cited and briefly described in the minutes) involving 
the dissemination of FBi information outside the executive branch, one of 
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which was the sex Deviate program. the minutes described this 1951 pro-
gram as involving the “furnishing” of information concerning “allegations” of 
homosexuality on the part of “present and past [federal] employees” to execu-
tive, legislative, and judicial officials. i further alerted rosenfeld to my addi-
tional discovery of an index card in the Adlai stevenson folder in Hoover’s 
Official and Confidential File. Captioned “sex Deviate,” this index card cited 
stevenson’s name and the specific FBi document upon which this listing had 
been based.

Forewarned through these extant records, rosenfeld requested the FBi’s 
sex Deviate files. All such records (the FBi files identified above), FBi officials 
responded, had been destroyed in 1978 with national Archives approval. 
rosenfeld thereupon contacted the national Archives, and Archives officials 
released to him copies of the memoranda that they had created during their 
review and approval of this FBi record-disposition plan. these memoranda 
record that the destroyed files totaled ninety-nine cubic feet (approximately 
330,000 pages) and consisted of index cards, abstracts, and related FBi records 
created during the period 1937–1977. One of the memoranda records why 
Archives officials approved this request, in the process confirming that the 
destroyed files contained “massive amounts of information that relates to 
matters of individual sexual conduct” and “infringe[s] on personal privacy” 
and that most of the reported information “involved unsubstantiated accusa-
tions and allegations.” the Archives official who had conducted this review 
conceded that these files had “some evidential value by documenting the 
FBi’s interest and activities” but nonetheless recommended destruction. the 
reported information, he concluded, could not be “made available for research 
purposes without threatening damage to the reputations of numerous private 
citizens,” while the volume of the records lessened their “value” “in terms of 
systematic use for research purposes.”26

FBi officials’ belated interest in disposing of their files underpinned their 
response as well to a new phenomenon: rigorous congressional oversight. 
the establishment of the Church Committee in 1975 reflected this shift from 
deference to aggressive oversight. required to honor the Church Committee’s 
request for specified records, FBi officials remained committed nonetheless to 
minimizing the exposure of the extent of their predecessor’s past abuses. in 
one instance, they cynically counted on the requirements under the Do not 
File procedure for the regular destruction of break-in request and authoriza-
tion records to mislead the senate Committee, and thus the public, about the 
extent and targets of past FBi break-ins.

Having learned of the FBi’s Do not File procedure from their review 
of the “Black Bag” Jobs folder in Hoover’s Official and Confidential File, 
Church Committee investigators on september 22, 1975, solicited from the 
FBi an account of the “specific targets” and the number of break-ins that FBi 
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agents conducted against “domestic targets” during the years 1942 and 1966.27 
responding to this query on september 23, 1975, FBi officials contended 
that accurate statistics could not be provided, since “no central index, file or 
document” listing break-ins remained extant. instead and by drawing on the 
“recollections” of agents, they admitted that “at least” 242 break-ins had been 
conducted against “at least” eighteen targets. they further professed their 
willingness to discuss with the Church Committee’s chair and co-chair a list 
of the “specific targets,” emphasizing that “domestic security” break-ins had 
been “utilized by the FBi on a highly selective basis” but had been terminated 
in July 1966 pursuant to the former FBi director’s order.28

this response was misleading in several respects. it had been based, 
ironically, on what proved to be an unfounded premise—that pursuant to the 
Hoover-instituted Do not File procedure, all break-in records would have 
been destroyed. their misleading response avoided disclosing that FBi agents, 
at least during 1970–1972, had conducted numerous break-ins during their 
investigation of members of the radical Weather underground. their list, fur-
thermore, did not include FBi break-ins of the socialist Workers party (sWp), 
currently plaintiffs in a suit charging the FBi with violating their constitutional 
rights, and then when FBi records relating to the sWp break-ins were first 
uncovered in march 1976, they understated by 112 the number of such FBi 
break-ins conducted during the years 1958–1966.

the misleading response of FBi officials in 1975 implied that Hoover’s 
order had terminated this practice. the subsequent discovery that FBi agents 
had during the years 1970–1972 conducted break-ins involving the Weather 
underground raised another question: Had Hoover’s hand-written order of 
1966 banning future break-ins been intended to create a false written record 
of his disapproval, or had other senior FBi officials insubordinately ignored 
his ban?

this intriguing question was triggered by the discovery during the early 
1970s of FBi records documenting that senior FBi officials (Acting FBi Director 
l. patrick Gray, Acting FBi Associate Director Felt, and FBi Assistant Direc-
tor edward miller) deliberately camouflaged their authorization of break-ins 
through the resort to euphemism.29 For example, in a December 1, 1972, memo, 
Felt demanded that the sACs in the FBi’s new york, Chicago, Cleveland, 
Detroit, milwaukee, san Francisco, and seattle field offices “intensify” their 
investigations of the “Weatherman fugitive cases” by employing “innovative 
techniques.” still other extant memoranda refer to the use of “special investiga-
tive techniques.” the same euphemism—“innovative techniques”—was repeat-
ed in memoranda relating to another FBi investigation of the 1970s involving 
the marxist revolutionary Communist party.30

Justice Department officials also admitted during a Chicago court case 
that between 1948 and 1966, FBi agents had conducted “at least 500” break-ins 
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in the Chicago area alone. this number, they further conceded, might actually 
understate the number of FBi break-ins, as it had been based on “documenta-
tion [which] still exists. there may have been additional black bag jobs, the 
documentation of which has been destroyed or cannot be located.”

Furthermore, contrary to the response of FBi officials to the Church Com-
mittee in september 1975, the FBi currently maintained a numbered, indexed 
file on break-ins, described by FBi Director William Webster as “a symbol 
number sensitive source index maintained in the intelligence Division.”

in a February 1980 report to Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti, Webster 
confirmed that the FBi maintained a “symbol number sensitive source index”31 
(now formally titled the national security electronic surveillance Card File).32 
Based on Webster’s confirmation (that the FBi currently maintained an index 
listing at least some break-ins), in February 1981, i filed a FOiA request for 
all break-in records filed under the 66 (Administrative matters) category. i 
based this request first on former Acting FBi Director Gray’s pretrial discovery 
motion of may 1978. Gray (along with Felt and FBi Assistant Director miller) 
had been indicted the previous month for having authorized illegal break-ins 
against the Weather underground fugitives (Gray in 1972 and Felt and miller 
in 1970–1972). Gray denied having authorized the illegal break-ins and in 
one of his pretrial discovery motions sought all FBi records “marked either 
‘June’ and/or ‘Do not File’ from the period January 1, 1960, to the present” as 
well as “F.B.i. files designated as ‘66-1686’ (the ‘June’ file).” i had, moreover, 
come across three released FBi records that seemingly confirmed that break-
in policy documents (as opposed to the records of the targeted individuals or 
organizations that FBi agents had photocopied during the break-in) were filed 
in the 66 category. the first, a Chicago agent’s transmittal memorandum of 
July 23, 1950, accompanying the photocopies of the membership list and cor-
respondence of the national lawyers Guild obtained through a break-in, bore 
the classification number 66 (the rest of the serial having been redacted on 
“national-security” grounds). the second, two memoranda dated December 1, 
1975, and march 22, 1976, referred to an October 1963 break-in of the office of 
the Fair play for Cuba Committee that new york City agents had conducted. 
these memoranda bore the full serial number 66-8160.

responding to my FOiA request on may 7, 1981, FBi officials specified 
the charges i would have to pay in advance for processing my FOiA request: 
$33,000. As the standard FOiA processing fee is ten cents per page, this sum 
meant that the FBi currently held 330,000 pages of break-in records. However, 
when the news of my discovery (that the FBi had a file, an index, and more 
than three hundred thousand pages of break-in records) got out, FBi officials 
quickly advised me that there had been an “error.” the 330,000 pages were 
an “informants” file, only “a minute part of which are actual ‘break-in’ docu-
ments, which irregularly appear throughout the file.” the 66-1686 file cited by 
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Gray, they further claimed, had been destroyed in 1951, and Gray had mis-
identified the “June” file (the correct file number for which is 66-1372).33

i eventually obtained the contents of a specially created surreptitious 
entries file, FBi 62-117166. Created that year (in 1981), this file consists of the 
break-in records that FBi Assistant Director John malone maintained in his 
office safe covering the years 1954–1973 and that, inexplicably, he had failed 
to destroy as required under the Do not File procedure. the existence of these 
records had been discovered in march 1976.

my subsequent review of this massive file (numbering more than ten 
thousand pages) confirmed that agents in new york alone had conducted at 
least 433 break-ins during the years 1954–1973 and had targeted two hundred 
fifty to three hundred different individuals and organizations. the surrepti-
tious entries file further documents that new york agents conducted twenty-
eight break-ins after 1968—three of which targeted the student non-violent 
Coordinating Committee, two the vietnam veterans against the War, six the 
students for a Democratic society, and seventeen the Weather underground. 
FBi break-ins, moreover, were not confined to claimed “intelligence” (or 
“domestic-security”) investigations but had been employed during criminal 
investigations (ranging from the smith Act, the mann Act, bribery, and inter-
state theft to gambling investigations).34

those targeted, based on a review of the released surreptitious entries 
file as well as other extant FBi records that i had received in response to 
FOiA requests and that had escaped destruction, confirm break-ins had 
been employed extensively (far more than the admitted 242) and had moved 
beyond even broadly defined “national-security” investigations (implicit in 
the eighteen figure, which implied that only suspect organizations, such as the 
u.s. Communist party and its leadership, had been targeted) to include a host 
of radical and liberal activists and organizations. Known targets included, at 
minimum, the American youth Congress; Washington Committee for Demo-
cratic Action; American peace mobilization; Fair play for Cuba Committee; 
national lawyers Guild; Chicago Committee to Defend the Bill of rights; 
vietnam veterans against the War; international Workers Order; nation of  
islam; American labor party; Amerasia; students for a Democratic society; 
national emergency Civil liberties Committee; student non-violent Coordi-
nating Committee; national Committee to Abolish HuAC; American Associ-
ation of scientific Workers; Joint Anti-Fascist refugee Committee; Federation 
of American scientists; russian War relief; independent Citizens Commit-
tee of the Arts, sciences and professions; veterans of the Abraham lincoln  
Brigade; league of American Writers; American slav Congress; national-
ist party of puerto rico; China Hand laundry Alliance; Hellenic American  
Brotherhood; national mobilization to end the War in vietnam; emma  
lazarus Federation; Progressive Labor; American Association for Democratic 
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Germany; Jewish Cultural society; Civil rights Congress; national Commis-
sion to secure Justice for morton sobell; Carol King; theodore Hall; saville 
sax; steve nelson; nathan silvermaster; stanley levison; William remington; 
thomas emerson; inga Arvad; mark Gayn; emmanuel larsen; Kate mitchell; 
philip Jaffe; Dorothy parker; W.e.B. DuBois; C. Wright mills; ursula Was-
serman; Jane Keeney; Gerhart eisler; Bertolt Brecht; ruth Berlau; leonhard 
Frank; erwin picator; ludwig renn; and Anna seghers.35

the FBi, moreover, was not the sole intelligence agency to adopt special 
records procedures to preclude discovery of particularly sensitive and illegal 
programs and other abuses of power. Central intelligence Agency (CiA) offi-
cials had also instituted separate records and record-destruction procedures. 
We know, however, of only some of these practices.

in January 1973, for example, before leaving office to become u.s. ambas-
sador to iran, CiA Director richard Helms ordered his secretary to destroy his 
office files, which included transcripts of his telephone and room conversa-
tions. the catalyst to Helms’s order stemmed from a request of senate major-
ity leader mansfield that month that the CiA (as well as other intelligence 
agencies) maintain all records that could have bearing on the pending senate 
investigation of the so-called Watergate Affair. Helms concurrently ordered 
the destruction of all CiA records pertaining to the agency’s drug-testing pro-
gram, code-named mKultrA.

Helms’s actions were not unique. At various times, other sensitive CiA 
records were destroyed. these included the working papers of and interviews 
conducted by the agency’s inspector general when preparing a 1967 report on 
the agency’s various assassination plans, the agency’s file on Chilean police 
Chief manuel Contreras, and records of the CiA’s covert operation to over-
throw the mossadegh government. then, following CiA Director William 
Colby’s dismissal of James Angleton as the agency’s counterintelligence chief, 
agency official George Kalaris discovered that Angleton had maintained an 
office file containing official records that had not been serialized in the agen-
cy’s official records system. Kalaris further discovered that Angleton had also 
maintained three vaults containing reams of sensitive files (some pertaining 
to the agency’s illegal mail program HtlinGuAl, others executive files that 
Angleton and his key aides had created, and still others sensitive counterintel-
ligence files).

in addition, during senate testimony, Acting CiA Director John Blake 
admitted that CiA officials had also devised a special records procedure, 
“soft files,” which he described as “files of convenience” and thus “not official 
records and they are not indexed as such.” CiA officials, moreover, adopted 
still other records procedures to handle the mail of “elected or Appointed 
Federal and senior state Officials (e.g., Governors, lt. Governors, etc.)” that 
had been intercepted under the agency’s illegal mail-intercept program, code-
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named HtlinGuAl. such intercepted mail was not to be included in the 
agency’s top-secret HtlinGuAl file but “filed in a separate file titled ‘spe- 
cial Category items.’” Furthermore, all correspondence pertaining to the 
HtlinGuAl program was to be “slugged” to confine distribution to the agen-
cy’s counterintelligence staff or to low-level CiA officers on an “eyes only basis.” 
in 1962, CiA Director John mcCone instituted yet another special records 
procedure, “Background use Only,” to “preclude the inclusion of the [acquired] 
information in any other discussion or publication.”

As in the case of Helms’s office files, Duane Clarridge, the head of the 
agency’s european Division in the 1980s, responded to a pending congressio-
nal investigation of the iran-Contra affair in 1987 by destroying a particular 
sensitive communication pertaining to a november 1985 transhipment of 
HAWK missiles from israel through portugal to iran. this communication 
had originally been sent through “privacy channels,” another special records 
procedure employed for records that were to be maintained temporarily 
and destroyed after action had been taken. in this case, Clarridge had not 
destroyed this november 1985 communication and instead had maintained it 
in a “shadow file” in his desk.36

national security Agency (nsA) officials similarly instituted a special 
records procedure to preclude discovery of the agency’s interception of the 
international communications of American citizens targeted at the request 
of FBi and CiA officials. All such nsA-intercepted communications were 
to be hand-delivered to the requesting agency, were classified “top secret,” 
included no identification that they originated in the nsA, and were neither 
assigned a serial number nor filed with other nsA reports. then, when refin-
ing this interception program in 1969, nsA officials “restrict[ed] knowledge 
that such information is being collected and processed by the national secu-
rity Agency” by directing the recipients of the intercepted communications 
either to destroy or to return them within two weeks to the nsA.37

And i have uncovered at least two occasions when national security Coun-
cil (nsC) officials devised special records and record-destruction procedures. 
the first, which former nsC executive secretary James lay disclosed during 
september 1975 testimony before the Church Committee, involved the nsC’s 
most “highly sensitive” decisions and discussions. such decisions and discus-
sions, lay testified, were not recorded in nsC minutes. “if extremely sensitive 
matters were discussed at a meeting,” lay elaborated, “it was sometimes the 
practice that the official nsC minutes would record only the general subject 
discussed without identifying the specially sensitive subject of the discussion. 
in highly sensitive cases, no reference would be made in the nsC minutes.” 
the second such practice, inadvertently discovered in 1987 during the joint 
House-senate Committee investigation of the iran-Contra affair, involved a 
variation of Hoover’s Do not File system. in this instance, nsC aide Oliver 
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north captioned his sensitive communications to his superior at the nsC, 
John poindexter, “do not log.” Communications bearing this caption would 
not be logged in the nsC’s central records system, thereby permitting their 
undiscoverable destruction. indeed, when the iran-Contra program was com-
promised in november 1986, north sought to subvert pending Justice Depart-
ment and congressional investigations by destroying these communications. 
His ignorance that the nsC computer system possessed a backup memory (as 
a safeguard against accidental destruction), however, enabled congressional 
investigators to reconstruct many of the destroyed messages.38



5
The Limits of  
Counterintelligence

President Franklin roosevelt’s purpose when authorizing Federal 
Bureau of intelligence (FBi) intelligence investigations and wiretap-
ping was to enable FBi agents to anticipate and thus hopefully pre-

vent espionage and sabotage operations that could undermine the nation’s 
security. roosevelt’s willingness to bypass the attorney general when 
authorizing intelligence investigations or drafting the 1940 wiretapping 
directive (combined with Attorney General robert Jackson’s purposeful 
decision not to maintain records of approved FBi wiretaps) emboldened 
the ambitious, if cautious, FBi director to pursue his own more conserva-
tive political agenda and at the same time avoid critical scrutiny of the 
targets and the results of the FBi’s noncriminal investigations. On his 
own, and without even seeking the prior approval or review of the attor-
ney general or the president, J. edgar Hoover authorized FBi agents to 
bug, open the mail, and break into the offices and residences of suspected 
subversives. that the resultant investigations lacked legal authority or that 
the techniques employed were illegal did not mean Hoover’s actions were 
purposeless—the objective, after all, was not to prosecute spies and sabo-
teurs but to contain the influence of suspected “subversives” as well as to 
prevent planned espionage and sabotage operations.

the FBi’s expanded authority and the latitude granted to the increas-
ingly independent FBi director to initiate investigations based on his 
assumptions about potential subversive threats did not ensure that the 
FBi anticipated or deterred soviet espionage operations (a major problem, 
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as it turns out, during the late 1930s and 1940s). nor did president roosevelt 
suspect that the FBi director had purposefully moved beyond legitimate 
counterintelligence objectives to monitor political activists. the FBi director, 
in fact, assured roosevelt that the FBi had the security situation well in hand. 
indeed, in reports of October 31, 1940, and may 23, 1941, Hoover privately 
and unqualifiedly informed the White House that the FBi was fully cognizant 
of soviet, German, French, and italian “espionage and counterespionage 
operations” through “constant observation and surveillance . . . of known and 
suspected Agents of the German, russian, French, and italian secret services.” 
FBi agents, Hoover continued, maintained “a careful check upon the channels 
of communication, the sources of information, the methods of finance and 
other data relating to these agents.” the “identities of all major representa-
tives” of these governments, Hoover added, “are known and their activities are 
under constant scrutiny.”1

With one exception (disclosed below), however, FBi agents failed to 
uncover the soviet union’s most successful espionage operations. FBi re-
ports to the White House based on agents’ surveillance of soviet officials and 
American Communists invariably reflected that the FBi’s intelligence opera-
tions focused on political activities and suspected Communist influence 
in the labor-union and civil-rights movements. indeed, Hoover’s periodic 
reports to the White House and his monthly “General intelligence survey in 
the united states” during the World War ii era offered a relatively benign 
description of soviet and American Communist initiatives. On the one 
hand, the FBi director recounted only that the soviet union was funding the 
American Communist party and that soviet officials were concerned about 
u.s. development of higher-octane gasoline. On the other hand, his descrip-
tions of the actions of American Communists were that they had established 
a secret branch in a Congress of industrial Organizations (CiO) union in 
Butte, montana, plant producing munitions and war materials; closely moni-
tored the deportation proceedings against the international longshoremen’s 
and Warehousemen’s leader, Harry Bridges; sought to recruit more members 
and promote soviet foreign-policy interests; and were involved in civil rights 
and labor organizing.2

the exception (and even this success was a qualified one) involved the 
FBi’s simple discovery of planned soviet atomic and industrial espionage 
operations that involved the recruitment of Communist activists. in 1943, 
forewarned about these plans, Hoover established two massive surveillance 
programs, code-named CinrAD (Communist infiltration of the radiation 
laboratory at the university of California–Berkeley) and COmrAp (Comin-
tern Apparatus). in both of these massive investigations, FBi agents extensive-
ly employed wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, and mail opening as well as physically 
monitored suspected soviet agents and American Communist activists.
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the FBi’s uncovering of these planned espionage operations stemmed 
from a wiretap of the new york headquarters of the Communist party. FBi 
agents in late 1942 had learned that Communist party leader earl Browder had 
approved steve nelson’s3 participation in a sensitive assignment (the specifics 
remaining unknown at the time). then, through a bug installed in the party’s 
Oakland office, FBi agents intercepted nelson’s conversation with Giovanni 
lomanitz, in which lomanitz described the secret experiments being con-
ducted at the radiation laboratory at the university of California–Berkeley. 
through a second bug in nelson’s residence, FBi agents subsequently inter-
cepted nelson’s meeting with Joseph Weinberg, another scientist employed 
in the radiation laboratory. Weinberg had then informed nelson that the 
“secret work” currently being conducted at the radiation laboratory was 
about to be moved to los Alamos, new mexico. Agents subsequently moni-
tored nelson’s meeting with peter ivanov, a soviet official assigned to that 
government’s san Francisco consulate. they concluded that nelson had given 
ivanov the information about this highly secret project to develop the atomic 
bomb that Weinberg had described to him earlier.

more dramatically, the FBi’s bug of nelson’s residence intercepted anoth-
er of nelson’s meetings on April 10, 1943, this time with vassili Zubilin, the 
third secretary of the soviet embassy in Washington, D.C. the bug recorded 
nelson’s receipt of a large sum of money from Zubilin, with both joking about 
the amount to place “Communist party members and Comintern agents in 
industries engaged in secret war production for the united states Government 
so that information could be obtained for transmittal to the soviet union.” 
Concurrently, four months later in August 1943, FBi Director Hoover received 
an anonymous letter, written in russian and postmarked Washington, D.C., 
that identified Zubilin and eight other soviet officials (soviet consular officers 
Gregory Kheifets and pavel Klarin, Amtorg employees semen semenov and 
leonard Kvasnikov, soviet embassy employees vassili Dalgov and vassili 
mironov, and soviet Government purchasing Commission officials Andrei 
schevchenko and serghi lukianov) and Communist party officials Browder 
and Boris morros as spies.4

FBi officials immediately launched the two referenced highly sensitive 
but separate investigations, CinrAD and COmrAp. under delimitation 
agreements of 1940–1941, the Army’s military intelligence Division (miD) 
commanded the exclusive responsibility over security investigations at los 
Alamos and the radiation laboratory, as these facilities were engaged in the 
production of military weapons. miD officials had by then already requested 
the FBi to cease investigating individuals employed at these facilities but to 
“conduct all necessary investigations regarding Communist activities and 
the activities of individuals not employed” at the radiation laboratory “who 
interested themselves in the project” (the los Alamos facility not having as 
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yet become fully operational). FBi and miD agents did over time conduct a 
total of 201 joint and separate investigations under the CinrAD program of 
individuals employed at the laboratory, based on suspicions that they might 
be “Communist party sympathizers, contacts, or persons having actual Com-
munist party membership.” FBi agents, in addition, conducted at the request 
of miD officials name checks (that is, checking FBi files for information about 
a named individual) of individuals who required security clearances prior to 
their employment at these facilities. in return for this assistance, miD officials 
agreed to notify their FBi counterparts whenever an employee left the project, 
regardless of whether that employee was suspected of Communist associa-
tions. in actuality, miD officials did not always notify their FBi counterparts  
of these departures or often delayed doing so. in contrast to these limita-
tions on the bureau’s authority governing CinrAD, FBi investigations under 
COmrAp were “broader in scope and . . . conducted without any jurisdic-
tional limitation imposed by the military intelligence section.”5

FBi officials did fully brief miD about the nelson-Weinberg meeting and 
the plan to place Communist party members in the radiation laboratory for 
the purpose of obtaining information for “transmission to the u.s.s.r.” they 
also reported their interception of nelson’s conversation with Weinberg in 
which the two men criticized the eminent physicist J. robert Oppenheimer 
for not being sympathetic any longer to Communist interests. the latter 
report heightened miD security officials’ suspicions about Oppenheimer, as 
they had already uncovered information about the eminent physicist’s past 
Communist associations. they had, in fact, recommended that Oppenheimer 
not be appointed to head the los Alamos project on security grounds, a rec-
ommendation that General leslie Groves, the head of the manhattan project, 
had rejected.

miD security officers nonetheless remained wary about Oppenheimer 
and some of the other physicists employed at the radiation laboratory. Based 
on the FBi report about Weinberg’s contacts with nelson and similar other 
FBi reports, the chief of miD’s security detail at los Alamos, Colonel Boris 
pash, denied clearance to lomanitz, mark Friedman, and David Bohm (other 
identified Communists) to work at los Alamos while acting to have Weinberg 
assigned to an army post in Alaska.

FBi officials thereafter regularly briefed miD officials about any discover-
ies they uncovered about possible Communist associations, and specifically 
about Oppenheimer. One of the subsequent FBi reports raising their doubts 
about Oppenheimer’s loyalty described his september 1943 meeting with Jean 
tatlock, his former mistress. Based on this report, Colonel pash once again 
urged Groves to fire Oppenheimer as head of the los Alamos project. valuing 
Oppenheimer’s scientific and administrative skills, Groves again rejected this 
recommendation.6
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While suspicious of Oppenheimer, miD and FBi officials failed to appre-
hend the Communist adherents employed at los Alamos and Oak ridge, 
tennessee, who actually engaged in atomic espionage in 1944–1945: David 
Greenglass, theodore Hall, Klaus Fuchs, and their couriers Julius rosenberg, 
saville sax, lona Cohen, and Harry Gold at los Alamos and russell mcnutt 
and George Koval at Oak ridge. FBi and miD officials, in fact, first learned of 
some of these espionage activities in 1949–1950.

their belated discovery was not the product of their own surveillance 
operations but a highly secret interception program that u.s. military intel-
ligence had initiated in 1940.7 Only then did they learn that Julius rosenberg 
had recruited his brother-in-law (Greenglass) to transmit information about 
his work as a military recruit assigned to los Alamos to soviet courier Gold, 
that Fuchs had similarly passed classified information to Gold, and that Hall 
had agreed to spy on behalf of the soviets at the suggestion of his college friend 
sax. the intercepted messages also confirmed that the soviets had recruited 
another scientist (mcnutt),8 who was employed in the K-25 gaseous diffusion 
plant at Oak ridge. last, Koval’s espionage activities were first discovered in 
early 1950, when he fled the united states to return to the soviet union. An 
American citizen, Koval had traveled with his family to moscow in the 1930s. 
After training in espionage, he returned to the united states in 1940 and 
subsequently, as a military recruit, was assigned to Oak ridge, where he stole 
information about research involving bomb fuels.

this serious counterintelligence failure was not the primary fault of the 
FBi, as miD was responsible for granting clearance and continued employ-
ment at los Alamos and Oak ridge. FBi agents, nonetheless, failed to uncover 
and then share with miD information about the suspect past of three indi-
viduals: rosenberg, Joel Barr, and Alfred sarant. rosenberg, Barr, and sarant 
during the years 1941–1945 were variously employed performing defense-
related work at the Army’s signal Corps laboratory, Western electric, and 
emerson radio and phonograph Corporation and through this work stole 
and promptly transmitted to the soviets critical information about sensitive 
military technology. the pilfered information included radar systems, engine 
designs, analog fire-control computers, and the proximity fuse. indeed, Barr 
and sarant copied and transmitted nine thousand pages of secret docu-
ments relating to more than one hundred weapons programs and the entire 
twelve thousand–page design for a jet fighter plane. Although clearance for 
rosenberg’s, Barr’s, and sarant’s defense employment, as in the case of the 
los Alamos and Oak ridge appointments, was miD’s principal responsibil-
ity, FBi agents had failed to follow up upon discovering Barr’s and sarant’s 
Communist associations when both switched jobs to Western electric after 
having been denied security clearances at the signal Corps laboratory. FBi 
agents did not even launch an espionage investigation upon discovering that 
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Barr, sarant, and rosenberg were employed in plants performing defense-
related work.9

FBi officials’ belated discovery of Greenglass/rosenberg’s, Hall/sax’s, and 
Koval’s atomic espionage activities10 was in any event the product of good luck 
and owed little to the radical expansion of the FBi’s investigative authority. in 
1940, the Army security Agency (AsA, the predecessor to the national security 
Agency [nsA]) began intercepting the telegraphic messages sent by soviet con-
sular and embassy officials in new york and Washington to moscow under the 
code-named venona project. Because the messages were transmitted in code, 
AsA officials established a special unit in 1943 to attempt to decipher them. 
AsA analysts achieved a major breakthrough in 1946, discovering that although 
soviet agents were to transmit these messages by using one-time pads, they had 
reused the pads. this indifference to security requirements made it possible 
for AsA analysts to begin to decrypt these messages in 1946 that, otherwise, 
would have been undecipherable. By 1949–1950, and over the succeeding years, 
military analysts deciphered in whole or in part 2,900 of the intercepted mes-
sages. soviet sloppiness, in short, had made this breakthrough possible. soviet 
agents, moreover, had not always assigned code names to disguise the identity 
of their recruited sources in these communications, at times citing actual names 
(in Hall’s and sax’s cases) and at other times providing sufficient background 
information that AsA/nsA analysts, working closely with their FBi liaisons, 
successfully identified those assigned code names (Greenglass, rosenberg, and 
Fuchs).11

the limitations of FBi counterintelligence operations are further con-
firmed by the contrasting records of their successes and failures following the 
virtually simultaneous discovery (through the venona project) of Greenglass/
rosenberg’s and Hall/sax’s atomic espionage activities in 1944–1945. Green-
glass and rosenberg were indicted and convicted in 1950–1951 for having 
participated in a conspiracy to steal atomic-bomb secrets; Hall and sax, in 
contrast, were not even indicted.

the venona project source of these discoveries was not revealed in both of 
these cases at the time, as intelligence officials sought to protect their success-
ful interception and decryption of the soviet communications. in the rosen-
berg/Greenglass case, FBi agents successfully broke Gold and Greenglass, in 
the process securing Greenglass’s admission and agreement to testify against 
his brother-in-law. the FBi’s limited contribution to effecting rosenberg’s 
conviction involved the acquisition of circumstantial evidence to corroborate 
Greenglass’s testimony about his brother-in-law’s purchase of a console and 
attempts to secure passport photographs in preparation for a planned defec-
tion. rosenberg’s attorney, moreover, made a critical error at trial when decid-
ing not to demand an examination of the information that Greenglass admitted 
providing to the soviets. His inaction conveyed the impression that this mate-
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rial was crucial to the soviets’ success in developing an atomic bomb—thereby 
foregoing raising questions about the importance of Greenglass’s work at los 
Alamos (given the fact that he had only a high-school education).

in contrast, Hall was a brilliant nineteen-year-old graduate of Harvard 
College with a degree in physics who had been highly recommended by his 
professors for the los Alamos appointment. Hall’s work at los Alamos, con-
ducting implosion experiments, played a crucial role in the development of 
an atomic weapon, with the intercepted soviet messages recording that soviet 
scientists had found this information to be of “great interest.”

Based on the venona revelations, FBi officials also launched an intensive 
investigation of Hall and sax in 1950–1951 that included checking the records 
of past FBi investigations of Communists during the 1930s and 1940s; check-
ing miD records relating to Hall’s employment and miD agents’ interception 
of his correspondence while stationed at los Alamos; and in 1950–1951 break-
ing into Hall’s and sax’s residences, reading their mail, and monitoring their 
political and social activities. Because Hall had already been denied a security 
clearance in 1946, he was not at the time performing classified work and thus 
was not a current security threat.

the FBi’s intensive investigation, however, failed to corroborate Hall’s and 
sax’s earlier involvement in espionage activities. As a final resort, FBi agents in 
Chicago were authorized to conduct separate interrogations of Hall and sax in 
1951, based on the hope that they would break one or both to admit their earli-
er espionage activities and testify against the other. this strategy failed—owing 
particularly to sax’s brazen confidence. FBi agents had hoped to blindside him 
when questioning him about two discoveries documented in the intercepted 
soviet messages. thus, they pointedly asked about his visit to the soviet con-
sulate in new york in 1944 and travel to Albuquerque, new mexico, later that 
year. An unfazed sax responded that he had visited the soviet consulate out 
of interest in assisting relatives in the soviet union, citing his mother’s work 
for russian War relief. He explained his travel to Albuquerque by claiming 
that at the time, he had considered applying for admission to the university 
of new mexico to pursue a major in anthropology. the failure of the Chicago 
agents to break Hall or sax led to the closing of this investigation in 1952 
without seeking any charges: “All outstanding leaks have been exhausted” 
and the “only indications we have” of Hall’s and sax’s “espionage activities” 
came from the venona project, but such information “cannot be disseminated 
outside the Bureau.”12

As important, despite the advance intelligence acquired through the inter-
cepted Zubilin-nelson meeting, the FBi’s COmrAp investigation also failed 
to apprehend the participants in planned industrial espionage. When conduct-
ing the resultant massive investigation, FBi agents closely monitored nelson 
and his various contacts as he traveled around the country from Oakland to 
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new york and back, with various interim stops. Agents also closely moni-
tored Zubilin and the other soviet agents identified in the anonymous letter 
to Hoover. those targeted during this intensive investigation were not only 
physically followed but also subjected to wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, and mail 
opening. the COmrAp investigation, which eventually monitored forty-six 
suspects based on nelson’s and Zubilin’s contacts, was eventually terminated 
in 1945.

no arrests or indictments were obtained, no advance intelligence having 
been developed about planned or attempted espionage operations. the failure 
was captured in a CiA report of 1948 based on a review of the FBi’s COmrAp 
file and a December 1944 FBi report summarizing the result of the to-date 
seventeen-month investigation of a “vast, illegal and conspirative russian-
controlled and dominated international Communist Organization, ‘Comin-
tern Apparatus.’” this latter summary cited no example of planned espionage 
activity and merely recounted that the targeted forty-six subjects had sought 
to “influence” the American public to accept soviet foreign-policy interests, 
had distributed “pro-russian propaganda,” had operated an “illegal courier 
system, based on American Communist seaman,” had promoted “soviet rus-
sia’s goal of world domination,” had collected “political information of value” 
for the soviet union, and had attempted to promote Communist infiltration 
of the federal bureaucracy to “secure information of value” for the Ameri-
can Communist party or to ensure the employment of other Communists 
in federal positions.13 in essence, FBi agents had discovered that American 
Communists were Communists interested in promoting Communist (and 
soviet) political and policy interests. the COmrAp investigation, because of 
its focus on prominent Communist party activists, had in the process missed 
either sympathizers (like Hall and sax) or low-level party members holding no 
leadership position or who currently were not active in the party (rosenberg, 
Greenglass, and mcnutt) or who had no direct affiliation with the Communist 
party (Koval).

FBi agents were no more successful in uncovering the espionage activi-
ties of the soviet agents whom they targeted under the COmrAp program. 
indeed, a 1948 Central intelligence Agency (CiA) report that summarized 
the findings of an agency official’s review that year of the FBi’s COmrAp file 
concluded that the FBi had been unable to substantiate that any of the identi-
fied soviet agents had engaged in espionage with one exception, and even that 
involved a mail-drop operation in new york that related to the earlier assas-
sination of leon trotsky.14

While FBi agents had focused on the wrong American Communists, their 
failure to uncover the espionage activities of soviet agents derived from the 
safeguards these agents had adopted to avert FBi discovery. As well-trained, 
highly disciplined spies, they had suspected that they were being monitored by 
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the FBi and their telephone conversations were intercepted. the intercepted 
venona messages confirm this information. in their reports to their superiors 
in moscow, the soviet agents acknowledged that their movements were being 
monitored by FBi agents but evinced no concern and described the safeguards 
they had adopted to preclude discovery. these included ensuring that their 
American recruits were reliable and trustworthy, were well trained in “con-
spiracy” (i.e., how to evade discovery), and met “only with reliable undercover 
contacts” of the American Communist party whom FBi agents would not sus-
pect were involved in espionage. soviet agents were directed not to use their 
recruits’ “real surnames” and to limit knowledge of their work by other soviet 
officials to a need-to-know basis. last, to counter FBi physical surveillance and 
wiretapping operations, the soviet agents did not communicate by telephone 
at soviet consular or embassy offices, used automobiles when arranging secret 
meetings, and suspended meetings whenever suspecting that the FBi was 
monitoring them.15

FBi agents, moreover, failed to follow up on a potentially crucial lead 
that could have led to the uncovering of two soviet espionage rings involving 
Communist federal employees who during World War ii pilfered and then 
gave classified information to a courier, elizabeth Bentley, for transmission to 
the soviet union. in the course of their surveillance of one of the COmrAp 
subjects, louise Bransten, FBi agents had uncovered her meeting with nathan 
silvermaster and Charles Flato in Washington, D.C., in October 1944. sil-
vermaster and Flato were federal employees and were, at the time, providing 
classified information to Bentley—silvermaster as head of one of the two spy 
rings and Flato as a ring member. (silvermaster, moreover, at the time was the 
subject of a Hatch Act investigation to ascertain whether he was a member of 
the Communist party.) Bransten’s meeting triggered a rather perfunctory FBi 
investigation of silvermaster and Flato but did not lead to their being targeted 
under COmrAp. FBi agents had then uncovered only that both were involved 
in radical political and labor-union activities.16

FBi agents belatedly discovered silvermaster’s and Flato’s espionage activi-
ties one year later as the result of Bentley’s unsolicited defection in november 
1945.17 Bentley then told FBi agents of her role as a courier for two Washing-
ton-based spy rings in her november and subsequent interviews and eventu-
ally identified 150 federal employees from whom she claimed to have received 
classified information for transmission to the soviet union. An intensive FBi 
investigation was immediately launched (involving the participation of 200 
agents) to confirm her allegations. Agents physically monitored the identi-
fied suspects and, as well, wiretapped at least 20 of those whom she identified, 
opened the mail of 15, and conducted at least three break-ins. no evidence 
was uncovered through this intensive investigation that any of those identi-
fied had been or were currently engaged in espionage—a failure due, in part, 
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to bad luck. the British liaison to u.s. intelligence, Kim philby (who, it turns 
out, was a soviet spy) had immediately informed his soviet contacts about 
Bentley’s defection. KGB agents in Washington and new york were thereupon 
immediately instructed to cease all contacts with Bentley and to advise “all 
persons known to Bentley in our work” about her betrayal. the soviet KGB 
agents were recalled to moscow (to avert their being interrogated by the FBi) 
but before departing advised their American recruits that, if interviewed by the 
FBi, they should deny any involvement in espionage but not that they did not 
know Bentley (as the FBi might have already monitored such meetings). Fur-
thermore, all “documents from American government institutions [and] other 
documents and notes which could compromise agents and their sources” were 
“destroyed immediately.”

these preventive measures ensured that FBi agents would not uncover 
what had been an ongoing espionage operation. this failure was potentially 
embarrassing for Hoover, as he had immediately alerted president Harry tru-
man, Attorney General tom Clark, and secretary of state James Byrnes about 
Bentley’s uncorroborated allegations. A follow-up FBi report to the White 
House of October 1946 summarizing the results of the intensive FBi investi-
gation sought to justify the FBi’s failure to confirm the earlier reports. Owing 
to the “time element,” since the alleged espionage activities had dated “back 
several years,” the FBi author of this report noted, “the reader must consider 
the difficulty of actually proving these activities by investigation at this later 
date.” the summary lamely maintained that “the facts are strong in many 
instances and circumstantial in others primarily because of the disparity in 
time between the date of the activities and the actual report on these activities 
to the authorities.”

privately, FBi officials recognized their failure. indeed, in January 1947, 
FBi agent edward morgan counseled Hoover not to seek indictments in this 
case. “We have no evidence from which ‘intent or reason to believe’ can be 
proved or reasonably inferred,” morgan maintained. At this point, he contin-
ued, “the evidence very definitely is insufficient to sustain a successful pros-
ecution under the espionage statutes.” Justice Department officials arrogantly 
ignored this assessment and instead convened a grand jury on what proved to 
be an unsuccessful strategy based on the hope that one of those that Bentley 
named would break and corroborate her. FBi officials nonetheless continued 
thereafter to develop information that could justify indictments, even attempt-
ing to exploit the 1954 Compulsory testimony Act granting immunity from 
prosecution for testimony before a grand jury (thereby subverting a Fifth 
Amendment claim) to pressure one of the identified participants, edward 
Fitzgerald, to testify against the others. this effort failed, as Fitzgerald refused 
to testify and went to jail. By 1970, the Washington special Agent in Charge 
(sAC) conceded, if reluctantly, that FBi agents, despite having investigated 
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Bentley’s allegations “over and over again” since 1945, had been unable to 
“substantiate and corroborate” them.18

this was not a unique failure for the FBi’s World War ii and cold war 
counterintelligence operations. it was replicated in the case of another sus-
pected soviet spy, Alger Hiss. FBi officials first became seriously interested 
in Hiss in 1942, triggered by an earlier uncorroborated allegation about his 
loyalty. in september 1940, an FBi informer, ludwig lore,19 advised his FBi 
contact that he knew an individual who had been a “high [soviet intelligence] 
officer for eight years abroad and for seven years in this country.” After sev-
eral unsuccessful attempts to meet lore to learn more about this matter, FBi 
agent George starr finally met him in may 1941. lore then acknowledged 
knowing this soviet agent but refused at the time to disclose the alleged spy’s 
identity, claiming that this individual “is afraid to reveal the true story of his 
OGpu [the predecessor to the KGB] activities in the united states, believing 
he will encounter serious trouble,” as he might be prosecuted. this unnamed 
individual, lore elaborated, had supervised approximately seventy soviet 
agents and others who worked under his supervision, and his sources includ-
ed two “private secretaries to Assistant secretaries of state” from whom he 
received typed copies of all the roosevelt administration’s “confidential cor-
respondence” and another secretary employed by “one of the higher officials 
of the Department of Commerce” from whom he obtained “all necessary 
statistical data.” lore added that if his friend “could get a promise of immu-
nity he would reveal the whole [O]Gpu set-up in this country.” He further 
claimed that this unnamed individual had recently expressed his willingness 
to identify to the FBi director the federal employees “who were Communists 
or possessed pro-russian political sympathies” if granted immunity but that 
Hoover had rejected his demand for this guarantee. Briefed on this informa-
tion, Hoover denied having ever been informed about this matter. starr was 
directed to recontact lore to have him identify this unnamed former OGpu 
agent. starr did so, and this time lore, “in strictest confidence,” named 
Whittaker Chambers and repeated his earlier allegations that “until fairly 
recently” Chambers had “held an important position in the OGpu” that 
involved “placing agents in the Government service at Washington or for 
making contacts through which the OGpu agents could obtain information 
at Washington.”20

FBi officials inexplicably delayed interviewing Chambers until may 1942. 
At this time, Chambers contradicted lore’s description of his role as an OGpu 
agent and supervisor. Chambers denied having been “directly connected with 
the OGpu but that on the contrary his real position was with the underground 
movement of the Communist party u.s.A.” Chambers did name twenty indi-
viduals (including Hiss), affirming only that their purpose was to influence 
government policy. the interviewing FBi agents failed to press Chambers 
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about the contradictions between his and lore’s accounts, specifically that 
Chambers had headed an espionage operation and had recruited secretaries 
of prominent state and Commerce Department officials to obtain classified 
information. Briefed on this interview, FBi Director Hoover dismissed Cham-
bers’s account as “either history, hypothesis, or deduction.”21

Hiss soon commanded the keen interest of senior FBi officials, an inter-
est triggered by two separate developments—the defections in October 1945 
of soviet cipher clerk igor Gouzenko, stationed in Ottawa, Canada, and in 
november 1945 of Bentley.

When defecting, Gouzenko had described in detail to Canadian security 
officials soviet espionage activities in Canada during World War ii, adding 
that Canadian Communist party members had actively supported these 
activities. Gouzenko further claimed that the soviets had “more agents in the 
united states,” one of whom was “an assistant to [secretary of state edward] 
stettinius.” Briefed on this allegation, Hoover concluded that the referenced 
assistant was Hiss, although he conceded that “there was no evidence to sus-
tain this suspicion.” the FBi director had based his suspicion on Chambers’s 
1942 interview (in which he had named Hiss) and a september 1939 report of 
Assistant secretary of state Adolf Berle (which Berle had belatedly forwarded 
to the FBi) in which Chambers named Hiss among eighteen others whom he 
claimed were members of a Communist underground. Hoover’s suspicions 
about Hiss intensified in light of Bentley’s vague reference to Hiss’s having 
attempted to recruit Harold Glasser away from the silvermaster–victor perlo 
rings to one that he headed.22

An intensive FBi investigation of Hiss was immediately launched that 
included wiretapping his office and home phones, reviewing his telephone toll-
call records for 1943 and 1944, and intercepting his telegrams and mail. this 
FBi investigation uncovered no evidence that Hiss was currently involved (or 
had been involved) in espionage. in march 1946, convinced nonetheless that 
Hiss was a security risk, FBi officials opted for another strategy to force Hiss’s 
removal from his post as director of the state Department’s Office of political 
Affairs. Accordingly, FBi Director Hoover urged secretary of state Byrnes to 
leak derogatory information about Hiss’s suspected disloyalty to influential 
members of Congress—senators tom Connally and Arthur vandenberg (the 
chair and ranking republican on the Foreign relations Committee), House 
speaker sam rayburn, and House majority leader John mcCormack—as 
their public protest could force Hiss to resign. Byrnes, however, claimed not 
to have the time “to contact anyone on [the] Hill” owing to the demands of 
preparing for a forthcoming un security Council meeting and instead con-
fronted Hiss directly. Hiss rebuffed these allegations about his disloyalty and 
agreed to seek an appointment with the FBi to repeat his denial. He did so and 
was received politely, if unconvincingly, by FBi officials.23
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Byrnes’s decision left FBi officials with one alternative: to convene a Civil 
service hearing to have Hiss fired for violating the Hatch Act (membership 
in the Communist party), an initiative that relied on a consistent allegation 
of Chambers. Having developed no other evidence to support such a hear-
ing, FBi officials ordered FBi agent thomas spencer to reinterview Cham-
bers about his earlier claims that Hiss had been a member of a Communist 
“underground organization.” Chambers, however, denied knowing whether 
Hiss was a current party member, pointing out to spencer that he had defected 
in 1937 but believed that Hiss was “favorably impressed with the Communist 
movement.” spencer then asked directly whether Chambers possessed any 
documentary evidence confirming Hiss’s party membership. stating that he 
did not, Chambers added that he had “never purposefully held out any infor-
mation and had always been forthright in relaying any information that he 
had in which the Bureau had shown an interest.” When spencer then inquired 
whether he would be willing to appear as a witness in a security dismissal 
hearing, Chambers demurred and expressed his preference that he neither be 
identified nor asked to testify. Chambers’s claim to have no evidence and his 
unwillingness to testify forced FBi officials to abort the convening of a security 
dismissal hearing.24

thus, when Chambers in november–December 1948 produced typed, 
hand-written, and microfilmed copies of classified state Department docu-
ments that he claimed to have received from Hiss in 1938 for transmission to 
the soviet union, his dramatic disclosures blindsided not only Hiss but FBi 
officials as well. Chambers’s production of these documents in 1948, which he 
claimed to have stored in a dumbwaiter in his nephew’s residence, led to Hiss’s 
perjury indictment in 1948 (his denial to a grand jury that he had given state 
Department documents to Chambers in 1938) and eventual conviction in 
1950. yet, this exposure of Hiss’s espionage activities owed little to FBi coun-
terintelligence operations and more to extraordinary good luck: Chambers’s 
retention ten years after his defection of documents that he had not disclosed 
to FBi agents during interviews of 1942, 1945, and 1946. Although Chambers 
had purposefully misled the FBi, it was the case that FBi agents had not pres-
sured him in 1942 to explain lore’s account of his OGpu activities and then 
again in 1946 to ask about his own and Hiss’s espionage activities.

FBi officials also did not follow up in another case of 1944–1945 about 
potentially significant information that could advance u.s. security interests. 
this occasion involved the defection in April 1944 of victor Kravchenko, a 
soviet engineer who since 1943 had been assigned to the soviet Government 
purchasing Commission (sGpC) in Washington, D.C., and whose defection 
offered the opportunity to learn about ongoing soviet espionage operations 
and procedures.

soviet officials in moscow and Washington were deeply troubled by 
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Kravchenko’s public defection on April 3, 1944. their concerns are recorded 
in the intercepted soviet consular messages (although military-intelligence 
analysts did not successfully decipher these coded messages until years after 
Kravchenko’s defection) and FBi wiretaps of the soviet embassy and sGpC 
office. On the one hand, soviet intelligence agents stationed in the united 
states contacted their sources in the American trotskyite community (as 
leading trotskyites had been instrumental in promoting Kravchenko’s defec-
tion and then in providing him with a safe haven after his defection) to learn 
where Kravchenko was hiding following his defection. these contacts were 
unsuccessful in learning of his hiding places and thus in their efforts to meet 
him (whether to pressure him to redefect). the concerns of soviet officials 
heightened on learning of his plans to write articles and a book in which he 
sharply criticized soviet policy, methods, and postwar objectives. soviet intel-
ligence agents, moreover, took a particular interest in reports that Kravchenko 
believed that he was being followed by soviet agents and feared that they 
intended to assassinate him.25

FBi officials almost immediately learned of the concerns of soviet intel-
ligence operatives over Kravchenko’s defection. their knowledge stemmed 
from a variety of sources: FBi wiretaps of the soviet embassy and the sGpC 
office, FBi contacts in the state Department (who relayed to their bureau 
counterparts that soviet officials had demanded Kravchenko’s return, claim-
ing that he was a military deserter), and soviet press releases protesting this 
defection. the FBi wiretaps, for example, intercepted Zubilin’s26 surprise 
over Kravchenko’s defection, attempts to ascertain from sGpC officials 
Kravchenko’s employment status, and discussions with other soviet officials 
over the ramifications of this defection. FBi wiretaps also recorded that sGpC 
officials were particularly alarmed by this defection, with “many people . . . 
questioned and . . . much ‘cursing.’” FBi officials also knew that soviet officials, 
after first downplaying Kravchenko’s status (claiming that he did not lead the 
sGpC’s metal division, as he had claimed, but was a lowly clerk on temporary 
assignment), subsequently pressured the state Department to deport him as a 
deserter from the soviet Army.27

FBi officials were also aware that Kravchenko, after defecting, had bitterly 
criticized soviet foreign-policy objectives, trustworthiness, and repression of 
dissent. they also were fully aware that American activists holding militant 
anti-soviet views had collaborated with him to ensure the publication of 
these criticisms in a variety of publications: Cosmopolitan, American Mercury, 
Reader’s Digest, the Saturday Evening Post, and his memoir, I Chose Freedom, 
published by scribner’s in 1946. Kravchenko’s collaborators, a virtual “Who’s 
Who” of prominent American critics of the soviet union, ranged from former 
u.s. ambassador to the soviet union William Bullitt and New York Times 
reporter Joseph shaplen to an impressive cast of disgruntled former marxists 
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and trotskyites—David Dallin, max eastman, isaac Don levine, sol levitas, 
William Chamberlain, and eugene lyons.28 FBi agents learned of Kravchenko’s 
collaboration with these prominent critics through monitoring his movements, 
bugging his room at the park Crescent Hotel, and intercepting and reading his 
mail and telegrams. On the basis of their discovery of these contacts, FBi agents 
wiretapped and intercepted the mail of Dallin, wiretapped Herman Judey, and 
wiretapped and intercepted the mail of Charles malamuth (during the period 
when Kravchenko stayed at his home in ithaca, new york).29

moreover, FBi officials first became interested in Kravchenko and his 
associates before his public defection. On February 15, 1944, Bullitt (the 
former u.s. ambassador to the soviet union) advised Attorney General 
Francis Biddle that Dallin (a leading anti-soviet critic in the russian émigré 
community) knew “a russian who wanted asylum in the united states.” the 
attorney general immediately briefed FBi Director Hoover, who thereupon 
had two experienced FBi agents interview Dallin. During his initial interview, 
Dallin did not identify Kravchenko as this interested defector but did so in 
a subsequent interview, at which time he agreed to put the agents in contact 
with Kravchenko. the agents thereupon interviewed Kravchenko over three 
days in march 1944 (25, 26, and 29). in the interim between the first Dallin 
interview and the subsequent Kravchenko interviews, however, Hoover solic-
ited Biddle’s and president roosevelt’s approval to pursue this matter “in view 
of the delicate international aspects arising out of it.” After first consulting 
the president, Biddle assured the FBi director that roosevelt “had stated that 
whatever arrangements the Director made relative to the use of the russian 
would be entirely agreeable and approved by the president.”30

During his march interviews, Kravchenko offered to brief the FBi, once 
he had formally defected, on (1) the “espionage activity on the part of soviet 
representatives in the united states,” (2) the sGpC’s “illegal conspiracies” with 
u.s. firms, (3) the “activities” of nKvD (the soviet intelligence agency, suc-
cessor to OGpu) agents in the united states, (4) the organization and plans of 
the soviet Communist party, and (5) the organization of the nKvD. in return, 
Kravchenko demanded personal protection (including transportation to a safe 
hiding place, a permit to carry a gun, a change of identity, and medical care 
for six months) and financial assistance (specifying “no monetary worries for 
about a year and a half”).31

Apprised of this offer and Kravchenko’s conditions, Hoover again solic-
ited Biddle’s guidance. FBi agents, he assured the attorney general, had made 
no “offers or promises” to Kravchenko. Before pursuing the matter further, he 
asked Biddle to resubmit the question to the president for his determination 
“whether he desire[d] the Federal Bureau of investigation to go forward in 
this situation.” “no steps” would be taken, Hoover emphasized, “which might 
prove embarrassing to him [the president] or to the foreign relations.”32
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Because the president had “already cleared the matter,” Biddle instead 
briefed secretary of state Cordell Hull about Kravchenko’s pending defec-
tion. At first disinclined to “approve further steps taken by the Bureau,” Hull 
relented based on Biddle’s assurances that the Justice Department would not 
arrest or seek indictments of any soviet officials without first obtaining his 
approval. Characterizing Kravchenko’s defection as “purely an internal intel-
ligence matter,” Biddle informed Hull that the Justice Department considered 
this to be a “matter of internal security and might involve sabotage.” He further 
assured the secretary of state that the FBi would handle Kravchenko’s defection 
“discreetly,” adding, “no one but Hoover and myself know about the situa-
tion.” A relieved Hull thereupon welcomed this opportunity to learn “what the 
russians are doing here,” adding that Kravchenko’s defection could very well 
be a “convenient card” that he could use “when he next conferred” with soviet 
officials. Hoover was thereupon instructed that the FBi “might proceed with 
the Kravchenko case as the Bureau desires.”33

Following Kravchenko’s defection on April 3, FBi agents from the new 
york and Washington field offices immediately interviewed him on April 4, 5, 
and 6 and again on April 17, 1944. During these interviews, Kravchenko sup-
plied information “along the lines indicated” in his earlier predefection inter-
views. But when FBi agents declined offering assurances of protection and 
monetary assistance, Kravchenko “urgently” requested that “the interviews be 
stopped so that he could look to his own affairs.”34

Because of the extensive redactions in the released FBi files, it is impossible 
to ascertain what information Kravchenko had provided FBi agents during the 
predefection (march) and the postdefection (April) interviews, particularly 
whether he had identified any nKvD agent by name or had provided any use-
ful information about soviet espionage activities in the united states.35

it might seem puzzling that FBi officials passively accepted Kravchenko’s 
decision to cease cooperating and further, given Biddle’s assurances (sup-
ported by president roosevelt), were unwilling to meet Kravchenko’s security 
and monetary demands. their disinterest stemmed from their initial response 
to Dallin’s interview when Kravchenko was identified as the pending defec-
tor. rather than welcoming this opportunity to learn about soviet intelligence 
operations, they feared that Kravchenko “may be an agent” of the nKvD 
and that his proposed defection and contacts with the FBi might be “part of 
a nKvD scheme to check on the Bureau’s activities and attempt to lay some 
predication for possible embarrassment of the Bureau.” suspecting Kravchen-
ko’s bona fides and suspicious about the politics of his American associates 
(trotskyites and former Communists), FBi officials instructed agents to take 
precautions and to be aware of a “double tail” (i.e., that nKvD agents might 
be following those who were following Kravchenko). Furthermore, because 
of these suspicions, they ordered agents to monitor Kravchenko’s mail, bug 
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his room at the park Crescent Hotel (where he moved after staying briefly 
with Dallin and levine), wiretap Dallin and Judey, intercept Dallin’s mail, and 
wiretap malamuth and intercept his mail (during the period when Kravchen-
ko was staying with him). in addition, FBi agents checked the COmrAp and 
CinrAD files for any information relating to Kravchenko and his associates, 
checked Dallin’s “toll-call” records dating from september 18, 1943 (the date 
when Kravchenko entered the united states), checked all phone calls that the 
FBi’s new york field office intercepted (to ascertain whether any referred to 
Kravchenko by first or last name), and checked all the FBi’s Washington field 
office’s wiretap intercepts of soviet officials and of the soviet embassy.36

Because of their suspicions about Kravchenko, FBi officials failed to 
exploit his undoubtedly limited knowledge of soviet espionage operations. 
their handling of Kravchenko’s defection (and, as well, their other failures, 
whether to corroborate Bentley’s detailed account of her role as a courier for 
two spy rings or to break Chambers, in 1942 or 1946, to exact his admission 
to having also served as a soviet espionage courier) raises questions about 
the effectiveness of FBi counterintelligence operations but also about the 
misdirected domestic political debate about soviet espionage operations of 
the early cold war years.37 the mcCarthyite phenomenon, with the attendant 
criticisms that the roosevelt and truman administrations’ alleged “softness 
toward Communism” had undermined the nation’s security, seems surreal in 
light of both administrations’ willingness to accord a free hand to the FBi and, 
even more important, the FBi’s failure to apprehend soviet spies and their 
American recruits.

FBi officials, however, were never subject to criticism or censure at this 
time, ironically the by-product of the secrecy surrounding FBi operations. 
secrecy benefitted senior FBi officials in that it foreclosed an understanding 
of the FBi’s counterintelligence limitations. ironically, this very secrecy had 
another far-reaching consequence during the so-called mcCarthy era. FBi offi-
cials were able to divert attention from their own failures and through a series 
of orchestrated leaks (whether to conservative activists in Congress—the chair, 
chief counsel, and members of the House Committee on un-American Activi-
ties, J. parnell thomas, robert stripling, richard nixon, and Karl mundt; the 
chairs and counsel of the senate internal security subcommittee, pat mcCar- 
ran, William Jenner, robert morris; and senator Joseph mcCarthy—or in the 
media—Don Whitehead, ray mcHugh, Walter trohan, William Hutchinson, 
Courtney ryley Cooper, Fulton Oursler, Frederick Woltman, and George 
sokolsky) to promote politics that attributed soviet espionage successes and 
expansionism to the inaction and Communistic sympathies of the Democratic 
administrations of roosevelt and truman.



6
The Politics of  
Counterintelligence

The Federal Bureau of investigation’s (FBi’s) failure to have uncov-
ered soviet espionage activities during World War ii was not due 
to the lack of authority or legal restrictions precluding the use of 

intrusive investigative techniques. A key source of these failures stemmed 
from the political assumptions of senior FBi officials, assumptions that 
determined whom agents should target and that were based on essentially 
political conceptions of the nature of the “subversive” threat. thus, FBi 
investigations not only focused on identifying prominent Communist 
activists suspecting that they were potential spies or saboteurs and 
intensively monitored their activities through wiretaps, bugs, mail open-
ing, and break-ins (and the recruitment of informers who infiltrated 
the Communist party). As important, the underlying objective of these 
investigations was to contain Communist influence in American society 
(whether in the labor or civil-rights movements or in the popular media). 
the COmrAp and CinrAD investigations, for example, indirectly 
confirm this misdirected focus, as FBi investigations targeted not only 
known Communist leaders earl Browder, steve nelson, Boris morros, 
and louise Bransten but also suspected Communist sympathizers Harry 
Bridges and J. robert Oppenheimer. in the process, agents missed the 
actual spies who had either severed direct contact or were peripherally 
associated with the Communist party, such as elizabeth Bentley, nathan 
silvermaster, theodore Hall, saville sax, George Koval, russell mcnutt, 
Julius rosenberg, Joel Barr, and Alfred sarant. even in the cases when 
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they had monitored silvermaster, rosenberg, Barr, and sarant (not to mention 
soviet KGB officer vassili Zubilin), FBi agents failed to uncover their espio-
nage activities. equating militancy with a proclivity to commit espionage or 
sabotage, FBi officials were not dissuaded when the resultant intensive inves-
tigations uncovered no evidence of espionage or sabotage. FBi agents were 
directed to continue to monitor Communists, and, in time, their acquired 
information about a target’s personal and political activities was purposefully 
leaked to FBi officials’ cooperative allies in Congress and in the media.

the most dramatic example of this shift from counterintelligence to 
political surveillance and containment involved the covert relationship FBi 
officials forged in 1947 with the House Committee on un-American Activities 
(HuAC). through this relationship, FBi officials sought to exploit informa-
tion that FBi agents had accumulated earlier under a code-named COmpiC 
program (the acronym for a formal program of investigating Communist 
infiltration of the motion picture industry).

senior FBi officials first became concerned about suspected Communist 
influence in Hollywood in the mid-1930s, based on their belief in the sub-
versive character of the organized labor-union movement. the militancy of 
those active in the screen Actors Guild and the sharp increase in strikes and 
organizing activities in Hollywood led FBi Director J. edgar Hoover to order 
the los Angeles field office to investigate those active in strike and organiz-
ing activities and then the roles of Hollywood artists and their left-wing allies 
in the so-called popular Front of the mid-1930s. Hoover’s interest shifted in 
1942 from militant labor-union and left-wing political activism to focus as well 
on those involved in the production of popular films. the FBi director that 
year authorized the code-named COmpiC program to ascertain the extent of 
Communist influence in making films. ironically, Hoover’s concern occurred 
at the very time of the World War ii u.s.-soviet alliance and when American 
Communists (including those employed in the film industry) enthusiastically 
supported the u.s. war effort.

Hoover’s request of november 1942 was honored three months later. 
the resultant report of the los Angeles field office reiterated what had been 
FBi officials’ earlier concerns and thus cited how Communists had assumed 
leadership roles in Hollywood’s thirty-nine labor unions and had set up “many 
Communist controlled front organizations.” the report, however, identified a 
new threat, one posed by a “cultural group” of actors, actresses, and writers 
who “appear to be under the control and direction of the Communist party 
and follow the Communist party line in all details and revise their positions 
without difficulty when the Communist party changes its policy.” At the 
time, however, the los Angeles office had developed limited sources, and its 
report relied on press accounts (whether los Angeles newspapers or trade 
publications), the names of prominent supporters listed on the letterhead sta-
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tionery of popular Front organizations, or the uncorroborated allegations of 
informers who had infiltrated the local Communist party and popular Front 
organizations or were employed in the film industry. it had been unable, the 
los Angeles office accordingly conceded, to positively identify all Hollywood 
Communists owing to the fact that the Communist party leadership had 
intentionally created “closed” units for actors, actresses, writers, and directors 
(for the express purpose of precluding other Communist party members from 
learning of these artists’ “official connection” with the party). Furthermore, 
Communist party officials, allegedly and on a regular basis, destroyed all 
membership, dues payment, and “other documentary” evidence. His office, 
the los Angeles special Agent in Charge (sAC) assured Hoover, would con-
tinue to “compile information showing the Communist connections of many 
of the influential personages in the motion picture industry” and would fur-
ther identify the “large number of books, pamphlets, scenarios, plays, news-
reels, speeches, letters and other material . . . which indicate the enormous 
effort that has been made and is now being made by the Communist party to 
get complete control of the motion picture business and use it for propaganda 
purpose.”1

the examples of Communist influence cited in the los Angeles report did 
not, however, diverge fundamentally from the Franklin roosevelt administra-
tion’s wartime foreign- and domestic-policy goals. yet FBi Director Hoover 
remained convinced that a serious internal security existed and, four months 
later, demanded an “up to date” report on “significant developments.” His 
request was triggered by “recent events”—the release of a pro-soviet film Mis-
sion to Moscow (based on the memoir of the former u.s. ambassador Joseph 
Davies) and the forthcoming release of a number of anti-Fascist films (notably 
For Whom the Bell Tolls, based on ernest Hemingway’s novel about the span-
ish Civil War), which, the FBi director contended, “have demonstrated the 
extent of influence of the Communist party has been felt in Hollywood.”2

the resultant report of the FBi’s los Angeles field office identified seven 
released films as containing “Communist propaganda”3 and nine other films 
that “have been made or are now in the process of being made but have not 
been released” as containing “information of a propaganda nature.”4 the 
report’s claimed evidence, however, was again ideological; its sources were 
primarily conservatives employed in the film industry who made these charges 
publicly or volunteered this information in confidence to the los Angeles 
office.5

the FBi director’s renewed demand, however, produced a significant 
breakthrough. On July 23, 1943, two weeks after submitting the requested 
report, los Angeles agents broke into the Communist party’s local office and 
photocopied the membership records of the los Angeles section. the identi-
fied Communist members employed in the film industry were then linked 
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with specific films, and in two reports to Hoover (the first sent in August 1943 
and the second in February 1944) the names and affiliated films were listed in 
a “complete memo of influence of Communists in motion pictures.”6

through this break-in, the FBi’s los Angeles office could now confidently 
report that Hollywood Communists had exploited the “present apparent patri-
otic position of the party to recruit new members and control fellow travelers 
and sympathizers.” Hollywood Communists, the los Angeles office unquali-
fiedly charged, “bore within” the film industry’s labor unions; “spread pro-
paganda within and without unions to create sympathy for the soviet union 
and their system of government”; “browbeat and terrorize public officials by 
such tactics as demonstrations, letter-writing campaigns, slander campaigns, 
and personal attacks”; “force the making of motion pictures delineating the 
negro race in most favorable terms as part of the general line of the Commu-
nist party”; and propagandize un-American themes.7 the los Angeles office 
promised to continue to “observe the production of motion pictures having a 
propaganda effect favorable to Communist ideology” and to “obtain evidence 
of activities of directors, producers, writers, actors, and distributors engaged in 
producing and distributing pictures of a propaganda nature.”8

not content with these assurances, the FBi director demanded regular 
reports on “all developments indicating Communist infiltration of motion 
picture field.” in their efforts to meet this demand, los Angeles agents repeat-
edly broke into the local Communist party’s office to photocopy its mem-
bership records—doing so in november 1943, August 1944, January 1945, 
February 1945, november 1945, February 1947, and may 1947. through these 
break-ins, FBi agents identified 47 actors, 45 actresses, 127 writers, 8 produc-
ers, and 15 directors either as having been or continuing to be Communist 
party members.9

the los Angeles office never uncovered any evidence that the identified 
Hollywood Communists engaged in espionage or violated any federal laws. 
this was never a concern, as FBi officials were fearful that Communists might 
influence the popular culture. Accordingly, the original assessment of the 
serious nature of the Communist threat was never reassessed even when los 
Angeles agents concluded in August 1944 that Hollywood Communists only 
“injected small portions of propaganda into pictures” and “almost completely 
abandoned the idea of putting over any pictures filled with propaganda and 
are just as active to see to it that propaganda pictures favorable to America are 
kept to a minimum.” thereafter, the los Angeles office continued to update a 
“ready reference” of all Hollywood employees “who are members of the Com-
munist party or of Communist front organizations,” breaking down this list 
by categories of “producers, directors, writers, actors, labor union figures and 
miscellaneous.”10

Hoover briefed Attorney General Francis Biddle about this perceived 
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Communist threat for the first time in October 1944. “no direct investigation” 
of the movie industry had been conducted, the FBi director claimed (a claim 
that misrepresented the intensity of the FBi’s efforts, including the resort to 
illegal investigative techniques). He thought the attorney general would be 
interested in “the attached data relating to the growing Communist influence 
in that industry, which industry is recognized not only as a great medium for 
propaganda but also as one of the most influential agencies of education.”11 As 
Hoover’s report cited no evidence of criminal conduct and simply reflected 
the FBi director’s ideological conception of subversive threats, Biddle did not 
even respond.

undaunted by the attorney general’s indifference and his own inability to 
exploit the acquired information for legitimate law-enforcement purposes,12 
the FBi director in time adopted another strategy to exploit this information: 
through a series of carefully orchestrated leaks to the chairman of HuAC, 
J. parnell thomas, in the critical months may–september 1947. His action 
marked a reversal in what had heretofore been his policy of distancing the FBi 
from HuAC. 

two years earlier, upon learning that HuAC planned to investigate Com-
munist influence in Hollywood and given that committee’s infamous reputa-
tion, Hoover ensured that the FBi would not be linked with the proposed 
investigation.13 this distancing policy was reaffirmed in march 1947, when 
Hoover explained to Attorney General tom Clark why he would not honor 
HuAC’s request that month for “certain summaries of [FBi] files on subver-
sive activities.” stressing the need to preserve the confidentiality of FBi files, 
the FBi director pointed out that compliance with this request would inevita-
bly lead to the committee’s publicizing this information, and then “our sources 
of information will dry up and we will not be able to obtain the coverage that 
we now have.” the FBi’s interest in confidentiality had to be balanced against 
the need to maintain “harmonious relations with members of Congress and 
Committees thereof,” Hoover conceded, adding that congressional investiga-
tions have “powers broader than those of the Bureau . . . [to] compel witnesses 
to appear and testify and also compel the production of records and docu-
ments which this Bureau cannot do unless there is a case pending in a court of 
law.” these advantages, Hoover added, had to be counterbalanced against the 
public’s antipathy toward Congress’s “irresponsible” investigations, a situation 
that “has been particularly true of the Committee on un-American Activities.” 
“if now that committee,” he continued, “can put in a ‘pipe-line’ to the files of 
this Bureau, even though it be in the form of a synopsis of our files, i think 
there is going to be a very bad public reaction ultimately.”14

in may 1947, however, HuAC Chair thomas, accompanied by HuAC 
Counsel robert stripling and unaware of Hoover’s reservations, traveled to 
los Angeles to conduct a preliminary investigation of Communist influence in 
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the film industry. Almost immediately, thomas and stripling recognized their 
own inadequacies and requested los Angeles sAC richard Hood’s appear-
ance before their subcommittee. Hood immediately informed Hoover of this 
request. Fearing that the HuAC chair intended to involve the FBi publicly in 
HuAC’s inquiry, Hoover instructed Hood to advise thomas that he “could 
not appear before the Committee in open session because to do so would 
spotlight the things we are trying to do with respect to keeping in touch with 
the Communist situation.” Hood, however, should assure thomas of the FBi’s 
desire to “cooperate but that a public hearing would necessarily disclose con-
fidential information and would make it more difficult for us to do our work.” 
the FBi could not provide “any confidential information in our files,” Hoover 
added, but “if any” Hollywood personalities “had been the subject of publicity 
which is available to anyone, there would be no objection to pointing out [to 
thomas] such instances.”15

in his meeting with Hood the next day, thomas quickly allayed what had 
been Hoover’s principal concern—that the HuAC chair intended to involve 
the FBi publicly in HuAC’s investigation. “information in the Bureau’s files,” 
thomas pleaded, “ought to be made available to [thomas and stripling] in 
order that they might better put the spotlight of public opinion on the Com-
munist movement.” HuAC, thomas assured Hood, would do nothing “that 
might in any way interfere with any Bureau activity.” He then explained the 
reason for his request—that during their interrogation of Hanns eisler (a 
suspected Communist film writer), he and stripling had been “severely handi-
capped” by their lack of information to “question him further along this line” 
(after eisler admitted only to a one-time attendance at a Communist party 
meeting). this difficulty, thomas emphasized, could submarine their ability, 
upon returning to Washington, to convince the full committee, at a scheduled 
June 16 meeting, to “send investigators” to los Angeles. thomas then identi-
fied by name nine individuals and asked Hood to check FBi files for “any data 
that might be of assistance to them concerning these persons.” He did not 
want anything that “might embarrass our sources of information or interfere 
with our investigations,” but only “background and other definite data” that 
could be of “assistance.”

relieved upon learning of thomas’s specific request, Hoover agreed on a 
plan to assist thomas and stripling: He would “furnish” to them the names 
of “known Communists who have some basis for knowledge of Communist 
activities, the known Communist front groups and officers whom the Com-
mittee might investigate” and prepare “summary” memoranda based on FBi 
files on the nine “individuals about whom [thomas] has requested specific 
information.” the los Angeles office was thereupon ordered to “expedite. i 
want to extend every assistance to this Committee.”16

Hood personally delivered the requested summary memoranda to thom-
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as the very next day, but on eleven, not nine, individuals.17 One memorandum 
listed their Communist party “membership book number” and was provided 
on the understanding that “the disclosure of this data will not in any way 
embarrass the Bureau.” thomas was also given a lengthy summary memoran-
dum, captioned “re: Communist Activities in Hollywood,” which identified 
nine “non-Communists” (including ronald reagan, robert montgomery, 
richard Arlen, leila rogers, Jack Warner) who would “probably be coopera-
tive and friendly witnesses” and twenty-four “hostile witnesses and uncoop-
erative” who were “identified with the Communist movement, together with 
positions and activities” about which they could be questioned. this assistance 
was rendered on the condition that thomas and stripling agreed that the 
information “is furnished strictly for their confidential information and . . . 
under no circumstances will the FBi source of this information be disclosed.” 
the los Angeles sAC reported back that thomas and stripling were “very 
friendly and appreciative of this cooperation.”18

returning to Washington, thomas and stripling convinced the full 
committee to approve a thorough investigation. thomas thereupon sought 
a personal meeting with Hoover, at which time, after conceding that HuAC 
might not have “worked harmoniously” with the FBi in the past, he promised 
to “work even closer.” the committee, he advised Hoover, would hold public 
hearings in september, adding that the preliminary hearings of may–June 
had failed to develop the “necessary information,” as many potential wit-
nesses had been pressured not to cooperate. thomas then solicited Hoover’s 
counsel about former FBi agent H. Allen smith, whom he was considering 
hiring as a committee investigator (and was immediately assured of his excel-
lent record). After recounting his appreciation of the need to preserve the 
confidentiality of FBi files, which contained “vast knowledge of subversive 
activities,” thomas asked Hoover “entirely off the record and with absolute 
assurance that it would not pass beyond him as Chairman of the Committee 
for leads and information of value to the Committee to be furnished to the 
Committee.” Hoover agreed to be “as helpful to the Committee as we could” 
and promised to initiate a search of FBi files to “see what help we might be 
able to be to the Committee insofar as submitting leads and material that 
might be used as a basis of interrogation.” this assistance was conditioned 
on thomas’s agreement that “the Bureau could not be publicly drawn into 
the investigation nor be called to appear in any capacity.” thomas readily 
agreed to this condition and to the specific arrangement whereby he alone 
would relay any committee request through FBi Assistant Director louis 
nichols.

When briefing his key aides about his decision to be as “helpful to this 
Committee as i can,” the FBi director articulated his underlying political 
objective:
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We will not be able to disclose the confidential sources of our informa-
tion and no doubt in some instances by reason of the extreme confi-
dential character of information . . . may not be able to divulge some 
of the information we have, but i do think that it is long overdue for 
the Communist infiltration in Hollywood to be exposed, and as there 
is no medium at the present time through which this Bureau can bring 
that about on its own motion i think it is entirely proper and desirable 
that we assist the Committee in Congress that is intent on bringing to 
light the true facts in the situation.19

Assisting HuAC became an FBi priority. FBi files (in los Angeles, new 
york, and Washington) were scoured, and summary memoranda were pre-
pared about the “leading Communists and pro-Communists” in Hollywood 
and “all the motion pictures in which Communists and Communist sympa-
thizers have participated” for HuAC’s “utilization.” Great care, nonetheless, 
was taken to ensure that no information was reported that could compromise 
the FBi’s confidential sources (break-ins, wiretaps, and informers).20

By mid-August 1947, HuAC investigators had identified forty unfriendly 
individuals whom the committee was considering subpoenaing to testify dur-
ing hearings then scheduled for september 24. When submitting these names, 
stripling specifically asked nichols “unofficially” for “blind memoranda21 
giving [their] background, associations, Communist party membership, etc.” 
Hoover immediately ordered FBi Assistant Directors edward tamm and D. 
milton ladd to “get to work on the list.”22

Before acting on this request, ladd briefed Hoover on how the requested 
memoranda would be prepared. each would “1. include all pertinent public 
source data; 2. exclude all data received from technical [wiretap] and micro-
phone surveillances, as well as from other highly delicate media [break-ins, 
informers]; and 3. if the public data alone does not suffice, the memoranda 
will have included therein on a selected basis information received from live 
confidential informants which will be prepared in such a fashion to obviate 
the possibility of jeopardizing our informants.” ladd was thereupon ordered 
to seek Hoover’s or FBi Associate Director Clyde tolson’s advance “approval” 
before giving the completed memoranda to thomas. the time-consuming 
process of first culling FBi files and then ensuring that the FBi’s sources would 
not be compromised delayed completion of this task. indeed, the first ten 
memoranda were not completed until september 12, twenty more the next 
day, and the last ten on september 16. each memorandum listed background 
information on the individual’s membership in, affiliation with, or attendance 
at meetings sponsored by various Communist or left-wing organizations but 
also proposed specific questions that committee members could ask the indi-
vidual during the hearings.23
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When originally prepared, the blind memoranda did not include infor-
mation obtained through wiretaps, bugs, and break-ins. Almost immediately, 
however, Hoover partially relented on his earlier order to withhold such infor-
mation from the committee. On september 13 and 17, the los Angeles sAC 
was ordered to forward to FBi headquarters the photostats of the “Communist 
party membership cards” of twenty-five named individuals (the twenty-five 
included eight of the so-called Hollywood ten,24 such information about the 
other two, edward Dmytryk and Adrian scott, having already been given to 
thomas and stripling in may 1947).25

the blind memoranda in effect undermined the First Amendment 
strategy that the Hollywood ten adopted during their October 1947 HuAC 
testimony. thus, after each refused to answer the committee’s questions on 
First Amendment grounds, HuAC Counsel louis russell took the stand to 
introduce into the record photostats of their Communist party membership 
cards while stripling read into the record information about their Communist 
activities (meetings attended or affiliations with Communist-front organiza-
tions). the committee members then voted to cite the ten for contempt of 
Congress. the House subsequently approved their recommendation, with a 
grand jury returning indictments. immediately following the conclusion of the 
hearings, thomas telephoned nichols to convey his “heartfelt appreciation” 
for the FBi’s covert assistance and to emphasize that Hoover “more than any 
other person is responsible for the Committee not being put out of business.” 
thomas specifically cited the committee’s ability to exploit the information 
about the ten’s Communist membership cards and Communist affiliations.26

FBi officials did not cease their political containment efforts with HuAC’s 
citation of the ten for contempt of Congress. they continued to monitor the 
actions of the indicted ten and their supporters to avert first their indictments 
and then their convictions on the contempt charge. the FBi’s efforts extended 
to wiretapping two of the Hollywood ten’s attorneys (Bartley Crum and 
martin popper, with the popper tap being the most valuable, since his office 
operated as the clearing house for the various attorneys handling aspects of 
the defense work). these wiretaps provided invaluable intelligence about the 
strategies of the attorneys and their politically connected allies to avert their 
indictment and conviction.27

Between november 26, 1947, and may 7, 1948, FBi Director Hoover regu-
larly forwarded detailed reports based on these wiretaps to Attorney General 
Clark and Assistant Attorney General t. vincent Quinn (the head of the Justice 
Department’s Criminal Division and supervisor of the government’s prosecu-
tion of the Hollywood ten). the reported information was masked as having 
been obtained from a “highly confidential source.”28

Clark and Quinn as a result were alerted to Crum’s and popper’s plans 
to convince Clark and u.s. Attorney George Fay not to present Congress’s 
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contempt of Congress citation to a federal grand jury (and the legal grounds 
for not doing so); popper’s (and another attorney’s) plan to convince Clark 
to delay arraigning the Hollywood ten until the supreme Court ruled on 
another contempt case; the plans of defense attorneys to have senator Claude 
pepper intercede with Clark and Crum to contact the White House to secure 
its support for a continuance; and popper’s claim that Clark, during his meet-
ing with pepper, had expressed an interest in making a “deal” and that the 
Hollywood ten also hoped to exploit pepper’s connections with president 
Harry truman. in addition, Clark and Quinn were the recipients of detailed 
information about the defense’s trial strategies: having methodist Bishop G. 
Bromley Oxnam file an amicus brief; subpoenaing all of John lawson’s films 
(lawson was the first of the ten to be tried), seven of Dalton trumbo’s films 
(the second to be tried), and identified HuAC records; subpoenaing actors 
Burgess meredith and John Huston; hiring irving pichel, lewis milestone, 
and Howard Koch as expert witnesses on the film industry; having actors and 
actresses lena Horne, marsha Hunt, Fredric march, Florence eldridge, and 
John Garfield testify that HuAC’s investigation was unjustified; recruiting 
paul Dwyer as a trial attorney; and hiring prominent black attorney Charles 
Houston as co-counsel (on the premise that his presence might influence black 
jurors and thereby enhance the chances of a hung jury). Justice Department 
officials were further alerted to the divisions among the defense attorneys over 
Clark’s proposal to delay the trials of the remaining eight until the supreme 
Court had ruled on the trumbo and lawson verdicts, and that some of the 
defense attorneys had wanted to condition acceptance on Clark’s agreement to 
urge the executives of the film industry to abolish the blacklist. last, Clark and 
Quinn were briefed about the Hollywood ten’s strategies to influence public 
opinion, whether by hiring John stone, irving lichtenstein, or Jack mcmanus 
to formulate a public-relations strategy; bringing “big-name” people to Wash-
ington in an effort to focus public attention on the trials’ civil-liberties issues; 
or obtaining the support of labor unions (on the premise that compelling con-
gressional testimony could compromise labor’s organizing efforts).

neither Clark nor Quinn ever inquired about the identity of the FBi’s 
“highly confidential” source. their indifference is troubling, since the con-
fidential nature of the reported information confirmed that the source was 
either a wiretap, a bug, or an informer employed on the defense team. ironi-
cally, their only known response involved Quinn’s request that the FBi inves-
tigate the “April and may panels of petit jurors to be called in connection with 
the trial” and to check “indices, credit reports, and other available sources” 
“for the purpose of ascertaining the background of members of the panels.” 
this investigation, Quinn insisted, should be completed “at your earliest 
convenience after the names of the jurors are made available” in view of the 
“importance of these contempt cases.”29
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the FBi’s political-containment efforts in assisting HuAC were not a one-
time action. FBi officials continued to assist the committee until its members’ 
carelessness in revealing the FBi as a source led the agency to sever relations 
with this infamous committee in the mid-1950s. FBi officials, moreover, also 
sought to contain the influence of popular authors, particularly those writing 
about the FBi. in this case, FBi officials sought to discredit those authors who 
criticized the FBi or, conversely, to assist those sympathetic toward the bureau 
as part of their broader agenda of shaping public opinion and sustaining a 
militant anti-Communist politics.

in 1960, for example, FBi Director Hoover outlined for FBi agents the 
criteria for listing individuals in a renamed reserve index. His purpose was to 
ensure that those who “represent a greater threat in time of emergency than do 
others” would be so listed. individuals meeting a higher standard of danger-
ousness (that they were “in a position to influence others against the national 
interest”) were to be listed in this index’s section A. As examples, Hoover cited 
“writers,30 lecturers, newsmen, entertainers, and others in the mass media field,” 
and specifically “norman mailer, a novelist and author of The Naked and the 
Dead and an admitted ‘leftist.’”31 Hoover’s concern about subversive authors 
intensified when he learned of the imminent publication of max lowenthal’s 
critical history of the FBi.32

A former congressional aide and low-level federal bureaucrat, lowenthal 
began research on this history in the mid-1930s. learning of the pending 
publication of his critical history, titled The Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Hoover moved quickly first to prevent its publication and then to discredit 
the book and its author. the FBi director accordingly asked morris ernst, an 
American Civil liberties union attorney with whom he had developed a close 
relationship, to intercede with lowenthal’s publisher, William sloane Associ-
ates, not to publish the book, adding that although he was “perfectly willing to 
leave everything to [ernst’s] judgment,” some action had to be taken. ernst, 
however, was reluctant to “contact the publishers as he is fearful that they 
might seize upon any contact and issue a statement that the Director, through 
his attorney, had approached them on the book.” Hoover thereupon urged 
ernst to call to sloane’s “attention that the book was filled with distortions, 
half-truths, and incomplete details, as well as false statements,” confirming 
that the FBi had somehow illicitly obtained an advance copy of the book.

ernst instead proposed a more devious strategy: Hoover’s aides should 
inquire whether “somebody at the library of Congress might not write to 
[sloane] merely indicating that they know a book is coming out through adver-
tisements and then asking if the publisher knows they have indexed a writing 
under a similar title and that considerable confusion on the public might occur 
unless the title is changed.” should Hoover decide not to approach the library 
of Congress, ernst added, “the FBi itself should write to the publisher but in 
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doing so, make clear that even the change of the title should not be construed 
as putting a blessing on the book in any form.”33

unwilling to operate openly, Hoover instead exploited the FBi’s contacts 
with HuAC. sympathetic to the FBi director’s concerns, HuAC staff mem-
bers interviewed lowenthal and his publisher twice in August and september 
1950. the committee then subpoenaed lowenthal to testify on september 15 
about his past “subversive” associations and, immediately following publica-
tion of his history, publicly released lowenthal’s testimony.

FBi Director Hoover concurrently alerted all sACs about the pending 
publication of lowenthal’s history, instructing them that “book salesmen 
of [sloane] are endeavoring to secure advance orders at a reduced price, 
and there is some indication they are attempting to sell copies of this book 
to Chiefs of police and other law enforcement officials.” “it is well known,” 
Hoover continued, that “lowenthal has been exceedingly active in the past 
ten years in his attempts to discredit the FBi.” to assist in this effort of hav-
ing sACs exploit their contacts in the local media, Hoover forwarded to them 
copies of Congressman George Dondero’s speech, a speech that FBi officials 
helped prepare that stressed lowenthal’s “subversive” background, and urged 
them to ensure extensive press coverage. this initiative failed, with the FBi 
director privately lamenting that even the New York Times and New York 
Herald had made “no mention of max lowenthal.”

FBi officials considered it “significant” that the media had failed to ques-
tion lowenthal’s prejudices in light of their own assessment of a book that 
they found to be “filled with distortions, misrepresentations, erroneous con-
clusions, and outright falsehoods.” lowenthal’s history of the FBi, Hoover 
nonetheless feared, might impress the “uninformed individual” owing to his 
extensive “quotes from numerous editorials, Congressional debates, public 
hearings, etc.” and, while advising sACs that the FBi “does not desire to dig-
nify the book with any comment,” Hoover nonetheless instructed them that 
“should any question arise regarding the book from law enforcement officials 
and friendly sources, there is no objection to your advising them of the true 
character of the book.”

leaving nothing to chance, Hoover had the FBi’s Crime records Divi-
sion prepare and plant with sympathetic reporters and other public-opinion 
leaders (including syndicated columnists Walter Winchell, Fulton lewis, Jr., 
and George sokolsky; reporters Walter trohan and Frederick Woltman; and 
Georgetown university Dean edmund Walsh) critical reviews of the book. 
Derogatory information about lowenthal and his publisher was also leaked 
to these and other sympathetic sources. FBi Assistant Director nichols even 
urged an nBC news commentator to report that the press response to lowen-
thal’s book showed “how stooges do the Communists’ work.” last, FBi agents 
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visited bookstores around the country to pressure their managers not to stock 
the book.34

Hoover’s vendetta did not stop with the publication of The Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. Following the creation of the senate internal security sub-
committee in 1951, the FBi director ordered his aides to raise with the sub-
committee’s staff “the possibilities of the Committee looking into the matter 
of Communist infiltration of the book publishing industry” to “counteract 
the left-wing element in the publishing business, which has been the source 
of attacks on the Bureau . . . particularly the max lowenthal book, William A. 
sloan[e] Associates, merle miller’s The Sure Thing, and others.” Because of the 
priority of other matters (its current investigations of the institute of pacific 
relations and of suspected Communist infiltration of the united nations and 
federal agencies), the subcommittee did not honor Hoover’s request at the 
time. in August 1952, the subcommittee requested, and FBi officials duti-
fully compiled, a memorandum on lowenthal. then, when the subcommittee 
finally had the time, in February 1953, to launch the suggested inquiry, Hoover 
decided not to provide assistance, observing, “A year ago we had more time. 
now we haven’t.”35

in the case of authors who could be expected to praise Hoover and the 
FBi, FBi officials willingly provided every assistance. in the process, one such 
favored reporter, Donald Whitehead, reaped a personal fortune that allowed 
him to retire as a working journalist and, relying on continued FBi assistance 
thereafter, to embark on a lucrative career as a freelance writer.

A feature writer for the Associated press since 1931, Whitehead authored a 
series of highly favorable articles about Hoover in 1954. recontacting the FBi 
director’s press liaison nichols in 1955, Whitehead sought FBi assistance for a 
proposed article “on the fight against Communism and what the Communists 
are now doing.” His request elicited a wholly unanticipated response.

On Hoover’s order, FBi officials closely reviewed Whitehead’s writings. 
Based on their assessment, the FBi director concluded that the reporter “has 
clearly established his reliability” and should be considered a possible can-
didate to write a history of the FBi. Before launching this “special project,” 
however, Hoover ordered a “special inquiry type investigation” of Whitehead 
on “a very discreet basis” and without contacting his current employer. the 
ensuing intensive investigation convinced Hoover that Whitehead could be 
trusted. the trustworthy reporter was thereupon informed that he would be 
granted access to carefully selected FBi records, which he would be allowed to 
review in a special office at FBi headquarters.

Whitehead accepted this offer with alacrity, along with its condition that 
he allow Hoover and his aides to review his manuscript prior to publication. 
FBi officials did subsequently demand specified revisions, with Hoover per-
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sonally monitoring Whitehead’s research and writing (at one time conveying 
his “pleasure with the first four chapters” and at another insisting on specified 
revisions to chapter 29). And, when the manuscript was completed, Hoover 
had nichols accompany Whitehead to new york to discuss same with White-
head’s publisher Bennet Cerf. nichols was to secure Cerf’s agreement to an 
FBi voice in planning the book’s publicity to ensure that it was “dignified and 
[was] passed upon by the Bureau.”

Whitehead’s history, The FBI Story, eulogized Hoover and the FBi, extol-
ling in particular the FBi’s successful battle against the Communist menace. 
the book’s success was not left to chance, however. the FBi’s recreation 
Association purchased hundreds of copies of the book to boost sales and dis-
tribution. these sales and other FBi promotion efforts helped make The FBI 
Story a best seller and then a popular movie under the same name.36

One of these FBi efforts to ensure that Whitehead’s history would be 
favorably reviewed earned Harry Overstreet Hoover’s personal thanks: “the 
encouragement and support which you have rendered mr. Whitehead and 
the FBi in connection with his book have been extraordinary, and we are 
all deeply appreciative.” such helpfulness, in turn, benefitted Overstreet by 
ensuring favorable FBi assistance for his (1958) anti-Communist diatribe, 
What We Must Know about Communism. As in Whitehead’s case, the spark 
for this book was once again the FBi, with nichols urging Overstreet the 
previous year to write a book “against communism directed toward liberals 
and progressives, et cetera, who would not normally read a book condemn-
ing communism.” the FBi’s assistance to Overstreet (and to his wife and co-
author) included FBi inspector William sullivan’s culling FBi files for public 
source information and spending “approximately one night each week (7:00 
p.m. to about 11:00 p.m.) during the winter months . . . devoted to reading and 
analyzing the materials the Overstreets were preparing.” no passive research 
assistant, sullivan ensured that the book conformed with the interests of the 
FBi director and the FBi. “While working with the Overstreets on this book,” 
sullivan assured his FBi superiors, “i purposely had them direct 95% of their 
thinking to the world communist movement believing this would best supple-
ment the Director’s book [Masters of Deceit], which was directed almost 100% 
to the communist movement in the united states.”37

in a companion initiative, FBi officials had earlier sought to limit the influ-
ence of the so-called isolationist press during the World War ii era, in this case 
willingly promoting the political interests of the roosevelt administration. 
ironically, although FBi officials later targeted liberal and radical journalists 
during the vietnam era (most notably Joseph Kraft, peter lisagor, Joseph 
Alsop, Harrison salisbury, Ben Gilbert, and the so-called underground press), 
they monitored the articles, columns, and personal character of journalists 
and publishers of conservative, isolationist newspapers during the 1939–1942 
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era, such as the Chicago Tribune, the Washington Times-Herald, and the New 
York Daily News.

the most fully documented of these actions involved a relatively uninflu-
ential columnist, inga Arvad. Arvad first commanded the attention of senior 
FBi officials in December 1940, triggered by an unsolicited report from one 
of her classmates at Columbia university’s school of Journalism that she had 
allegedly boasted to having interviewed prominent nazi officials Adolf Hit-
ler, Joseph Goebbels, Heinrich Himmler, and rudolf Hess and that she had 
abandoned her earlier sympathy for nazi Germany. Hoover’s correspondent 
conceded that she had no evidence that Arvad had done anything illegal 
but was worried that Arvad’s associations with prospective journalists could 
“influenc[e] morale in this country for the benefit of the German govern-
ment.”38

Hoover promptly ordered the FBi’s new york field office to investigate 
these allegations. the resultant investigation, however, uncovered no evidence 
of Arvad’s “subversive” influence except that at one time she might have 
expressed anti-semitic and pro-Hitler comments.39

similar allegations one year later precipitated a far more intensive FBi 
inquiry. By then, Arvad was employed as a columnist for the Washington 
Times-Herald, a bitter critic of the roosevelt administration’s domestic and 
foreign policies. Arvad’s gossipy column described the activities of low-
level federal employees, socialites, and other prominent Washingtonians. Her 
favored position at this newspaper as a protégé of publisher eleanor patterson 
and Assistant editor Frank Waldrop, however, had triggered a hostile response 
from a jealous colleague.

this colleague (whose name the FBi has withheld) informed FBi Assistant 
Director nichols (Hoover’s liaison to the media) in mid-november 1941 that 
Arvad had formerly been “Hitler’s publicity agent” in europe and yet had 
been “picked up by patterson and had either hoodwinked Frank Waldrop or 
Waldrop is working under orders.” When briefing Hoover about this allega-
tion, nichols added that Arvad’s husband, paul Fejos, headed one of swedish 
financier (and suspected nazi agent) Axel Wenner-Gren’s expeditions to 
south America.40

Arvad’s jealous rival had concurrently circulated this rumor within the 
newspaper’s office. learning of her accusations within a month, Arvad pro-
tested to patterson who, fearful that “it might reflect unfavorably upon the 
Times-Herald, an isolationist paper, if it became known that they had employed 
a person suspected of being a spy,” directed Waldrop to arrange FBi interviews 
of Arvad and her accuser. Waldrop complied.

During her FBi interview, Arvad’s accuser called attention to a photo-
graph of “Arvad taken with Hitler at the [1936] Olympic games” that carried 
a caption that she was working for the German propaganda ministry. this 
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photograph, the reporter contended, “combined with Arvad’s strong isola-
tionist viewpoint, which [Arvad] openly expresses, has caused her to become 
suspicious.” in her separate interview, Arvad rebuffed these allegations, 
explaining that, before immigrating to the united states in 1940, she had 
been employed as a reporter for a Danish newspaper and in this professional 
capacity had interviewed Hitler, Hermann Goering, and Goebbels during the 
1936 Olympic Games and had also covered Goebbels’s wedding.41 Another 
woman (whose name the FBi has also withheld) concurrently contacted the 
FBi to report that Wenner-Gren “is trying to get a woman a certain position 
that in this position she would be in a good spot to make trouble and put 
[name withheld] in a predicament.”42

in light of Arvad’s alleged influence at the Washington Times-Herald and 
her husband’s association with Wenner-Gren, Hoover responded to these 
unsupported allegations by ordering the Washington, D.C., sAC, sam mcKee, 
to initiate a “discreet” investigation to determine the “truth.” A report should 
be submitted “in the near future,” and, when soliciting the assistance of other 
FBi field offices, the Washington sAC was to advise them of the “discreet 
nature of the investigation.”43

Having concluded that a wiretap could prove invaluable in uncovering 
Arvad’s activities, Hoover requested Attorney General Biddle’s approval. As 
justification, he cited her estranged husband’s employment with Wenner-
Gren, her employment with the Times-Herald, and the photograph of Arvad 
captioned “meet miss inga Arvad, Danish beauty, who so captivated Chan-
cellor Adolf Hitler during a visit that he made her Chief of nazi publicity in 
Denmark.” in addition, Hoover continued, “in the short period she has been 
in Washington, she has established close social and professional contacts 
with persons holding important positions in the Government departments 
and bureaus vitally concerned with the national defense, . . . is carrying on 
an affair with one such naval officer . . . [and] another man in a similarly 
commissioned position [then naval ensign John F. Kennedy] has indicated 
he is engaged to her. . . . the combination of these facts indicates a definite 
possibility that she may be engaged in a most subtle type of espionage activity 
against the united states.” Convinced by Hoover’s “facts,” Biddle authorized 
the wiretap.44

Hoover had misled the attorney general. By then, FBi agents had uncov-
ered no evidence that Arvad had sought or relayed to Germany classified 
information obtained through her interviews of government officials. she had 
contacted these officials (as her other contacts in the Washington commu-
nity) only to interview them for her column, which (the FBi agent reviewing 
her columns conceded) contained “nothing” to “reflect pro-Axis or anti-Axis 
viewpoint.” Her views were those of a “strong isolationist,” and her relation-
ships with several navy ensigns were strictly sexual. Arvad’s intercepted phone 
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conversations and her private correspondence and records obtained through a 
break-in of her apartment further confirmed her innocence.45

the Arvad wiretap nonetheless heightened FBi officials’ concerns for 
secrecy. Having learned through this tap that Kennedy had somehow discov-
ered (and had then alerted Arvad to this discovery) that the FBi was monitor-
ing his contact with Arvad, FBi officials further learned that Arvad suspected 
that the FBi had tapped her phone and that she intended to seek an appoint-
ment with Hoover to ascertain if this were true. Hoover thereupon terminated 
the Arvad tap “for the time being.”46

unwilling to reinstate the tap on his own or to seek Biddle’s approval 
again, Hoover instead shrewdly exploited president roosevelt’s suspicions 
about the isolationist press. in an unsolicited report to the White House, the 
FBi director hinted at the sinister character of the Wenner-Gren archaeologi-
cal expedition to south America, pointing out that neither of the expedition’s 
leaders, Fejos and G. K. lowther, “could be classified as competent archaeolo-
gists.” He added that Fejos’s “wife, who is presently divorcing him is reported 
to be a former favorite of Hitler. . . . At present she writes a column for the 
Times-Herald under the name of inga Arvad.” then, in a companion briefing 
of Biddle, Hoover reported that (former u.s. ambassador) Joseph Kennedy’s 
daughter Kathleen “is private secretary to Frank Waldrop who writes the col-
umn for the Times-Herald” and that inga Arvad “writes profiles in the Times-
Herald and is intimate with [Times-Herald publisher] Cissy patterson. it is 
also alleged that she [Arvad] is also intimate with Joe Kennedy’s eldest son.”47 
(John was actually the second-oldest son.)

Hoover’s distorted briefings succeeded—by then, he knew that Arvad had 
broken off all contact with Fejos except to arrange a divorce, that she wrote her 
column under her maiden name and not to mask her association with Fejos 
or Wenner-Gren, and that her affair with John Kennedy was strictly amorous 
and that Joseph Kennedy opposed it. Hoover’s briefings nonetheless suc-
ceeded. On may 4, president roosevelt concluded, “in view of the connection 
of inga Arvad, who writes for the Times-Herald, and in view of certain other 
circumstances which have been brought to my attention, i think it would be 
just as well to have her specially watched.”48

the wiretap was reinstated, and FBi agents continued monitoring Arvad 
and her contacts. this investigation uncovered no evidence of espionage—
only that Arvad and John Kennedy had ended their affair, that she continued 
to arrange interviews for her column, and that she had resumed an earlier 
romance with another Danish immigrant, nils Bloch.49

the FBi investigation of Arvad was unique only in its vindictiveness (FBi 
officials found her lifestyle immoral) and in its creation of a detailed written 
record, which remains extant.50 nonetheless, the Arvad investigation con-
formed with a more general pattern of FBi monitoring of journalists who either 
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criticized the roosevelt and subsequent administrations’ foreign-policy initia-
tives or the FBi’s competence. the monitoring of these journalists was either 
responsive to White House demands or was initiated on Hoover’s order.

in April 1942, for example, president roosevelt demanded that Attorney 
General Biddle move vigorously against “publishers of seditious matter.” Biddle 
thereupon informed the president that the Justice Department already had a 
“program of moving against seditious magazines through grand juries,” had 
garnered “wide publicity” in some of these cases, and had “stopped delivery” by 
an express company of Charles Coughlin’s Social Justice. then, when the presi-
dent complained about Times-Herald publisher “Cissy patterson’s subversive 
mind,” Biddle assured him that the Justice Department had “put a surveillance 
on her and on [New York Daily News publisher] Colonel [Joseph medill] pat-
terson, which we have done.”51 (neither the holdings of the roosevelt presi-
dential library nor released FBi files contain any records of this surveillance. A 
blind memorandum, dated march 19, 1940, maintained in FBi Assistant Direc-
tor nichols’s secret office file nonetheless confirms that the FBi was already 
monitoring Joseph patterson’s editorials and editorial decisions.)52

indeed, long before u.s. military involvement in World War ii, the FBi 
began monitoring the roosevelt administration’s media critics. in July 1940, 
for example, Hoover solicited secretary of the treasury Henry morgenthau’s 
assistance for an investigation of vomenico trombetta, the publisher of the 
italian-language newspaper Grido Della Stirpe. Hoover was responding to 
new york mayor Fiorello laGuardia’s complaint about trombetta’s “pro-Fas-
cist” attitude in his paper’s editorials. laGuardia had then recommended that 
president roosevelt have the FBi investigate “trombetta’s financial status and 
activities, with a view of determining the source of the funds used in operating 
the newspaper,” as he was convinced that the italian consulate was funding 
trombetta. the publisher, laGuardia argued, “should be made to change his 
editorial policies,” since his paper “does tend to excite the italian element.” 
the new york mayor also urged Hoover to investigate another italian Ameri-
can newspaper publisher, Generoso pope, owing to his “similar pro-Fascist 
attitude.” in response, Hoover secured the treasury secretary’s assistance to 
access the bank records of these two publishers by citing president roosevelt’s 
interest in both investigations. FBi agents, however, were unable to docu-
ment that either publisher had received italian funding or had violated the 
internal-revenue laws. the FBi investigation did succeed nonetheless in pres-
suring pope to cooperate with prominent anti-Fascist italian refugee max 
Ascoli. under this arrangement, pope agreed to “start an aggressive campaign 
to inculcate loyalty among italian Americans for the internal and foreign 
policies” of the roosevelt administration and to turn his newspaper into an 
“uncompromising and militant champion of the present Administration.”53

president roosevelt also solicited Hoover’s assistance to influence press 
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coverage of the devastating Japanese attack on pearl Harbor. Briefed about 
Orlando (FL) Sentinel publisher martin Andersen’s query whether to publish 
Drew pearson’s and robert Allen’s syndicated column describing the scale 
of losses resulting from this attack, roosevelt directed Hoover to “say to 
pearson and Allen that if they continue to print such inaccurate and unpa-
triotic statements,”54 the administration “will be compelled to appeal directly 
to their [pearson and Allen] subscribers and to bar them from all privileges 
that go with the relationships between the press and the Government.” When 
contacting pearson, Hoover denied that this was a threat, claiming to be 
only “acting in my official capacity as temporary coordinator of censorship 
arrangements.”55 reporting back on this contact, the FBi director disclosed 
that pearson had agreed to “eliminate from the article those portions giving 
the details of the losses in Hawaii.”56

in a companion initiative, roosevelt solicited from the FBi director any 
derogatory information on another of the administration’s media critics, 
radio commentator upton Close. Hoover thereupon reported that in 1931 
Close “had brought a Chinese girl into the united states and was engaging in 
immoral acts with her, possibly in violation of the White slave traffic Act” and 
that in 1942 he was in “possible violation of the sedition statutes.” the Justice 
Department in neither case sought indictments, deeming the FBi’s evidence 
to be insufficient.57

Hoover could readily service this presidential request about Close, as FBi 
agents were already monitoring the political activities, writing plans, and per-
sonal conduct of the nation’s mainstream journalists. As important, the FBi 
director had devised an efficient system to retrieve all derogatory information 
that agents had accumulated about journalists. thus, when learning in 1970 
that Los Angeles Times reporter Jack nelson planned to write a critical article 
about Hoover and the FBi, Hoover met with that paper’s vice president and 
general manager robert nelson and Washington bureau chief David Kraslow 
to protest this assignment. During this meeting, Hoover read from an FBi 
report detailing reporter nelson’s “heavy drinking.” in an even more sensi-
tive action later that year, Hoover willingly honored a request from president 
richard nixon conveyed by White House aide H. r. Haldeman for an FBi 
“run down on the homosexuals known and suspected in the Washington 
press corps” that “also [asked] whether we [FBi] had any other stuff; [saying] 
that he, the president, had an interest in what, if anything else we knew.” the 
requested report was hand-delivered by special courier to the White House in 
two days. significantly, when making this request, Haldeman had volunteered 
that the president thought that Hoover “would have it pretty much on hand so 
there would be no special investigation.” nixon assumed correctly, as the FBi 
not only collected such personal derogatory information but also could link 
this information by professional occupation.58
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the roosevelt and nixon administrations, moreover, were not alone in 
turning to the FBi to discredit their media critics. Dwight eisenhower and 
lyndon Johnson did so as well.

For one, FBi Director Hoover learned in April 1957 of syndicated col-
umnist Joseph Alsop’s “incurable” homosexuality, having been briefed by 
CiA Director Allen Dulles that Alsop had been compromised by a KGB sting 
operation in moscow. Alsop had volunteered this information to the FBi and 
CiA directors at the time, intending to disarm any future soviet attempt to 
blackmail him into supporting soviet interests. the syndicated columnist 
nonetheless had requested that Dulles and Hoover keep this information 
“out of the general file and in a special file.” unwilling to honor this request, 
Hoover immediately shared Alsop’s admission, along with other information 
that the FBi had independently collected about Alsop’s sexuality, with Attor-
ney General Herbert Brownell and White House aide sherman Adams.59

An ardent anti-Communist, Alsop continued to criticize soviet defense 
and foreign-policy decisions and, consistent with his advocacy of a militant 
anti-soviet foreign policy, emerged in 1958–1959 as a strident critic of the 
eisenhower administration’s defense-spending cuts as contributing to a “mis-
sile gap” that favored the soviets and as “playing russian roulette with the 
whole course of human history at stake.”60

incensed by Alsop’s criticisms, all the more so given the syndicated col-
umnist’s influence, Attorney General William rogers (Brownell’s successor) 
asked Hoover in April 1959 to “get together what we [FBi] have on Alsop as 
he [rogers] believed very few people knew about” Alsop’s homosexuality, 
possibly including president eisenhower. He intended to brief the president, 
secretary of Defense neil mcelroy, under secretary of state Christian Herter, 
White House aide Wilton persons, and secretary to the Cabinet robert Gray 
about Alsop’s homosexuality and the moscow incident, rogers told Hoover, 
but he would not “take the responsibility for such information going any 
further.”61

One of those briefed, General nathan twining, the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of staff, reacted bitterly by “wonder[ing] how Alsop could be trusted” 
and asserted that administration officials had “an obligation to let some of 
the [newspaper] publishers [who carried Alsop’s column] know of this inci-
dent.” in addition, president eisenhower and White House press secretary 
James Hagerty purposefully circulated this information about Alsop’s “moral 
character,” with Hagerty describing Alsop to another journalist as a “fag” and 
threatening to “lift his White House pass.”62

president Johnson, in contrast, confronted a more serious political prob-
lem, as by 1966–1967, his administration’s vietnam War policy increasingly 
encountered public opposition, opposition that was strengthened by critical 
press reports that challenged the president’s positive characterization of the 
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progress of the war. in a concerted attempt to discredit his militant critics, 
Johnson turned to the FBi (and also the Central intelligence Agency [CiA]) 
to develop evidence linking antiwar dissent with international Communism, 
showing that militant activists were acting at the direction and control of the 
soviet union and Communist China. in a companion initiative, president 
Johnson solicited FBi “name checks” (that is, checks of FBi files for all infor-
mation about identified individuals) on his prominent media critics: nBC 
commentator David Brinkley, Ap reporter peter Arnett, New York Times 
reporter salisbury, syndicated columnist Kraft, Life magazine Washington 
Bureau Chief richard stolley, Chicago Daily News Washington Bureau Chief 
lisagor, and Washington Post executive Gilbert.63

FBi officials, moreover, did not simply respond to White House requests 
but, in addition, sought administration support to silence their own media 
critics.64 in February 1941, for example, Hoover alerted the White House 
to the influence of New York Daily News reporter John O’Donnell over his 
paper’s editorial policy. the FBi director cited O’Donnell’s stories describing 
roosevelt as “a war monger,” Hoover as emulating the tactics of former Attor-
ney General A. mitchell palmer, the FBi as “preparing to go on a ‘witch hunt’ 
against subversive elements,” and the American people as “becoming aware of 
the fact that they are being ‘sold down the river.’” O’Donnell, Hoover added, 
wrote that “Hitler should be permitted to do as he pleases” and that the united 
states “should mind its own business and stop meddling in europe and latin 
America.”65

emboldened by the changed political climate brought about by the dev-
astating Japanese surprise attack on pearl Harbor, president roosevelt and 
FBi Director Hoover sought to settle scores with their mutual media critic, 
the Chicago Tribune. One week prior to the attack, the Tribune and its sister 
paper, the Washington Times-Herald, had obtained and then on December 
1, 1941, published a copy of the Joint Army and navy Board’s contingency 
war plans. As the united states was not a military participant, the Tribune’s 
publication of these plans precipitated congressional and public inquiries as to 
why the administration was preparing for war. these criticisms were silenced 
with the pearl Harbor attack and the German declaration of war. nonetheless, 
an infuriated roosevelt demanded that the FBi identify the source of this leak. 
FBi agents were unable to identify the source, with Hoover citing as the reason 
the carelessness of army officials when distributing seventy-five copies of this 
plan. Hoover nonetheless concluded that the source was a “high army officer” 
(General Albert Wedemeyer) and that the administration’s isolationist critics 
had access to this officer and to an army “group” that was “bitterly opposed to 
the president’s lend lease program, anti-nazi” policy.66

FBi officials thereupon sought to exploit the administration’s concerns to 
settle a score with the Chicago Tribune, having become incensed over Tribune 
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reporter Chesly manly’s article reporting that the FBi’s inept surveillance 
of Japanese consular officials in Hawaii had enabled the successful Japanese 
attack on pearl Harbor. Dismissing these criticisms as “gross fabrications” and 
a “malicious tissue of lies,” the FBi director urged Attorney General Biddle 
to convene “a Grand Jury proceeding” over the Tribune’s publication of the 
war-plans article. During these grand-jury proceedings, Hoover emphasized, 
department attorneys could question manly, as well as other staff members of 
the Chicago Tribune, New York Daily News, and Washington Times-Herald, 
“under oath as to their utterly inexcusable actions in securing and publishing” 
the war-plans document and at the same time question manly about his pearl 
Harbor article. “some measure” must be taken to “curb such ‘smear’ tactics,” 
the FBi director protested, adding that manly’s pearl Harbor article, and other 
articles critical of the FBi, were “a well planned ‘smear’ campaign” that would 
“continue and no doubt become intensified unless it is met and exposed for 
what it is.”67

Justice Department officials eventually decided to forego seeking an indict-
ment in the war-plans case. they did attempt, however, to indict Tribune offi-
cials for publishing, and reporter stanley Johnson for writing, another article 
in June 1942 containing “secret” information about Japanese naval strength 
in the pacific. the grand jury, however, refused to return an indictment in 
this case, as the jurors demanded that the government specify “what harm the 
publication [of the article] had done.” the u.s. navy Department refused to 
provide such evidence, fearing that disclosure even in a secret grand-jury ses-
sion could compromise “intelligence methods and the inferences that the Japs 
could draw” from the Tribune’s publication (that the united states had broken 
the Japanese code). this refusal forced the Justice Department to abandon this 
effort. Hoover, nonetheless, attempted to exploit this opportunity by poison-
ing the president’s mind about reporter Johnson’s character and loyalty. in a 
four-page report, the FBi director first recounted the history of the published 
article and then portrayed the Australian immigrant as a “heavy drinker” who 
had falsely claimed to have been an Australian Army officer and who, prior to 
immigrating to the united states and while a correspondent in europe, had 
close ties with German officials.68

Hoover further attempted to heighten president roosevelt’s antipathy 
toward the Tribune in this case by recounting the contents of a telegram that the 
Tribune’s publisher robert mcCormick sent to his paper’s Washington-based 
reporter Arthur Henning.69 in this telegram, mcCormick advised Henning that 
president roosevelt had intervened to settle a “violent disagreement” between 
the u.s. and British Army staffs over the dispatch of u.s. troops to “various 
foreign ports.” mcCormick further promised to send Henning a follow-up let-
ter “relative to this entire plan.” if mcCormick did send the promised follow-up 
letter, the FBi director apparently was unable to obtain a copy.70
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president roosevelt in any event welcomed such intelligence. personally 
offended by the criticisms of the isolationist and Fascist press, he frequently 
queried upon receipt of copies of these publications, “is anything being done 
about this?” or “i think that the FBi can run down things like this.” Criticizing 
“some” of the statements of pro-Fascist activists William pelley and Albert 
Kahn as “pretty close to being seditious,” he contended that “now that we are 
at war,” “it looks like a good chance to clean up a number of these vile publi-
cations.”71

Because Justice Department officials hesitated to prosecute the offending 
publications and their publishers, Hoover solicited the intercession of the 
White House by exploiting a march 1942 White House request for “action 
taken against publishers of seditious matter.” Although “much seditious 
writing and publishing is going on in the country,” Hoover advised White 
House aide stephen early that “his hands were tied by the Attorney General” 
and that “until some of the Attorney General’s instructions were changed his 
agents could not operate.” the FBi director then cited “case after case” where 
FBi agents “had been blocked by the Attorney General time and time again.” 
early reaffirmed the president’s “insistence” on “action on seditious cases” 
and instructed Hoover to inform the attorney general of roosevelt’s “desires.” 
Agreeing to “do this immediately,” Hoover cautioned that “it would be nec-
essary for the president to talk to the Attorney General before he [Hoover] 
would be permitted to act in these cases.” Within the week, roosevelt asked 
Biddle to “speak to me” about the matter of “seditious publications in the 
united states—the clear and present danger.”72

the attorney general did authorize prosecution, but only of pro-Fascist 
publications. nonetheless, bowing to this pressure, he ordered Justice Depart-
ment attorneys to conduct a “content analysis” of “selected” Chicago Tribune, 
New York Daily News, and New York Journal American editorials published 
since u.s. military involvement in World War ii “in terms of consistency and 
contradictions of manifest statements with respect to 16 major nazi radio 
themes.” the completed study concluded only that these newspapers were 
“critical” of some of the administration’s or its allies’ war policies and that 
“too few of the themes” in the sixteen selected nazi radio broadcasts “occur” 
in the editorials.73

A concern over the influence of press critics of his domestic- and for-
eign-policy decisions also underpinned an earlier, and politically explosive, 
request of roosevelt’s of July 1940. in this case, in an attempt to discredit an 
influential critic of the president’s recent foreign-policy initiatives, former 
republican president Herbert Hoover, Assistant secretary of state Adolf 
Berle on July 2, 1940, requested an FBi investigation of the former president. 
president roosevelt had learned from reporter marquis Childs, Berle con-
fided, “that while mr. Herbert Hoover and his former secretary, larry ritchey 
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[richey] were attending the republican national Convention in Chicago they 
addressed certain cablegrams to former premier [pierre] laval of France.” 
After describing laval as “the Fascist leader in France,” Berle claimed that 
Herbert Hoover’s and richey’s purpose was “to endeavor to obtain some 
statement from laval indicating that president roosevelt had made defi-
nite commitments to send men to France to fight for France in the present 
war.” the alleged overture to laval, Berle continued, was “subject to official 
inquiry,” because Herbert Hoover and richey had “injected themselves into 
international entre [sic] . . . and so related to the operation of the Federal 
Government.” FBi Director Hoover was thereupon asked to “determine what 
messages, if any, of the type were sent by mr. Hoover and mr. ritchey [sic] and 
what replies were received.”

Hoover honored this request and immediately specified how the investi-
gation was to be conducted. FBi agents checked “various trans-Atlantic com-
munications” but were unable to “disclose that any such messages were sent.” 
Berle was immediately “advised” of this failure.74

FBi officials, however, were not blind servants of the White House. 
indeed, their intelligence investigations reflected their own far more conserva-
tive conceptions of “subversive” threats, which extended even to monitoring 
the political activities and associations of First lady eleanor roosevelt. the 
political sensitivity of such operations, given the adverse consequences for 
Hoover’s tenure as FBi director, necessitated great caution to avert discovery. 
FBi officials, nonetheless, directly and indirectly, sought to learn about mrs. 
roosevelt’s political objectives and associations and, as important, to acquire 
derogatory personal information about the First lady, and, when appropriate 
and safe to do so, to utilize the accumulated information (really misinforma-
tion) to besmirch her personal character.

One such indirect effort involved an FBi break-in of the new york City 
headquarters of the American youth Congress (AyC). Formed in 1934 to 
lobby for legislation helpful to young Americans, the AyC eventually came to 
be dominated by radical activists. the idealism of its membership commanded 
mrs. roosevelt’s financial and moral support dating from the organization’s 
formation until mid-1940 (when the First lady broke with the AyC leadership 
over its strident opposition to her husband’s interventionist foreign policy). 
thus, when HuAC launched an investigation of the AyC in 1939, mrs. 
roosevelt personally attended its hearings to demonstrate her belief in the 
loyalty of the organization’s leaders. At times, she even invited AyC members 
to the White House to meet the president.

mrs. roosevelt’s relations with the AyC leadership became strained in 
the late 1940s owing to the AyC’s attacks on her husband’s foreign policy as 
promoting “war hysteria” and the organization’s opposition to the peacetime 
draft as an attempt to “Hitlerize” America. she nonetheless continued to sup-
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port the AyC financially until may 1941, when AyC leaders ignored her advice 
to denounce stalin as well as Hitler. By July 1941, she severed all ties with the 
organization.

Worried about her continued contact with AyC leaders, FBi officials 
approved a break-in in January 1942 of the AyC’s new york City headquar-
ters. mrs. roosevelt’s extensive correspondence with the organization’s leader-
ship was photocopied and duly forwarded to FBi headquarters in Washington, 
where, on receipt, FBi Director Hoover demanded, “these should be carefully 
reviewed & analyzed.” FBi officials complied, subsequently advising the FBi 
director that “the pertinent information [is] set forth in a blue memorandum 
for you.”75 When reporting this analysis to Hoover, FBi Assistant Director 
ladd remarked, “the attached material is identical with much of the previ-
ously received material,” confirming that this was not the first FBi break-in of 
AyC headquarters.76

FBi officials, again indirectly, willingly accepted from military intelligence 
Division (miD) officials politically explosive, if wholly inaccurate, informa-
tion about mrs. roosevelt’s alleged affair with Joseph lash. miD officials had 
acquired this misinformation in the course of an investigation of lash, an 
army recruit at the time and radical activist who during the 1930s as an AyC 
leader had developed and sustained a close personal relationship with mrs. 
roosevelt. An miD counterintelligence unit intensively monitored lash’s cur-
rent activities and associations during his assignment as an army trainee at 
Chanute Field (near urbana, illinois). this investigation, which began in Feb-
ruary 1943, intercepted his personal correspondence with mrs. roosevelt and 
his wife-to-be, trude pratt; wiretapped at least one of his conversations with 
mrs. roosevelt; monitored his march 5–7, 1943, meetings with mrs. roosevelt 
at the urbana-lincoln Hotel; monitored and bugged his meetings with pratt 
on march 12–14, 1943, at the urbana-lincoln Hotel, including photocopying 
their personal papers; and monitored his meeting with mrs. roosevelt at the 
Chicago Blackstone Hotel on march 27–28, 1943.

the miD unit’s interception of lash’s correspondence with mrs. roosevelt 
and pratt in February–march 1943 only intensified the concerns of miD offi-
cials. On the basis of this intercepted correspondence, Colonel paul Boyer, who 
headed the Chanute counterintelligence unit that monitored lash, advised his 
superior, Colonel John Bissell, of his concern over lash’s “subversive” objec-
tives, his interest in securing an officer’s commission, and mrs. roosevelt’s 
support for such a commission. the Chanute Field commander, Boyer further 
advised Bissell, was “anxious to remove” lash from the military base to fore-
stall this promotion and “would cooperate in any way to get [lash] another 
assignment,” adding that another district assistant chief of staff would also 
“cooperate to the fullest extent with this office in any handling of the case.” 
unfortunately, Boyer continued, his and Bissell’s plan to have lash arrested on 
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a “morals” charge (given their earlier discoveries of his sexual relations with 
pratt during their weekend tryst of march 12–14 and pratt’s existing marriage 
to another man, although she was in the process of obtaining a divorce) had 
been aborted. Boyer had learned that lash planned to meet pratt in Chicago 
over the weekend of April 3 and intended to arrange for the Chicago police to 
arrest him “with no complications whatever and in such a manner that there 
would be no publicity [about the military’s role]” and further that “it might 
be thought advisable to give the arrest sufficient publicity that e.r. [eleanor 
roosevelt] would not care to intercede in the matter.” Boyer then detailed the 
reason for this plan—lash’s intercepted correspondence with mrs. roosevelt 
indicated “a gigantic conspiracy participated by not only [lash] and trude 
pratt but also by e.r., [vice president Henry] Wallace, [treasury secretary] 
morgenthau, etc.” Boyer’s proposed plan was first aborted when lash’s April 
visit with pratt was delayed, but then it was not revived, as General George 
marshall disbanded the Boyer unit.

marshall’s order disbanding this unit had been triggered by mrs. roosevelt’s 
inadvertent discovery, on leaving the Blackstone Hotel in late march 1943, 
that miD agents had monitored her stay (having been so advised by hotel offi-
cials). upon returning to Washington, mrs. roosevelt protested this invasion 
of her privacy (having rejected even secret service protection) to White House 
aide Harry Hopkins, who, in turn, contacted General marshall. the general’s 
decision to disband this unit centered on its violation of miD’s delimitation 
agreement with the FBi (under which miD agents were barred from monitor-
ing civilian political activities). in addition, marshall ordered the destruction 
of this unit’s surveillance records.

rather than destroying the records of the unit’s surveillance of lash, and 
thus mrs. roosevelt, in December 1943, Colonel edgar Kibler (at the time 
the head of miD’s counterintelligence corps) advised George Burton (the 
FBi liaison to miD) that “powerful elements within or near the War Depart-
ment” had dismembered the military’s counterintelligence corps. president 
roosevelt, Kibler explained, had been told that a military counterintelligence 
unit had bugged mrs. roosevelt’s hotel room in Chicago, recording her sexu-
al affair with lash, and had immediately ordered that the corps be “wrecked”; 
that “anyone who knew about this case should be immediately relieved of his 
duties and sent to the south pacific for action against the Japs until they were 
killed”; that lash be sent “within ten hours” to an overseas combat post, and 
that Colonel Bissell (Kibler’s predecessor as head of the counterintelligence 
corps) be blackballed from promotion to lieutenant general.77 Burton read-
ily accepted from Kibler the unit’s surveillance records as well as Kibler’s 
misinformation (reported in his Do not File memorandum to FBi Assistant 
Director ladd) concerning a lash-roosevelt affair. Burton’s Do not File 
memorandum on this meeting and the miD surveillance reports were imme-
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diately forwarded to Hoover and were maintained in the FBi director’s secret 
office file.78

Because the reports were kept in nonrecord records (that is, neither seri-
alized nor indexed in the FBi’s central records system), FBi officials were in 
a position to exploit this misinformation when it was safe to do so. thus, 
when FBi Assistant Director nichols was approached by Waldrop (the edi-
tor of the militantly anti–new Deal Washington Times-Herald) in 1949 with 
the news that he was “on the trail of certain recordings that allegedly show 
an illicit relationship between lash and mrs. roosevelt” (miD officials had 
been quietly circulating this rumor), nichols purposely did not confirm the 
rumor; doing so would have required disclosing the FBi’s possession of the 
miD surveillance records. Again, in late 1950, Jack Anderson, an assistant to 
syndicated columnist pearson, based on a rumor that conservative republi-
can senator Arthur Watkins circulated, asked nichols whether the FBi had 
ever investigated the “roosevelt-lash incident.” “it is obvious,” nichols then 
concluded, “that Anderson probably has learned of the file from G-2 [miD] 
sources and from rumors which had been circulated in Washington.” nichols 
immediately directed FBi Assistant Director stanley tracy to ensure that the 
FBi’s possession of the military-surveillance records could not be discovered. 
After confirming that no such information was included in the FBi’s “main 
files” and that all FBi personnel knowledgeable about the receipt of the lash 
material (including secretaries in nichols’s and Hoover’s offices) were trust-
worthy, tracy was instructed to inform senator Watkins, and to have the 
senator so inform Anderson, that he “had checked at the FBi and FBi files do 
not contain79 any such information.”80

nichols’s wariness in 1949–1950 stemmed from the fact that the current 
president, truman, was a new Deal Democrat. FBi officials abandoned this 
caution, however, following eisenhower’s election to the presidency in novem-
ber 1952. the first opportunity to exploit this derogatory information occurred 
in early January 1953. At this time, George murphy and Francis Alstock, two of 
eisenhower’s campaign advisers, secured a meeting with nichols to brief the FBi 
assistant director about the president-elect’s intended senior appointments and 
interest in forging a cooperative relationship with the FBi. During this briefing, 
they advised the FBi assistant director that “the General [president-elect eisen-
hower] has a thorough distrust, distaste and dislike for eleanor [roosevelt] and 
told [secretary of state–designate John Foster] Dulles several times to get her 
out of the picture [as u.s. ambassador to the united nations].”

nichols responded by confidentially advising murphy and Alstock about 
the alleged roosevelt-lash affair. Conceding that “as long as eleanor was in 
the picture, she would not become the object of any Congressional investiga-
tion,” Alstock observed, “sooner or later there was going to be an investigation 
of her affair with Joe lash.”81
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mrs. roosevelt might have been gotten “out of the picture,” but FBi offi-
cials nonetheless continued to monitor her political activities during the 1950s 
(and report their findings to the eisenhower White House). then, on February 
2, 1954, nichols pointed out to FBi Director Hoover that president eisen-
hower might not “know of the furor that was caused in G-2 some years ago 
as the result of G-2’s investigation of Joe lash and his connections with mrs. 
roosevelt.” After summarizing the misinformation about the lash-roosevelt 
affair (based on Burton’s Do not File memo), nichols urged the FBi director 
to “consider mentioning this incident” to president eisenhower and explained 
why this might be timely: “Joe lash is a close friend of [New York Post editor] 
Jimmy Wechsler and the last word i had was that Joe lash was working for the 
New York Post which has been exceedingly critical of the president as well as of 
us. Wechsler, of course, is a kingpin in the Americans for Democratic Action 
along with mrs. roosevelt.”82

FBi officials, moreover, on their own sought to confirm the rumors of 
the lash-roosevelt affair (and another rumor about her alleged affair with 
her bodyguard and driver, earl miller). On the one hand, FBi agent thomas 
spencer was directed to confirm mrs. roosevelt’s affair with lash. spencer 
thereupon monitored mrs. roosevelt’s townhouse in new york City, dis-
creetly inquiring of the doorman about mrs. roosevelt’s relationship with 
lash. A second FBi agent was assigned to verify the rumor of mrs. roosevelt’s 
affair with miller. Wearing the uniform of a milk driver and driving the route 
in upstate new york where mrs. roosevelt resided, the disguised FBi agent 
brashly entered the residence to discover mrs. roosevelt in her housecoat hav-
ing breakfast with miller. FBi officials concluded in both cases that they had 
uncovered mrs. roosevelt’s sexual affairs.83

FBi officials sought similar information (or misinformation) about other 
liberal politicians, extending even to Democratic presidential nominee and 
illinois Governor Adlai stevenson.

senior FBi officials first became interested in stevenson in the late 1930s 
and early 1940s through agent reports about the young attorney and new 
Deal Democrat’s membership in or associations with various popular Front 
and other organizations considered to be “subversive.” that interest peaked 
in April 1952, triggered by an uncorroborated report about his alleged homo-
sexuality, an interest that continued for decades and that led to the retention 
of such misinformation in Hoover’s secret office file.

When the folder recording all derogatory personal and political informa-
tion about stevenson was first incorporated in Hoover’s secret office file in 
April 1952, the illinois governor had disavowed any interest in being con-
sidered for the 1952 Democratic presidential nomination (his name having 
circulated after president truman’s February 1952 announcement disavowing 
any interest in being renominated). no clear choice emerged during the ensu-
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ing primaries and state conventions, ensuring an open convention when the 
Democratic delegates assembled in Chicago in July. stevenson’s welcoming 
speech (as governor) electrified the convention, and a combination of liberal 
activists and the Chicago Democratic machine orchestrated a successful cam-
paign to draft him as the Democratic nominee. Agreeing to be formally nomi-
nated on July 24, stevenson won the support of a majority of the delegates the 
next day.

stevenson’s name had first surfaced in April as a possible Democratic 
presidential nominee. immediately Hoover’s aides—in what by then was a 
standard practice—prepared a “summary memorandum” recording whatever 
derogatory personal and political information that FBi agents had already 
compiled about the prominent Democrat. An updated “summary” was once 
again prepared in July, on the very day that stevenson won the Democratic 
nomination. this summary, however, included the homosexual allegation 
that had first been reported on April 17 (two weeks after the preparation of 
the April summary).

Hoover’s folder on stevenson continued to burgeon thereafter, particu-
larly when FBi officials either welcomed or sought to confirm allegations of 
stevenson’s homosexuality. in late november 1952, for example, former FBi 
agent C. robert love, in an unsolicited letter, informed Hoover that stevenson 
“was homosexual.” personally thanking love for his thoughtfulness in provid-
ing this intelligence, the FBi director added his letter to his ever-increasing 
file on stevenson. this file expanded in 1956, when the 1952 “summary” 
memorandum on stevenson was updated following the illinois governor’s 
renomination as the Democratic presidential nominee. then, when Ken-
nedy won election to the presidency in 1960 and appointed stevenson as un 
ambassador, FBi officials briefed key White House aides about stevenson’s 
alleged homosexuality. in December 1961, the derogatory comments about 
stevenson’s alleged homosexuality were supplemented by a report that the 
then un ambassador, during a visit to lima, peru, had taken a particular 
interest in the peruvian museum of Archeology’s “collection of highly porno-
graphic inca statuettes.”84

Because the contents of Hoover’s office file were not serialized or indexed 
in the FBi’s central records system, the FBi director (and his key aides) could 
truthfully deny that the FBi had investigated stevenson and maintained files 
containing derogatory information on his personal character, political views, 
and associations. this system proved essential at least on five occasions.

thus, when Democratic national Committee officials learned in August 
1952 that Guy Hottel, the FBi’s Washington sAC, was “spreading word that 
stevenson was a ‘queer’ [and] that the FBi had a file on him,” FBi officials 
squelched this story by formally interviewing Hottel and then preparing a report 
of his categorical denials of any knowledge of any FBi “file” on stevenson85 and 
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of having been present at the time and place when the rumored remark had 
been made. this report was immediately forwarded to Attorney General James 
mcGranery.86

the second and third occasions were potentially more serious. On January 
19, 1953, the last day of truman’s presidency, White House aide Donald Daw-
son contacted the FBi’s White House liaison and reported having “heard that 
the Bureau had investigated Adlai e. stevenson and desired to obtain copies 
of the reports.” On Hoover’s direct order, Dawson was told that “the Bureau 
had not conducted an investigation [of stevenson] in recent years and that, if 
it was desired, a further check would be made into old records.”87 Dawson did 
not press the issue and merely thanked the FBi liaison for “checking into this 
matter.” However, had he requested the further check, the FBi liaison would 
have told him that the FBi had investigated stevenson in 1937 at the time of 
his application for an appointment in the Justice Department.88

earlier, on August 29, 1952, FBi Assistant Director nichols briefed 
Hoover about his recent meeting with milt Hill, a former Washington-based 
reporter who had been hired by Arthur summerfield, the chair of the republi-
can national Committee, to (in nichols’s phrasing) “do the official republican 
biography of Governor stevenson.” Hill at this time briefed nichols about his 
recent meeting with Orval yarger, a former FBi agent who, after retiring from 
the FBi, obtained employment in the purchasing department of the state of 
illinois.

yarger had told him, Hill informed nichols, about derogatory informa-
tion about stevenson on the condition that he would not disclose his former 
association with the FBi. nichols and Hill then discussed how this information 
about alleged corruption and sexual “deviance” could be exploited. On the 
one hand, nichols dismissed Hill’s suggestion that the FBi investigate the cor-
ruption charges, pointing out that the u.s. attorneys “are Democrats.” they 
then discussed Hill’s report and solicitation of FBi confirmation that “some 
years ago . . . stevenson was arrested on a morals charge [in new york City], 
put up bond, and elected to forfeit,” and for this reason his wife had divorced 
him. Already aware of stevenson’s alleged homosexuality, nichols apparently 
assured Hill of the reasonableness of this rumor.89

Following eisenhower’s election, FBi officials, moreover, were more will-
ing to directly assist republican political operatives. thus, during the 1956 
presidential election, Deputy Attorney General rogers asked nichols in sep-
tember whether the FBi had a “criminal record” about an individual, whose 
name the FBi has withheld, who had given a picnic, attended by stevenson, 
at his Annandale, virginia, estate. nichols honored this request, but, because 
the FBi has withheld his two-and-a-half page report, it remains unclear what 
specific information was provided. then, in late October, Dorothy Donnelly, 
one of vice president nixon’s secretaries, asked nichols (on behalf of the vice 
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president) for background information about two of stevenson’s campaign 
aides, nixon having been told that they were or had been Communists. nich-
ols directed Donnelly to “check with the House Committee on un-American 
Activities” but concurrently had his aides prepare summary memoranda 
detailing whatever derogatory personal and political information that the 
FBi had compiled on the two individuals, which nichols apparently provided 
directly to the vice president (and not to his secretary). Hoover had earlier 
in December 1953 reported this background information about one of the 
two individuals, stevenson speechwriter and later secretary of labor Willard 
Wirtz, to White House aide Adams.90

FBi officials’ interest in collecting information about suspected homo-
sexuals, in any event, extended beyond prominent personalities, such as 
stevenson. this interest intensified during the cold war years, given the pre-
vailing conviction that homosexuals were potential security risks and that, as 
in the case of suspected Communists, they should be barred from government 
employment. significantly, the issue of “homosexuals in Government” first 
surfaced as a political issue in early 1950 as a by-product of senator Joseph 
mcCarthy’s dramatic emergence to national prominence when accusing the 
truman administration of knowingly harboring “Communists in the state 
Department.”

in late February 1950, the Democratic senate leadership had responded 
to senator mcCarthy’s claim to having evidence that eighty-one Communists 
were employed in the state Department by appointing a special committee, 
chaired by senator millard tydings, to investigate his claimed evidence. At the 
time, Democratic senators were confident that the Wisconsin senator could 
not substantiate his charges and that this inquiry would not only discredit 
mcCarthy but also in the process subvert a recent strategy of republican poli-
ticians that attributed the “fall” of China and the “loss” of eastern europe to 
the roosevelt and truman administrations’ “softness toward communism.”

prominent republicans (notably, republican national Committee Chair 
Guy Gabrielson, new york Governor thomas Dewey, and senate minority 
Whip Kenneth Wherry) did rise to mcCarthy’s defense in April–may 1950. 
they did so warily, at the same time seeking to distance the fortunes of the 
republican party from the irresponsible senator (it seemed at the time that 
mcCarthy could not sustain his charges). But they concurrently adopted a par-
allel line of attack—condemning as well the truman administration’s toler-
ance of “homosexuals in government.” Gabrielson, for one, pointedly claimed 
that “sex perverts who have infiltrated our government in recent years” were 
“perhaps as dangerous as the actual communists.” the truman administra-
tion, he further charged, had also sought to ensure that radio and newspaper 
commentators could not “adequately” present to the public “the facts” about 
this homosexual menace.
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the “homosexuals in government” charge was in reality as bogus as 
mcCarthy’s “communists in government.” the evidence consisted solely of 
state Department officials’ admission that ninety-one “sex perverts” had been 
fired since the establishment of the Federal employee loyalty program in 
1947 and the publicized speculation of a Washington, D.C., vice squad officer. 
Based on his experience, this officer had projected as a “quick guess,” during 
congressional testimony, that 3,500 “sex perverts” were employed in the fed-
eral bureaucracy, of whom 300 to 400 were state Department employees.91

to address this alleged security threat, the senate Democratic leadership 
in the late spring of 1950 authorized a companion investigation to evaluate 
this security threat. Chaired by north Carolina senator Clyde Hoey, this com-
mittee conducted its hearings in secret, given the delicacy of the matter, releas-
ing its findings in December 1950. the Hoey Committee’s final report decried 
the dangerous security problem that the employment of “sex perverts” posed, 
criticized federal officials for having failed to take “adequate steps to get these 
people out of government,” and recommended stricter screening measures 
to prevent their future employment. the findings, however, were not based 
on hard evidence. Committee members, in fact, conceded that they could 
not document the precise number of homosexual federal employees. the 
statistical section of the Hoey Committee’s report, moreover, suggested that 
the threat was minor at best: Only 574 of the 4,954 “sex perverts” uncovered 
since the inception of the Federal employee loyalty program in march 1947 
held civilian appointments, with the remaining 4,380 employed in the military 
(the vast majority of whom were inductees). no recent example of betrayal by 
a homosexual employee was cited. in effect discounting its own findings, the 
committee uncritically endorsed the unsupported claims of federal intelligence 
officials who categorically asserted that homosexual employees constituted a 
serious security threat, their “lack of emotional stability” and “weakness of 
their moral fiber” rendering them “susceptible to the blandishments of foreign 
espionage agents.”92

the Hoey Committee’s recommendation of more-effective screening 
procedures proved to be a godsend for FBi officials. FBi investigations would 
be required to identify applicant or incumbent homosexual employees. And 
an instituted screening program would permit FBi officials to use informa-
tion that FBi agents had already collected but until then could not have been 
otherwise used, insofar as homosexuality was not a federal crime. indeed, 
well before 1950 (in fact, beginning in 1937), FBi agents had begun compiling 
reports about alleged homosexuals, although FBi officials responded differ-
ently, depending on the subjects of the allegations.

in those cases when learning of rumors that FBi Director Hoover was 
homosexual, FBi agents were required to identify the purveyor of these rumors 
to their superiors (who, in turn, alerted Hoover), no matter how nebulous or 
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even if the rumor was never publicly disseminated (because, for example, gos-
sipy commentary at private bridge club or dinner parties). FBi agents had to 
take this reporting requirement seriously. their failure to do so could result 
in severe reprimands, should Hoover learn of their derelictions. Agents would 
then visit Hoover’s accuser, demand documentation of the allegation, and 
adopt intimidation tactics, such as threatening bodily harm or a libel suit.93

in contrast, FBi agents automatically reported all other homosexual alle-
gations without establishing their validity, and their uncorroborated reports 
were incorporated in the individual’s case file. no follow-up attempt was gen-
erally made to verify the allegation. moreover, such allegations were routinely 
cited whenever FBi officials prepared summaries about the individual (for 
example, for submission to a loyalty review board or in response to a White 
House inquiry). the exceptional case of senator Henry Cabot lodge, Jr., high-
lights this indifference to accuracy. An incredible november 1950 allegation 
of lodge’s homosexuality was automatically cited in prepared summaries on 
lodge until December 1952. then, because president-elect eisenhower had 
requested an FBi security check on lodge prior to nominating him as u.s. 
ambassador to the united nations, senior FBi officials for the first time evalu-
ated the validity of this allegation included in an FBi summary on lodge. A 
cursory inquiry confirmed its falseness, and, in this case, the allegation was not 
included in the FBi report submitted to eisenhower. FBi officials could not 
risk disclosing to the new president that FBi files contained often unsubstanti-
ated or derogatory personal information.94

this practice of collecting and maintaining derogatory personal informa-
tion about suspected homosexuals as a matter of course was not purposeless. 
FBi officials recognized the value of such information, given the prevailing 
homophobia. not surprisingly, then, FBi Director Hoover moved quickly 
to exploit the publicity that the public release of the Hoey Committee report 
triggered. in April 1951 testimony before a House appropriations subcom-
mittee, Hoover cited the FBi’s expanded investigative responsibilities under 
the Federal employee loyalty program to justify the FBi’s increased funding 
request. “Derogatory information,” he then asserted, had been uncovered on 
14,484 of the 3,225,000 incumbent and applicant federal employees, and since 
April 1950 FBi investigations had identified 406 “sex deviates” in government 
service.95

then, on June 20, 1951, the FBi director purposefully exploited this new 
security opportunity and instituted a code-named sex Deviate program “for 
forwarding information concerning allegations [of homosexuality] concerning 
present and past employees of any branch of the united states government.” 
under this program, FBi officials disseminated information about identified 
“sex deviates” to the various federal agency loyalty boards; to the White House; 
to “specific individuals” in both houses of Congress, the library of Congress, 
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the Government Accounting Office, the Government printing Office, and the 
Botanical Gardens; and to “specified individuals” in the judiciary.

to fulfill this dissemination objective, FBi officials devised an efficient 
retrieval system to ensure that no reported instance of homosexuality would 
be lost in the FBi’s massive case files. A special sex Deviate index-card file was 
created that listed all alleged homosexuals, their current occupations, and the 
file numbers of the reports upon which the listings of the individuals had been 
based. to ensure that the FBi’s interest in and dissemination of information 
about homosexuality could not be discovered, this special index-card file was 
maintained separate from official FBi records—permitting FBi officials to 
deny, truthfully, that the FBi’s “central records system” included any record of 
the FBi’s monitoring of illicit but noncriminal sexual activities.

When creating the sex Deviate program, Hoover’s original purpose had 
been to identify homosexual government employees. the program almost 
immediately expanded to include compiling and indexing such information 
about individuals who were not federal employees—such as illinois Governor 
stevenson and Bradley university president David Owen. FBi officials were 
soon emboldened to use the acquired information. An extant October 28, 
1954, FBi memo, for example, records that “in appropriate instances where 
the best interests of the Bureau is served, information concerning sex deviates 
employed either by institutions of higher learning or law enforcement agencies 
is disseminated to proper officials of such organizations.” this memo recounts 
two occasions when Hoover “instructed” his key aides to “confidentially make 
available to George Washington university information concerning sex devi-
ates or communists employed as teachers there” and “confidentially” to advise 
a “contact” at new york university “as to sex deviate practices of an instructor 
who was involved in the police training Field.”96



7
Ignoring the Lessons  
of the Cold War

Secrecy had enabled Federal Bureau of investigation (FBi) officials 
(and, as well, those of the Central intelligence Agency [CiA] and the 
national security Agency [nsA]) to avoid public scrutiny of their 

abuses of power throughout the World War ii and cold war years. this 
success in avoiding accountability seemingly ended in the early 1970s. 
the lyndon Johnson and richard nixon administrations’ conduct of 
the vietnam War had increased public skepticism about the wisdom of 
deferring to presidential national-security claims and provoked an atten-
dant questioning about the role of the u.s. intelligence agencies. then, a 
cascading series of developments in the early 1970s combined to finally 
breach the wall of secrecy that had heretofore shrouded White House, 
FBi, CiA, and nsA operations. the first of these involved the discovery in 
1970 that FBi agents had monitored those attending and planning earth 
Day rallies, followed by the public release of thousands of pages of FBi 
records illegally obtained by radical activists through a break-in of the 
FBi’s resident agency in media, pennsylvania. the widespread dissemina-
tion of these pilfered FBi records in turn led to nBC correspondent Carl 
stern’s successful Freedom of information Act (FOiA) suit that brought 
about the release of the FBi’s now-infamous COintelprO records. these 
records confirmed that FBi agents, with the approval of senior officials at 
FBi headquarters, had harassed and disrupted radical organizations and 
their adherents. the subsequent special senate committee inquiry of 
1973 into the Watergate break-in and resultant uncovering of the nixon 
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White House cover-up added a further dimension—the nixon White House 
had secretly exploited the resources of the FBi and the CiA for political pur-
poses, with White House and intelligence-agency officials willingly resorting 
to illegal investigative techniques. this evolving scandal culminated with 
the publication in December 1974 of seymour Hersh’s front page New York 
Times expose of the CiA’s massive and illegal domestic-surveillance program, 
Operation mHCHAOs, and then Attorney General edward levi’s disclosure 
during February 1975 testimony before a House Judiciary subcommittee 
that former FBi Director J. edgar Hoover had maintained a secret office 
file containing dossiers on the personal and political activities of prominent 
Americans, including members of Congress.

in response, in 1975, the House and senate created special committees 
(the so-called Church and pike Committees) to investigate FBi, CiA, and nsA 
operations and their White House relationships. For the first time, congres-
sional committees obtained unprecedented access to the heretofore secret 
records of the u.s. intelligence agencies, many of which had been created on 
the premise that they would forever remain secret. these records documented 
the FBi’s widespread abuses of power dating from the mid-1930s:1 the exten-
sive use of illegal investigative techniques, the monitoring of the personal and 
political activities of liberal and radical activists (notably, prominent civil-
rights leader martin luther King, Jr.), and the implementation of the code-
named COintelprO program to “harass, disrupt, and discredit” targeted 
organizations and their members.

the House and senate committees, however, failed to explore the record 
of FBi counterintelligence operations (the ostensible reason for the FBi’s shift 
from law enforcement to intelligence and for the secret authorization of illegal 
investigative techniques). For one, despite having closely monitored soviet 
agents stationed in the united states (as consular, embassy, or press officials 
or employees of the soviet trading corporation, Amtorg) and having massively 
monitored members of the u.s. Communist party (with the use of illegal 
investigative techniques—wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, and mail opening), FBi 
agents nonetheless failed to uncover soviet atomic and industrial espionage 
operations during World War ii. these included the espionage activities of 
Justice Department employee Judith Coplon; of four individuals employed at 
the manhattan atomic bomb project, George Koval and russell mcnutt (at 
Oak ridge, tennessee), David Greenglass and theodore Hall (at los Alamos, 
new mexico), and their recruiters or collaborators Julius rosenberg, Harry 
Gold, saville sax, and lona Cohen; of employees in private defense indus-
tries having government military contracts, notably rosenberg, Joel Barr, 
and Alfred sarant; and of employees in sensitive government offices, notably 
nathan silvermaster, victor perlo, Harry Dexter White, and Alger Hiss.

the after-the-fact discoveries of these espionage activities in late 1945–
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1950, some of which had been conducted during the 1930s and others in 
1944–1945 (in Coplon’s case, continuing until her arrest in 1949), moreover, 
was due less to FBi investigations than to simple good luck: in the cases of 
silvermaster, perlo, White, and Hiss, to the defections of former Communist 
couriers elizabeth Bentley and Whittaker Chambers; and in the cases of Cop-
lon, rosenberg, Greenglass, Hall, sax, Barr, and sarant, to the skill of military 
intelligence agents in deciphering intercepted soviet consular messages.2

Despite commanding intrusive and illegal surveillance powers, FBi agents 
had failed to uncover the above-listed soviet espionage operations. in part, this 
failure was due to the professionalism of the soviet agents, who had adopted 
well-crafted methods to preclude discovery. After all, spies (and terrorists) 
assume that they are being closely monitored and their communications 
intercepted. this failure was also the inevitable consequence of the key prem-
ise governing FBi “intelligence” operations—that monitoring the political 
associations and labor-union and civil-rights activities of liberal and radical 
activists (suspected as “subversives”) could lead to the discovery of potential 
spies or saboteurs. FBi intelligence investigations predictably focused on 
prominent Communists (and their liberal and radical associates) because of 
these activists’ public efforts to influence public opinion. in the process, FBi 
agents missed recruited spies who purposefully distanced themselves from the 
Communist party.3

more important, FBi intelligence investigations were never confined to 
soviet agents and their recruited spies. instead, FBi agents monitored the 
personal and political activities of prominent Americans (First lady eleanor 
roosevelt, illinois Governor and Democratic presidential nominee Adlai ste-
venson, and naval ensign/u.s. Congressman/u.s. senator/Democratic presi-
dent John Kennedy). Furthermore, although FBi officials during the World 
War ii and cold war eras might have had a legitimate interest in monitoring 
employees in defense industries or in the federal bureaucracy whom soviet 
agents might attempt to recruit as spies, one of their most intensive investiga-
tions of the World War ii era centered on the motion-picture industry. their 
purpose in investigating suspected “subversive” Hollywood employees was 
based on the fear that Communists might influence the political culture. this 
concern also underpinned the FBi’s monitoring of reporters and editors (Har-
rison salisbury, inga Arvad, stanley Johnson, Joseph patterson) and writers 
(e.g., max lowenthal, purposely targeted because he authored a critical history 
of the FBi).

FBi officials, moreover, did not simply amass information about the per-
sonal and political activities of suspect Americans. purposefully establishing 
informal (or in some cases formal) liaison relations with reliable reporters 
(Don Whitehead), members of Congress (senator Joseph mcCarthy, Congress-
man nixon), governors, and congressional committees (House Committee on 
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un-American Activities [HuAC], senate internal security subcommittee), 
they leaked derogatory personal and political information to these witting 
allies. their purpose was to promote and sustain a militant anti-Communist 
politics—in extreme cases, they even willingly advanced the partisan interests 
of conservative republicans and a liberal Democratic president (in one case, 
targeting Democratic presidential nominee stevenson, and in another, former 
republican president Herbert Hoover).

the same excesses and political considerations underpinned at least five 
known CiA and nsA illegal surveillance programs. under the code-named 
HtlinGuAl mail program, CiA officers photographed 2,705,726 envelopes 
and copied the names and addresses from an additional 389,324 envelopes, 
while opening and photographing the contents of 215,820 letters. the subjects 
of the intercepted letters included senators Frank Church and edward Ken-
nedy, a (name withheld) u.s. congressman, edward Albee, John steinbeck, 
American Friends service Committee, Federation of American scientists, 
students for a Democratic society, student non-violent Coordinating Com-
mittee, and Americans who frequently traveled to the soviet union (including 
one member of the rockefeller family). CiA officials then created a database 
listing the names of 1.5 million suspected “subversives.” under the code-named 
mHCHAOs domestic-surveillance program, CiA officers compiled files on 
7,500 activists and indexed the names of an estimated 300,000 political activists. 
under project mockingbird, CiA officers monitored, including wiretapping, 
syndicated columnists robert Allen and paul scott. this program failed to 
identify the source of the leaked classified information. nonetheless, CiA offi-
cials deemed this operation “very productive” in that the wiretaps intercepted 
the columnists’ conversations with twelve u.s. senators and six u.s. congress-
men. under the nsA’s Operation minAret, the international communica-
tions of 1,030 u.s. citizens and organizations and 2,400 foreign citizens were 
intercepted, and 1,900 reports were prepared for the FBi and the CiA based on 
these intercepts. A partial list of the subjects of these intercepts includes Jane 
Fonda; Joan Baez; Dr. Benjamin spock; the reverend martin luther King, 
Jr.; the reverend David Abernathy; eldridge Cleaver; Abbie Hoffman; and 
David Dellinger. And although Army security Agency (AsA) analysts under 
Operation sHAmrOCK had originally intercepted telegrams sent to the soviet 
union and soviet satellite countries, over time, the nsA (AsA’s successor) 
began to extract as well the telegrams of u.s. citizens. the massive number 
of the intercepted telegrams necessitated their regular destruction, for house-
keeping reasons. nonetheless, in 1975, nsA officials admitted to the Church 
Committee that during the last two to three years of this program’s operation, 
nsA analysts had reviewed approximately 150,000 telegrams monthly.4

Assessing these widespread abuses of power, the Church Committee 
concluded that the principal reason for their occurrence was that the “checks 
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and balances designed by the framers of the Constitution to assure account-
ability have not been applied.” Committee members singled out the exclusive 
role of executive branch officials in defining the scope and purpose of FBi 
operations and their attendant reliance on secrecy to undermine congressional 
oversight and accordingly proposed a series of needed reforms. their prin-
cipal recommendations involved enactment of “a comprehensive legislative 
charter defining and controlling the domestic security activities of the Federal 
Government” and creation of “permanent intelligence oversight” commit-
tees. legislative charters, committee members explained, “should provide the 
exclusive legal authority for domestic security activities.”5

the senate did enact one of these recommendations, when establishing 
in may 1976 a permanent senate select Committee on intelligence (with the 
House following suit in July 1977) to oversee the foreign-intelligence and 
counterintelligence activities of the u.s. intelligence community. responsibil-
ity to oversee FBi domestic-intelligence operations remained within the prov-
ince of the House and senate Judiciary Committees and henceforth became a 
more important priority.6

the Church and pike Committees’ dramatic revelations had seemingly 
catalyzed a broad consensus that Congress should enact legislative charters 
for the intelligence agencies rather than defer to the executive branch. none-
theless, this consensus masked fundamental differences between liberals and 
conservatives over whether such charters should proscribe the limits of the 
authority of the intelligence agencies (specifying what was permissible and 
forbidden) or should merely define the parameters of each agency’s authority, 
leaving to the president or the attorney general the discretion to issue specific 
guidelines.

in February 1978, after lengthy deliberations, senator Walter Huddleston 
convened public hearings on a massive bill, s. 2525, that was intended to 
impose effective controls over the foreign-intelligence and counterintelligence 
operations of the u.s. intelligence agencies and to ensure that Congress could 
meet its oversight responsibilities by defining by law the conduct of intel-
ligence investigations within the united states. senator Kennedy introduced 
a companion bill, s. 1612, in July 1979 to define the permissible domestic-
surveillance activities of the FBi and to ensure more-effective executive and 
legislative oversight over FBi operations.7

neither s. 2525 nor s. 1612, however, was enacted. the soviet invasion 
of Afghanistan and the seizure of u.s. embassy personnel in teheran by 
iranian militants in October–november 1979 contributed to a radically dif-
ferent political climate, captured in republican presidential nominee ronald 
reagan’s 1980 campaign for the presidency. tapping into widespread public 
dissatisfaction over the twin economic problems of high inflation and high 
unemployment, candidate reagan also called for a sharp increase in defense 
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spending to meet the soviet threat and the “unleashing” of the intelligence 
agencies. His election to the presidency in 1980 spelled the death knell for 
the legislative charter reform initiative. the sole legislative restriction on FBi 
intelligence operations (as well as those of the nsA) thus became the 1978 
Foreign intelligence surveillance Act.

the catalyst to this legislation was a series of recent disclosures: first, 
president nixon’s claimed absolute authority to conduct “national-security” 
wiretaps (a claim that the supreme Court struck down in June 1972 in U.S. 
v. U.S. District Court); then, the FBi’s wiretapping (at the behest of the nixon 
White House) of prominent reporters and White House and nsC aides 
between 1969–1971; and finally, the nsA’s Operation minAret program. to 
preclude future abuses, the act specifically distinguished between “domestic-
security” and “foreign-intelligence” electronic surveillance and required that 
any interception during a “foreign-intelligence” investigation of “u.s. persons 
who are in the united states” must be approved in advance (although in cam-
era) by a specially established court based on the “certification” that the target 
was either a “foreign power,” “an entity directed and controlled by a foreign 
government,” or “an agent of a foreign power.” this special court, however, 
was not empowered to determine either the necessity or the propriety of the 
proposed interception, only that the government certification established a 
“foreign” connection. the act, moreover, contained an emergency-exemption 
exception, permitting such interceptions for twenty-four hours, after which 
court approval was required.8

Despite the furor that the revelations of past widespread abuses of power 
created, the sole restrictions on FBi “domestic-security” operations (beyond 
electronic eavesdropping) instituted in the aftermath of the Church and 
pike Committees’ revelations were imposed (and thus could be rescinded) 
by the executive branch. Originally intended as a temporary measure until 
an expected FBi charter law was finally approved, Attorney General levi in 
march 1976 issued new FBi investigative guidelines. His guidelines addressed 
the two recently exposed sources of past FBi abuses—FBi officials’ unilateral 
and broad definition of “subversive” threats and senior Justice Department 
officials’ failure (or unwillingness) to meet their oversight responsibilities. 
levi’s guidelines thus rejected what had heretofore been the exclusive role of 
senior FBi officials in defining the targets of FBi “domestic-security” investi-
gations. such investigations henceforth would be divided into two categories: 
“preliminary” and “full.” FBi officials could initiate “preliminary” investiga-
tions based on “allegations or other information that an individual or group 
may be engaged in activities which involve or will involve the use of force or 
violence and which involve or will involve the violation of federal law.” such 
investigations were limited to ninety days in duration and were to be confined 
to verifying or refuting the allegations. A “full” investigation, in contrast, 
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could be initiated only if, at the onset or during a “preliminary” investiga-
tion, information was obtained that met a probable violation of criminal law 
standard—“on the basis of specific and articulable facts given reason to believe 
that an individual or group is or may be engaged in activities which involve 
the use of force or violence and which involve or will involve the violation of 
federal law.”

As important, Attorney General levi required Justice Department officials 
to supervise FBi intelligence investigations, reversing the earlier deference of 
previous attorneys general. Department officials would have to determine that 
the investigation complied with these standards and had to review “the results 
of full investigations at least annually and . . . determine in writing whether 
continued investigation was warranted.”9

Attorney General levi concurrently issued secret guidelines to govern FBi 
“foreign-counterintelligence” investigations.10 A foreign-intelligence investi-
gation could be initiated only if an agent had “reasonable suspicion” that the 
intended subject (whether a u.s. citizen or alien resident) “was a conscious 
member of a hostile foreign intelligence network, and [the FBi agent] could 
seek approval for electronic surveillance if there was probable cause that the 
[subject’s] activities involved clandestine transmission of information to a 
hostile intelligence service.”11

the levi guidelines, however, immediately encountered studied opposi-
tion from FBi officials and leading congressional conservatives. indeed, in 
march 1979, the pittsburgh special Agent in Charge (sAC) protested that his 
office’s investigation of the radical revolutionary Communist party (rCp) had 
uncovered no evidence of the group’s resorting to “force or violence . . . or the 
violation of Federal law . . . for the purpose of overthrowing the Government.” 
“newly surfaced” rCp activities, he argued, citing demonstrations against the 
iranian government, underscored the need to modify the levi guidelines to 
permit a “domestic-security” investigation of this group. the rCp’s recent 
abstention from violence, the pittsburgh sAC contended, was likely to be 
temporary: “such periods of quiescence followed by acts of violence or other 
activities which violate u.s. law or the u.s. Constitution are not uncommon 
for the Communist party organizations, and . . . provisions for such activity 
should be made in the Attorney General’s guidelines to cover such situations 
prior to violent and/or detrimental reactivations of such organizations.”12

upon assuming office in 1981, the reagan administration moved quickly 
to address this alleged problem. During June 24, 1982, testimony before the 
senate subcommittee on security and terrorism, FBi Director William Web-
ster disclosed that the Justice Department was currently reviewing the levi 
guidelines. these guidelines required revision, Webster asserted, to enable 
FBi agents to investigate “terrorist groups” that are “no different from other 
criminal enterprises.” senator Jeremiah Denton, the chair of the subcommit-
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tee, welcomed the forthcoming revisions, confident that FBi agents would be 
permitted to investigate radical organizations, such as the national lawyers 
Guild, socialist Workers party, Weather underground, and progressive labor 
party.13

On march 7, 1983, new, more permissive guidelines were issued to govern 
FBi “domestic security/terrorism investigations.” Abandoning the probable 
cause standard, Attorney General William French smith authorized such 
investigations “when the facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that two 
or more persons are engaged in an enterprise [to further] political or social 
goals wholly or in part through activities that involve force or violence and a 
violation of the criminal laws of the united states.” FBi agents should “antici-
pate or prevent crime” and could initiate investigations based on statements 
that “advocate criminal activity or indicate an apparent intent to engage in 
crime, particularly crimes of violence.” the FBi director or a designated FBi 
assistant director could authorize “domestic security/terrorism” investigations 
for a one-hundred-eighty-day period, which could then be reauthorized every 
one hundred eighty days. smith also abandoned levi’s requirement that the 
Department of Justice review FBi intelligence investigations at least annually 
and “determine in writing whether continued investigation is warranted.” 
FBi officials only had to “notify” the Justice Department’s Office of intelli-
gence policy and review whenever initiating a “domestic security/terrorism” 
investigation. this office would only review the results of such investigations 
annually but would not have to determine in writing that continued investiga-
tion was warranted. the attorney general’s oversight role, moreover, became 
discretionary—“may, as he deems necessary request the FBi to prepare a 
report on the status of the investigation.”14

the institution of executive or legislative changes in the succeeding decades 
further undermined the limited restrictions that had been imposed during the 
1970s. thus, on the eve of the 9/11 terrorist attack, FBi officials already com-
manded broad, legal powers to monitor suspected terrorists, whether under 
the smith guidelines, the 1968 Crime Control Act and safe streets Act, the 
1978 Foreign intelligence surveillance Act, or the 1996 Anti-terrorism and 
effective Death penalty Act. moreover, dating from the 1980s and intensified 
during the 1990s, counterterrorism became a major FBi priority (confirmed 
by the establishment of special radical Fundamentalist and usama Bin laden 
units in 1994 and 1999, respectively). indeed, in August 2001, the month 
before the 9/11 attack, the FBi was “currently conducting approximately 70 
full field investigations that it considers Bin laden-related.”15

nonetheless, despite these expanded powers, FBi agents failed to meet their 
counterintelligence responsibilities, in this case to anticipate the 9/11 attack. 
rather than confronting the reality of limited capability and the inherently polit-
ically motivated character of intelligence investigations, the George W. Bush 
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administration attributed the surprise attack of 9/11 to a failure of resources. 
As with the Franklin roosevelt administration in 1936 and subsequent cold 
war presidents, a perceived internal security threat once again led to the fur-
ther expansion of the FBi’s political-surveillance authority.

At a joint press conference with FBi Director robert mueller iii in may 
2002, Attorney General John Ashcroft publicly announced that the FBi hence-
forth would adopt a more aggressive approach. His announcement glossed 
over the reality that FBi agents, since 1936 and reaffirmed under the smith 
guidelines, had been conducting noncriminal “intelligence” investigations. His 
new FBi investigative guidelines, Ashcroft nonetheless claimed, would effect a 
change in the FBi’s culture from that of a law-enforcement and reactive agency 
to one that would be proactive and preventative (language nearly identical to 
that privately used fifty years earlier). FBi field offices would have greater lee-
way to initiate counterterrorism investigations, with specially trained agents 
becoming more “vigilant in detecting terrorist activities to the full extent 
permitted by the law with an eye toward early intervention and prosecution 
of acts of terrorism before they occur” to put “prevention above all else.” As 
FBi agents were already empowered first under roosevelt’s 1936 directive and 
then under the smith guidelines to be proactive and preventative, the main 
changes Ashcroft introduced merely allowed agents to initiate and continue 
investigations without seeking advance clearance from FBi headquarters and 
to monitor public meetings (mosques in particular).16

An indifference to the history of FBi intelligence investigations underlay 
the public’s and Congress’s acceptance of this “new” approach. Capital-
izing on this consensus, in late september 2008, Attorney General michael 
mukasey announced new FBi “domestic” operations guidelines. these 
changes, mukasey claimed, would address the different reality that the 9/11 
terrorist attack exposed by establishing a “consistent policy” and effecting a 
“more complete integration and harmonization of standards” while remain-
ing “consistent with the Constitution and laws of the united states.” Contrary 
to this benign description, however, FBi agents were explicitly encouraged to 
move beyond law enforcement to “prevent” or “protect” against crime and 
national-security threats—in the latter case, to avert as well “violations (or 
potential violations) of federal criminal laws.” in another key provision, FBi 
officials were invited to resume earlier World War ii and cold war practices of 
serving as the political-intelligence arm of the White House. indeed, mukasey 
demanded that FBi “collection activities become more flexible, more proac-
tive, and more efficient” to increase an administration’s acquisition of infor-
mation about its political critics.

the “expanded” and “better integrated” FBi investigations, mukasey main-
tained, would be conducted in a “lawful and reasonable manner” and would 
avoid “unnecessary intrusions into the lives of law abiding people.” the attor-
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ney general, however, never defined what would be “reasonable” or “unnec-
essary,” leaving that determination to the discretion of FBi agents and their 
supervisors. Furthermore, information “incidentally obtained” in the course of 
an authorized investigation that might fall outside the FBi’s “areas of primary 
investigative responsibility” could be retained and disseminated to “responsible 
authorities in other agencies or jurisdictions.”17

mukasey’s directive that FBi agents be “more flexible, more proactive, 
and more efficient” inevitably invited the adoption once again of ideologi-
cal criteria, now to identify suspected terrorists based on their militancy or 
suspect associations—all the more so, given the attorney general’s further 
admonition that collection activities should extend “beyond federal crimes” to 
include a “broader range of matters relating to foreign powers, organizations, 
or persons that may be of interest to the conduct of foreign affairs.” mukasey 
even conceded that such investigations “may concern lawful activities.” And 
although urging FBi agents to employ the “least intrusive methods,” the attor-
ney general left the “choice of methods [to be] a matter of judgment,” adding 
that agents “should not hesitate to use all lawful methods consistent with the 
Guidelines, even if intrusive, where the degree of intrusiveness is warranted in 
light of the seriousness” of the threat. Agents could launch investigations on 
the basis of “allegations or other information concerning crimes or threats to 
the national security,” in which case the agent “may engage in otherwise illegal 
activity that could be authorized” (under the guidelines) “if necessary to meet 
an immediate threat to the safety of persons or property, or to the national 
security, or to prevent compromising of an investigation or the loss of a sig-
nificant investigative opportunity.”

Despite the broad scope and permissiveness of his guidelines, the attorney 
general did not institute strict oversight procedures to deter zealous agents 
from abusing this authority. Oversight responsibility was instead vested in the 
heads of FBi field offices (sACs), with senior FBi officials at FBi headquarters 
playing secondary and senior Justice Department officials peripheral roles 
(in the latter case confined to reviewing an already conducted investigation). 
senior Justice Department officials, moreover, were not required to certify 
in writing that an investigation was warranted and complied with the guide-
lines.

Authorized investigations fell into two broad categories: “assessments” 
and “predicated,” with the latter further subdivided into “preliminary” and 
“full.” sACs alone would supervise assessments (to seek information about 
or to “prevent or protect” against crimes or national-security threats or to 
identify potential targets or sources). sACs alone would authorize preliminary 
investigations (initiated on “the basis of information or allegations” of crime 
or national-security threat). And sACs alone would authorize full investiga-
tions (initiated on an “articulable factual basis” of a crime or national-security 
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threat or to acquire foreign-intelligence information) and “notify” FBi head-
quarters and the u.s. attorney (or “other appropriate” Justice Department 
official[s]) only when a “sensitive matter” was involved, in which case the 
Justice Department’s national security Division would have to be notified 
“as soon as practicable but no later than 30 days” after the inception of this 
investigation. last, FBi headquarters and the Justice Department’s national 
Defense Division would review and approve only those FBi investigations 
involving “religious or political organizations” that concerned “threats to the 
national security or foreign intelligence.”

the mukasey guidelines in effect (if not purpose) invited FBi agents to 
resume monitoring political and personal activities18 and furthermore encour-
aged the sharing of information obtained through “foreign-intelligence” 
investigations with the White House (and other u.s. intelligence agencies), a 
requirement that seems benign and responsible. mukasey’s further proviso, 
however, conveys a broader purpose that is reminiscent of the FBi’s earlier 
service as the political-intelligence arm of the White House. “Compromis-
ing information concerning domestic officials or political organizations, or 
information concerning u.s. persons intended to affect the political process 
in the united states” was to be disseminated to the White House. mukasey’s 
stipulation that such dissemination would require the “approval of the Attor-
ney General based on a determination that such dissemination is needed for 
foreign intelligence purposes, for the purpose of protecting against interna-
tional terrorism, or other threats to the national security, for the conduct of 
foreign affairs” seems less restrictive in light of the known actions of president 
Bush’s attorneys general (Ashcroft and Alberto Gonzalez) and some of their 
cold war predecessors as well as the fact that such determinations would be 
made in secret.19

the underlying indifference to the rule of law and the basic premise that 
FBi surveillance activities need not comply with legislative restrictions had 
also determined the secret rulings of 2001–2007 of senior Bush White House 
and Justice Department officials. in sharp contrast to the secret rulings of 
FBi officials during the World War ii and cold war eras when these officials 
privately conceded that break-ins were “clearly illegal” and that information 
obtained through wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, and mail opening came from 
“sources illegal in nature,” Justice Department officials (John yoo, Jay Bybee, 
steven Bradbury) in their secret rulings of 2001–2007 offered tendentious 
interpretations of presidential and congressional powers as permitting inter-
rogation, detention, and electronic-surveillance practices that violated various 
domestic laws and international treaties. the shoddiness of their legal rulings 
led attorneys in the Justice Department’s Office of professional responsibility 
(Opr) to launch an investigation in 2004 to ascertain whether these Justice 
Department officials, when rendering these rulings, had violated the ethical 
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and professional standards of the legal profession.20 this inquiry was tempo-
rarily aborted, senior Bush Administration officials having refused to grant 
Opr attorneys the necessary security clearances to review relevant classified 
records.

eventually granted clearance, Opr attorneys completed their investiga-
tion in December 2008. their report, however, was not publicized until may 
2009, owing to Attorney General mukasey’s insistence on allowing Bybee and 
yoo the right to respond to Opr’s findings and recommendations. in their 
final report of July 29, 2009, Opr attorneys concluded that Bybee and yoo 
had “committed professional misconduct” (in yoo’s case “intentional profes-
sional misconduct”) and had acted in “disregard” (in Bybee’s case “reckless 
disregard”) of their duties to “exercise independent legal judgment and render 
thorough, objective and candid legal advice” when rendering their rulings on 
interrogation practices. yoo’s and Bybee’s rulings, Opr attorneys continued, 
had ignored legal precedents and were slipshod and “seriously deficient,” 
with aspects constituting “errors, omissions, misstatements, and illogical 
conclusions.” the “cumulative effect” of their legal deficiencies compromised 
the “thoroughness, objectivity and candor” of their legal advice. rejecting a 
defense based on the need to consider the critical situation following the 9/11 
terrorist attacks, Opr attorneys instead contended that “situations of great 
stress, danger, and fear do not relieve departmental attorneys of their duty to 
provide thorough, objective, and candid legal advice, even if that advice is not 
what their client wants to hear.” Opr attorneys, however, did not recommend 
prosecution, but rather that their “finding of misconduct” should be referred 
to state bar associations for possible disciplinary action, even disbarment. in 
Bradbury’s case, Opr attorneys concluded that the “shortcomings” of his legal 
analysis did not rise to the “level of professional misconduct.”

On January 5, 2010, Associate Deputy Attorney General David margolis 
rejected Opr’s state bar referral recommendation, holding that its conclusion 
of professional misconduct was not based on “known, unambiguous” stan-
dards. Cognizant, however, that yoo’s and Bybee’s rulings had been rescinded 
by Justice Department officials in 2004 when their ruling was leaked, and fur-
ther that this legal ruling had precipitated sharp criticisms from legal scholars 
and commentators over their tendentious reasoning,21 margolis asserted that 
his rejection of Opr’s recommendation “should not be viewed as an endorse-
ment of [yoo’s and Bybee’s] legal work.” indeed, he concluded that yoo’s and 
Bybee’s legal rulings were “flawed,” their “errors more than minor,” and that 
yoo’s “loyalty to his own ideology and convictions clouded his view of his 
obligations to his client, and led him to authorize opinions that reflected his 
own extreme, albeit sincerely held, views of executive power.” margolis added 
that yoo and Bybee had “exercised poor judgment by overstating the certainty 
of their conclusions and underexposing countervailing arguments.”
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margolis’s rejection of Opr’s recommendations scarcely amounted to a 
ringing endorsement of yoo’s and Bybee’s legal rulings. His critical assess-
ment was repeated in the joint report on the nsA surveillance program that 
the inspector generals of the Justice and Defense Departments, the CiA, the 
nsA, and the Office of national intelligence publicly released in July 2009. 
this report concluded that yoo’s legal justification for the nsA surveillance 
program, and that of his colleagues in the Justice Department, was “serious[ly] 
factual[ly] and legal[ly] flaw[ed],” specifically criticizing its “shoddiness.”22 in 
any event, in the cold war and post-9/11 eras, secrecy enabled executive-branch 
officials to avoid accountability for their authorization of illegal conduct and 
to avert the scrutiny that would otherwise have precluded widespread abuses 
of power.

CiA officials and vice president richard Cheney also repeated this same 
indifference to the rule of law during the years 2001–2009—in this case, how-
ever, responding quite differently to the problem of congressional oversight 
than FBi officials did during the World War ii and cold war eras. in 1942, 
committed to ensuring that members of Congress could not discover his 
authorization of “clearly illegal” break-ins, FBi Director Hoover had devised 
the Do not File procedure to govern the disposition of break-in request and 
authorization records. this procedure enabled FBi officials to affirm truth-
fully, whether during congressional hearings or when honoring congressional 
subpoenas, that the FBi’s “central records system” contained no record that 
illegal activities had been conducted or authorized. in contrast, in the post-
9/11 era, CiA officials, on the order of vice president Cheney, purposefully 
did not brief the congressional leadership (the chairs of the House and senate 
Judiciary and intelligence Committees) about a planned sensitive CiA coun-
terterrorism program that involved attempts to assassinate Al Qaeda leaders 
(including contracting with a private security firm, Blackwater, in 2004 to 
further this planned effort). Cheney’s decision directly violated the require-
ments of the 1980 intelligence Oversight Act (an act that had been amended 
in 1991 to avert the reoccurrence of the reagan administration’s action in the 
iran-Contra affair). under this amendment, the White House would have to 
“fully and currently” brief Congress about all major CiA covert operations “in 
a timely fashion.”23

As in the case of the FBi’s World War ii and cold war investigations of sus-
pected subversives, the FBi’s post-9/11 counterterrorist investigations resulted 
in very few prosecutions. A 2009 report confirmed one consequence of this 
obsession to anticipate terrorism—that FBi agents often “chas[ed] shadows” 
and in the process were unable to meet the FBi’s other law-enforcement 
responsibilities. indeed, of the 5,500 leads pursued by the FBi’s twenty-eight-
member special counterterrorism 6 squad, only 5 percent were found to be 
credible enough to warrant further investigation. Between October 2005 and 
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June 2006, moreover, Justice Department officials declined to bring charges in 
131 of the 150 FBi international terrorism referrals. As revealing, the General 
Accounting Office concluded that 132 of the Justice Department’s claimed 
288 international and domestic terrorism convictions of 2002 were wrongly 
classified, and further that of the sixty-two new Jersey terrorist cases, all but 
two involved middle eastern students who had paid imposters to take their 
english-proficiency exams.24

this paltry prosecution record was not due, as in the World War ii and 
cold war eras, to FBi agents’ uses of illegal investigative techniques, thereby 
negating prosecution. to the contrary, FBi agents after 9/11 commanded 
broad legal authority to employ intrusive investigative techniques. Despite 
this expanded legal authority, FBi agents once again focused on perceived 
“terrorist” activists and organizations based on the targets’ militant views and 
political activities. After 9/11, FBi agents could operate under the even broader 
and discretionary powers of the usA pAtriOt Act, enacted in October 2001, 
whenever initiating “anticipatory” investigations. For one, the patriot Act 
authorized agents to use national security letters (nsls; issued solely on the 
authority of FBi officials without court review) if “relevant to an authorized 
counterterrorism or counterespionage investigation” (a more relaxed stan-
dard than the previous requirement of “specific and articulable facts . . . that 
the person or entity . . . is a foreign power or agent of a foreign power”). the 
patriot Act also permitted agents to install roving wiretaps (targeting an indi-
vidual and not a phone number, whether a land or cell phone); intercept inter-
net communications (privately owned or library computers); or obtain credit, 
bank, or other business records. nsls, moreover, could be used to investigate 
individuals suspected of “harboring” or “supporting” terrorism.

the patriot Act also relaxed the restrictions of the 1978 Foreign intel-
ligence surveillance Act by extending the “emergency” period (permitting the 
interception of an electronic communication without an advance court order) 
from twenty-four to seventy-two hours and changing the requirement that 
FBi and nsA officials provide evidence of a proposed target’s “direct” con-
nection with a foreign power or movement when seeking court approval for 
claimed “foreign-intelligence” wiretaps to having to prove only that the target 
had a “significant” connection to a foreign government or movement.25

enacted during a period of intense crisis, the patriot Act captured the pre-
vailing sentiment that terrorist threats could be averted only through enhanced 
surveillance powers. members of Congress at the time, nonetheless, adopted 
a provision that was intended to permit that such uses would be reviewed in a 
less-stressful time and accordingly stipulated that the act’s most-controversial 
sections (those governing the use of nsls) would automatically expire in five 
years unless explicitly reauthorized. members of Congress could then evalu-
ate how this authority had been, and was currently being, used after obtain-
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ing access to relevant records of such uses. nonetheless, even though Justice 
Department officials repeatedly rejected subsequent requests of the House 
and senate Judiciary Committees for direct access to relevant records, in 2006 
Congress made these powers permanent, with the republican congressional 
leadership denying that this legislation would invite abuses.

By then, however, some of the FBi’s records (those relating to closed 
investigations) had been released in response to FOiA requests. in addition, 
the office of the Justice Department’s inspector general released its report 
evaluating the FBi’s monitoring of domestic political advocacy groups. these 
released records and the inspector general ruling confirmed that the targets of 
FBi “domestic security/terrorism” investigations included a number of radical 
and pacifist organizations—the Catholic Workers, thomas merton Center, 
Greenpeace, people for the ethical treatment of Animals, and activists pro-
testing the iraq War. Although the inspector general’s office concluded that 
FBi agents had not intentionally targeted these groups, it nonetheless criti-
cized FBi officials for having made a series of “false and misleading statements 
to the public and Congress in 2002” about the bureau’s surveillance of antiwar 
groups and for having classified certain nonviolent crimes as terrorism. Other 
FOiA requests confirmed that Defense Department agents had monitored a 
“stop the War now” rally in Akron, Ohio; the American Friends service Com-
mittee; anti–iraq War protests at the university of California–santa Cruz; and 
various peace and anarchist groups in the seattle area, and that immigration 
Bureau agents, in the midst of the 2004 presidential election, had pointedly 
questioned more than 2,500 alien residents, predominantly (79 percent) from 
muslim majority countries, about their views of the united states, whether 
they possessed chemical or biological weapons, and whether violence was 
preached at the mosques that they attended.26

these known examples of FBi (and military) monitoring of dissident 
political activities leaves unresolved whether the FBi, the CiA, and the nsA 
had once again resumed their earlier practices of the World War ii and cold 
war eras of monitoring political activities and then surreptitiously using the 
acquired information to further a political agenda. the scope, and possible 
uses, of such surveillances cannot be conclusively determined at present, since 
the records of ongoing FBi, CiA, and nsA operations remain classified and are 
not subject to FOiA requests.27 recent revelations of the Bush administration’s 
and CiA special records procedures raise a further worrisome concern—the 
reinstatement of procedures to destroy particularly sensitive records docu-
menting abusive practices. in 2005, forewarned that Congress would convene 
hearings that year to examine the CiA’s interrogation practices, CiA officers 
destroyed ninety-two videotapes recording hundreds of hours of harsh CiA 
interrogations of Al Qaeda detainees Abu Zubaydah and Abd al-nashiri.28 
in a second known case, Bush White House officials created special e-mail 
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accounts (particularly of their communications with the republican national 
Committee), with the subsequent discovery that many of these e-mails had 
either been destroyed or were missing. third, Opr attorneys, in the course 
of their investigation of the legal rulings on interrogation practices of Justice 
Department attorneys yoo, Bybee, and patrick philbin, discovered that e-mail 
files relating to these rulings were missing and, specifically, that “most of” 
yoo’s e-mail records and philbin’s e-mail records covering the period July–
August 2002 “had been deleted and were not recoverable.”29

Further revelations about the general contents of undisclosed FBi records 
provide an additional reason for concern that the abuses of the cold war years 
have been repeated. in 2006, although denied direct access to relevant FBi 
records, Congress nonetheless (as discussed earlier) reauthorized the sections 
of the usA pAtriOt Act governing the FBi’s uses of nsls. Congress at the 
time, however, adopted a provision that the Justice Department’s inspec-
tor general conduct an internal investigation of such uses during the years 
2003–2005 and release his report to the appropriate oversight committees of 
Congress.

inspector General Glenn Fine’s reports on his office’s investigation of the 
FBi’s “terrorist” wiretapping practices were released, one in march 2007 and a 
second in January 2010. Fine’s scathing assessment of 2007 precipitated pro-
tests from many members of Congress over the scope of the FBi’s uses—with 
the former republican Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee James 
sensenbrenner, ironically, expressing his “outrage.” During this three-year 
period, Fine reported, the FBi had employed 143,074 nsls. this mind-bog-
gling number, Fine then observed, understated the FBi’s actual uses by an esti-
mated 6 percent, basing this estimate on his office’s review of a “judgmental 
sample” of selected files from four of the FBi’s fifty-six field offices, a review 
that had uncovered widespread “inaccuracies” in the FBi’s database. An nsl, 
Fine further pointed out, at times involved more than one target (in one case, 
one nsl involved seven telephone numbers).

in addition, Fine’s inquiry uncovered that FBi agents had made “mis-
leading and serious misuse” of nsls, that FBi officials had underreported 
nsl uses to Congress, that nsls had been illegally used to obtain records, 
that many of the FBi’s claimed “exigent letters” (ostensibly in emergency 
situations) involved nonemergencies, that nsls had “most often” been used 
for “intelligence purposes rather than criminal prosecution,” and that 125 
FBi reports inaccurately identified the target as a non-u.s. person when 
the “appropriate memoranda on the investigation indicated that the subject 
was a u.s. person or a presumed u.s. person.” in January 2010, Fine further 
recounted that of the FBi’s claimed “exigent” letters initiatives, agents had 
obtained 3,500 telephone accounts during the years 2003–2006 without fol-
lowing required legal procedures and in some cases had uploaded call records 
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on FBi databases, which they then reviewed on their computers without 
determining whether these records were relevant to a claimed terrorist inves-
tigation.30 Furthermore, on four occasions that Fine uncovered, FBi officials 
had made inaccurate statements to the special court (known colloquially as the 
FisA court) created under the Foreign intelligence surveillance Act to review 
proposed interception applications concerning how calling records had been 
obtained and in two other cases had obtained access to call records of reporters 
during a claimed leak investigation. not highlighted in Fine’s report, nsls, it 
was subsequently disclosed, had been used to obtain records relating to New 
York Times reporters raymond Bonner and Jane perlez and Washington Post 
reporters ellen nakashi and natasha tampubolon.31

the FBi, moreover, was not the sole u.s. intelligence agency to reinstate 
the domestic-surveillance practices of the cold war era—though the extent of 
the CiA’s, the nsA’s, and the Department of Homeland security’s post-9/11 
monitoring activities remains unknown, their secret actions for the most part 
having escaped public scrutiny. FBi, CiA, nsA, and Homeland security offi-
cials have successfully preserved the secrecy of most of their claimed national-
security records. their success renders it impossible to ascertain the targets 
and scope of their investigations and, equally important, how the acquired 
information might have been used by either their officials or the White House. 
in one exception, in 2009, a classified report of an internal Justice Depart-
ment investigation and congressional oversight was leaked to the New York 
Times. this investigation, the Times disclosed, had uncovered instances of 
“significant misconduct” by nsA analysts in intercepting the e-mail com-
munications of American citizens having no links to suspected terrorists. this 
overcollection of e-mail communications, the authors of this internal report 
contended, had ostensibly been inadvertent, as nsA analysts had been unable 
to distinguish between foreign and domestic messages, in effect repeating the 
practice of the originally established program. in another case, senior nsA 
officials (it was subsequently learned) had blocked a proposed plan of nsA 
analysts to wiretap a member of Congress, traveling in the middle east as part 
of a congressional delegation, owing to his contact with a suspected terrorist. 
in yet another known case, nsA analysts in the spring of 2005 intercepted 
Congresswoman Jane Harman’s telephone conversation with an israeli intel-
ligence agent.32 released Homeland security records, moreover, documented 
that the department’s intelligence officials had improperly collected informa-
tion about u.s. citizens and organizations engaged in lawful dissent (including 
pro- and antiabortion groups). last, recently released immigration Bureau 
records document that muslim alien residents had been purposely targeted 
by immigration Bureau agents in the fall of 2004. Although the actions of the 
immigration agents were not known to the broader public at the time, their 
questioning was known to the islamic community, with a resultant chilling 
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effect. An already intimidated muslim American would hesitate to challenge, 
during that year’s presidential campaign, the Bush administration’s potentially 
controversial policies involving the iraq War and counterterrorism.33

the Bush administration’s authorization of the nsA’s surveillance opera-
tions further highlight the antidemocratic consequences of secret decision 
making. thus, even though Congress had agreed to amend the 1978 Foreign 
intelligence surveillance Act, as part of the massive usA pAtriOt Act (spe-
cifically relating to the court-review and emergency standards), president 
Bush did not then request that Congress rescind the 1978 Foreign intelligence 
surveillance Act’s prior court-review requirements enacted to “provide legis-
lative authorization for all electronic surveillance conducted within the united 
states for foreign intelligence purposes.” president Bush at the time knew that 
nsA Director michael Hayden had informed CiA Director George tenet 
(who had inquired at the behest of the White House) that the nsA could do 
“nothing more within existing [legal] authorities” to uncover terrorist activi-
ties. Asked then what the nsA could do “with more authority,” Hayden out-
lined what became the terrorist surveillance program, which president Bush 
secretly authorized on October 4, 2001 (three weeks before Congress approved 
the usA pAtriOt Act).

under this secret program, nsA agents intercepted and recorded the com-
munications (telephone, e-mail, and fax) “into and out” of the united states 
of unspecified individuals about whom there would be “a reasonable basis 
to conclude that one party to the communication is a member of al-Qa’ida, 
affiliated with al-Qa’ida, or a member of an organization affiliated with al-
Qa’ida.”34 nsA operatives did not target specific subjects. instead, through 
a process of “data mining,” based on speculative criteria (communications, 
for example, expressing interest in flight schools or frequently sent to spe-
cific foreign regions, e.g., pakistan), they sought to identify possible terrorists 
or terrorist sympathizers. in addition, because private telecommunication 
companies (At&t, verizon, Bell south) transmitted the bulk of electronic 
communications through fiber-optic cable, rendering them invulnerable to 
the nsA’s sweeping of the airwaves, nsA officials solicited these companies’ 
assistance to obtain access to these transmissions. in at least one known 
instance in 2005, Justice Department officials, to preclude discovery of this 
illegal program, withheld from a federal court during the trial of muslim 
scholar Ali al-timimi records confirming that the nsA had intercepted his 
telephone conversations.

the continued classification of relevant records pertaining to this program 
preclude a definitive understanding of the range of targets of such communi-
cation intercepts and any political (or other abusive) uses of the intercepted 
information. isolated and inadvertent disclosures nonetheless suggest that a 
massive number of messages had been indiscriminately intercepted. Writer 
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James Bamford, for example, learned through one source that nsA staff 
supervisors had reviewed five thousand to seven thousand middle eastern 
communications daily. more revealing, and the by-product of the nsA’s 
sharing the fruits of this interception program with the FBi, New York Times 
reporters discovered during interviews with unidentified FBi officials follow-
ing the public exposure of this program in 2005 that the nsA’s “steady stream” 
of information had led to “dead ends or innocent Americans” and had often 
amounted to “pointless intrusions on Americans’ privacy.” A July 2009 report35 
that the inspectors general of the Justice and Defense Departments, the nsA, 
the CiA, and the Office of national intelligence issued confirmed this critical 
assessment. in their report, the inspectors general disclosed that most of the 
intelligence-agency officials whom they had interviewed “had difficulty citing 
specific instances” or “precise contributions” stemming from the intercepted 
communications in the uncovering of terrorist threats. indeed, they concluded 
that the interception program, although “useful” as “one tool among many” 
and offering “value in some counterterrorism investigations,” “generally 
played a limited role in the FBi’s overall counterterrorism efforts.”36

When secretly authorizing this nsA program, president Bush had assumed 
that his decision not to comply with the act’s court-approval requirement 
would remain secret—an assumption that proved to be unwarranted. At least 
two participants in the execution of this program (russell tice, an nsA analyst, 
and thomas tamm, a career lawyer in the Justice Department’s Office of intel-
ligence policy and review), troubled by the unwillingness of their more senior 
colleagues to challenge this illegal program, disclosed its existence to the New 
York Times in 2004.

the Times, however, delayed publishing this discovery until December 
2005. then, in a dramatic front-page expose, it reported that president Bush 
had secretly authorized this nsA interception program. seeking to quell the 
resultant furor over his flaunting of the 1978 Foreign intelligence surveillance 
Act, president Bush brazenly defended the program as a “vital tool in our war 
against terrorists” and as narrowly targeting “people with known links to Al 
Qaeda and related terrorist organizations.” His action, he further argued, was 
constitutional under the president’s commander-in-chief powers and a 2001 
congressional resolution authorizing military operations against those respon-
sible for the 9/11 terrorist attack. Great care had been taken, he continued, 
to minimize any abuses during the program’s operation, with nsA officials 
reviewing its operation every forty-five days to update targets and to assess 
their continuing intelligence value. the president, however, rebuffed con-
gressional requests for access to the records of his authorization, the internal 
reviews, and the intercepted messages themselves.

Within a year, president Bush had to abandon his stonewalling strategy. 
His account of the program’s inception and operation was undercut by dis-
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closures that key congressional leaders had not been fully briefed and that in 
2004 senior Justice Department officials (Attorney General Ashcroft, Deputy 
Attorney General James Comey, and the head of the Office of legal Counsel, 
Jack Goldsmith) and FBi Director mueller had questioned the program’s 
legality. their threats to resign had forced Bush that month to modify his 
authorization order. two court suits also forced the president to shift his 
original stance.

the first of these, which the American Civil liberties union brought, chal-
lenged the constitutionality of the president’s authorization. this suit eventu-
ally failed. A federal appeals court ruled (a ruling that the supreme Court 
upheld) that the plaintiffs had failed to establish standing that their rights had 
been violated—a classic catch-22 situation, since the president’s “state-secrets” 
claim denied to any potential plaintiff access to records that could establish 
that his or her communications had been intercepted. A more serious chal-
lenge, however, involved an electronic Frontier Foundation class-action suit 
against At&t for violating the privacy rights of its customers.

the plaintiffs in this latter case could meet the standing test owing to the 
mistaken 2004 disclosure to defense attorneys of a logbook that documented 
the interception of the phone calls of lawyers for an Oregon charity and their 
clients in saudi Arabia. the foundation’s case was further strengthened by the 
testimony of At&t technician mark Klein (who, in addition, produced At&t 
documents that he had acquired as an employee) that At&t officials had 
allowed the nsA to set up a special office in the company’s switching center 
in san Francisco. this suit could not be stymied by the Bush administration’s 
“states-secrets” argument, as it raised the issue “whether a telecommunica-
tions firm has the right to break the law.”37

the electronic Frontier case, and the possible future filing of other court 
cases against the cooperating telecommunication companies, in effect forced 
the Bush administration to abandon its claim of inherent presidential powers. 
Administration officials agreed to endorse amending the 1978 Foreign intel-
ligence surveillance Act’s court-approval requirement and to grant after-the-
fact immunity to the participating telecommunication companies.

in the fall of 2007, Congress bowed to White House pressure that failing 
to act would benefit terrorists and enacted legislation authorizing, but only 
for a six-month period, nsA monitoring of international and domestic com-
munications without a court warrant if nsA analysts “reasonably believed 
[the target] to be located outside the united states.” the amendment to the 
1978 act, moreover, restricted the so-called FisA court’s review and approval 
responsibility to ensuring only that such interceptions complied with proce-
dures that the president adopted.

At first, members of Congress resisted making these changes permanent. 
After difficult negotiations, congressional leaders reached a compromise with 
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the White House in June 2008. the nsA would be permitted to intercept the 
communications (e-mail and telephone) of foreign individuals without having 
to obtain a court warrant or identify specific targets. in contrast, individual-
ized court orders would be required to intercept the communications of u.s. 
citizens, although in “exigent” (emergency) situations, such interceptions 
would be permitted for seven days without an advance court order. in a key 
concession to the White House, Congress approved a section providing for 
the prompt dismissal of any lawsuit against a cooperating telecommunications 
company if a district court judge ruled that a presidential directive had autho-
rized the interception.38 the White House’s principal concession to Congress 
involved acceptance of the stipulation that the revised 1978 act constituted the 
“exclusive” authority for counterterrorism and counterespionage intercep-
tions and that the revisions would expire in 2012 unless Congress renewed 
them.39

the revised statute seemingly imposed stricter conditions governing the 
interception of strictly domestic communications. An internal Justice Depart-
ment review of nsA operations conducted in the aftermath of this legisla-
tion’s enactment, however, confirmed that the proposed distinction between 
domestic and international interceptions had not been honored. leaked to the 
New York Times, this review confirmed that Justice Department investigators 
had discovered that nsA analysts had significantly “overcollected” domes-
tic e-mail and telephone communications without prior court review and 
approval. American citizens had allegedly been inadvertently targeted owing 
to the difficulty nsA analysts encountered in distinguishing between domestic 
and international communications. purportedly, after this discovery, Justice 
Department officials instituted procedures to “bring the program into compli-
ance” with the law’s court-approval requirements.40

Why, then, did Congress in the years 2001–2008 once again defer to the 
White House and the intelligence agencies? this deference appears unreason-
able in light of the known abuses of power of White House, FBi, and nsA 
officials; the Bush administration’s refusal to allow congressional access to all 
relevant records; and the known history of widespread White House, FBi, and 
nsA abuses of power during the World War ii and cold war eras. this defer-
ence is even more troubling given how the actions and inactions of members 
of Congress in the 2001–2008 period differed from their responses (and also 
those of White House and FBi officials) in the 1940s and 1950s. Between 1941 
and 1967, Congress consistently refused to enact administration-proposed 
bills to legalize wiretapping (even though at this time the united states con-
fronted a far more serious threat than that posed by Al Qaeda, given the vastly 
greater political, military, and economic capabilities of the soviet union). 
Furthermore, during this earlier era, FBi officials, sensitive to Congress’s wari-
ness about FBi surveillance powers, had devised special Do not File and June 
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mail procedures to foreclose the possible discovery of their privately admitted 
authorization of illegal investigative techniques, while in 1948, 1950, and 1951 
the truman administration had decided against seeking explicit legislation 
that would legalize either a preventive detention program or the interception 
of international telegraph messages. the truman administration’s crafty strat-
egy in the latter case offers a stark contrast between Congress’s responses of 
the cold war era and its responses in the post-9/11 era. in both eras, presidents 
debated whether to seek legislation that explicitly granted immunity from 
prosecution to private corporations that had illegally assisted the intelligence 
agencies.

During World War ii, the international telegraph companies (itt World 
Communications, Western union international, rCA Global) had forwarded 
to military intelligence telegraph messages (of the soviet union and the Axis 
powers) transmitted through their terminals in the united states. this assis-
tance at the time was legal under wartime censorship legislation. Following the 
end of World War ii, military intelligence officials pressured the companies 
to continue this arrangement, despite the expiration of the wartime autho-
rization. Continued assistance through a program code-named Operation 
sHAmrOCK, military officials had then assured company executives, would 
be legal, and they cited as authority a determination of the attorney general. in 
1947, however, company executives reassessed their earlier decision, at which 
time they informed secretary of Defense James Forrestal of their intention to 
cease cooperating. the courts had not yet (and might not) endorse the attor-
ney general’s interpretation of the legality of such assistance, they advised For-
restal; in addition, their union employees (with whom they had contentious 
relationships) might publicly expose such assistance.

the executives were persuaded to continue cooperating, having received 
two explicit assurances: first, that Attorney General tom Clark, with presi-
dent Harry truman’s concurrence, pledged not to prosecute them; and, 
second, that the administration would draft and secure enactment of a bill 
legalizing this assistance. Appropriate legislation was drafted and introduced 
in 1948. nonetheless, while the bill to amend the 1934 Communications Act 
was under review by the senate Judiciary Committee, administration offi-
cials asked the committee’s chairman not to report it to the floor for a vote, 
fearing that this proposal might precipitate a divisive debate during the cur-
rent presidential-election campaign. this legislative initiative, however, was 
not renewed following truman’s electoral victory in 1948. instead, in 1949, 
secretary of Defense louis Johnson (Forrestal’s successor) reaffirmed the 
nonprosecution pledge. then, in 1951, without hearings having been held, 
issuance of a detailed report on the proposal, or even floor debate, Congress 
approved an obscure section, 21A, as part of an omnibus, noncontroversial 
bill to amend the federal code, H.r. 3899. this section criminalized the dis-
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closure to any “unauthorized” person (that is, not authorized by the presi-
dent) of information relating to codes and code breaking (the sHAmrOCK 
program’s original objective was to obtain coded soviet telegraphic messages 
for deciphering purposes).41

section 21A in effect addressed the remaining concern of company execu-
tives that their employees might disclose their participation in an illegal pro-
gram. should any employee publicly disclose the operation of this program 
after the enactment of section 21A, he or she would be vulnerable to criminal 
prosecution.42 significantly, apart from the leadership of the House and senate 
Judiciary Committees (and presumably the House speaker and senate major-
ity leader), no member of Congress was aware that, by approving H.r. 3899, 
they had in effect immunized the executives of the international telegraph 
companies from criminal prosecution.

the truman administration’s cynical strategy to avoid a public debate 
over exempting nsA surveillance from the 1934 Communication Act’s ban 
differed from Congress’s responses of 2005–2008 regarding its passivity upon 
first learning of the Bush administration’s purposeful violation of the Foreign 
intelligence surveillance Act or eventual agreement to immunize the telecom-
munication companies from any lawsuit brought by their customers over 
their violation of privacy rights. As such, Congress’s differing responses of 
2005–2008 from those of 1948–1951 highlight how an obsession over security 
led it to cede wide latitude to the White House and the intelligence agencies, 
purportedly to safeguard the nation from potential threats.

Why were members of Congress unwilling to challenge a direct presiden-
tial violation of FisA? Why did they not instead insist on accountability rather 
than defer once again to broad presidential “national-security” claims?

the answer to these questions is best captured in the changed language 
adopted during the cold war era to define how the nation should respond to 
international developments: “national security” rather than “national defense.”

the original “national-defense” phrase reflected what had been a long-
held conception of what constituted a responsible security policy—incorpo-
rated in president George Washington’s 1796 farewell address warning against 
“entangling alliances” and in Congress’s enactment of the so-called neutrality 
Acts of 1935–1937. this phrase reflected the view that the united states could, 
on its own, determine its international role and that the principal threat to 
the nation’s security derived from unnecessary involvement in international 
conflicts. under this view, although the government should be prepared to 
repulse an actual invasion, the public and political leaders need not other-
wise be concerned about the actions of foreign powers. the neutrality Acts  
reaffirmed this sense of self-sufficiency (self-imposed restrictions on the 
nation’s commercial and financial transactions) and an underlying concern to 
limit unilateral presidential initiatives (the provisions restricting a president’s 
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discretion to permit bank loans and the sale of arms). Consistent with this 
sense of self-sufficiency and suspicion of executive power, many Americans 
(conservatives as well as liberals) viewed with great skepticism an expanded 
FBi surveillance role. indeed, Walter trohan, the Washington bureau chief of 
the arch-conservative (and anti–new Deal) Chicago Tribune, published in that 
newspaper’s sunday magazine of June 21, 1936, a scathing biographical sketch 
of FBi Director Hoover depicting the FBi director as a new Deal bureaucrat 
and demagogue bent on expanding the FBi’s power and in the process under-
mining limited government. moreover, during the late 1930s and early 1940s, 
president roosevelt’s conservative isolationist critics claimed (correctly, as it 
turns out) that the FBi was monitoring their efforts to mobilize public opposi-
tion to the president’s interventionist foreign-policy initiatives.

in contrast, the “national-security” phrase, which governed u.s. internal 
and international security policy after 1945, reflected a far different conception 
of the nation’s interests that two 1947 decisions succinctly capture: Congress’s 
enactment of the national security Act and president truman’s executive 
order establishing a Federal employee loyalty program.

the national security Act’s provisions creating the nation’s first perma-
nent espionage agency, the CiA, reflected a new view that a successful foreign 
policy required advance knowledge of the plans and capabilities of foreign 
powers. presidents would need to be fully informed about actual and potential 
threats and also, through another agency created by the 1947 act, the national 
security Council, correlate the nation’s diplomatic, military, and economic 
resources. the act contributed to the evolution of a more centralized execu-
tive branch while placing a premium on the need for secrecy. the creation 
of the Federal employee loyalty program was similarly based on the need to 
anticipate, in this case espionage that disloyal federal employees committed. 
its purpose was to foreclose this possibility by denying employment to suspect 
individuals based not on their conduct but on their political beliefs and asso-
ciations.

the year 1947 marked a significant watershed but not an abrupt break, as 
American conservatives remained committed to limited government and the 
rule of law. Accordingly, during the late 1940s and early 1950s, many con-
servatives opposed the truman Doctrine, the marshall plan, and the nAtO 
treaty as provocative; demanded changes in the proposed national security 
Act to ensure that the CiA could not become a “gestapo”; (captured in the 
criticisms of Congressman nixon, senator mcCarthy, HuAC, and the senate 
internal security subcommittee) depicted executive agreements and execu-
tive secrecy as responsible for soviet expansion (attributing the “sell-out” 
and “betrayal” of eastern europe and China to president roosevelt’s secret 
executive agreements at the 1945 yalta Conference); and accused presidents 
roosevelt and truman of harboring “Communists in Government” (who 
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were then able to influence crucial foreign-policy decisions and steal the secret 
of the atomic bomb).

Conservatives soon abandoned this antipathy toward presidential power 
and secrecy—captured in the enactment of the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control 
and safe streets Act (legalizing wiretapping and bugging) and opposing the 
challenges of the special senate committee investigating the Watergate Affair 
to president nixon’s “national-security” and “executive-privilege” claims.

this obsession over possible security threats did not dissipate with the end 
of the cold war following the collapse of the soviet union and Communist 
governments in eastern europe and the Balkans in 1989–1991. A new per-
ceived security threat—that of terrorism—once again underpinned demands 
for expanded surveillance initiatives. in the process, the seamy side of cold war 
surveillance and secrecy policy has been ignored—that ambitious, if sincerely 
motivated, presidents and intelligence agency officials, if granted broad discre-
tion to monitor suspected terrorists, would once again abuse that power and 
promote a culture of lawlessness.
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Chapter 7

1. And, similarly, that the CiA and the nsA, despite their international intelligence 
responsibilities, had at times instituted formal programs targeting American citizens 
engaged in political dissent.

2. Good luck (in this case the ineptness of soviet agents) also enabled military-intel-
ligence analysts to decode these soviet consular messages. military analysts had discov-
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